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Introduction to the
Paperback Edition
In the reviews thal appeared during the interval between the publica
tion of the hardcuver and the paperback editions of Poor People's
Movements. a number oj crilics took. issue with .some of the 'Otlelu
sions we uached. In thi.s brief intToduction to the paperback edition,
we take the opportunity of continuing the debate.!
Perhaps the singular contribution of the intellectual tradition of tbe
left, as it has developed since the nineteenth century. has been to bring
working-class people fully into history, not simply as victims but as
actors. The left bas understOod that working-class people are a his
torical force and could become a greater historical force. And the left

has understood that the distinctive form in which that force express�
itself is the mass movement.
]0 theory, the left has also understood that working-class movements
are not forged merely by willing or thinking or arguing them into
existence. Proletarian movements, Marx said, are fonned by a dialecti
cal process reflecting the institutional logic of capitalist ar rangements.
The proletariat is a creature, not of communist intellectuals, hut of
capital and the conditions of capitalist production, a point emphasized
in the Communist Manifesto:
In proportion as the bourgeoisie. i.e., capital. is develo�d. in the

same proportion is the proletariat. the modem working class, de
veloped ... [and) ... not only increases in number; its strength grows,
and it feels that strength more.
Of all the classes that stand face to
. . .

1 The following reviews are referred to in the text: Jack lkatty, The Nation, October 8,
1977; J. Banan lkrnmin, The Chronitle of HigheT Education, MaHh 27. 1978; Carol
Brightman. Seven Days, Janmu:y 1978; Michael. Harrington. The New York Times Boo.l:
Rel/iew, December II. 1977; E. J. Hobsbawm. The Neill York Revielll 01 Books, March 2S.
.
1978; and Paul Swr. Working Papers, MarchIApril 1978.
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(ace with the bourgeoisie today, the proletariat alone is a real1y revo
lutionary class. The other classes decay and finally disappear in the
face of Modern Industry; the proletariat is its special amI essemial
product.

xi
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proletariat. Or they have mobilized around the wrong organizational
and political strategies. The movements oE the people disapJXlint the
doctrine, and so the movements are dismissed.
In writing this book, we tried to set aside doctrines in order to

Of course, historical developments frustrated Marx's prediction: ex

examine some of the ways in which the specific features of American

paneling capitalist production did not create a revolutionary pro·

social structure have shaped working·class movements. We were con
cerned to identify the institutional conditions which sometimes make

letariat.
Still, the basic mode of dialectical analysis underlying the failed

mass movements possible, the institutional conditions which deter

prediction-the idea that the struggles of ordinary people are both

mine the forms taken by mass movements, and the institutional

formed. hy and directed against institutional arrangements-is correct.

conditions which determine the responses of elites. We were led to

The prediction failed because Marx did not anticipate the sped6c in

these concerns by what we tbought were the inadequacies of existing

stitutional pauerns which evolved under modem capitalism, nor did

wayso£ thinking about movements. Obviously, protest movements are

he antidpate the particular forms of struggle which would be gen

discredited in the dominant pluralistic tradition on the ground that

erated in reaction to them. These institutional arrangements inhibited

there is ample opportunity [or the working class to pursue its interests

the emergence of a unified and revolutionary working class: the spread

through democratic institutional channels. More to our point, many

of imperialism helped to produce the surpluses that would raise work

on the left also discredit these movements because they fail to conform

ing-class material standards in the mother countries; the balkanization

to doctrinal prescriptions regarding constituencies, strategies, and

of modern industry helped to fractionalize the working class; new

demands. But this sort of complaint typically ignores the historically

institutions such as public education helped to ensure capitalistic

specific circumstances in which social movements emerge and in which

ideological hegemony. In turn, these institutional arrangements

constituencies, strategies, and demands are formed.

shaped the character of working-class resistance. Contemporary work
ing-c1ass struggles are fragmented where the left wishes for unity, and
working-class demands are reformist where the left prescribes a radica1
agenda.
But the intellectual left has failed to confront these developmenu

We are prompted to make these opening comments because so much
of the early respon� to this book has been dominated by a reiteration
of doctrinal injunctions. In effect, a number of critics undertook to
review the movements we study, rather than our analyses, and they are
displeased. The movements fell short of the doctrine (and so, there

fully, at least in its posture toward movements in industrial societies.2

fore, do we, for we are frankly sympathetic with struggles that were,

It has failed to understand that the main features of contemporary

in one respect or another, disappointing to th� critics) . Some critics

popular struggles are both a reflection of an institutionally determined

were dissatisfied, for example, with the various expressions of the

logic and a challenge to that logic. It has clung instead to the specific

post-World War II black movement: with the civil rights struggle in

nineteenth-century content of the dialectic, and by doing so, has

the South, or the riots in the North, or the surging demand for public

forfeited dialectical analysis. Insofar as contemporary movements in

welfare benefits that produced a welfare explosion in the 1960s. The

industrial societies do not take the forms predicted by an analysis of

black movement is blamed for worsening divisions in the working

nineteenth-century capitalism, the left has not tried to understand

class, for producing a popular back.lash, and for failing to win Jarger

these movemenu, but rather has tended simply to disapprove of them.

gains, such as full employment (or even a new social order) .

The wrong people have mobilized, for they are not truly the industrial

But popular insurgency does not proceed by someone else's rules or
hopes; it has iu own logic and direction. It flows from historically

2 By COntrast, Idt·wing analyses of peasant movements are oriented precisely toward

underuanding the influence of specific societal arrangements on those movement&, with
a mU5ure of insight that perh:<ps benefits &om the relative absence (If nineteenth
century Mand�t thought on the subject. See, for example, Erich R. Wolf, Pt<l.!dllt Wan 01
the TWIl'ltiefh Century (New York.: Harper and Row, 1969), or James C. Scon, The
Mond &vnomy oj the Peo.iilnl (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Pra.s, 1976).

specific circumstances: it is a reaction against those circumstances, and
it is also limited by those circumstances. One of the crucial ways in
which the black movement was institutionally structured, and thus
limited, was by the existence of deep racial cleavageS in the American
worling class. One might wish it were otherwise; if ever there were
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sectors of the working class that should have been "the closest of allies,"
as one critic complained, it was the black and white poor. But the
institutional development of the United States had determined other
wise, as witness the history of failed efforts to product multiracial,
class-based protest movements. And so, when massive socioeconomic
and political changes finally made an independent black struggle
possible, black eruptions provoked the violent opposition of southern
white working·class people and later the opposition of northern
working·class people as well. No course of action available to blacks
could have prevented the worsening of antagonisms so deeply em
bedded in the experience of the white working class. If blacks were to
mobilize at all in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s, working
class divisions would inevitably be widened. What, then, is the point
of Jack Beatty's insistence that "strategies which divide [the working
class] are . . . dangerous"? To suggest that blacks might have done it
differently-that they might have induced large elements of the south
ern and northern white working class to coalesce with them-without
showing how specific institutional conditions afforded that option, is
to assume that people are free to act without regard to the constraints
imposed by their social context.
Moreover, the rigid application of these doctrinal prescriptions may
tend to obscure recognition of the longer-term implications of mass
insurgency. The black. movement, however great the immediate
tensions it created, may have improved the possibilities for more
broad-based working-class struggles in the future. As a result of the
new legal accommodations forced by the movement, at least some
aspects of the institutional framework supporting racism have been
weakened, and while that is hardly a guarantor of future class-based
movements, it is at least one institutional prerequisite. In other words,
the doctrinal rejection of any strategy that engenders tensions within
the working class ignored both the institutional forces that produce
those divisions in the first place and the conflictual processes by which
they may, perhaps, be overcome.
Another criticism leveled at the movements we analyzed is that they
produced a broad-based "backlash" in the American electorate.
Harrington says that disruptive protest in the 1960s produced "the
mean spirit exploited by people like Richard Nixon," and Bernstein
warns that disruptive protest is "dangerous." There is a large measure
of unreality about this criticism. It is as if group or class struggles can,
when carefully managed, proceed without engendering conflict.
Obviously the labor struggles of the mid,thirties helped produce the

xiii
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corporate-led backlash that began in 1938 and culminated in the
"witch-hunts" of the late forties and early fifties; and just as obviously
the black struggles of the fifties and sixties helped produce the backlash
of the seventies (to which the student and antiwar movements also
contributed) . But how could it have been otherwise? Important inter·
ests were at stake, and had those interests not been a profound source
of contention, there would have been no need for labor insurgency in
the one period nor black insurgency in the other. Put another way, the
relevant question to ask is whether, on balance, the movement made
gains or lost ground; whether it advanced the interests of working
people or set back those interests.
A number of our critics, however, dismiss the gains of these move
ments because they were insufficient. The more realistic question
whether the gains made were intrinsically important, and thus worth
winning, is not addressed. Nor do the critics say why more was possible,
how larger gains might have been made. Thus Stan refers to "the
dozens of 'mass mobilizations' and ghetto riots of the 1960s that left so
light a trace on the body politic"; Harrington suggests that full em
ployment should have been the priority for the welfare rights move
ment; Brightman faults the insurgency of the period for failing to
move us toward "a new social order"; and Hobsbawm says of what was
won in the sixties that "it is not negligible, but it is not what we
wanted."
Our view is different. What was won must be judged by what was
possible. From this perspective, the victories were considerable. For
blacks in the South, political rights were achieved, and that meant, at
the deepest level, a substantial reduction in the use of terror in the
social control of blacks (see Chapter 4) . At the bottom of the black
community, the poor acted against the relief system, and by doing so
they ensured their survival in a society which plainly would continue
to deny them alternative means of supporting themselves (see Chapter
5)) Nor did the participants in the relief movement of the 1960s
prefer welfare; together with Harrington, they plainly preferred
decent jobs at decent wages. But they understood the political facts of
their lives rather more clearly than Harrington: the unemployed poor
5 R. C. Cobb's comm�nt on the peal!antry in Napoleonic France seems appropriate here:
"[Analyst:;], few of whom have ever experienced hun�r, have no businesss blatning poor
people for accepting, even gratefully, the products of bourgeois charity. And it would be
indecent to upbraid the affame of the past for allowing themsdyc5 to bc bought out of
what historians have decreed were 'forward looking' movements by the grant of relief:'
The Polic� and th� Peopl� (New York: Orlord University Press, 1970) . p.m.
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in this �riod lacked the power to force programs of full employment.
What difference would it have made, then, had they proclaimed full
employment their central goal? One is reminded here of the struggles
of the unemployed in the Great Depression; the Workers' Alliance of
America called both for full employment and for the abolition of the
profit system. But these large goals aside, the fact is that the Workers'
Alliance of America could not even manage to keep relief bene6ts
flowing [Q the unemployed (see Chapter 2) . In other words, to criticize
a movement for nOt advocating or reaching this goal or that one with
out even the most casual appraisal of its political resources is an
exercise in self-righteousness.
Perhaps, as Barrington Moore suggests in a recent book, there are
"suppressed historical alternatives"-politica1 options that were in
Stitutionally availa'ble but that were not exercised by a movement's
leadership.4 But it is the merit of Moore's approach that he does not
treat this matter in doctrinal terms, abstracting movements and the
options of their leadership from a given historical context with all of
its contradictory limitations and constraints. He analyzes the case of
the German Social Democratic Party (SPD) in the years following
World War I. To avert a Communist takeover, the SPD claimed that
it was compelled to coalesce ,,,,ith the military and industrial elites, a
decision that subsequently helped bring the Nazis to power. Moore
asks whether an alternative to the totalitarianism of left or right was
possible, such as some form of democratic socialism, and concludes that
it was. He argues, for example, that the vulnerability of the SPD
stemmed in part from it!; failure to take control of the policing func
tion, an action that was clearly within its grasp. with the result that it
became dependent on the German military for the maintenance of
order. In other words, he tries to show what the suppressed alternatives
were, and to show that these were STounded in empirically demon
strable institutional conditions. It is just such careful analysis of actual
political possibilities and limitations that the critics of the gains won
in the 1930s and 1960s fail to make. To be sure, what was won was not
enough-neither the gains of the one period nor those of the other. It
is not what we wanted. But it is far from being negligible. And over
all, ids what seemed possible.
All of this is to say that tenets about the strategies that movements
"should" have followed or "ought" to have avoided, statements re-

.'''ill.f'ice: The Soril:I &.sa oj Obniulnu and RnI01. (New York; M. L Shupe, 19'18).

garding the goals that movements "should" have embraced or "ought"
to have eschewed, and statements regarding the reactions from domi
nant groups or others that "ought" to have been averted-none of these
criticisms takes on meaning unless it can also be shown that it could
have been done differently. And to show how it might have been done
goes beyond the invocation of doctrine; it requires examination of the
institutional conditions which both create and limit the opportunities
for mass struggle. It is to such an examination that we hoped [Q con
tribute with this book.
If features of social context influence the course of movements, so
forms that are developed within movements.
Here, however, organizers and leaders exercise some measure of dis
cretion; they play a role in setting the directions of internal organiza
tional development_ And it is our criticism of the way such discretion
has typically been employed that has caused the severest upset among
reviewers. The upset was, perhaps, not surprising, for our critique of
organizational efforts offended central tenets of left doctrine.
In the main the left has held that formal mass-membership organi
zations are the correct vehicles by which the working class can drive
toward power, at least in nonrevolutionary situations. This view is so
deeply imprinted on the tradition of the left that debates about
political strategy have been virtually confined to the question how to
build such bureaucratically structured membership organizations.
The strategic usefulness of this organizational form, its effectiveness
as a vehicle for influence, has been treated as axiomatic.
In three of the four movements we analyze, organizers and leaden
created mass-membership organizations (by contrast, leaders in the
southern civil rights movement emphasized coordinated mass mobili
zations) ; experience with these membership organizations provides
a historical basis for examining their usefulness. We draw several
conclusions from this historical experience. First, it was not formal
organizations but mass defiance that won what was won in the 1930s
and 19605: industrial workers, for example, forced concessions from
industry and government as a result oE the disruptive effects of large
scale strikes; defiant blacks forced concessions as a result of the dis
ruptive effects of mass civil disobedience. Second, because they were
acutely vulnerable to internal oligarchy and stasis and to external
integration with elites, the bureaucratic organizations that were
developed within these movements tended to bluntthe militancy that
was the fundamental source of such influence as the movements
too do the organizational
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exerted. And finally, for the most part, the formal organizations

structure of working-class life and with the process of working-cl ass

collapsed as the movements subsided. This is an important point, since
critics of movements complain of their short life, as if formal organiza

struggle. and less susceptible to penetration by dominant elites. The
mass-membership bureaucracy was, after al l, not invented by the left,
but is rather a form through which the left emulated the modes of

tions provided a more enduring alternative form for working-class
mobi lization. To be sure, the unions that emerged in the 1930s did
become permanent; and as we say in Chapter 3, they have been usefu l
in protecting the interests of workers. Still, the unions are obviously
no exception to the oligarchical and integrative tendencies exhibited
by formal membership organizations. In any

case,

it was the unique

advantages afforded by their location in the mass-production industries
that made the sustained organization of workers possible, and these

situational advantages are not avai lable to most other working-class
and l ower-cl ass groups.
Now all of this may be unsett ling. but it is not startling. Our con
clusions are very simi1ar to those reached by Robert Michels decades
ago on the basis of his analysis of the organizational imperatives that

accounted for the conservative tendencies of the German Social
Democracy. The inte llectual left has dealt with Michels largel y by
ignoring him. But the dil emmas to which he pointed persist. Our
crilics are dealing with our analysis in a similar way, dismissing it by
fiat. "A

good book

with a bad point," Starr says, and he goes on to

characterize us as guilty of the "adoration of spontaneity." Our
critique of the mass-membership bureaucracy is thus treated as if we
eschewed any form of coherent and coordinated mass action. Another
reviewer says "we must try harder," as if organizationa l imperatives
can

simply be willed away. Bernstein argues that the diLemmas to

which we point "lie not in the fact of organization but in the

natu.re of

its leadership" (his emphasis) ; but it is our point that the imperatives
of mass-membership organizational maintenance characteristically
create the kind of leadership Bernstein depl ores. Hobsbawm acknowl
edges the main points of our analysis, suggesting that they constitute
"a powerful contribution to the cause of realism," only to conclude
that "the argument is unsatisfactory" because the poor "need, more
than ever, not only a strategy of effective pressure but policies-and
bodies capable of carrying out policies."
The poor need a great deal, but they are not likely to be helped to
get it when we ignore the weaknesses in received doctrines revealed
by historical experience. If we acknowledge those weaknesses, we may

do better. We may then begin to consider a lternative forms of or
ganizations through which working-class people can act together in
defiance of their rulers in ways that are more congruent with the

organization that exist in the capitalist society the left seeks to trans
form. That it should be defended so uncritically seems odd.
F.F.P.
July 1978

R.A.C.

Introduction
This book is about several protest movemenU that erupted among
lower-class groups in the United States during the middle years of
the twentieth century. We first examine the prOtestS that arose during
the years of the Great Depression, both among the unemployed and
among industrial workers. Then we tum to the black protests that
arose after World War 11, starting in the South and spreading to the
northern cities.
It is not our purpose, however, to present a comprehensive his
torical account of these events. We have tried to rely whenever we
could on the historical research done by others.1 Our purpose is
rather to probe for the political meaning of the extraordinary strug
gles which occurred during these two tumultuous periods in recent
American history. We have tried to understand the features of the
American political economy which explain why these eruptions
occurred when they did. why the eruptions took the forms they did.
and why elites responded to them as they did. And we have tried to
understand these events becau� we think they reveal much about
both the limitations and the possibilities for power by the poor in
the electoral-representative political institutions of the United States.
There is. of course. a considerable literature on protest move
ments. It is our opinion. however. that the most important question
to be asked about protest movements is not dealt with in this litera
ture. As [ornlS of political struggle, protest movements sometimes
succeed and sometimes fail. Sometimes they force concessions from
the state that help to relieve the condition of life of the lower classes,

, The (hapten on the movement of indumid workers and the eMI rights movement
are based on �eoondary 5Our,es becawe a great deal of hittodcal work has been done on
thele movements. Le5il has been done on the movement of the unemployed in the Great
Depression, and in that chapter we rely on both scc·ond ary and primary lOurtes. The
chapter on the welfare rights movement is based on our direct knowledge of and
Involvemen t in this movement, liupplemented by the tdatIvely .ft:W .tudles that have
been done.
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and sometimes they are ignored or repressed. Once protest is ad:.nowl·

public or private elites will be forced to yield up the concessions

o:Iged as a form of political struggle the chief question to be exam

necessary to sustain and enlarge mass affiliation.

ined must inevitably � the relationship between whatlhe protestors

The model has not succeeded in practice, as the studies in this

do, the context in which they do it, and the varying responses of the

book reveal. The model has not succeeded because it contains a

state. It is this kind of analysis of past protest movements that hardly

grave flaw. The flaw is, quite simply, that it is not possible to compel

exists. As a consequence lower-class groups, and those who align

concessions from elites that can be used as resources to sustain

themselves with lower·class groups, have been denied the political
wisdom that historical analysis of their own struggles might provide.

oppositional organizations over time.

One result of this denial of history is the persistence of certain
doctrines among the activists and agitators who, from time to time

based permanent organization model because they are attracted to

In part, activists do not recognize the flaw inherent in the mass
the possibility of organizing the lower classes at extraordinary times,

in the twentieth-century United States, have tried to mobilize the

at moments when large numbers of lower-class people are roused to

lower classes for political action. Some of these activists, like the

indignation and defiance and thus when a great deal seems possible.

cadres of the civil rights movement, were simply brave reformers,

Organizers do not create such moments, as we will be at some pains

committed not to the total transformation of American society but

to explain later, but they are excited by them, and [he signs of the

to refonns consistent with American doctrines. Others, like many of

moment conspire to support the organizer's faith. One such sign is

the organizers in the depression movements, were socialists of one

the sheer excess of political energy among the masses, which itself

kind or another who saw particular protests as only a first step in

breathes life into the belief that large organizations can be developed

a longer·term revolutionary struggle.

and sustained. Another is that, in the face of the threat of popular

But whatever their overarching ideology, activists have usually

insurgency, elites may offer up concessions that would otherwise

concentrated their efforts on developing formally structured organi·

have seemed improbable; the victories m:eded to sustain organiza·

zations with a mass membership drawn from the lower classes. What

tion thus seem ready to be won. Most important of all in affinning

underlies such efforts is the conviction that fonnal organization is a

the viability of the model, elites are likely at times of mass dis.

vehicle of power. This conviction is based on several assumptions.

turbance to seek out whatever organizations have emerged among

First, formal organization presumably makes possible the coordina

the insurgents, soliciting their views and encouraging them to air

tion of the economic and political resources of large numbers of

grievances before formal bodies of the state. While these symbolic

people who separately have few such resources. Second, formal

gestures give the appearance of influence to formal organizations

organization presumably permits the intelligent and strategic use of

composed of lower-class people, elites are not actually responding

these resources in political conRict. And third, fonnal organization

to the organizations; they are responding to the underlying force

presumably ensures the continuity of lower-class political mobiliza

of insurgency. But insurgency is always short-lived. Once it subsides

tion overlime. This, in brief, is the model of mass-based, permanent

and the people leave the streets, most of the organizations which it

organization which has dominated efforts to build political power

temporarily threw up and which elites helped to nurture simply

among the lower dasses.

fade away. k for the few organizations which survive, it is because

Since the essence of this model of political action
organization will

is

that fonnal

they become more useful to those who control the resources on

regular, disciplined, and continuing con·

which they depend than to the lower-class groups which the organi

tributions and participation from its members. the model depends

zations claim to represent. Organizations endure, in short, by aban

for its success on the ability of organizations to secure incentives

doning their oppositional politics.

ensure

or sanctions that will command and sustain the required contribu

Our main point, however, is not simply that efforts to build

tions and participation from masses of people. The presumption of

organizations are futile. The more important point is that by en

most refonners and revolutionaries who have tried to organize the
lower classes is that once the economic and political resources of at

deavoring to do what they cannot do, organizers fail to do what they

least modest numbers of people are combined in disciplined action,

indignation, when they are prepared to defy the authorities to whom

can do. During those brief periods in which people are roused to
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they ordinarily defer, during those brief moments when lower-class

Either way, no lesson seems to be learned. Each generation of

groups exert some force against the state, those who call themselves

leaders and organizers acts as if there were no political moral to be

leaders do not usually escalate the momentum of the people's pro

derived from the history of failed organizing effons, nor from the

tests. They do not because they are preoccupied with trying to build

obvious fact that whatever the people won was a response to their

and sustain embryonic formal organizations in the sure conviction

turbulence and not to their organized numbers. Consequently, when

that these organizations will enlarge and become powerful. Thus the

new institutional dislocations once again set people free from pre

studies that follow show that, all tOO often, when workers erupted

vailing systems of social control, with the result that protest erupts

in strikes, organizers collected dues cards; when tenants refused to

for another moment in time, leaders and organizers attempt again to

pay rent and stood off marshals, organizers formed building com

do what they cannot do, and forfeit the chance to do what they

mittees; when people were burning and looting, organizers used that

might do.

"moment of madness" to draft constitutions.

We wrote this book as a step toward culling the historical wisdom

The study of past movements reveals another point of equal

that might inform lower-class political mobilizations in the future.

importance. Organizers not only raiJed to seize the opportunity pre

The 6rst chapter is a theoretical overview of the societal forces which

sented by the rise of unrest, they typically acted in ways that blunted

structure protest movements of the lower dasses in the United States.

or curbed the disruptive force which lower-class people were some

We consider this overview essential, for the forces which structure

times able to mobilize. In small part, this resulted from the doc

mass insurgency also define the boundaries within which organizers

trinal commitment to the development of mass·based, permanent

and leaders act, however much they might suppose otherwise. It is

organization, for organization-building activities tended to draw

our belief that many past organizing efforts foundered because they

people away from the streets and into the meeting rooms. In part it

failed to take account of the profound ways in which the social

resulted from the preoccupation with internal leadership prerogatives

structure restricts the forms of political action in which the lower

that organization-building seems to induce. But in the largest part

classes can engage, and having failed to recognize these limitatioru,

organizers tended to work against disruption because, in their search

organizers and leaders also failed to exploit the opportunities afforded

for rC$ources to maintain their organizations, they were driven in
exorably to elites, and to the tangible and symbolic supporu that

by lower-class mobilizations when they did occur.

elites could provide. Elites conferred these resources because they

the post-World War II period. Our studies of insurgency during the

understood that it was organization-building, not disruption, that

years of the Great Depression ioclude the movement of the un

organizers were about.

employed that gave rise to the Workers' Alliance of America and

Then we tum to the movements of the Great Depression and of

Ordinarily, of course, elites do not support efforts to form organi

the movement of industrial workers that produced the Congress of

zations of lower-class people. But when insurgency wells up, ap

Industrial Organizations. The postwar studies include the southern

parently uncontrollable, elites respond. And one of their responses

civil rights movement and the protest organizations it spawned, and

is to cultivate those lower-class organizations which begin to emerge

the movement of welfare recipients that generated the National

in such periods, for they have little to fear from organizations, espe

Welfare Rights Organization. The industrial workers' movement and

cially from organizations which come to depend upon them for sup

the civil rights movement gained more than the others; it is our

port. Thus, however unwiuingly, leaders and organizers of the lower

central concern to show how differences in the strategies of organi.zen

classes act in the end to facilitate the efforts of elites to channel the

and leaders help to explain variations in what was won.

insurgent masses into normal politics, believing all the while that

Before we go on to the body of our argument we ought to explain

they are taking the long and arduous but certain path to power.

our use of the words "lower class" or "poor." We do not use the

When the tumult is over, these organizations usually fade, no longer

terms in the contemporary sociological sense of a stratum beneath

useful to those who provided the resources necessary to their sur

the working class, but rather as a stratum within the working class

vival. Or the organization persists by becoming increasingly sub

that is poor by standards prevailing in society at tbe time. Although

servient to those on whom it depends.

the specific social origins of the participants in the movements
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examined here varied greatly-some were white men, some were
black women; some were displaced southern agricultural workers,
some were urban immigrant industrial workers-we consider that
all of the protest movements we analyze arose among sectors of the
working class, including the protest of welfare mothers in the 1960s.
Our usage deviates from sociological custom but it is consistent
with classical Marxist definitions of the working class. Our usage
also deviates from the current fashion on the left of referring to
impoverished and underemployed working-class groups as "lumpen
proletarians," a fashion we find not only offensive for its denigrating
implications but also an abuse of Marx, who meant the term to refer
to deviant and criminal elements from all classes.
March 1977

CHAPTER

1
The Structuring
of Protest

F.F.P.
R.A.C.

Common sense and historical experience combine to suggest a simple
but compelling view of the roots of power in any society. Crudely
but clearly stated, those who control the means of physical coercion,
and those who control the means of producing wealth, have power
over those who do not. This much is true whether the means of
coercion consists in the primitive force of a warrior caste or the
technological force of a modem army. And it is true whether the
control of production consists in control by priests of the mysteries
of the calendar on which agriculture depends, or control by financiers
of the large-scale capital on which industrial production depends.
Since coercive force-can be used to gain control of the means of pro
ducing wealth, and since control of wealth can be used to gain
coercive force, these two sources of power tend over time to be
drawn together within one ruling class.
Common sense and historical experience also combine to suggest
that these sources of power are protected and enlarged by the use
of that power not only to control the actions of men and women,
but also to control their beliefs. What some call superstructure, and
what others call culture, includes an elaborate system of beliefs and
ritual behaviors which defines for people what is right and what is
wrong and why; what is possible and what is impossible; and the
behavioral imperatives that follow from these beliefs. Because this
superstructure of beliefs and rituals is evolved in the context of
unequal power, it is inevitable that beliefs and rituals reinforce
inequality, by rendering the powerful divine and the challengers
evil. Thus the class struggles that might otherwise be inevitable in
I
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sharply unequal societies ordinarily do not seem either possible or

had erred, the critics said, by failing to recogni.ze the manifold ways

right from the penlpective of those who live within the structure of
belief and ritual fashioned by those societies. People whose only

in which wealth and its concomitants engulfed electoral-representa
tive procedures, effectively barring many people from participation

possible recourse in struggle is to defy the beliefs and rituals laid

while deluding and entrapping others into predetermined electoral

down by their rulers ordinarily do not.

"choices." The pluralists had also erred by ignoring the consistent

What common sense and historical experience suggest has been

bias toward the interests of elites inherent in presumably neutral

true of many societies is no less true of modern capitalist societies,

governing structures, no matter what the mandate of the electorate,

the United States among them. Power is rooted in the control of

We do not wish to summarize the critique, which was by no

coercive force and in the control of the means of production. How

means simple, or all of a piece. We wish only to make the point that

ever, in capitalist societies this reality is not legitimated by rendering

the challenge rested in large part on the insight that modes of par

the powerrul divine, but by obscuring their existence. Thus electoral

ticipation and nonparticipation i.n electoral.representative procedures

representative arrangements proclaim the franch�, not force and

were not, as the pluralists had implied by their narrow empirical

wealth, as the basis for the accumulation and use of power. Wealth

strictures, the freely made pOlitical choices of fre( men and women.

is. to be sure, unequally distributed, but the franchise is widely and

Rather, modes of'participation, and the degree of influence that re

nearly equally distributed, and by exercising the franchise men and

sulted. were consistently determined by location in the class struc

women presumably determine who their rulers will be, and there

ture. It was an important insight, and once it had been achieved the

fore what their rulers presumably must do if they are to remain

conclusion followed not far behind that so long as lower-class groups

rulers.
Since analysts of power also live within the boundaries of ritual

abided by the nonns governing the electoral-representative system,
they would have little influence. It therefore became clear, at least

and belief of their society, they have contributed to this obfuscation

to $Orne of us, that protest tactics which defied political norms were

by arguing that electoral arrangements offset other bases of power.

not simply the recourse of troublemakers and fools. For the poor,

Even the most sophisticated American political scientists have begun

they were the only recourse.

with the assumption that there are in fact two systems of power, one

But having come this far, we have gone no further. The insights

based on wealth and one based on votes, and they have devoted

that illuminated the critiques of electoral-representative processes

themselves to deciphering the relative influence of these two systems.
This question has been regarded as intricate and complicated, de

have been entirely overlooked in the few studies that have been done
of the nature of protest itself. From an intellectual perspective, it is

manding assiduous investigations in a variety of political settings,
and by methods subject to the most rigorous empirical strictures.

a startling oversight; from a political perspective, it is all too easily
explained by the overwhelming biases of our traditions. Briefly

("Nothing categorical can be assumed about power in any commun

stated, the main argument of this chapter is that protest is also not

ity" was Polsby's famous dictum.) The answer that emerged from

a matter of fTee choice; it is not freely available to all groups at all

these investigations was that electoral-representative procedures ac

times, and much of the time it is not available to lower-class groups

complished a substantial dispersal of power in a less-than·perfect

i possible among the poor, the
at all. The occaJions when protest s
forms that it must lLIke, and the impact it can have are all delimited

world. It followed that those who struggled against their rulers by
defying the procedures of the liberal democratic state were dangerous

by the social structure in ways which usually diminish it.J extent and

troublemakers. or simply fools.

diminish its force. Before we go on tQ explain these points, we need

In the 1960s the dominant pluralist tradition was discredited, at

to define what we mean by a protest movement, for customary

least among those on the ideological left who were prodded by out

definitions h�ve led both analysts and activists to ignore or discredit

breaks of defiance among minorities and students to. question this

much protest that does occur.

perspective. In the critique that emerged it was argued that there

The emergence of a protest movement entails a transformation

were not two systems of power, but that the power rooted in wealth

both of consciousness and of behavior. The change in consciousness

and force overwhelmed the power of the franchise. The pluralists

has at least three distinct aspe<:tS. First, "the system"--or those
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aspects of the system that people experience and perceive-loses
legitimacy. Large numbers of men and women :who ordinarily accept
the authority of their rulers and the legitimacy of institutional
arrangements come to believe in some measure that these rulers and
these arrangements are unjust and wrong.l Second. people who are
ordinarily fatalistic. who believe that existing arrangements are
inevitable. begin to assert "righu" that imply demands for change.
Third. there is a new sense of efficacy; people ",ho ordinarily consider
themselves helpless come to believe that they have some capacity to
alter their lot.
The change in behavior is equally striking, and usually more easily
recognized, at least when it takes the fonn of mass strikes or marches

or riots. Such behavior seems to us to involve two distinguishing
elements. First, masses of people become defiant; they violate the
traditions and laws to which they ordinarily acquiesce, and they
flaunt the 'authorities to whom they ordinarily defer. And second,
their defiance is acted out collectively, as members of a group, and
not as isolated individuals. Strikes and riots are clearly forms of
collective action, but even some forms of defiance which appear to
be individual acts, such as crime or school truancy or incendiarism,
while more ambiguous, may have a collective dimension, for those
who engage in these acts may consider themselves to be part of a
larger movement. Such apparently atomized acts of defiance can be
considered movement events when those involved perceive them
selves to be acting as members of a group, and when they share a
common set of protest belieEs.
Prevailing definitions, by stressing articulated social change goals
as the defining feature of social movements. have had the effect of
denying political meaning to many fonns of protest. Thus while the
impulse to proliferate idiosyncratic usages ought ordinarily to be
resisted, we believe that the difference between our definition and
those generally found in the fairly extensive sociological literature
on social movements is no mere definitional quibble. Joseph Gusfield,

5
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for example, defines a social movement as "socially shared activities
and beliefs directed toward the demand for change in some aspect
of the social order. . . . 'Vhat characterizes a social movement as a
particular kind of change agent is its quality as an articulated and
organized group"

(2.

453). Similarly John Wilson says: "A social

movement is a conscious, collective, organized attempt to bring about
or resist large-scale change in the social order by noninstitutionalized
means" (8).
The srress on conscious intentions in these usages reAects a con
fusion in the literature between the mass movement on the one
hand, and the formalized organizations which lend to emerge on the
crest of the movement on the other hand-two intertwined but dis
tinct phenomena.2 Thus formalized organizations do put forward
articulated and agreed-upon' social change goals, as suggested by
these definitions, but such goals may not be apparent in mass up
risings (although others, including ourselves as observers and ana
lysts, may well impute goals to uprisings). Furthermore our emphasis
is on collective defiance as the key and distinguishing feature of a
protest movement, but defiance tends to be omitted or understated in
standard definitions simply because defiance does not usuaJly char
acterize the activities of formal organizations that arise on the crest
of protest movements.
Whatever the intellectual sources of error, the effect of equating
movements with movement organizations-and thus requiring that
protests have a leader, a constitution, a legislative program, or at
least a banner before they are rt'!cognized as such-is to divert atten
tion from many fonns of political unrest and to consign them by
definition to the more shadowy realms of social problems and deviant
behavior. As a result such events as massive school truancy or rising
worker absenteeism or mounting applications for public welfare or
spreading rent defaults rarely attract the attention of political
analysts. Having decided by definitional fiat that nothing pOlitical
has occurred, nothing has to be explained, at least not in the tenns
of political protest, And having contrived in this way not to recog
nize protest or to study it, we cannot ask certain rather obvious and

lIn tbis connection Max Weber writes: "The degree in which 'communal action' and
possibly 'lIOCietal action: emerge� from the 'mass actions' of the members of a clau is
linked to general cultural conditions, es�cially to th05e of an intellectual sort. It is abo
linked to tbe extent of t.he COntrail! that bave alreally evolved, and is especially linked
to the IrIJ.nspIJ.rdIJC, of the connections between the causes and the consequenca of the
'class situation.' For however d!([erent life chances may b<':, this fact in itself, according
to all experience, by no meanl gives birth to 'da.!! a<:tion . . .' .. (184, emphuil in the
original).

important questions about it.

I Thus, laid and Am use the term "social movement organl,atlons" to encompiss both
forms of welal action. Roberta A..h does, in her later worir;, distinguish between move
ments V1d movemenl organi.alinns, but she continues to stress aniculated goals as a
defining feature of a movement.
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by their rulers. This capacity of the institutions of a society to

Institutional Limits on the Incidence
of ftfass Insurgency
Aristotle believed that the chief cause of internal warfare was in
equality, that the lesser rebel in order to be equal. But human ex

perience has proved him wrong, most of the time. Sharp inequality

has been constant, but rebellion infrequent. Aristotle underestimated

the controlling force of the social Structure on political life. How

ever hard their lot may be, people usually remain acquiescent, con
forming to the accustomed patterns of daily life in their community,

and believing those patterns to be both inevitable and just. Men and

women lill the fields each day, or stoke the furnaces, or tend the
looms, obeying the rules and rhythms of earning a livelihood; they

m�te and bear children hopefully, and mutely watch them die; they
abIde by the laws of church and community and defer to their rulers,

striving to earn a little grace and esteem. In other words most

of the time people conform to the institutional arrangements which

enmesh them, which regulate the rewards and penalties of daily life,
and which appear to be the only possible reality.

Those fOr whom the rewards are most meager, who are the most

oppressed by inequality, are also acquiescem. Sometimes they are
the most acquiescent, for they have little defense against the penalties
that can be imposed for defiance. Moreover, at most times and in

m�t places, and especially in the United States, the poor are led to

belIeve that their destitution is deserved, and that the riches and

power that others command are also deserved. In more traditional

societies sharp inequalities are thought to be divinely ordained, or
to be a part of the natural order of things. In more modem societies,

\l

such � the nited States, riches and power are ascribed to personal
.
quahtles of mdustry or talent; it follows that those who have little

or nothing have only what they deserve_ As Edelman observes in his
study of American political beliefs:

The American poor have required less coercion and less in social
.security guarantees to maintain their quiescence than has been true
in other developed countries, even authoritarian ones like Germany
and notably poor ones like Italy; (or the guilt and self-concepts
of the poor have kept them docile (1971, 56) .
Ordinarily, in short, the lower classes accept their lot, and that

acceptance can be taken for granted; it need not be bargained for

�nror�e political docility is the most obvious way in which prOtest
IS SOCially structured, in the sense that it is structurally precluded
most of the time.

Sometimes, however, the poor do become defiant. They challenge

traditional authorities, and the rules laid down by those authorities.

They demand redress for their grievances. American history is punc
tuaLed by such events, from the first uprisings by freeholders, tenants,

and slaves in colonial America, to the postrevolutionary debtor

ebcllio.ns, through the periodic eruptions of strikes and riots by
�
mdustnal workers, to the ghetto riots of the twentieth century. In
.
each Instance, masses of the poor were somehow able, if only briefly,
to overcome the shame bred by a culture which blames them for their
plight; somehow they were able to 'break the bonds of confonnity

enforced by work, by family, by community, by every strand of
institutional life; somehow they were able to overcome the fears

induced by police, by 'militia, by company guards.

"Yhen protest does arise, when masses of those who are ordinarily

doclie become defiant, a major transformation has occurred. Most of

the literature on popular insurgency has been devoted to identifying
the preconditions of this transfonnation (often out of a concern for

preventing or curbing the resulting political disturbances). Whatever
the disagreements among different schools of thought, and they are

substantial, there is general agreement that the emergence of popular
uprisings reflects profound changes in the larger society. This area

of agreement is itself important, for it is another way of stating our

propo�ition that protest is usually structurally precluded. The agree
15 that only under exceptional conditions will the lower cJiJ,sses

ment

become defiant-and thus, in our tems, only under exceptional con
ditions aTe the lower classes afforded the socially determined oppor
tunity to press for their own class interests.
The validity of this point follows from any of the major theories

of civil disorder considered alone. When the several theoretical per
spectives are considered concurrently and examined in the light of
the historical events analyzed in this book, the conclusion is sug
gested that while different theories emphasize different kinds of
social dislocations, most of these dislocations occurred simultaneously
in the 1930s and 1960s. One does not have to believe that the various

major theoretical perspectives are equally valid to agree that they
may all cast at least some light on the series of dislocations that pre

ceded the eruption of protest, at least in the periods we study. This
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argues that it not only requires a major social dislocation before
protest can emerge, but that a sequence or combination of disloca
tions probably must occur before the anger that underlies protest
builds to a high pitch, and before that anger can find expression in
collective defiance.
It seems useful to divide perspectives on insurgency according to
whether the emphasis is on pressures that force eruptions, or whether
the emphasis is on the breakdown of the regulatory capacity of the
society, a breakdown that permits eruptions to occur and to take
form in political protest, Thus among the "pressure" theorists one
might include those who emphasize economic change as a precon
dition for civil disorder, whether economic improvement or im
miseration. Sharp economic change obviously disturbs the relation
ship between what men and women have been led to expect, and the
conditions they actually experience. If people have been led to expect
more than they receive, they are likely to feel frustration and anger.'
Some analysts, following de Tocqueville, emphasize the frustration
produced by periods of economic improvement which may generate
expectations that outpace the rate of actual economic gain.� Others.
following more closely in the tradition of Marx and Engels,1I empha
size that it is new and unexpected hardships that generate frustration
and anger, and the potential for civil strife, However, this disagree
ment, as others have noted, is not theoretically irreconcilable.

I Puh:l.p' .m bQt bown ""'ponent of this widely held "relatiu depriwation" theory of

ciwil Itrife is Ttd Robert Gun (1968, 1970) . See abo Feierabend, Feierabcnd, and
Neswold. For an eJect/lent critique of the political theorists who base their work on
this theory, sec Lupsha.
4

Both de TocqueviUe and his followel"l inelude conditions of polideal Iiberaliution,
and I� rising political expKUtions that resuil, as pouible pf«Ur501"1 of ciwil Itrife..
Prob:l.bly 1m most well·known of the contemporary "ri�ng expa:tations" theorilu is
James C. Davies, who, however, argues a variant of the theory known as the "J-Curve_"
According to Davies, It is only when long periods of Improvement are followed by
eoooic
om downturn.! or political reprtMion th:l.t civil strife rtt.ulu (1962).
1\ The views of M:l.nt and Engoels Ire, howner, both mort historically specific :l.nd com
prehell.live than the relative deprivation throry, :l.nd might be beuer describ<:d Il5 not
inconsistent with tbat theory. Economic Cl'lscs, and the auendant hardship.!, activate
proletarian struggles not only becau.e of the extreme immlaeratioo of the proletariat at
IUch tlme1, and not only because of the expansion of the r<':!ICrVe army of the unem
pJo� at lUeh times, but bccau.e pt:riods of «cnomie crisis rcwcal tbe comndictions 0{
capiullsm, and putlculady the contradiction between lIOCialized productive forces and
the anarchy of private ownership and exchange. In Engels' words, " The mode of pro
duction risa in rebelllon again$! the fmm of exchange. The bourgeoisie arc convicted
of illCapacity further to manage their own soda! productive forces" (1967). DcpTivation,
in olll« words, is only a symptom of a far more profound connict which Clnnot be
ltsOlved within the exl$.ting sn<:lal formation.
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Whether one stresses that it is good times or bad times that account
for turmoil among the lower orders may be more a reflection of the
empirical cases the author deals with, and perhaps of the author's
class sympathies, than of serious conceptual differences. G Both the
theorists of rising expectations and those of immiseration agree that
when the expectations of men and women are disappointed, they
may react with anger. And while sudden hardship, rather than rising
expectations, is probably the historically more important preco�di
tion for mass tUTDloil, both types of change preceded the eruptions
noted in the pages that follow.1
Still other pressure theorists focus not on the stresses generated by
inconsistencies between economic circumstance and expettation, hut
follow Parsons (1951) in broadening this sort of model to include
Stresses created by structural changes generally, by inconsistencies
between different "components of action" leading to outbreaks of
what Parsons labels "irrational behavior" (1965). The breadth and
vagueness of this model, however, probably make it less than useful.
As Charles Tilly comments, "there is enough ambiguity in concepts
like 'stTUctural change: 'stress' and 'disorder' to keep a whole flotilla
of philologists at sea for life" (1964, 100).
.
The major flaw, in our view, in the work of all pressure theonsts
is their reliance on an unstated and incorrect assumption that eco
nomic change or structural change is extraordinary, that stability
and the willing consensus it fosters' are the usual state of affairs.
Economic change, and presumably also structural change, if one were
clear as to what that meant, are more the usual than the occasional
features of capitalist societies. Nevertheless, historical evidence sug
gests that extremely rapid economic change adds to the frustration
and anger that many people may experience much of the time.
The other major set of theoretical perspectives on popular up
rising emphasizes the breakdown of the regulatory capacity of social
institutions as the principle factor leading to civil strife. These
explanations also range broadly from social disorganization theorists

ri"'ltion
p
dc

hypotb_
points out that rising opec:tations and r.:luiu
.
le.
b
(as well as natu5 inconailteney hypotheses) are chcoretJ.c:alIy reconala
in the
, Barrington Moore Il5!Crt5 bluntly that the main urban revolutionary movements
not of
nineteenth :l.nd twentieth cC!lturic� "were all revolutioru of desperation, certainly
to anticipate."
Jiling ""'p«tations, as SOIIlt liber.al thcori�ts of revolution might kad one
t It lcut $hort-tcnn Du£U�I
Snydtr and Tilly. however. teem 10 di$:/;grtt, �nd JcpoTl.
.
collective
tlolU i n prica and industrial production d.d not predict the lnadenoe of
violence in nineteenth- and twentieth·century France (1972).

• Ge1hwender

�
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controls implicit in the structures and routines of daily life; to those

together with the breakdown of the routines o£ daily !i£e-getting
.
food, going to work. etc.-that tie people to the prevaIlmg
order.

such as Kornhauser, who argues that major societal changes-depres·

The significance of economic change is. in other words, not simply

such as Hobsbawm, who emphasizes the breakdown of the regulatory

sion. industrialization. urbanization-break the ties that bind people
to the mUltiple secondary associations that ordinarily control political
behavior (1959); to those who focus on divisions among elites a!
the trigger that releases popular discontents. Taken together, these
social disorganization perspectives provide a major insight. however
genera!, into the Hnks between societal change, the breakdown of
social controls-what Ash calls the "deroutinization" of life

(164-

167)--and the eruption of protest..s The disorganization theories
suggest that periods of rapid change tend, at the same time as they
build frustration, to weaken the regulatory controls inherent in the
structures of institudonal life.
More specifically. economic change may be so jarring as to virtually
destroy the structures and routines of daily life. Hobsbawm points to
the impact of just such conditions in accounting for the rise of
"social banditry" among the Italian peasantry in the nineteenth
century:
[Social banditry] is most likely to become a major phenomenon
when their traditional equilibrium is upset: during and after
periods of abnormal hardship, such as famines and wars, or at
the moments -when the jaws of the dynamic modern world seize
the static communities in order to deslr0Y and transform them
(1963. 24).
Barrington Moore stresses a similar theme:
The main factors that create a revolutionary maS.'! are a sudden
increase in hardship coming on top of quite serious deprivations.

that people find their expectations frustrated and so feel anger, It
is also that when the structures of daily life weaken. the regulatory
capacities of these Structures, too. are weakened. "A revolution takes

�

place" says Lefebvre "when and only when, in such a societ�, peop e
can no longer lead their everyday lives; so long as they can live their
ordinary lives relations are constantly re-established" (32).
Ordinary life for most people is regulated by the rules of work.
and the rewards of work which pattern each day and week and
season. Once cast out of that routine, people are cast out of the
regulatory framework that it impose;. Work and the rewards of work
underpin the stability of other social institutions as well. When men
cannot earll enough to support families. they may desert theiT wives
and children. or fail to marry the women with whom they mate.
And if unemployment is longlasting entire communities may dis·
integrate as the able-bodied migrate elsewhere in search of work. In
effect daily life becomes progressively deregulated as what Edelman
calls the "comforting banalities" of everyday existence are destr�yed
(95). The first signs of the resulting demoralization and uncertamty
are usually rising indices of crime, family breakdown. vagrancy. and
vandalism.9 Barred [Tom conforming to the social roles they have
been reared to live through, men and women continue to stumble
and struggle somehow to live, within or without the rules.
Thus it is nOt only that catastrophic depression in the 19305 and
modernization and migration in the 1960s led to unexpected hard
ships: massive unemployment and the forced uprooti�g of people
and communities had other. perhaps equally traumatic t!f{ects on
the lives of people. The loss of work and the disintegration of com·

• Just as the relative deprivation theories are not intOllslnent with a Marxln interpreta·
tlon of the odgins of working· and lower..:laSil protest, neither is the emphasis on
60Cial disorg�nltation necessarily incon!1stent (although most of the proponents of that
penpa:tive an' clearly not Marxists). Thus a MarxiK interpretation of protest would
adn01dedge the lignific:ann: of both relative deprivation and locbl dl$Organization,
ueuing theae howel'CT not as historically generalluble ClIlSCII of uprl$l.ngs, but lUI
lympUlms of hllUlriC3lly specillt contradictions in caplu.liK mety. Bertell Oilman'.
wort on character s.tructure as inhibhlng class c:onsdousnen and ci3..ls acllon coutributes
fO making e�plidt the link between social di.sorganltuion and ma!S uprllings from a
Manist penp«tlve. Ollm:an argues that the "proletariat', 'fear of freedom' and their
submissivenC$l before authority . . . are, after all, simply attempts to repeat in the
future what ha1 been done in the pan" ("2). But dearly, periodl of major soc
ial
di$localion may force a break In these charaelelc patterns, if only by pred.uding the
p<mibility of repeating in lIIe future what hu been done in the put.

munities meant the loss of the regulating activities. resources, and
relationships on which the structure of everyday life depends, and
thus the erosion of the structures that bound people to existing social

' I t ought 10 be noted that Charles Tilly, in his inHuential work. on ooll<xtive violence
in nLnetccnth-century France, doa not oon6rm the generally accept� view that the�
Is a reialion$hip between crime and colle<;tive violence, or bctw�n e,ther of these van
�he eV:dence
abies and the presumably diwrganizing impin of urban growth. How�ver,
lD the
suggcsll that tht'K relationships did hold In the �ods whch we iIlvestlgue
� ut: yet settled. In ot er
lwentieth-a:ntury United Sata, and we do not cotl$lckT the ,SII
u
f
,
h
native emphulS.on resouTU: ,
er
ith Tilly's.alt
J"cspecu, as we will roote, we agree w
lly (1964), and Lodh. and Tilly (1975).
.
as a precondition {or roUective Ml1.Iggle. See T

�
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arr�gements. Still, neither the frustrations generated by the eco
nomiC change, nor the breakdown of daily life, may be sufficient to
lead people to protest their travails. Ordinarily, when people suffer
.
such hardships, they blame God, or they blame themselves.
For a protest movement to arise out of these traumas of daily life,
peopl� have to perceive the deprivation and disorganization they
expenence as both wrong, and subject to redress.lo The social arrange

ments that are ordinarily perceived as just and immutable must come
to seem b?th unjust and mutable. One condition favoring this
.
�ransvaluatlOn 15 the scale of distress. Thus in the 1930s, and again
In the postwar years, unemployment reached calamitous proportions.

Large numbers of people lost their means of earning a livelihood at
the same time. This was clearly the case in the 19305 when unemploy_
ment affected one-third of the work force. But among blacks the

�

exper e�ce in the post-World War II period was equally devastating,
for mlll�o�s wer: f?rced off the land and concentrated in the ghettos
?f the CIties. Wlthm these central city ghettos, unemployment rates

In the 19505 and 1960s reached depression levels. The sheer scale

�

o
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less than the disintegration of the ancien

nfgime of the feudal planta

tion, just as the subsequent migratory trek to the cities meant their
wrenching removal into an unknown society.
Finally, as these objective institutional upheavals lead people to
reappraise their situation, elites may contribute to that reappraisal,
thus helping to stimulate mass arousal-a process that has often been
noted by social theorists. Clearly, the vested interest of the ruling
class is usually in preserving the status quo, and in preserving the
docility of the lower orders within the status quo. But rapid institu
tional change and upheaval may affect elite groups differently, under
mining the power of some segments of the ruling class and enlarging
the power of other segments, so that elites divide among them

selves. This dissonance may enxie their authority, and erode the
authority of the institutional norms they uphold. If, in the ensuing
competition for dominance, some among the elite seek to enlist the
support of the impoverished by naming their grievances as just, then
the hopes of the lower classes for change will be nourished and the
legitimacy of the institutions which oppress them further weakened.ll
Indeed, even when elites play no actual role in encouraging pro

the�e dislocations helped to mute the sense of self-blame, pre.
dlsposmg men and women to view their plight as a collective one,

test, the masses may invent a role for them. Hobsbawm describes how

and t� blame their rulers for the destitution and disorganization they
expenenced.

tumultuous year 1905. They did so, however, in the firm conviction

This transvaluation is even more likely to take place, or to take
place more rapidly, when the dislocations suffered by particular
groups occur in a context of wider changes and instability, at times
when the dominant institutional arrangements of the society, as
people understand them, are self-evidently not functioning. When
the mammoth industrial empires of the United States virtually
&,round to a halt in the early 19305 and the banks of the country
.
Simply closed their doors, the "American Way" could not be so fully
taken for granted by the masses of impoverished workers and the
unemployed. Similarly, while the institutional disturbances that pre
ceded the black movements of the 1960s were not dramatically visible
to the society as a whole, they were to the people who were uprooted

peasants in the Ukraine pillaged the gentry and Jews during the
that a new imperial manifesto had directed them to take what they
wanted. An account by a landowner makes the point:
"Why have you come?" I asked them.
"To demand corn, to make you give us your corn," said several
voices simultaneously. . . .

I could not refrain from recalling how I had treated them for
so long.
"But what are we to do?" several voices answered me.
"We aren't doing this in our name, but in the name of the Tsar."
"It is the Tsar's order," said one voice in the crowd.
"A general has distributed this order of the Tsar throughout the

districts," said another (187).12

by them. For blacks, changes in the southern economy meant nothing

11 Roberta
1D "The classical moh," writes Hobsbawm, "did not merely liot as protest, hut because it
.
. by its riot. It aSlumed that the authorities would be
exp�c�ed to �chleve something
ensHlv
e
to
Its
movements,
and probably also that they would make some sort of
�
.
Imme?late co?cession . . ." (111). Rnde's account of the food riots among the urban
poor III the eighteenth century makes the same point (1964).

Ash ascribes the poHticiz.ation of Boston mobs during the revolutionary
period to this process. All the discontented wealthy sought allies among the poor, strttt
gangs were transformed into organized militants n
i the political struggle (70-7S).
12 Hobsbawm and Rude make the same point about the English farm laborers' protests
against enclosm:e: "[T]hey were reluctant to believe . . . that the King's government
and Parlia�nt w�re agaimt them. For how could the format of justice be against

justice?" (65).
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Nor is this tendenCy only observable among Russian peasants. Crowds
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stricted by a social environment in deciding upon one political

of welfare recipients demonstrating for special grants in New York

strategy or another; it is as if the strategies employed by different

1968 employed a similar justification, inciting each other

groups were freely elected, rather than the result of constraints im

with the news that a rich woman had died and left instructions that

posed by their location in the social structure. ]n this section, we turn,

City in May

her wealth be distributed through the welfare centers. These events

suggest that people seek to legitimate what they do, even when they

in the most preliminary way. to a discussion of the ways in which

the expression of defiance is patterned by features of institutional life.

are defiant, and the authority of elites to define what is legitimate

remains powerful, even during periods of stress and disorder.

Our main point, however, is that whatever position one takes on
the "causes" of mass unrest, there is general agreement that extraor

dinary disturbances in the larger society are r�uired to transform

the poor from apathy to hope, from quiescence to indignation." On

THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM AS A STRUCTURING
INSTITUTION

this point, if no other, theorists of the most diverse persuasions agree.

In the United States the principal structuring institution, at least

Moreover, there is reason to think that a series of concurrent dis

in the early phases of protest, is the electoral·representative system.

locations underlay the mass protests of the 19305 and 19505. And

The significance of this assertion is not that the electoral system pro
vides an avenue of influence under normal circumstances. To the

with that said, the implication for an understanding o( the potential
for political influence among the poor becomes virtually self·evident:

contrary, we shall demonstrate that it is usually when unrest among

since periods of profound social dislocations are infrequent, so
are opportunities for protest among the lower classes.

that the poor may have some influence, for the instability and

too

the lower classes breaks out of the confines of electoral procedures
polarization they then threaten to create by their actions in the
factories or in the streets may force some response hom el&toral

The Patterning of Insurgency
Just as quiescence is enforced by institutional life, and JUSt as the
eruption of discontent is determined by changes in institutional life,
the (orms of political protest are also determined by the institutional
context in which people live and work. This point seems self-evident
to us, but it is usually ignored, in part because the pluralist tradition
defines political action as essentially a matter of choice. Political

actors, whoever they may be, are treated as if they are not con-

leaders. But whether action emerges in the factories

or

the streets

may depend on tht' murse of the early phase of protest at the polls.
Ordinarily defiance is first expressed in the voting booth simply
becau�, whether defiant or not, people have been socialized within
a political culture that defines voting as the mechanism through

which political change can and should properly occur. The vitality
of this political culture, the controlling force of the norms that guide

political discontent into electoral channels, is not understood merely
by asserting the pervasiveness of liberal political ideology in the

United States and the absence of competing ideologies, for that is

preci�ly what has to be explained. Some illumination is provided by
certain features of the electoral system itse!f. by its rituals and cele

II Rosa

Luxanburg'. di5CU$$ion of the profound and complex soci.ll upheanls that lead
to mus 5uikes makes the same point: "[1]t il extn:mdy difficult for any leading organ of
the prolcurian movement to foresee and to cakulate which oec,uion3 and marnenl$
can lead to explooions and which cannot . . . because in each individud aCl of the
struggle 10 many important economic, poUtital, and social, general and local, material
and plychological moments are brought into play that n o single act can be arranged and
resolved like a mathematical problem. . . . The revolution is not a manellver executed
by the proletariat in the open field; rather, It Is a struggle in the midst of the unce:u.ing
o-a.shing. crumbUng, and displacing of ali the social foundations" (245).

brations and rewards, (or these practices help to ensure the persist

ence of confidence in electoral procedures. Thus it is significant that

the franchise was extended to white working<lass men at a very
early period in the history of the United States, and that a vigorous
system of local government developed. Through these mechanisms,
large proportions o( the population were embraced by the rituals of

electoral campaigns, and shared in the symbolic rewards of the
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electoral system, while some also shared in the tangible rewards of

the election of

a relatively freely dispensed government patronage. Beliefs thus
nurtured do not erode readily.

stay away from the polls,

Accordingly, one of the first signs of popular discontent in the

1936,

began to defect to Republican columns or to

These early signs of political instability ordinarily prompt efforts
by contending political leaders to placate the defecting groups, usu

contemporary United Stales is usually a sharp shift in traditional

ally at this stage ,."ith conciliatory pronouncements. The more serious

voting patterns.u In a sense, the electoral system serves to measure

the electoral defections, or the keener the competition among

and register the extent of the emerging disaffection. Thus, the urban

political elites, the more likely that such symbolic appeasements will

working class reacted to economic catastrophe in the landslide elec·
tion of

1932 by turning against the Republican

given its allegiance more or less since

Party to which it had

1896.16 Similarly,

be offered, But if the sources of disturbance and anger are severe
and only if they are severe and persistent--conciliations are likely

the political

merely to fuel mass arousal, for in effect they imply that some of the

impact of the forces of modernization and migration was first evident

highest leaders of the land identify with the indignation of the

in the.crucial presidential elections of 1956 and 1960. Urban blacks,

lowly masses.

who had voted Democratic in successively larger proportions since

Moreover,

just as

political leaders play an influential role in

stimulating mass arousal, sodo they play an important role in shaping
the demands of the aroused.18 What are intended to serve as merely
H The tendency for popular w$Contcnt to lead to third'paTly drOll.!. is of coune alilO
evidence of the force 01 electoral nomt!. Thin .... early a.I the depression of 1828-1831,
boor unrest was cxpremd in the ri� of numerous workingman's politica] partia, and
bte in the nineteenth century al the industrial working c1:us grew. much labor dis
content was channeled into socialist political panics, some 01 which achie..ro modest
.uccess at the local level In 1901 the Socialist Party came together as a coalition of
many of the"" groups. �nd by 1912 it had elected ]'200 pany members to local public
office in iIOme !HO cities and towns, including Ihe mayor" office in 7' cities (Weinlleio,
'1). Similarly the agrarian movemenu of the late nineteenth century were primarily
oriented toward the electoral system. Nor J, this tendency only evident in the United
States. In Europe. for example. with the disillusJoomwt of the failed rC'YOlutiQn of
1M3. aod with the gradual 6temioo of the mnch;'" to ""I)Yk"n. socialist parties alw
began to emphasite parliamentary tactiCS, Th" clus.sical jUltific�tion for thi5 emphasil
became Engels' introduction to Clew Slruggl�s in France, in which Engdl writes of the:
IU(U&SeS achi<!Yed by tlle German party through the parliamwtary \'Ote: "'t hu been
discovered that the political institutions in which the domination of the bourgeoisie is
organized offer a fulcrum by means of which the proletariat can combat these very
.
political institutioos The Social Do:mocnts ha¥e participated in the eI«llons 10 the
various Diets, to municipal councils, and to industrial courts. Wher<!Yer the proletariat
could secure an effective voice, the occupation of these electoral stronghold. by the
bourgeoisie has been contWed. COnsequently. the bourgeoisie and the govcmment havc
become much more alarmed at the legal than at the ilI.gal activities of the labor party.
dreading the results of elections far mOte than they dread the results of rebelllon."
Some yean later, Kautsky published a letter from Engels disll'Owlng the preface and
blaming II on the �timid legalism" of the leaden 01 the German Social Democratic
Party who were committed to the parliamenury activitio through which the party was
thriving, and fearful of the threatened pauage of anti.sodalist laws by the Reichstag
(see Howard, �,; Michd$. no fn 6).
16 Burnham's well·knnwn theory of "critical elections" resulting from the cumulative
tension between socio·economic devclopmenLA and the political system is similar to this
lIrgumcnt (19/0, 1970). The relation.hlp becwen "",nomic oondilioos lind voter
TCJport!lel has been subjected to exu:nsh'e empirical lIudy by American political ICiw
tlsts. These studies generally tend to confirm the proposition that deteriorating economic
condition. result in voter defC(:tloru from incumbenl parries. sec for cx.ample Bloom
and Price; Kn.mer; and Campbell, Convene. Miller, and Stokes.

symbolic appeasements may instead provide a focus for the still
inchoate anxieties and diffuse anger that drive the masses, Thus early
rhetorical pronouncements by liberal political leaders, including
presidents of the United States, about the "rights" of workers and the
"rights" of blacks not only helped to fuel the discontents of workers
and blacks, but helped to concentrate those discontents on demands
articulated by leading officials of the nation.It

I. Edelman 1UClibes the inHucoo:: 01 pubic
l officials as "powerful sh;tpcu of perceptions"
to their virtual monopoly on certain kinds of information, to the legitimacy of the
regime with whkh they are Identified, and to the inten"" identification of people with
the Slate (101-102).
17 Our conviction that the demands of the pmteston. at least for the periods we
examine, are mapcd u much by their interaction with elites as by the structural fac�.
(or contradictions) which produced the movementS s
I one. d
lfferen� .between Ih••
ana.lysis and some Marxist interpreutlons. Thm if ant: aplallls the onglns of prot�
not by the breakdown of socia) controls, or by r�lative �cpriva�ion: b�t by the bas.c
and Irreconcilable contr�d!ctions that characterize capltaHst .nstltuuons, then the
political agenda the movcmenl evolves ought to rdl«t those basic and irreconcilble
a
contradictions, Hence it would follow tbat working-class and lower-class movement.s
arising in a corporate capitalin society are democratic and egalitarian or, In an older
tcnnlnology. progressi..... and IIOt ultimately coopt"ble. Manuel Castdls: for Cl<am�le.
who has done some of the best work on sodal movements from a Manmt perspective,
defines a movement as "a certain type of organization of sodal practices, the logic of
whOle development contn.diCLA the in.titulionally dominant �al logic" ��. By. his
definition Castell! thus minimizes � host of problems in cvaJUal.mg the pohUca.' ?Jr.«'
tions of social movements that historical experience unfortunately does not mm.m.ze·
5ec abo Uscem (1975, 21-15). Or, in another terminology, we do �ot take it. for granted
that conscious (or subjective) orientations of acllOl'l apprOJUmlItt �bl�tl�e �IW
interests (sec Dahrendorf (17ol-176) and Balbus for J..discu$$ion of thiS dlstl!lcuon).
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But when people are thus encouraged in spirit without being

tanto They are usually not violent simply because tbe risks are too

appeased in fact. their defiance may escape the boundaries of electoral

great; the penalties attached to the use of violence by the poor are
too fearsome and too oveIWhelming,I8 (Of course, defiance by the

rituals, and escape the boundaries established by the political norms
of the electoral-representative system in general. They may indeed
become rebellious, but while their rebellion often appears chaotic
(rom the perspective of conventional American politics. or from

lower class frequently results in violence when more powerful groups,

discomfited or alarmed by the unruliness of the poor, use force to
coerce them into docility. The substantial record of violence asso

the perspective of some organizers. it . is not chaotic at all; it is

ciated with protest movements in the United States is a record com

structured political behavior. When people riot in the streets. their

posed overwhelmingly of the casualties suffered by protestors at the

behavior is socially patterned, and within those patterns, their actions

hands of public or private armies.)

are to some extent deliberate and purposeful.

Such perspectives have left us with images which serve to discredit
lower-class movements by denying them meaning and legitimacy,
instead of providing explanations. While the weakening of social con

trols that accompanies ruptures in social life may be an important
precondition for popular uprisings, it does not follow either that the
SOCIAL LOCATION AND FORMS OF DEFIANCE

infrastructure of social life simply collapses, or that those who react

In contrast to the effort expended in accounting for the sources of

personal disorientation and alienation. To the contrary it may well

to these disturbances by protesting are those who suffer the sharpest

insurgency, relatively little attention has been given to the question

be those whose lives are rooted in some institutional context, who

or why insurgency, when it does occur, takes one form and not

are in regular relationships with others in similar straits. who are

another. Why, in other words, do people sometimes strike and at

best able to redefine their travails as the fault of their rulers and not

other times boycott. loot, or burn? Perhaps this question is seldom

of themselves, and are best able to join together in collective protest.It

dealtwith because the defiant behavior released often appears inchoate

Thus while many of the southern blacks who participated in the

to analysts, and therefore not susceptible to explanation, as in the

civil rights movement were poor, recent migrants to the southern

nineteenth-century view of mental illness. Thus Parsons character

cities, or were unemployed. they were also linked together in the

izes reactions to strain as "irrational" (1965); Neil Smelser describes
collective behavior as "primitive" and "magical"; and Kornhauser
attributes unstable, extremist, and antidemocratic tendencies to mass
movements. Many defiant forms of mass action that fall short of
armed uprisings are thus often simply nOt recognized as intelligent
political behavior at all.
The common but false association of lower-class protest with vio
lence may also be a residue of this tradition and its view of the
mob as normless and dangerous, the barbarian unchained. Mass
violence is, to be sure. one of many fonns of defiance, and perhaps a
very elemental form, for it violates the very ground rules of civil
society. And lower-class groups do on occasion resort to violence
to the destruction of property and persons-and perhaps this is more
likely to be the case when they are deprived by their institutional
location of the opportunity to use other forms of defiance. More
typically, however, they are not violent, although they may be mili-

U Camson argues convi
ncingly that rational calculations of the chan(tll of �
underlie the Ule of l'iolena:: "Violence &IIould be viewed u an ns
i trumental aCI, aimed
at furthering the purpose of the group Ihat U$e$ it when they have IIOlI1e rea50n to
Ihlnk it will help their cause. . . . [It] grOwt from an impatience bom of confidence and
ri5ing efficacy rather than the opposite, It occurs when ho.stility toward the victim
renders it a reJadvely Ioafe and <mtleS'l strategy" (81),

1f It may be for this reason that the extensive data collected after the ghetto riolS of

the 19605 on the Characteristics of rioters and nonriolers provided little evidence that
the rioters themselves wae more likely to be l"tteDt migrants or il:S8 educated or suffer
higher rates of unemployment than the ghetto populatiOll as: a whole. But while there

are dalll to indicale that the riOtCTS did not suller rugher indices of "rootles"
sness. little
Is kno,,"n about the Jl«worb or $lnIClU)U through which their defiance was mobili1ed.

Tilly speculates inlerestingly on the relation between integration and deprivation by
fuggesting thaI tbe more integrated shOpkeepers and artiloans of Paris may have led the
great outburst of the French Revolution precisely be<::ause they were in a better
position to do 110, and because they had a kind of leadership Jolt, anti were therefore
rcsponlive 10 the ml!ery of the hordes of more Impoverished Parisiao·, (1964). Hobs
bawm and RuM ascribe a 5imilar role to local arti!ans in the Englbh bnn laborers'
proWlS of (he early nineteenth anillry (1968, 63-64). .
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southern black church. which became the mobilizing node of move
ment actions.20
Just as electoral political institutions channel protest iota voter
activity in the United States. aod may even confine it within these
spheres if the disturbance is not severe and the electoral system
appears responsive. so do Other features of institutional life detennine
the forms that protest takes when it breaks out of the boundaries of
electoral politics. Thus, it is no accident that some people strike.
others riot, or loot the granaries, or burn the machines, for just as
the patterns of daily li(e ordinarily assure mass quiescence, so do
these same patterns influence the' fonn defiance will take when it
erupts.
First, people experience deprivation and oppression within a con
crete setting, not as the end product of large and abstract processes,
and it is the concrete experience that molds their discontent into
specific grievances against specific targets. Workers experience the
factory. the speeding rhythm of the assembly line, the foreman, the
spies and the guards, the owner and the paycheck. They do not
experience monopoly capitalism. People on relief experience the
shabby waiting rooms, the overseer or the caseworker, and the dole.
They do not experience American social welfare policy. Tenants
experience the leaking ceilings and cold radiators, and they recognize
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people that shapes their grievances, establishes the measure of their
demands, and points out the targets of their anger,
Second, institutional patterns shape mass movements by shaping
the collectivity out of which protest can arise. Institutional life
aggregates people or disperses them, molds group identities. and
draws people into the settings within which collective action can
erupt. Thus factory work gathers men and women together, edu
cates them in a common experience, and educates them to the
poSSibilities of cooperation and collective action.'1 Casual laborers
or petty entrepreneurs, by contrast, are dispersed by their occupa
tions. and are therefore Jess likely to perceive their commonalities
of position. and less likely to join together in collective action.n
Third, and most important, institutional Toles determine the
strategic opportunities for defiance, for it is typically by rebelling
against the rules and authorities associated with their everyday activ
ities that people protest. Thus workers protest by striking. They are
able to do

50

because they are drawn together in the factory setting,

and their protests consist mainly in defying the rules and authorities
associated with the workplace. The unemployed do not and cannot
strike. even when they perceive that those who own the factories and
businesses are to blame for their troubles. Instead, they riot in the

the landlord. They do not recognize the banking, real estate, and
construction systems. No small wonder, therefore, that when the
poor rebel they so often rebel against the overseer of the poor, or the
slumlord. or the middling merchant. and not against the banks or
the governing elites to whom the overseer, the slumlord, and the
merchant also defer.21 In other words, it is the daily experience of

toTilly, reviewing the literature on the Frencb Revolution, makes a similar argument
about the structuring of the great outbursts of collective violence among the sans
culoul'$: "[T]he insurrection was a continuation. in an extreme fOTm, of their everyday
politics" (1964, 114). Sec also tlv: aC(ount by Hob5bawm and RuM of the role (If the
�village parlialllCntl� and
in English agricullural Uprisillgs (1968, .59-60).
II MII Weber mUQ

churcbes

the similar point �th1t the dus anUlgooimu Lh.at are conditioned

througb the market &ituation are uJUally ml)$( bitter betwcc:n those who actually and
directly participat.e 1$ opponent, in price wan. It is not the rClllitr, the share-holder.
and the banker who suffer tbe ill will of the worker. but a1IIl<)st exclusively the mauu
facturer and the bUlineu executive. wbo are the direct npponents of workers in price
wan. This is so in spite of the fact that it is predaely the cash boxes or the rCll/i�r. the
,bare·bok!cr. and the banker into whkh the more or leu 'uncamed' piN flow, rilthef

than Into the pockets of the manufacturers or the bu�ncss executives" (186). Michael
Sehwartt iIIustriltcs this point in a study of the South«n Farmen' AUi:lJl(%. The Td[�
rocmben of the alliance singled out landlords and IDCT(bants lUi the target of thor
demands, and not the banu, speculltors, and railroads who were ultimately 'espon�ble
for their plight, beaux IIv: tCllant farmers had dircct experience with the Iandlordl
and merchants.

�2 MarK and Engels made a Ioimilar argument about the conditions for the developmc:"t
of a fe\'o!utionilry proletuiat: "But with the development of Industry, the proletariat
.
not only incrcna in number; it buomes conccntrilted in greater �
:wcs,
.
h
I� Itr
e.nS!
lU?", of life wlthan
growl, aDd. il fuls its Itrength mIlK. The various inl�ts and cond
.
the ranks of the proletariat are more and more equalized, 10 proporlLoo 3:11 machinery
obliterates all distinctions of labour, and nearly everywhere reduces wages 10 the lame
low level" (1948, 17-18). By cnntraSI. peauml were not likely to he mobilized to enfnrce
their own daIS interest, for their "mode of prnduction isolates them from one another
." (1963, IU-12�). This view of
instead of bringing them into mutual intcrcourM: .
the revolutionary pG(enllaJ of the proletariat did not anticipate
a
bi
l
ity of o:mployen
.
ivide thOle they had
to manipulate the institutional conla:t of factory work. to d
brought together by, for eumple, elaboradng job titles aoo hier:llm
ies ....
i�bin the w
...
place 50 as to "balkanize" tbe proletariat. See Gordon, Edwards, and Reich for a d
cusslon of the significance of this dcvclopincnt.

.

tt.:c

�

23 UJecm. in his study of the draft-remtance mnvement that al'()l!e during the Vi,ct.r:am
War, concludes that the absence nf an institutinnal sctling that uniled the men lubJect
10 the drart 5CVCJd,. hampered The Rcaistance in mobilizing its connituenr:y t19'l!).
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storm the relief centers,

and it is difficult to imagine them doing otherwise.
That they should do otherwise. however. is constantly asserted,
and it is in such statements that the influence (as well as the absurdity)
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It is our second general point, then, that the opportunities for
defiance are structured by features of in.!li/utional Ufe.2( Simply put,
people cannot defy institutions to which they have '10 access, and to
which they make no contribution.

of the pluralist view becomes so evident. By denying the constraints
which are imposed by institutional location, protest is readily dis
credited, as when insurgents are denounced for having ignored the
true centers of power by attacking the wrong target by the wrong

The Limited Impact of Mass Defiance

means. Thus welfare administrators admonish redpients for dis
rupting relief offices and propose instead that they learn how to
lobby in the state legislature or Congress. But welfare clients cannot
easily go to the state or national capital, and when a fe:w do, they are
of course ignored. Sometimes. however. they can disrupt relief offices.
and that is harder to ignore_
In the same vein. a favorite criticism of the student peace move
ment. often made: by erstwhile sympathizers, was that it was foolish
of the students to protest the Vietnam War by demonstrating at the
universities and attacking blameless administrators and faculties. It
was obviously not the universities that were waging the war, critics
argued, but the military-industrial complex. The students were not
so foolish, however. The exigencies of mass action are such that they
were constrained to act om their defiance within the universities
where they were physically located and could thus act collectively.

If mass defiance is neither freely available nor the forms it takes
freely determined, it must also be said that it is generally of limited
political impact. Still, some forms of protest appear to have more
impact than others, thus posing an analytical question of consider
able importance. It is a question, however, that analysu of move
ments, especially analysts of contemporary American movements,
have not generally asked. The literature abounds with studies of the
social origins of protestors, the determinants of leadership styles, the
struggles to cope with problems of organizational maintenance. Thus
protest seems to be wondered about mainly for the many and
fascinating aspects of social life which it exposes. but least oE all for
its chief significance: namely, that it is the means by which lhe least
privileged seek tQ wrest concessions from their rulers.�

and where they played a role on which an institution depended, so
that their defiance mattered.
Since our examples might suggest otherwise, we should note at
this juncture that the tendency to impute freedom of choice in the
evolution of political strategies is not peculiar to those who have
large stakes in the preservation of some institution. whether welfare
administrators or university professors. Nor is the tendency peculiar
to those of more conservative political persuasion. Radical organizers
make precisely the same assumption when they call upon the working
class to organize in one way or another and to pursue one political
strategy or another, even in the face of overwhelming evidence that
social conditions preclude the exercise of such options. Opportunities
for defiance are not created by analyses of power structures. If there
is a genius in organizing, it is the capacity to sense what it is possible
for people to do under given conditions, and to then help them do it.
In point of fact, however, most organizing ventures ask that people
do what they cannot do, and the result is failure.

a'This is perhaps what C. L R. James means ...·hen h� writes: "�orkeu a� at �heir
.
.
.
very best in collectlve action in the circum�tance8 of thell d;uly activity or CriSCS arising
from it" (95). Richard "F"lacb has also made a related argument regarding tbe im
po"ancc: of what be calls " el'Cl"}'day 1i[e·' i
n sbaping popular movements.

lon 10 these a!l.1ertionl. for he $d.$ out
uMichael Lipskr"' work Is i n a way an ellcept
5pccifically to evaluue prot...., 3.$ a $l.rategy for achieving politial goals (1968. 1970).
The flaw in Lipslc.y-, work is not in hi' intellectual �je<:tive, which i. !mp?rta�t, bll;t
In his understanding of whit it is {hat he Is evalulnng. Protest ,traleglles, In LIpsky I
view, oomist primarily of "showmanship" by powerle$/; groups {O gain the attenuon of
potential sympathizers or "reference publics:· nut by this definition. Ursky rules out
.
the historically mOil Important forms of 10wer·c1ass protest. such as strikes and nots.
Lipsky was led to delin.e protest so n:urowly by the Ne� York City rent strike on wbi�
.
his analysis s
i based, (or that partIcular event, as lip.o;ky dearly !-hows, did
consul
primarily of speeches and press uJe:a�. and \'Cry little rent Itnklng. Small wonder.
t
here
f
or
e tha.t the outcome of tbe rem ,trike was deu:rmined by a. tealt"';ng of
refonn
ups. provoked ;u th�y alwaYJ have bun by IIClln:taI.ous MOriC1.of .slum housing,
and appeased a.! they always have been by purdy ,ymbollc 1£ nat tenumental gestu�.
And small wond�r that the .s1mns remain�d md wonened. Lipsky condudes from thla
experience that protest la a weak. and unstable resource. �nd that whatever �espomes
.
are made by government will depend wholly on whether sIgmficant third partles
the protestor.s· objectlvc-s. But this condusion, while valid for the particular caiiC LIpsky
lI.udied, IICCml to us unwarranted as a generalization about pIateK. In our "IIkw,

Iio

liberal

�a.«:
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It is our judgment that the most useful way to think about the
effectiveness of protest is to examine the disruptive effects on institu
tions of different forms of mass defiance, and then to examine the
political reverberations of those disruptions. The impact of mass
defiance is, in other words, not so much directly as indirectly felt.
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tive interaction, and particularly by producer groups. Farmers, for
example, keep their products off the market in order to force up the
price offered by buyers; doctors refuse to provide treatment unless
their price is met; oil companies withhold supplies until price con
cessions are made.2�

Protest is more likely to have a seriously disruptive impact when the

But the amount of leverage that a group gains by applying such

protestors play a central role in an institution, and it is more likely

negative sanctions is widely variable. Influence depends, first of all,

to evoke wider political reverberations when powerful groups have

on whether or not the contribution withheld is crucial to others;

large stakes in the disrupted institution. These relationships are

second, on whether or not those who have been affected by the

almost totally ignored in the literature on social movements; there

disruption have resources to be conceded; and third, on whether

are no studies that catalogue and examine forms of defiance, the

the obstructionist group can protect itself adequately from reprisals.

settings in which defiance is acted out, thit institutional disruptions

Once these criteria are stated, it becomes evident that the poor are

that do or do not result, and the varying pol itical reverberations of

usually in the least strategic position to benefit from defiance.

these institutional disruptions.

Thus, in comparison with most producer groups, the lower classes
are often in weak institutional locations to use disruption as a tactic
for influence. Many among the lower class are in locations that make
their cooperation less than crucial to the operation of major institu

THE LIMITS OF INSTITUTIONAL DISRUPTION
To refer to

an

institutional disruption is simply to note the obvious

fact that institutional life depends upon conformity with established
roles and compliance with established rules. Defiance may thus
obstruct the normal operations of institutions. Factories are shut
down when workers walk out or sit down; welfare bureaucracies are
thrown into chaos when crowds demand relief; landlords may be
bankrupted when tenants refuse to pay rent. In each of these cases,

people cease to conform to accustomed institutional rolesj they with
hold their accustomed cooperation, and by doing so, cause institu
tional disruptions.
By our definition, disruption is simply the application of a nega
tive sanction, the withdrawal of a crucial contribution on which
others depend, and it is therefore a natural resource for exerting
power over others. This form of power is, in fact, regularly employed

tions. Those who work in economically marginal enterprises, or who
perform marginally necessary functions in major enterprises, or those
who are unemployed, do not perform roles on which major institu
tions depend. Indeed, some of the poor are sometimes so isolated
from significant institutional participation that the only "contribu
tion" they can withhold is that of quiescence in civil life: they can
riot.
Moreover, those who manage the institutions in which many of
the lower -classes find themselves often have little to concede to
disruptors. When lower-class groups do play an important role in
an institution, as they do in sweatshops or in slum tenements, these
institutions-operated as they often are by marginal entrepreneurs
may be incapable of yielding very much in response to disruptive
pressure.
Finally, lower-class groups have little ability to protect themselves
against reprisals that can be employed by institutional managers.

by individuals and groups linked together in many kinds of coopera'1 Spencer,

�hat consists merely of wbat Lipsky calls "noise'· is hardly a resource at ali, because it
ha ly protest at all. Moreover, the responses that reference publics make to show_
manship �re of course weak and tokeuistic. Reference publics do play a crucial role in
determmmg responses to protest, not when they are provoked by "noise." but when
they are provoked by the $erious institutional disruptions attendant upon mass defiance.
IS

�

McLoughlin, and Lawson, in their historical study of New York City tenant
movements, provide an interesting example of the use of di�ruption. not by the tenanUl,
but by the banks. Thus wben Langdon Post, the Tenement House Commissioner under
LaGuardia. tried to initiate a campaign to force compliance with the housing coda,
"five saving!! banks owning 400 building!! on the Lower East Side threatened to vacate
rather than comply. The president of the New York City Taxpayers' Union warned that
40,000 tenements would be abandoned." Past withdrew his threat (10).
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The poor do not have to be historians of the occasions when pro

and stress.27 And at such times, disruptions by the poor may have

testors have been jailed or shot down to understand this point_ The

reverberations that go beyond the institutions in which the disrup

lesson of their vulnerability is engraved in everyday life; it is evident

tion is acted out.

in every police beating, in every eviction, in every lost job, in every
relief termination_ The very labels used to describe defiance by the
lower classes-the pejorative labels of illegality and violence-testify
to this vulnerability and serve to justify severe reprisals when they

THE LIMITS OF POLITICAL DISRUPTION

are imposed_ By taking such labels for granted, we fail to recognize
what these events really represent: a structure of political coercion

It is not the impact of disruptions on particular institutions that

inherent in the everyday life of the lower classes.

finally tests the power of the poor; it is the political impact of these

We can now comment on the association of disruption with spon

disruptions. At this level, however, a new set of structuring mechan

taneity, perhaps another relic of traditional ways of thinking about

isms intervenes, for the political impact of institutional disruptions

lower-class uprisings, although here the issue is a little mOre Com

is mediated by the electoral-representative system.

plicated. Disruption itself is not necessarily spontaneous, but lower.

Responses to disruption vary depending on electoral conditions.

class disruptions often are, in the sense that they are not planned

Ordinarily, during periods of stability, governmental leaders have

and executed by formal organizations. In part, this testifies to the

three rather obvious options when an institutional disruption occurs.

paucity of stable organizational resources among the poor, as well

They may ignore it; they may employ punitive measures against the

as to the cautious and moderate character of such organizations as

disruptors; or they may attempt to conciliate them. If the disruptive

are able to survive. But even if formal organizations existed, and

group has little political leverage in its own right, as is true of

even if they were not committed by the exigencies of their own sur

lower-class groups, it will either be ignored or repressed. It is more

vival to more cautious tactics, the circumstances that lead to mass

likely to be ignored when the disrupted institution is not central

defiance by the lower class are extremely difficult to predict; and

to the society as a whole, or to other more important groups. Thus if

once defiance erupts, its direction is difficult for leaders to control.

men and women run amok, disrupting the fabric of their own com

Rosa Luxemburg's discussion of the mass strike is pertinent:

munities, as in the immigrant slums of the nineteenth century, the
spectacle may be frightening, but it can be contained within the

. . . the mass strike is not artificially "made," not "decided" out
of the blue, not "propagated," but rather it is an historical phe
nomenon which at a certain moment follows with historical neces
sity from the social relations. . . . If anyone were to undertake
to make the mass strike in general, as one form of proletarian
action, the object of methodical agitation, and to go house to
house peddling this "idea" in order gradually to win the working
class to it, it would be as idle, as profitless, and as crazy an occupa
tion as it would be to seek to make the idea of the revolution
or of the barricade struggle into the object of a particular agita
tion . . . (231-245).
Still, if the lower classes do not ordinarily have great disruptive
power, and if the use of even that kind of power is not planned, it
is the only power they do have. Their use of that power, the weigh
ing of gains and risks, is not calculated in board rooms; it wells up
out of the terrible travails that people experience at times of rupture

slums; it will not necessarily have much impact on the society as a
whole, or on the well-being of other important groups. Similarly,
when impoverished mobs demand relief, they may cause havoc in
the relief offices, but chaotic relief offices are not a large problem for
the society

as

a whole, or for important groups. Repression is more

likely to be employed when central institutions are affected, as when
railroad workers struck and rioted in the late nineteenth century, or

21

RO$a Luxemburg's comment!! are again persuasive: "At the moment that a real,
earnest period or maS5 ,trikes begin! all theSt 'calculation, of c08t8' change into the
project of draining the ocean with a wateJ" glass. And it i$ an ocean of frightful priva·
tions and suffering!! which the proletarian maSS�5 buy with every revolution. The
solution which a revolutionary period gives to these seemingly invincible difficulties is
that along with them su<:h an immense amount of maM idealism is let looSt that the
ma.sSCll are insensitive to the sbarpest sufferings. Neither revolution nor mass mikes un
be made with the Pllychology of a trade unionist who will not cease work on May Day
unless he i8 assured in advance of a determined suppOrt in the case of meallures being
taken against him" (246).
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when the police struck in Boston after the First World War. Either
way, to be ignored or punished is what the poor ordinarily expect
from government, because these are the responses they ordinarily
evoke.is
But protest movements do not arise during ordinary periods; they
arise when large-scale changes undermine political stability. It is
this context, as we said earlier, that gives the poor hope and makes
insurgency possible in the first place. It is this context that also
makes political leaders somewhat vulnerable to protesLS by the poor.
At times of rapid economic and social change, political leaders
are far less free either to ignore disturbances or to employ punitive
measures. At such times, the relationship of political leaders to their

constituents is likely to become uncertain.n This unsettled state
of polilical affairs makts the regime far more sensitive to disturb
ances, for it is not only more likely that previously uninvolved
groups will be activated-the scope of conflict will be widened, in
Schattschneider's terminology-but that the scope of conflict will
be widened at a time when political alignments have already become
unpredictable.ao
When a political leadership becomes unsure of its support, even
disturbances that are isolated within peripheral institutions cannot
be so safely ignored, for the mere appearance of trouble and dis
order is more threatening when political alignments are unstable.
And when the disrupted institutions are central to economic pro
duction or to the stability of social life, it becomes imperative that
normal operations be restored if the regime is to maintain support
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among its constituents. Thus when industrial workers joined in
massive strikes during the 1930s, they threatened the entire economy
of the nation and, given the electoral instability of the times,
threatened the future of the nation's political leadership. Under these
circumstances, government could hardly ignore the disturbances.
Yet neither could government run the risks entailed by using
massive force to subdue the strikers in the 19305, lt could not, in
other words, simply avail itself of the option of repression. For one
tbing the striking worken, like the civil rights demomtrators in
the 1960s, had aroused strong sympathy among groups that were
crucial supporters of the regime. For another, unless insurgent groups
are virtually of outcast status, permitting leaders of the regime to
mobi.lize popular hatred against them, politically unstable conditions
make the use of force risky, since the reactions of other aroused
groups cannot be safely predicted. When government is unable to
ignore the insurgents, and is unwilling to risk the uncertain reper
cussions of the use of force, it will make efforts to conciliate and
disarm the protestors.
These placating efforts will usually take several forms. First and
most obviously, political leaders will offer concessions, or press elites
in the private sector to offer concessions, to remedy some of the
immediate grievances, both symbolic and tangible, of the disruptive
group, Thus mobs of unemployed workers were granted reHef in
the 19305; striking industrial workers won higher pay and shorter
hours; and angry civil rights demonstrators were granted the right to
desegregated public accommodations in the 19605.
Whether one takes such measures as evidence of the capacity of

IS Disruptions confined within institutions have the characteristics that Schatuchncider
attributes to small C()l'lfiic!S: �It Is one of the qualities of cstn':lllely small wnllictl that
lhe relative sn"ngths of the Olntcsl2nU are Ilkely 10 be known in adr-IUDe. In this alSe
the nronb",r side may impose ita will On the .....eaker without an overt test of 51rength
because people arc Itot apt to fight if they arc sure to lose" (4),

21 Lodhi and Tilly. in arguing against the aocial disorganhation

perspec:tive, IUggest

that the amount of collective violenox "'ould be related to �thc structure of power, the
capacity of deprived groups for COllective action. the form. of repression employed by
the authorities. and the di.p.ultlcs between the weak and the powerful In �hared under·
standings about coJl«live rights to action and to use of valued Ie$Ources . , ." (SI6).
It is our point that each of these factors ehanga. at IuS( temporarily, during periods
of serioul and widespread imtability. MOil Importantly, tbe resources available to lhe
J"qimt decline (SI6),
10 "To

understand any conflict it is neoessary, therefore, to hep COnStantly in mind the
relations betweell the comb3U1ncl and the audien� because the audience is likely to do
the kinds of things Ihat determine the outcome of thc fighl, . . , The s-tronger con
t.esUint may hoilale 10 use hill !ltf"CnSlh because be dots 001 \(IIOW wbetha or not be '"
gon
i g to be able \0 Isolate hill antagonist" (2).

American political institutions for reform, or brushes them aside as
mere tokenism. such concessions were not offered readily by govern
ment leaders. In each case, and in some

cases

more than in others,

reform required a break with an established pattern of government
accommodation to private elites. Thus the New Dtal's liberal relief
policy was mai.ntained despite widespread opposition from the busi

ness community, Striking workers in the mid-1980s succeeded in
obtaining wage concessions from private industry only because state
and national political leaders abandoned the age-old policy of wing
the coercive power o[ the state to curb strikes. The granting of de
segregated public accommodations required that national Democratic
leaders turn against their traditional allies among southern planta
tion elites, ]n such instances concessions were won by the protestors
only when political leaders were finally forced, out of a concern for
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their own survival, to act in ways which aroused the fierce opposition

of economic elites. In short, under conditions of severe electoral
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programs that appear to meet the moral demands of the movement,

lind thus rob it of support without actually yielding much by way

instability, the alliance of public and private power is sometimes

of tangible gains. A striking example was the passage of the pension

make gains.1t

Townsend Movement were demanding pensions of $200 a month,

quiet disturbances not only by dealing with immediate grievances,
but by making efforts to channel the energies and angers of the

Social Security Act, while it provided a measure of security for many

weakened, if only brieRy, and at these momenlS a defiant poor may

Scrond, political leaders, or elites allied with them, will try to

protestors into more legitimate and less disruptive forms of political

behavior, in part by offering incentives to movement leaders or, in

provisions of the Social Security Act. The organized aged in the

wilh no strings attached, and they had managed to induce some 25

million people to sign supporting petitions. As it turned Ollt, the

of the future aged, did nothing for the members of the Townsend

Movement, none of whom would be covered by a work-related

other words, by coopting them. Thus relief demonstrators in both

insurance scheme since they were no longer working. and most of

tive grievance procedures as an alternative to "merely" disrupting

some seven years later. But the pension provisions of the Social

the 1930s and the 19605 were encouraged to learn to use administra·
relief offices, while their leaders were offered positions as advisors to

whom would in any case be dead when the payments were to begin

Security Act answered the moral claims of the movement_ In prin

relief administrators. In the 1960s civil rights organizers left the

ciple, government had acted to protect America's aged. thus severing

spread in the northern cities, street leaders in the ghettos were

and those who were already old. The Social Security Act effectively

streets to take jobs in the Great Society programs; and as rioting
encouraged to join in "dialogues" with municipal officials, and some

any identification between those who would be old in the future

dampened public support for the Townsend Plan while yielding the

were offered positions in municipal agencies.a:

old people nothing. Other examples of responses which undermine

turbance may be designed not to conciliate the protestors. but to

the ghettos in the 1960s were neither designed nor funded in a way

command from a wider public. Usually this is achieved through new

or on the traumas of ghetto life. But the publicity attached to the

Third, the measures promulgated by government at times of dis

undermine whatever sympathy the protesting group has been able to

public support abound. The widely heralded federal programs for
that made it possible for them to have substantial impact on poverty

programs-the din and blare about a "war on poverty" and the

II The npidly growing Manis.t literature on the theory of the Clpitaltst aute s.tresse5
leglLimation or .to(:lal coht:S.ion as one of the two primary functions of the state (the
other �ing the maintenance of the conditions for capitalist accumulation). The
interpretation of electoral-representative institutionl presented here il consistent with
that general perspective. As noted carHer, we view the wide di!lribution and uerdse of
the franchi$C as an Important source of the legitimaq of state authority. Electoral
activities generate a belief in goYCTnmenl as the m
i trument of a broad caaJority rather
than of particular imcresu or a particuLu class. It 11 thit phenomenon which Marx
defit1fJd as the false univenality of the state. (See aho Poulanwi and Bridges for a
discussion of suffrage, md political parties based on luffrage, from thi' perspective.)
We argue further that the franchise plays a major tole in prOtecting tbe legitimacy of
tbe state against periodic ch;Jlcnges. Ekctoral contesu SCTVC as a signal or bal"()meter of
discontent and disaffection, and the threat of electoral defeat constniIlll "ate ollic.ials to
promulgate measures thaI Will quiet dixontent and restore legitimacy.
n The nC'\\-'O)men to officialdom were by and large absorbed into local agencies thaI
made relat;vdy hu.lgnificanl dcciaions about senlcl: delivery 10 the Insurgent popula
tion. The analogy to the use of natives by colonial adminiSiratioru is obvious. Anderson
and Friedland say in general of such agencies and their activities that they "encourage
cltI�en participation at a local level jnJulated from national politics . . . .. (21). SCe
also Kannebon for a discu5Sion of ""ate,spGll5Ored creation of di('Ilt-patfon/broker
IInb� (22'1).

development of "model citics"-d.id much to appease the liberal
sympathizers with urban blacks.

Finally, these apparently conciliatory measures make it possible

for government to safely employ repressive measures as well. Typi·
cally. leaders and groups who are more disruptive. or who spurn

the concessions offered. are singled out for arbitrary police action or

for more formal legal harassment through congressional investiga

tions or through the courts. In the context of much-publicized efforts
by government to ease the grievances of disaffected groups, coercive

measures of this kind are not likely to arouse indignation among
sympathetic publics. Indeed, this dual St.r3tegy is useful in another

way, for it serves to cast an aura of balance and judiciousness over
govemment action.

The main point. however, is simply that the political impact of
institutional disruptions depends upon electoral conditions. Even
serious disruptions. such as industrial strikes, will force concessions
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only when the calculus of ele(toral instability favors the protestors.

ideological proponents of the shift "from protest to politics"

And even then, when the protestors succeed in forcing government

(Rustin).U

to respond, they do nOt dictate the content of those responses. As

This feature of government action deserves some explanation

to the variety of specific circumstances which determine how much

because the main reintegrative measures--the right to organize, the

the protestors will gain and how much they will lose, we stm have

right to vote, black representation in city government-were also

a great deal to learn.

responses to specific demands made by the protestors themselves. To
all appearances. government simply acted

to

redress felt grievances.

But the process was by no means as straightforward as that. As we
suggested earlier, the movements had arisen through interaction with
clites, and had been led to make the demands they made in response
THE DEMISE OF PROTEST

to early encouragement by political leaders. Nor was it [ortuitom

]t is not surprising chat, taken together, these efforts to conciliate

to organize or the right to vote or the right to "citizen participation."

that political leaders tame to proclaim as just such callses as the right

and disarm usuaUy lead to the demise of the protest movement,

In each case, elites responded to discontent by proposing reforms

partly by transforming the movement itself, and partly by transform·

with which they had experience. and which consiSl<':d mainly of

ing the political climate which nourishes protest. With these changes,

extending established procedures to new groups or to new institu

the array of institutional controls which ordinarily restrain protest

tional arenas. Collective bargaining was not invented in the 1930s,

is restored, and political influence is once more denied to the lower
class.

proposed reforms that wt'!re in a sense prefigured by institutional

nor the franchise in the 1960s. Driven by turmoil, political leaders

We said that one form of government response was to make can·

arrangements that already existed, that were drawn from a repertoire

cessions to the protestors, yielding them something of what they

provided by existing traditions. And an aroused people responded by

demanded, either symbolic or material. But the mere granting of

demanding simply what political leaders had said they should have.

such concessions is probably not very important in accounting for
the demise of a movement. For one thing, whatever is yielded is

If through some accident of hist.ory they had done otherwise, if
industrial workers had demanded public ownership of factories, they

usually modest if not meager; for another, even modest concessions

would probably have still gotten unionism, if they got anything at all;

demonstrate that protest "works," a circumstance that might as easily
be expected to fuel a movement as to pacify it.

and if impoverished southern blacks had demanded land reform. they
would probably have still gotten the vote.

But concessions are rarely unencumbered. If they are given at all.

At the same time that government makes efforts to reintegrate

they are usually part and parcel of measures to reintegrate the move·

disaffected groups. and to guide them into less politically disturbLng

ment into normal political channels and to absorb its leaders into
stable institutional roles. Thus the right of industrial workers to
unionize, won in response to massive and disruptive strikes in the

lonns of behavior, Lt also moves to isolate them from potential sup
porters and, by doing so, diminishes the morale of the movement.
FinaHy, while the movement is eroding under these influences, its

1930s, meant that workers were encouraged to use newly established
grievance procedures in place of the sit-down or the wildcat strike;
and the new union leaders, now absorbed in relations with factory
management and in the councils of the Democratic Party, became the
ideological proponents and organizational leaders of this strategy
of normalcy and moderation. Similarly, when blacks won the vote in
the South and a share of patronage in the municipalities of the North
in response to the disturbances of the 1960s, black leaders were
absorbed into electoral and bureaucratic politics and became the

n James Q.

Wilson !ee1I1S to us to miil'! th� point when he ascribel the demi.e of SNCC
and CORE to {aihlfe anu rebuff. and the intolerable Itrain thIs exerted on these
"redemptive" organizations which requirro a total tranlformadon or society on the one
hand, and extraordinary wmmitments from their membeu on the other hanu. Fint,
and most important, by no stretch of the uasonab1c Imagination can SNCC and CORE
be &aId to have failed, as we will explain in chapter 4. &eond, whlle these may haYe
been redemptive organizations. their demise was mo.st 5pecifically \.he result of the
imp;ct of government measures on both caure!! and COn$tituency. It wa5 government
responses that generated factionalism and disillusionment. and not simply "the dis·
iIlu$ionment that in�vitilbly arnica a redemptive organization" (180-182).
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leaders attracted by new opportunities, its followers conciliated,
confused, or discouraged, the show of repressive force against recal
citrant elements demolishes the few who are left_
However, the more far-reaching changes do not occur within the
movement, but in the political context which nourished the move
ment in the fmt place. The agitated and defiant people who compose
the movement are but a small proportion of the discontented popu
lation on which it draws. Presumably if some leaders were coopted,
new leaders would arise; if some participants were appeased or dis
couraged, others would take their place. But this does not happen,
because government's responses not only destroy the movement, they
also transform the political climate which makes protest possible.
The concessions to the protestors, the efforts to "bring them into the
system," and in particular the measures aimed at potential sup
porters, all work to create a powerful image of a benevolent and
responsive government that answers grievances and solves problems.
As a result, whatever support might have existed among the larger
population dwindles. Moreover, the display of government benevo
lence stimulates antagonist groups, and triggers the antagonistic
sentiments of more neutral sectors. The "tide of public opinion"
begins to turn-against labor in the late I930s, against blacks in the
late 19605. And as it does, the definitions put forward by political
leaders also change, particularly when prodded by contenders for
political office who sense the shift in popular mood, and the weak
nesses it reveals in an incumbent's support. Thus in the late 19605,
Republican leaders took advantage of white resentment against blacks
to auract Democratic voters, raising cries of "law and order" and
"workfare not welrare"-the code words for racial antagonism. Such
a change is ominous. Where once the powerful voices of the land
enunciated a rhetoric that gave courage to the poor, now they
enunciate a rhetoric that erases hope, and implants fear. The point
should be evident that as these various circumstances combine,
defiance is no longer possible.

THE RESIDUE OF REFORM
When protest subsides, concessions may he withdrawn. Thus when
the unemployed become docile, the relief rolls are cut even though
many are still unemployed; when the ghetto becomes quiescent.
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evictions are resumed. The reason is simple enough. Since the poor
no longer pose the threat of disruption, they no longer exert lever·
age on political leaders; there is no need for conciliation. This is
particularly the case in a climate of growing political hostility, for
the concessions granted are likely to become the focus of resentment
by other groups.
But some concessions are not withdrawn. As the'tide of turbulence
recedes, major institutional changes sometimes remain, Thus the
right of workers to join unions was not rescinded when turmoil sub
sided (although some of the rights ceded to unions were withdrawn).
And it is not likely that the franchise granted to blacks in the South
will be taken back (although just that happened in the post-Recon.
struction period). Why, tben, are some concessions withdrawn while
others become permanent institutional reforms?
The answer, perhaps, is that while some of the reronns granted
during periods of turmoil are costly or repugnant to various groups
in the society, and are therefore suffered only under duress, other
innovations turn out to be compatible (or at least not incompatible)
with the interests of more powerful groups, most importantly with
the interests of dominant economic groups. Such an assertion has the
aura of a conspiracy theory, but in fact the process is not conspira
torial at all. Major industrialists had resiSted unionization, but once
forced to concede it as the price of industrial peace, they gradually
discovered that labor unions constituted a useful mechanism to
regulate the labor force. The problem of disciplining industrial
labor had been developing over the course of a century. The depres
sion produced the political turmoil through which a solution was
forged. Nor was the solution simply snatched from the air. As noted
earlier, collective bargaining was a tried and tested method of deal
ing with labor disturbances. The tumult of the 19305 made the use
of this method imperative; once implemented, the reforms were
institutionalized because they continued to prove useful.
Similarly, southern economic elites had no interest in ceding
southern blacks the franchise. But their stakes in disfranchising
blacks had diminished. The old plantation economy was losing
ground to new industrial enterprises; plantation-based elites were
losing ground to economic dominants based in industry. The feudal
political arrangements on which a plantation economy had relied
were no longer of central importance, and certainly they were not of
central importance to the new economic elites. Black uprisings, by
forcing the extension of the franchise and the modernization of
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southern politics, thus helped seal a fissure in the institutional fabric
of American society, a fissure resulting from the growing inconsist
ency between the economic and political institutions of the South.
What these examples suggest is that

protesters win, if they win
at all, what historical circumstances has already made ready to be
conceded. Still, as Alan Wolfe has said, governments do not change
.
magically through some "historical radical transformation," but only
through the actual struggles of the time (154). When people are
finally roused to protest against great odds, they take the only options
available to them within the limits imposed by their social circum
stan:es. Those who refuse to recognize these limits not only blindly
consign lower-class protests to the realm of the semirational, but also

�

?

bli� ly c ntinue to pretend that other, more regular options for
polItical mfluence are widely available in the American political
system.
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tional accommodation and coercion that have the effect of restoring
quiescence. Organizers and leaders cannot prevent the ebbing of
protest, nor the erosion of whatever influence protest yielded the
lower class. They can only try to win whatever can be won while it
can be won.
In these major ways protest movements are shaped by institutional
conditions, and not by the purposive efforts of leaders and organizers.
The limitations are large and unyielding. Yet within the boundaries
created by these limitations, some latitude for purposive effort re
mains. Organizers and leaders choose to do one thing, or they choose
to do another, and what they choose to do affects to some degree the
course of the protest movement. If the area of latitude is less than

leaders and organizers would prefer, it is also not enlarged when
they proceed as if institutional limitations did not in fact exist by
undertaking strategies which fly in the face of these constraints. The
wiser course is to understand these limitations, and to exploit what
ever latitude remains to enlarge the potential influence of the lower

A Note on the Role

of Protest Leadership
The main point of this chapter is that both the limitations and

class. And if our conclusions are correct, what this means is that
strategies must be pursued that escalate the momentum and impact
of disruptive protest at each stage in its emergence and evolution.
With these propositions in mind, we now tum to an analysis of
recent protest movements.

opportunities for mass protest are shaped by social conditions. The
implications for the tole of leadership in protest movements can be
briefly summarized.
Protest wells up in response to momentous changes in the institu
tional order. It is not created by organizers and leaders.
Once protest erupts, the specific fonns it takes are largely deter
.
mmed by features of social structure. Organizers and leaders who
contrive strategies that ignore the social location of the people they
seek to mobiJjze can only fail.
Elites respond to the institutional disruptions that protest causes,
as well a� to other powerful institutional imperatives. Elite responses
.
are not SIgnificantly shaped by the demands of leaders and organizers.
Not are elite responses significantly shaped by fonnally structured
organizations of the poor. Whatever influence lower-class groups
occasionally exert in American politics does not result from organi.
2at1On, but from mass protest and the disruptive consequences of
protest.
Finally, protest in the United States has been episodic and trans
ient, for as it gains momentum, so too do various forms of institu-
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The Unemployed
Workers' Movement

The depression movements of the unemployed and of industrial
workers followed a period of economic breakdown that produced
distress and confusion in the daily lives of millions of people, and
produced contradiction and confusion in the posture of elites. For
those still working, the discontents rdeased by economic collapse
during the 1930s were expressed in struggles within the factory sys
tem, which we will turn to in the next chapter. But the men and
women for whom life had changed most drastically and immediately
were no longer in the factories. They were among the masses of the
unemployed, and their struggle had to take another form, in another
institutional context. The depression saw the rise and fall of the
largest movement of the unemployed this country has known, and
the institution against which the movement was inevitably pitted
was the relief system.
At the time of the Great Depression, formal arrangements for relief
of the indigent were sparse and fragmented. In many places, includ
ing New York City and Philadelphia, there simply ""as no "outdoor"
relief (the term used to describe aid given to people who ""ere not
institutionalized). Even where public relief agencies existed. what
little was actually given was usually provided by private charities.
But niggardly aid and fragmented adminstration did not signi� an
underdeveloped institution. To the contrary, a national relief sys
tem did exist. Despite the diversity of administrative auspices, the
norms that guided the giving of relief were everywhere quite
similar. The dole was anathema to the American spirit of work and
self-sufficiency. Therefore. it should be dispensed to as few as pas41
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sible and made as harsh as possible to discourage reliance upon it.
Accordingly, very little was given, and then only to a handful of the
aged and crippled, widowed and orphaned-w "deserving" people
who dearly were not able to work.
These practices were not only a reflection of harshly individualistic
American attitudes. They were also a reflection of American eco
nomic realities. Work and self·reliance meant grueling toil at low
wages for many people. So long as that was so, the dole could not
be dispensed permissively for fear some would choose it over work.
Thus, most of the poor were simply excluded from aid, ensuring
that they had no alternative but to search for whatever work they
could 6nd at whatever wage was offered. And if they found no
work, then they would have to survive by whatever means they
could.
But this much could have been achieved without any relief
arrangements at all; the threat of starvation was sufficient. The more
important function of the relief system was accomplished, not by re
fusing relief, but by degrading and making outcasts of those few who
did get aid. At the time of the Great Depression the main legal
arrangement for the care of the destitute was incarceration in alms·
houses or workhouses. In some places the care of paupers was still
contracted to the lowest bidder, and destitute orphans were inden·
tured to those who would feed them in exchange for whatever labor
they could perform. The constitutions of fourteen states denied the
franchise to paupers (Brown, 9-10; Woodroofe, 154). By such prac·
tices the relief system created a clearly demarcated and degraded
class, a class of pariahs whose numbers were small but whose fate
loomed large in the lives of those who lived close to indigence,
warning them always of a life even worse than hard work and severe
poverty.
The meaning of these relief practices was thus not only in their
inhumanity but in the functions they performed in legitimating
work in the face DE the extreme inequalities generated by American
capitalism. For many people work was hard and the rewards few,
and the constraints of tradition weak in the face oE the transforma
tions wrought by industrial capitalism. The discontent these poor
might have felt was muffled, in part. by the relief system and the
image of the terrible humiliation inflicted on those who became
paupers. The practices called charily were shaped, in short. by eco·
nomic imperatives. by the need for cheap and docile labor on the
farms and in the factories of a burgeoning capitalist society. For the
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practices of relief to change, this subordination of the institution of
charity to the institution of profit had to be ruptured.
The wonder of this relief system, however, was that it generated
such shame and fear as w lead the poor to acquiesce in its harsh and
restrictive practices. In part the poor acquiesced simply because they
shared American beliefs in the virtue of work and self·sufficiency,
and in the possibility of work and self·sufficiency for those who were
ambitious and deserving. But any doubts they might otherwise have
felt about this judicious sorting out of the worthy by the American
marketplace were dispelled by the spectacle of the degraded pauper
displayed by the relief system. Even when unemployment was en
demic, most people endured in silence, blaming themselves for their
misfortunes. They did not demand relief, for to do so was to give
up the struggle to remain above the despised pauper class. Most of
the time, the unemployed poor obeyed the prohibition against going
on the dole, and by doing so collaborated in their own misery and
in the punitive practices of local relief officials.
Occasionally, however, unemployment reached calamitous levels
and the jobless rebelled. At the depths of each of the recurrent de
pressions of the nineteenth and �arly twentieth centuries, people
joined together and demanded some form of aid to ease their dis
tress. In the slump of 1837 some 20,000 unemployed in Phila·
delphia assembled to demand, among other things. that the national
government relieve distress among the unemployed by a public
works program (Foner, 162), and in New York City, a crowd of
thousands in City Hall Park protested against the "monopolies" and
the high cost of food and rent. The crowd then paraded to the
wholesale flour depot, and dumped flour and wheat in the streets
(Gutman. 1976, 60-61). In the panic of 1857 protests of the un·
employed emerged in several big cities. Ten thousand Philadelphians
rallied "to stimulate their representatives in the State House to an
appreciation of their troubles," and a system of ward associations was
set up to issue food to the needy (Fed�r, 32). In New York a meeting
of 15,000 in Tompkins Square to demand work culminated in the
destruction of 'fences and benches and the sehure of food wagons,
although in this instance the workers got neither jobs nor relief, and
federal troops were called in (Feder, 35). The depression of 1873
stimulated new demonstrations. In New York City. rallies drew
10.000 to 15,000 people who were dispersed by mounted police, and
in Chicago, mass meetings of the unemployed, organized by an
archists under the slogan "Bread or Blood," culminated in a march
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20,000

on the City Council (Feder,

52;
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Boyer and Morais,

86),

Subsequently, unemployed workers stormed the offices of the Chicago
Relief and Aid Society, swamping the Society with applications for
aid, The Society surrendered, and about
the next year (Feder,
sion of

1884

52;

10,000 were given relief over
1937, 8).1 In the depres

Seymour, August

the unemployed in Chicago marched again, this time

into better-off neighborhoods (Montgomery,

20),
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and proposals heightened the sense of indignation that was spreading.
In the period of general political uncertainty that ensued, protest
movements emerged among different groups, focusing on different
institutional grievances. The earliest uprisings occurred among the
unemployed.

and in 1893 a new

and bitter depression led to a series of marches on 'Vashington by
the unemployed, the best known of which was of course "Coxey's
army_" Coxey's marchers got nothing, but mass demonstrations in

THE ECONOMIC COLLAPSE

the big industrial cities did succeed at least in getting soup kitchens

The decade preceding the depression had been a boom time for

and, in some places, local public works projects as well.

American business. National income rose from about

These experiences suggest that when unemployment is severe and

1922

to

$87 billion in 1929, and by June of 1929

$60

billion in

the index of indus

widespread, at least a partial transvaluation may occur among the

trial production reached its highest point ever (Bernstein,

poor. The prohibition against the dole may weaken, if only because

251).

the extent of distress belies the customary conviction that one's eco

assured,

1970, 54,

For the nation as a whole prosperity had never seemed so

nomic fortunes and misfortunes are a matter of personal responsi

These were not nearly such good years for many workers and

bility, of individual failure. At such times large numbers of the poor

farmers, however. Rising productivity and profits in the twenties

demand relief, the relief of work or the relief of food and money.

were largely the result of increasing mechanization rather than the

This transvaluation occurred again in the Great Depression, and just

expansion of the labor force. Meanwhile depressed farm prices (the

as the scale of the calamity in the 1930s was unparalleled, so too was

result of overproduction stimulated by heavy immigration earlier in

the protest movement that arose among the unemployed.

the century, followed by the demand for food during World War I
when the United States was feeding its allies) were forcing millions
of people off the land and to the cities. The resulting labor surplus

The Great Depression:
Preconditions for Insurgency
The depression came suddenly, at a time when the American belief
in unprecedented and unbroken prosperity had never been so fer
vent, earlier depressions notwithstanding. People were taken by
surprise, the rulers as much as the ruled, and it took time for the
political forces set in motion by the calamity to emerge. Then, as
the depression continued and worsened, the harshening and dis
ordering of a way of life began to take form in rising popular dis
content. The actions of elites added momentum to this process, for
they too were shaken and divided, and their cacaphonic accusations

meant that for the first time in the American experience, prosperity
was accompanied by continuing high unemployment throughout the
decade (Lescohier and Brandeis,

137-151).

The labor surplus also

accounts for the fact that wages remained relatively fixed, while
profits soared. Moreover, some industries, particularly mining and
textiles, were in a slump throughout the decade, and these workers
suffered sharp wage cuts. But the hardships of particular groups
remained submerged, because the people who bore them were sub
dued by the aura of prosperity that symbolized the era. These were
self-evidently good times in America; anyone who really wanted
to work could ostensibly earn a livelihood.
Then, in

1929,

the production index began to slip from its June

high, and by October, after a dizzying burst of speculation, the stock
market reacted in the panic known as Black Thursday. The impact
on unemployment was immediate. One government official judged

1 Gutman d�!iCribes these 187.!! prote$ts and th� organizations that led th�m in a number
of industrial cities (196.5).

that the numbers out of work rose by

2.5

ll,lillion within two weeks

of the crash, and President Roosevelt's Committee on Economic
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Security later estimated that the number of unemployed jumped

In October 1930 he established an Emergency Committee for Em

from 429,000 in October 1929 to 4,065.000 in January 1930 (Bern

ployment. but ignored the recommendation of Colonel Arthur

stein, 1970, 254). The number rose steadily to 8 million in January

Woods, head of the committee, that the White House seek substantial

1931, and to 9 million in October (Bernstein, 1970, 254-257).

appropriations from Congress for public works. A second com

Particular industries were devastated, as were the wwns where

mitt�, appointed in August 1931, was called the Organization on

they were located. Bernstein reports. for example, that by January

Employment Relief. But while its name revealed some dim acknowl·

1930, 30 to 40 percent of the male labor force was out of work in

edgment of the problem, its activities. consisting of "coordinating"

Toledo, where Willys·Overland had cut its payroll from 20,000

local efforts and exhorting American citizens to contribute w local

to 4,000. ]n Detroit a personal Joan company discovered in March

charities, did not.

that half its outstanding commitments were from people who

Nor, at first, were local officials much better attuned (0 the scale

had lost their jobs. By the end of that year almost half of New

of the problem. City leaders in Buffalo, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

England's textile workers were unemployed, and the Metropolitan

Milwaukee, and Louisville initiated "make a job" or "man a block"

Life Insurance Company reported that 24 percent of its industrial

campaigns, assigning the jobless to do snow removal or Slreet clean

policy holders in forty·six larger cities were jobless. The Ford Motor

ing while at the same time allowing them to canvass households for

Company employed 130,000 workers in the spring of 1929; by the

small donations. Philadelphia's mayor appointed a committee to

summer of 1931 there were only 37,000 left on the payroll (Bern
stein, 1970, 255-256). Sidney Hillman reported that at the height

organize the peddling of fruit (Colcord, 166). clubs and restaurants

of the season in January 1932 only 10 percent of his New York

overs for the unemployed, and some communities set aside plots of

in some places began to participate in schemes for saving food left

garment workers were employed (Bernstein, 1970, 317). The chronic

land so that the jobless could grow vegetables to case their plight.

unemployment of the 1 920s had become catastrophic unemployment.

The problem was defined as minor, and temporary, and so were the

Most of the nation's public figures were stubbornly unwilling to

gestures made to deal with it. Until 1932 even the neWspapers carried

recognize the disaster, at least at first. The White House issued

little news of the depression. Middletown newspapers made their

messages of reassurance that "the fundamental strength of the
Nation's economic life is unimpaired." that recovery is "just around

first mention in ApTil 1930 under the caption "Factories are Recover
ing from Bad Slump" (Lynd and Lynd, 17).

the corner," and that in any ca� the temporary downturn was being

As the depression worsened in 1930 there were stirrings in Con

stemmed by modest public works expenditures. Official refusal to

gress for federal action to alleviate unemployment by reviving and

recognize the disaster early in the depression also took fonn in

expanding the United States Employment Service and by expanding

White House denials that there was very much unemployment at all.

federal public works

If the 1930 census of unemployment did not support such conten·
tions, Hoover argued that it was because the enumerators "had to

and the Congress elected in the fall of 1930 passed both bills. Hoover,

projects.

The measures proposed were modest

ever staunch, vetoed the first and emasculated the second by appoint

list the shiftless citizen. who had no intention of living by work. as

ing administrators hosti1e to federal public works. Nothing had been

unemployed" (cited in Edelman, 184).2 If there was not very much

done to deal with the disaster except, perhaps, to begin to acknowl

unemployment, it followed that there was not very much need for

edge it.

unusual measures to aid the unemployed. Hoover limited himself
mainly to offering rhetorical encouragement of local charity efforts.

"When Congre!s required the Bureau of the Ccnsu, to count unemployment In the
,ensus of 1930, the bureau reported some 8 million out of work or laid off, a figure that
was treated as absurdly low by experts. Hoover found me need to further reduce the
figure by explaining away 500,000 to I million as people who had no intention of
seeking jobs, and another 500,000 to I million as people who were limply between Jobs
(Bernstein, 1970, 268).

THE ]MPACT ON DAILY LIFE

The habit of work, and the wages of work, underpin a way of life.
As unemployment continued to grow, an� the wages of those still
employed shriveled, that way of life crumbled. Despite denials by
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the public figures of the nation. the evidence was there in the daily
lives of the people. One dramatic sign was the spread of malnutrition
and disease. Surveys of school children showed that one quarter suf
fered from malnutridon. new patients in tuberculosis clinics almost
doubled. and a study by the U. S. Public Health Service revealed
that the families of unemployed workers suffered 66 percent more
illness than the families of employed workers. In 1931 New York
City hospitals reported about one hundred cases of actual starvation
(Bernstein. 1970, 331). Another sign was the weakening of family
life as ties wore thin under the strains and humiliations of poverty.
Desertions became common and divorce rates rose, while marriage
rates and the birthrate dropped.8 And as poverty deepened and
morale weakened, the crime rate rose, as did drunkenness and sexual
promiscuity. and the suicide rate (Bernstein, 1970. 332).
Without work. and with family lire weakened. men and women.
especially the young, took to the road. At first the movement was
back. to the farms. But soon farm income fell precipitously as well,
and then there was no place to go except to move on, shunted from
town to town. Just how many transients there were is not known,
but the Southern Pacific Rai1road reported that it had ejected
683.457 people Erom its trains in 1932 (Bernstein, 1970. 325). Every
where shanty towns built of packing cases and junk sprang up. In
Oklahoma City the vagrants lived in the river bottom; in Oakland,
they lived in sewer pipes that a manufacturer could not sell; in New
York they built shacks in the bed of an abandoned reservoir in
Central Park and called it "Hoover Valley."

The Rise of Protest
Most of the people who were thrown out of work suffered quietly,
especially at the start of the depression, when official denials helped
to confuse the unemployed and to make them ashamed of their
plight. Men and women haunted the employment offices. walked the
streets. lined up for every job opening, and doubted themselves for

' See Bernstein, 197(), '27-328; Lynd and Lynd, 147, �44; Bakke, 1940. 17. 115. Several
depre53lon �tuditJI pl'01'lde exten�ve �idrnce of the destru�tive impact of unemploy
lIlent on family rdatloo.s. See Cooley; KomarovskJ; and Stouffer and Lazarsfeld.
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not finding work. Families exhausted their savings, borrowed from
relatives, sold their belongings, blaming themselves and each other
for losing the struggle to remain self·reliant. But as the depression
worsened, as the work forces of entire factories were laid off. as whole
neighborhoods in industrial towns were devastated. and as at least
some political leaders began to acknowledge that a disaster had
occurred. attitudes toward what had happened and why, and who
was to blame. began to change among some of the unemployed. They
began to define their personal hardship not just as their own indi
vidual misfortune but as misEortune they shared with many of their
own kind. And if so many people were in the same trouble. then
maybe it wasn't they who were to blame, but "the system.'"

MOB LOOTING, MARCHES. AND DEMONSTRATIONS

One of the earliest expressions of unrest among the unemployed was
the rise of mob looting. As had happened so often before in history
during periods of economic crisis. people banded together to demand
food. By and large. the press refrained from reporting these events
for fear oE creating a contagion effect. In New York bands of thirty or
forty men regularly descended upon markets, but the chain stores
refused to call the police. in order to keep the events out of
the papers. In March 1,100 men waiting on a Salvation Army
bread line in New York City mobbed two trucks delivering baked
goods to a nearby hotel. In Henryetta. Oklahoma, 300 jobless
marched on storekeepers to demand food, insisting they were not
begging and threatening to use force if necessary (Bernstein. 1970,
422; Brecher, 144). Indeed, Bernstein concludes that in the early
years of the depression "organized looting of food was a nation-wide
phenomenon" (1970, 421-423).

' Batlr.e pm�ides vivid a«OUDU of the demoraliUtlon and shame experl� by both
unemploycl American �nd English workers during this IX'riod. IL wu the sense of
being diU"tnt. if one WJ.I unemployed that was so shameful: 8And if you can·L find
any work to do, you have the feeling you're nOI human. You're out of place. You're SO
diffeunt from all the rest of the JX'ople around that you think something is wrong with
you" (1934. 63). BUL clearly once people realized that by being out of work they were
JUK the same as people around them, demoraHution could more eully tuln to
n
I dignation.
.
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More consciously political demonstrations began as well. By early
1930, unemployed men and women in New York, Detroit, Cleve
land, Philadelphia, Los Angeles. Chicago, Seattle, Boston, and Mil
waukee were marching under such Communist banners as "Work
or Wages" and "Fight-Don't Starve" (Karsh and Cannan, 87; Leab.
300). Len de Caux, a labor journalist, was living in Cleveland at
the time and described what was happening there:
Marching columns o[

unemployed

became a familiar sight. Public

Square saw demonstrations running into tens of thousands. . . .
The street-scene is etched in memory. It was in the heart of working.

class Cleveland, during a communist·led demonstration. Police had

attacked an earlier demonstration. In the street baule, several un

employed had been injured, and one had since died. In the same

neighborhood, the Unemployed Councils had call ed a mass protest.

a solemn occasion that brought out thousands. The authorities,

under criticism and on the defensive, withdrew every cop from the

area, many blocks wide .

.

. (163-164).

The crowds did not always stay in their own neighborhoods, and the
authorities were not always judicious. On February I I . 1930, for
example, some 2,000 unemployed workers stormed the Cleveland
City Hall. dispersing only when the police threatened to turn fire
hoses on them. A few days later the unemployed demonstrated at
City Hall in Philadelphia, and had to be driven off by the police.
A week later mOllnted police with nightsticks dispersed a crowd of
1.200 jobless men and women in Chicago. On February 26 a crowd
of 8,000 was broken up by tear gas before the Los Angeles City Hall
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72-73; Leab, 306-307).'The worst clash occurred in New York City.'
an event which was reported by the New York Times:
The unemployment demonstration staged by the Communist Patty
in Union Square broke up in the worst riot New York has seen

in recent years when 35.000 people attending the demonstta.tion
were transformed in a few moments from an orderly. and at tlmes
a bored, crowd into a fighting moho The outbreak came after com·
munist leaders, ddying warnings and orders of the police, exhorted
their followers to march on City Hall and demand a hearing from
Mayor Walker. Hundreds or policemen and detectives, swi?g ng
night sticks, blackjacks and bare fist5, rushed into the crowd, hlttmg
out at all with whom they came into contact, chasing many across
the street and into adj acent thorougMares and rushing hundreds
of[ their feet. . . . From all parts of the scene of battIe came the
screams of women and cries of men, with bloody heads and faces.
A score of men were sprawled over the square with policemen pum·

�

meling them. The pounding continued as the men, and some
women, sought refuge in flight.

The demonstration was sufficiently threatening to prod the mayor
to agree to form a committee to collect funds to be distributed to
the unemployed.1 In October 1930 lhe unemployed gathered again
in a mass rally at City Hall plaza to demand that the Board of
Estimate appropriate twenty-five dollars a week Ear each unemployed
person. The police again attacked the demon�trators, and t'."'o of the
organizers were injured, but the Board of EsUmate appropnated one
million dollars for relief (Naison, 72-73).

(Bernstein, 1970, 426-427).
In March the demonstrations became a national event. The Com
munists declared March 6. 1930, International Unemployment Day,
and rallies and marches took place in most major cities. Many of the
demonstrations were orderly, as in San Francisco where the chief of
police joined the 2,000 marchers and the mayor addressed them. or
in Chicago where some 4,000 people marched down Halsted and
Lake Streets, and then dispatched a committee to petition the mayor
(Lasswell and Blumenstock, 196). But in other places, including
Washington, D.C., and Seattle. local officials grew alarmed and
ordered the police to disperse the crowds with tear gas. In Detroit.
Cleveland, Milwaukee. and Boston. the crowds resisted. and fierce
battles broke out between the demonstrators and the police (Keeran,

1"ln DetJ()it, d�pile police warninp to avoid the arel. betwe1:n 50.000 ..nd 100.000
.
people gatherro in the streets and on Ihe sidewalks of the downtown dIstrict. Pollee
Commissioner HaJ()]d EmmOO3 mobililro the entire Detroit police force of 5,600. . . .
For two hours the fighting ragro, until In desperation the police ordcml. dty b�5CS and
street carl 10 drive through the proteslers in order to clear the SIre1:lS. . . . A �'ot com
parable to D�Toit" di<turbance took place In Cleveland after Ihe ma}'Or mformed
10.000 to 25.000 demonstr..tol'S that he "'"liS powerkm to adjust their grievances. A three
hour riot in Milwaukee led to [any'seven arrests and rour injuricsH (Keeran. 7l1:-7!1).
I The Daily Worbr reported 87 arrested and 150 injured In New York; 45 arrested and
25 injured in DetroIt: 61} arrested and 20 injured in Los Angdcs: 12 �rrC5ted and 16
injurrd in Se�tde; II alTCSted and 6 injured in Washington (Ro$enZ'O'e!g, 19'1(0).
T The Communist organizen of the demonstration. however, w� charged with "unlaw
:
ful assembly" and "creating a public nuisance." and served SIlt momhs on ma,kwel: $
bland (Leab, 510). The demonstrations on Mar<;h 6 also sparked enough com:erl m
�
the Congress to justify the creation of ..hat was to bo:<:ome the Houx Un-Amencan
Acrivities C;ommillee (Bernstein, 1971). 427-428).
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The demonstrations were branded as riots by the press; it was
the Communist and Socialist organizers who misnamed them un
employment demonstrations, said the New

York Times (October

17,

1930, I), But the unemployed came, whatever the labels of the leaders,
and despite the castigation of the press. Len de Caux suggests why:
The communists brought misery out of hiding in the workers'
neighborhoods. They paraded it with angry demands. . . . In
hundreds of jobless meetings, I heard no objections to the points
the communists made, and much applause for them. Sometimes, I'd
hear a communist speaker say something so bitter and extreme, I'd
feel embarrassed. Then I'd look around at the unemployed audience
-shabby clothes, expressions worried and sour. Faces would start
to glow, heads to nod, hands to clap (162-163).

The Unemployed Workers' Movement
leaders, and when they still did not leave, he sent the Army to
rout them. "What a pitiable spectacle," said the Wa.shington News,
"is that of the great American Government, mightiest in the world,
chasing men, women and children with Army tanks. . . . If the
Army must be called out to make war on unarmed citizens, this is
no longer America" (Schlesinger, 1957, 265).

RENT RIOTS
The rising anger among the unemployed took other forms than
street marches and riots. Jobless men and women began to defy

For some people at least, distress was turning to indignation, an in

the local authorities-and the rules upheld by these authorities

dignation strong enough to withstand official scorn or state force.

associated with specific hardships. One such kind of defiance was

Communist agitators were helping in that transformation, but the

mass resistance to evictions. As unemployment rose, large numbers

unemployed were ready to respond to. any leader who articulated

of families in many places could not pay their rents, and the number

their grievances. When Father James

R.

Cox, a Pittsburgh priest

of evictions increased daily.9 In 1930 and 1931 small bands of people,

known as the Mayor of Shantytown, called a rally at Pitt Stadium to

often led by Communists, began to use strong-arm tactics to prevent

protest unemployment and demand public works and relief measures,

marshals from putting furniture on the street. Sometimes they were
successful. Even when they were not, physical resistance was the only

some 60,000 people turned out, and 12,000 followed him on to
Washington where he presented their demands to Hoover (Bernstein,

resort for people forced from their homes. The rent riots began on

1970, 432).8 And later, in the spring of 1932, thousands ofunemployed

the Lower East Side and in Harlem,1° but quickly spread to other

veterans and their families descended on Washington, D.C. Their

parts of the city. The New

songs expressed their disaffection:

families in the Bronx on February 2, 1932:

Mellon pulled the whistle
Hoover rang the bell
'ValI Street gave the signal

And the country went to Hell
The veterans had in fact not come in a revolutionary or even in
a very belligerent spirit. They had come only to plead with the
Congress for early payment of pensions due them by law in 1945.

York Times described an eviction of three

Probably because of the cold, the crowd numbered only 1,000
although in unruliness it equalled the throng of 4,000 that stormed
the police in the first disorder of a similar nature on January 22.
On Thursday a dozen more families are to be evicted unless they
pay back rents.
Inspector Joseph Lconary deployed a force of fifty detectives
and mounted and foot patrolmen through the street as Marshal

The Congress turned them down, Hoover refused to meet with their

8 It .mould be

noted, because: much is often made of it, that two Communist-led hunger
marches on Washington, D.C., in 1931 and 1932 fail�d to attract many followers. How
ever, Herbert Benjamin, who organized th� marches, argued in a tall<. given in April
1976 in New Yorl<. City that the marches were not intendcd to be large, but recruited
only delegates from local groups, and that the marches themselves were execuled wilh
"cardul military planning." In any UIC, there h no denying the succes$!ul mobiliza
tions by the Communists iu the big dties.

' I n New Yorl<. City !ome 186,000 families were �crved di�po.o;se:n notice� during eight
months "ndiug n
i June 1932 (Boyer and Morais, 261). Bernstein reports a Philadelphia
study published in 1933 that found 63 perceot of the white families and 66 percent of
the black were in reot arrearS (1966, 289). A study condncted at about the same time
in the San Francisco area abo found widespread rent defaull.5 (Huntington). In five
industrial dties in Ohio eviction order:'! were issued against nearly 100,000 families
betw�en January 1930 and June 1932 (Boyer and Morais, 261).
lOThe Daily Worker carried numerous accounts of ·apparently successful evictioo
resistance actions, 1J<,ginning in the fall ot 1930.
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led

ten furniture movers into the building.

shrieked from the windows, the different sections of

. Women

the

crowd

hissed and booed and shouted invectives. Fighting began simultane

and the street. The marshal's men were rushed
and got to work after the policemen had driven the
tenants back into their apartments.
Boyer and Morais claim that such tactics succeeded in restoring
77,000 evicted families to their homes in New York City (261).
Chicago was also the scene of frequent "rent riots," especially in
the black neighborhoods where unemployment reached catastrophic
proportions and evictions were frequent. In the brief period from
August 1 1 to October 31, 1931 there were 2,185 cases before Renter's
Court, 38 percent of which involved blacks (Gosnell, 1967, 321-329).
Small groups known as "black bugs" marched through the streets
to mobilize large crowds to reinstall evicted familes, sometimes even
when the family was not present.ll Police repression in Chicago was
so thorough12 that these actions of necessity were virtually spon
taneous:
During the last part of 1930 the Unemployed Councils had estab
lished headquarters in many of the poorer sections of the city.
The meeting-halls served as clubhouses where jobless men tired
of tramping the streets in search of work came to rest and talk
ously in the house

on

the stairs

rather than face the trying tensions of the home. These men, estab
lishing mutual relations of identification on

the

basis

of

their

common misfortune, began to act together to prevent evictions.
The demomtrations were entirely unplanned and could not
throttled at the source because the men themselves

advance when

never

be

knew in

or where they would next demonstrate. Someone

of a person blocks away who
at that moment being evicted. Their indignation aroused, the

might come into the hall and tell
was

men would march in a group down the street, adding the sympathe

and the curious to their number as they marched, until by the
they reached the scene of the eviction, the crowd would have
grown in size and temper. The furniture of the unfortunate family
would be replaced and the crowd, delighted with its success, would
disperse gradually, in small groups (Lasswell and Blumenstock, 170171).
tic

time

n

For descriptions of the Chicago rent riots see Abbott, Chapter 14; Bernstein, 1970, 428;
Hofstadttr and Wallace, 172-175; Lasswell and Blumenstock, 196-201.
12 With

one exception-a funeral prQCel;sion�very outdoor demonstration planned by
the Communists in 1930 in Chicago Wall (;lit short by the police (Lasswell and Blumen
stock, 168-169) .
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Horace Cayton describes a Chicago rent riot in which he participated.
One day in 1931 Cayton was sitting in a restaurant on the South Side
and saw through the window a long file of black people, marching in
deadly earnest, He joined them tlnd later described what happened:

the street by two squad cars of police who asked
we were going. The black crowd swarmed around the
officers. . . . No one moved. Everyone simply stood and stared at
them. One officer lost his head and drew his gun, levelling it at
the crowd. . . . No threats, no murmurs, no disorder; the crowd
just looked at him. There the officer stood. Just then a siren was
heard-the whisper went around-the riot squad was comingl . . .
We were met at
us where

four cars full of blue·coated officers and a patrol wagon. They
jumped om before the cars came to

the crowd. Night sticks and "billies"

a stop and charged down upon
played a tattoo on black heads.

"Hold your placesl" shouted the woman. "Act like menl" answered
the crowd. They stood like dumb beasts-no one ran, no one fought
or offered resistance, just stood, an immovable black. mass.

These tactics frequently culminated in beatings, arrests, and even
killings,13 but they also forced relief officials to give out money for
rent payments (Seymour, December 1937, 14). A rent riot in August
1931 left three people dead and three policemen injured: "News of
the riot screamed in the headlines of the evening press. The realiza
tion of the extent of unrest in the Negro district threw Chicago into
panic" (Lasswell and Blumenstock, 197). Mayor Anton Cermak re
sponded by promptly ordering a moratorium on evictions, and some
of the rioters got work relief.14
Karsh and Garman report that in many places the Communists
organized gas squads to turn the gas back on in people's houses
and electric squads to string wires around the meter after it was shut
off by the local utility (88). In Detroit, it took one hundred police
men to evict a resisting family, and later two Detroit families who
protected their premises by shooting the landlord were acquitted by
sympathetic juries (Bernstein, 1970, 428).
11 The American Civil Liberties Union reported fourteen dead as a re:lult of protests by
the jobless (cited in Rosenzweig, 1976a).

"As one official tells the story, the riot ". . . flared up the whole community. I spent
the next forty·eight hours in the streets down there. tlying to quiet things down. I went
10 sec Ryerson and the Committee of leading businasmen. . . . I said the only way to
.top this business is to put these evicted men back to work at once. This was on a
Saturday. They said. We don't have the money.' I said, 'You better get wme.' By Mon
day morning, they had the money, and we put three !iundred. of those men to work
In the parks that day" (Terkel, !96).
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groups would gather and march on the relief stations, demanding
action. Social workers in many of the offices, having intimate
knowledge of the misery behind such demands, hesitated to call
the police. . . . Hence at first the relief offices met the demands
of the demonstrators, giving Mrs. Jones the food basket which she
should have had a week earlier. With success, demonstrations of
this sort increased in number and size. The relief stations found
themselves unable to deal with this type of mass pressure. For
example, on the afternoon of August 31, 1931, a group of 400
persons began to march on the United Charities offices located at
4500 Prairie Avenue. By the time they reached the relief station,
t.be number had grown to fifteen or sixteen hundred. A speak.er
addremd them in front of the station, and the tension grew so
high that when Joel Hunter, Chief Administrator of the Charities,
asked {or the selection of a committee to present the grievances of
the crowd, there was a move to storm the station. A police squad
arrived, and a general riot ensued (171).

RELIEF INSURGENCY
There is surely reason to think that it is

easier for people to defend
demand relief, simply
believe they have a right

their homes against the authorities than to
because Americans are more likely to

to their homes than to believe they have a right to handouts, no
matter how overwhelming the

economic disaster that confronts them.

Most of the unemployed resisted the
relief for as

long as

final

degradation of asking for

those who applied for aid
Alameda counties, for example,

they could. A study of

in 1932 in San Francisco and
reported:

Nearly two-thirds did not apply for relief until at least a year had
elapsed after the chief breadwinner had lost his regular employ
ment, and nearly one·third of these families had managed to get
along for two years or longer. . . . By the time they applied for
relief, many of these families were in debt to the grocer and the
landlord; they had used their pitifully small savings; they had
borrowed sums which though small, could probably never be
repaid. Finally, they were defeated in their valiant struggle to
maintain their independence . . . (Huntington, 66, 74).16

A study

desperation;

by this new indignation, crowds of jobless men and women descended
on relief offices, cornered and harassed administrators,

and even took

over the offices until their demands were met-until money or goods
were distributed to them.1t Lasswel1 and Blumenstock describe

these

early relief actions in Chicago:

Hearing that some family had been refused relief or that some
particularly needy case was being denied immediate attention,

15 Bille in hb survey of New Haven abo reported

ployed had not

(HMO, 865).

applIed

that three·quarters of the unem·
for relief until after two or more years of unemployment

by the American Public Welfare Association

Relief offices were approached by large committees, numbering ten,
fifteen, twenty, and sometimes more persons, which demanded im·
mediate audience, without previous appoinunent and regardless of
staff members' schedules. . . . Frequently these large committees
were buttressed by neighborhood crowds which gathered outside
the relief office and waited while committees within presented
"demands" (Seymour, December 1937, 15).

it was anger. Some people came to believe that if there were no jobs
-if the factories and offices and workshops turned them away-t hen
they had a right to the income they needed to survive anyway. Fired

published

later in 1937 described similar demonstrations across the nation:

For many, sheer desperation finally forced violation of the pro·
hibition against the dole. For others, it was more than
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Relief

officials, who were accustomed to discretionary

a meek clientele

giving

to

and were not much governed by any fixed set of

regulations, usually acquiesced in the face of aggressive protests.

With each abrasive encounter, officials in local and private charities
gradually forfeited the discretion to give or withhold aid. Mark
Naison reports some of

the

incidents: "I stood in the rain for three

days and the Home Relief Bureau paid no attention to me," a woman

in New York City. "Then 1
the Unemployed Council. . . . We went in there
as a body and they came across right quick." "The woman at the
desk said 1 was rejected, another woman added. "I was crying when
Comrade Minns told me to come to the meeting of the Unemployed
Council. One week later I got my rent check" (152).17

declared

at

a neighborhood meeting

found out about

"

U Just

how many people partIcipated in unemployed actions remains a matter of
speculation. Rosenlwelg, who hat dooe extensive work on the movement, 5lljlS (hat
"easily two million worken joined in iIOtIle form of unemployed activity at some point
in the thirties" but he docs not give the evidence for this e.o;timate (1974, 48).

11

Even In dealing with cases of individual hardmip, the 'Contra,t betWeen the approach
of the Unemployed Councils and that of private charily agencies wai striking. As late as
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As the unemployed became more disruptive. even cherished pro
cedures of investigation and surveillance of recipients were relin
quished. A news sheet put out by an unemployed group in Port
Angeles, Washington, exemplified the new spirit:
"Home Visitors" or "snoopers" are only relief workers on a cash
basis. They are picked for their ability as snoopers and stool pigeons
only. They ask you 50 damn many questions that there is no ching
personal le£t to you anyway (cited ill Seymour, December 1937, 15).
As indignation mounted, in other words, some people not only
defied the prohibition against going on the dole, but some even
began to defy the apparatus of ritualized humiliation that had made
that prohibition so effective. And as they did, the movement gathered
momentum.
Naison describes the unemployed movement in Harlem (where
unemployment affected 80 percent of heads of household) during
this period:
To force the relief system to function more effectively, the unem
ployed movement settled on a strategy of stimulating disorder.
Harlem Council activi$ts organized large groups of jobless workers,
took them to the local relief station and demanded that they
.
receive aid. If lhe relief bureau officials refused to .see them or
claimed tlley were out of aid, the demonstraton camped in the
bureau offices and remained there until they received aid or were
removed by the police. If police tried to remove the demonstrators
or prevent them from entering the bureaus, Council tactics became
more violent. At one demonstration in late June of 1932, the Amster
dam News reported a STouP from the Harlem Council broke down
the bureau's doors and "overturned desks and chairs" beCore the
police could arrest them. Other demonstrations ended in pitched
battles between police and Council activists that resulted in bloodied
heads and numerous arrests (137).
In Chicago, "spontaneous outbreaks grew in size and frequency,
and through them the accumulated tensions and effects resulting
from economic deprivation and from newspaper neglect or criticism
and police repression became 'collectivised,.' .. The number of demon-

December 1932, an official of the Urban League explained how the league dealt with
relief problem� as follows: "We find that we afe able to settle about 75 percent of the
. u whLch wme to us without even calting the dbtrict oAke. This Is done by
complam
patiently explaining to the (OIIlplainant the aituatlon as \O'e see it after Ibterung to him"
(quoted in Pridel(. 2M).

strations increased, from 408 in 1931 to 566 in 1932 (Lasswell and
Blumenstock, 172-173). The demonstrations were also be<:oming
more massive and well-organized. On January 1 1 , 1932, simultaneous
demonstrations were held at all the relief stations of Chicago.18 Later
that year, some 5,000 men who had been forced to take refuge in
municipal lodging houses marched on relief headquarters to demand
thr� meals a day, free medical attention, tobacco twice a w�k. the
right to hold Council meetings in the lodging housts, and the
assurance of no discrimination against Unemployed Council mem
bers. Their demands were granted. Later in 1932, when relief funds
were cut 50 percent by a financially strangled city administration,
some 25,000 of the unemployed marched again. this time through
the Chicago Loop in a cold, driving rain. The authorities quickly
managed to borrow funds {rom the Reconstruction Fi.nance Corpora
tion, and the cut was rescinded.
In Detroit hundreds of people organized by the Unemployed
Councils gathered at City Hall in August 1931 to demand better
food and better treatment from the police at the municipal lodging
houses. Just a few months later, the Young Communist League led
a march of several thousand on one of the Briggs auto plants to
demand jobs and unemployment insurance (Keeran, 77). Then in
March 1932, after the severe winter, unemployed workers in Detroit
who had been assembled by Communist organizers to march on
the Ford River Rouge plant were fired on by Dearborn police. Four
of the maTchers were killed, many more were wounded. The presS
was divided; the Detroit Mirror savagely attacked the "riotous"
marchers, but the Detroit Times accused the police of having
"changed an orderly demonstration into a riot with death and blood
shed as its toll" (Keeran, 82---83 ; Prickett, 119). Two days later. some
sixty thousand Detroit workers marched behind the coffins to the
tune of the Internationale.
In Atlanta in June 1932 city and county authorities decided w
drop 23,000 families from the relief rolls, claiming there were no
funds. To maintain a degree of order in the face of this decision,
local authorities proceeded to arrest hundreds of farm workers (who
had come to Atlanta in search of work) on charges of vagrancy, in
order to send them back to the countryside. But when a thousand of

18 Lasswell

and Blumennoek pro"ide a blow·by-btow u:oount of ehb and oIhcr

dcmonseraliolU, many 01 which ICRLJlcd in arTCSU, injuries. and

killing5 (204--210).
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the unemployed rallied at the courthouse, the order to cut the
families was rescinded, and additional money was appropriated for
relief (Herndon, l88-192).lv In St. Louis 3,000 of the jobless marched
and forced the passage at City Hall of two relief bills (Boyer and
Morais, 263). Each such protest that succeeded in getting people
money added morale and momentum to the movement, and further
undermined the doctrine that being "on the county" was a con
fession of personal failure, a badge of shame.

Local Fiscal Breakdown
The number of jobless continued to rise. In the big industrial cities.
where unemployment was especially severe. the unemployed some
times comprised voting majorities. Faced with mounting protests,
local officials could not remain indifferent. Clearly the private
agencies which had in many places handled whatever relief was
given could not meet the surging demand. and various ad hoc
arrangements were quickly invented, often with the cooperation of
local businessmen and philanthropists. Committees were set up.
local citizens were exhorted to contribute to charity drives, and in
some places city employees found their wages reduced for contribu
tions to the relief fund. By these methods, expenditures for relief
rose from $71 million in 1929 to $171 million in 1931 (Chandler.
192).
But this amount of relief in cities like New York, Chicago, Detroit.
and Philadelphia barely scratched the surface of the need. The city
manager of Cincinnati reported on the relief methods used there at
the end of 1931, when about one-quarter of the city's workers were
unemployed, and another quaner worked only part-time:
Relief is given to a family one week and then they are pushed off
for a week in the hope that somehow or other the breadwinner may
find some kind of work. . . . We are paying no rent at all. That,
of course, is a very difficult problem because we are continually
having evictions, and social workers . . . are hard put to find places
lG Subsequently

Angelo Herndon, one of the Communist organizers of the Atlanta

demomtration. was indicted and convi(ted for inciting insurno.(tion under a century..,ld

Georgia statute. His sentence to a twenty-year term by the G«lrgia courts was finally
overturned by the Sup=ne Coun in 1937.
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for people whose furniture has been put out on the streets (quoted
in Chandler, 43).
In New York City. where the charter of 1898 prohibited "outdoor"
relief as distinct from relief in workhouses or poor houses. disrup
tions by the unemployed had led to the creation of an arrangement
whereby the police precincts distributed direct relief to the most
destitute from funds contributed by city employees. In 1931. on
Governor Roosevelt's initiative. New York State established an
emergency program which supplemented local relief funds with an
initial outlay of $20 million. Even so, by 1932. the lucky among the
unemployed in New York City were receiving an average grant of
$2.39 per week. and only one-quarter were getting that (Schlesinger.
1957, 253). Testimony before the Senate Committee on Manufactures
in the summer of 1932 reported that 20,000 children in New York
had been placed in institutions because parents could not provide
for them.
In Chicago in October 1931 40 percent of the work force was
unemployed, but help was being given only to the completely desti
tute. A local official reported:
In the city of Chicago there are 1,000 men eating in the breadlines
food that costs 4Y2 cents a day, and these men are from the so·called
Gold Coast of Chicago. These resources are about to end. and they
are confronted with one meal a day within, say 30 days after the
city funds will become exhausted (quoted in Chandler, 45).
Since Chicago was a railway hub, officials also had to deal with large
numbers of transients, some of whom lived in a shanty town at the
foot of Randolph Street, scavenging garbage for a living. Others were
crowded in asylums and poor houses. Bernstein reports that the
Oak Forest poor house. having filled' its corridors. turned away
19,000 people in 1931 (1970, 297-298). By June 1932. Mayor Cermak
told a House committee that if the federal government didn't send
$150 million for relief immediately, they should be prepared to
send troops later. And Chicago's leading industrialists and bankers
joined in an appeal to Hoover for federal relief funds (Bernstein.
1970. 467).
In Philadelphia. public relief had been abolished in 1879,20 and
:0 The

Pennsylvania constitution explicitly forbade appropnauons for "charitable
purpo;ses" but eventually the pre&Sure was w great tha� the legislature made an appro
priation anyway under the "general welfare" clause (Bernsteiu, 1970, 459).
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so it fell to a committee of leading philanthropists and businessmen
to deal with the problem. They inaugurated a diversified program
of work relief, shelters, and loans, but their efforts were dwarfed by
the need. Some 250,000 were out of work in Philadelphia. "We have
unemployment in every third house," the executive director of the
Philadelphia Children's Bureau told the Senate Subcommittee on
Manufactures. "It is almost like the visitation of death to the house
holds of the Egyptians at the time of the escape of the Jews from
Egypt" (Bernstein, 1970, 299-300).
In Detroit, Frank Murphy had won the mayoralty in 1930 with a
campaign that pledged aid to the unemployed, and a public relief
program was established with the result that the costs of relief rose
from $1l6,000 in February 1929 to $1,582,000 two years later. But
even so, Detroit provided only $3.60 for two adults per week, and
a study in 1931 of those dropped from the rolls showed that average
total income per person was $1.56 a week. Not surprisingly, Mayor
Murphy reversed his belief in local responsibility, and told the
Senate Manufactures Subcommittee that there ought to be federal
help.
These cities were actually the more liberal ones. In most places,
people got only a little food: Baltimore, for example, provided an
average weekly relief allotment of eighty cents in commodities
(Greenstein). In Atlanta, white recipients received sixty cents a
week, while blacks got less, when they got anything at all (Herndon,
188). Fortune summed up local relief efforts in the fall of 1931:
The theory was that private charitable organizations and semi·
public welfare groups . . . were capable of caring for the casualties
of a world·wide economic disaster. And the theory in application
meant that social agencies manned for the service of a few hundred
families, and city shelters set up to house and feed a handful of
homeless men, were compelled by the brutal necessities of hunger
to care for hundreds of thousands of families and whole armies
of the displaced and jobless. . . . The result was the picture now
presented in city after city . . . heterogeneous groups of official and
unofficial relief agencies struggling under the earnest and untrained
leadership of the local men of affairs against an inertia of misery
and suffering and want they are powerless to overcome (cited in
Bernstein, 1970, 301).
In November 1932 a distinguished group of California citizens
serving on the State Unemployment Commission published a report
of its findings:
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Unemployment and loss of income have ravaged numerous homes.
It has broken the spirits of their members, undermined their health,

them of self·respect, destroyed their efficiency and employa.
. . . Many households have been dissolved; little children

robbed
bility.

parcelled out to friends, relatives or charitable homes; husbands
and wives, parents and children separated, temporarily

or

nently. Homes in which life savings were invested and hopes

perma

bound

up have been lost never to be recovered. Men, young and old,
have taken to the road . . . the army of homeless grows alarm
ingly. . . . Precarious ways of existing, questionable methods of

"getting by"

rapidly develop (cited in

Bernstein, 1970, 321).

And in 1932 the New York Evening Graphic ran a series on starva·
tion cases that year. The depression was no longer being denied.
However pathetic local relief programs were compared to the
scale of the need, the cost of even that puny effort had brought many
cities close to bankruptcy, and other municipal services were taking
the brunt of the fiscal squeeze. A Detroit official reported that
essential public services had been reduced "beyond the minimum
point absolutely essential to the health and safety of the city," and
this despite the fact that municipal salaries had been sharply cut.
Chicago (whose finances had been in a shambles even before the
depression) owed its school teachers $20 million dollars in back pay
(Hopkins, 92-93). Boston had not paid its police for months (Bird,
108).
With local disturbances increasing, and local finances on the verge
of collapse, other urban states followed New York's example. New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Wisconsin provided emergency out·
lays of relief funds, and other states began to underwrite municipal
borrowing for relief. As a result of state and local efforts, total ex
penditures for relief rose by another $71 million between 1931 and
1932, to reach a total of $317 million. This amount of relief provided
less than $27 that year for each of the 12 million unemployed. Even
so, the effort was taking a heavy toll from local governments; to meet
relief debts in the face of sharply declining tax revenues, spending
on other programs fell by $966 million between 1931 and 1932.
Increasingly, local governments turned to borrowing, but they found
fewer purchasers for their bonds, partly because many municipalities
were no longer credit-worthy. On April 15 Survey magazine pub
lished reports from thirty-seven large cities and concluded that "the
industrial cities of the Middle West and the large cities of Pennsyl
vania are in desperate plight. . . . Complete breakdown is imminent."
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By early 1933 nearly one thousand local governments had defaulted
on their debts (Chandler, 48-50).
In February 1932, as part of a campaign for his bill to provide
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The Republican Party had been in power since the toppling of

lhe Wilson Administration in the election of 1920, when Harding
carried every major nonsouthern city. With eastern businessmen

federal loans for unemployment relief, Senator La Follette sent out

at the helm, the Republicans ruled securely thereafter, receiving

a questionnaire to mayors all over the country asking about current

substantial majorities in each election until 1930, their strength con

numbers of people on relief, anticipmed increases, the amounts of

centrated particularly in the urban North. Hoover had won the

relief aid being given, whether the city was in a position to float

presidency Wilh a majority or 6.5 million votes.

bond issues to meet relief needs, and whether the mayors favored

As [or the Democratic Party, after the debacle of 1924 during

federal appropriations to "aid in providing more adequate relief for

which the agrarian wing had been defeated, it too had come firmly

the needy or in lessening the burden on local taxpayers." In their

under the control of eastern conservatives, businessmen like Bernard

replies, the mayors described widespread distress and clamored for

Baruch and John ]. Raskob, and machine politicians like Alfred E.

federal aid. Not only were they administering relief on a starvation

Smith. But the depression created the shifting currents that would

basis, but virtually ellery municipality claimed to be close to bank·

bring new leaders to the forefront of the Democratic Party. and

ruptey and faced the prospect of having to cut off relieE altogether.2t

would then force the massive realignment of voters that brought

Unable to resist the political pressures of the unemployed, local

these leaders to national power. The realignment was first signaled

elitC5 had brought their cities to the brink of fiscal collapse. But even

in the election of 1928 when big city wage earners began to switch

so, city budgets could not handle the demand for relief, and so the

to the Democratic Party and the candidacy of Al Smith.22 The shift

pressure was not abated, but worsened as unemployment rose. Driven

of urban working-class voters became more evident as the depression

by the protests of the masses of unemployed and the threat oE financial

worsened; the RepUblicans suffered reversals in the congressional

ruin, mayors of the biggest cities of the United States, joined by

elections of 1930. But it was the presidential election or 1932 that

business and banking leaders, had become lobbyists for the poor_

produced one of the most sweeping political realignments in Ameri
can history, and it was the election of 1936 that confirmed it.
The man who rose to power through these dislocations was, of

Electoral Instability and Federal Response
By November 1932 the political unrest that had spurred local leaders
to try to respond to the unemployed spread upward to produce a
national political disturbance-the electoral upheaval of 1932. In
the avalanche of new legislation that followed, concessions were
made to each group in a volatile constituency. What the unemployed
got was federal relief.

tt Sen.uor L.a Follette had these replies read into the Congresriorud Rtcord. 1952, lO99S2(j(l. La Fol,,"w:: was head of the Senate Subcoll1miuee OD Manufac ture. that hdd
hearings on pmpo»1s for ftdcral relief early in 1952. The testimony at these hearings

provided overwhelming evidence of the dcvutating effects of unemployment. Never
theleu. the bill that emerged from the committee was dekated by a coalition of
Republicans and C(lnservatlve Democrats. Later that year, as the pressure mounted,
Congress finally authorlted federal loans to the states for relief through the Reconstruc
don Finaoce Corporation. Hoovt':1' reluctantly supported the mCluure as not interfering
",lib priYale and local mponsibiliLies for relief. In :t w:ty. he WiS right; the loana that
lUUltw lI�e too mimulCule to be: o::alled interference.

course, Franklin Delano Roosevelt; he won the Democratic nomina
tion from a divided and uncertain Democratic Party on the fourth
ballot, and then went on to campaign by making promises to every·
one who would listen.23 What working people listened to were the
promises to "build from the bottom up and not from the top down,
that put their faith once more in the forgotten man at the bottom of
the economic pyramid" (Roosevelt, 159-206, 625). Roosevelt won
with a plurality of almost seven million votes, capturing the largest
electoral majority since 1864, and sweeping in an overwhelmingly

tlln som� cities-Boston. New Yort., Milwaul:.�. and San FranciKO-the shift in 1928
W;J.S dramatic; the Democratic pem:nug� of the VOtl: doubled in th� places (Hcnul.l'in.
1970. 78-79).

as follows: "I was charged In 1932 with
mobilizing pcrwrmel and ideas to promote the presidenlial ambit;ons of Governor
ROO5e\'elt. I welcomed all points of vkw, plannen. trmlbu5ten. and money wizards. I
expanded the $O·alled lIrain Trust very considerably and maintained contact with a
grat variety of people from Bernard Baruch to Huey Long. The tuk was to win an
e1cction in an e1cctorate romprising many ideologies. ano lD05t1y no,ldeology. n,., iuue
wu reoovery. and the therapy used "'as a combin:uion o( many pre$Crlpdons" (M9--560).
u Raymond Mol�y writes of th� campaign
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Democratic Congress.. And much of Roosevelt's majority was con

It had taken protest and the ensuing fiscal and electoral disturb

centrated in the big cities of the country, where unemployment and

ances to produce federal relief legislation, and it took continued

hardship were also concentrated. Economic catastrophe had resulted

protest to get the legislation implemented. By 1934 many people had

in a mass rejection of the party in power.

been without work a long time-an estimated 6 million for more

In the interim between the election and Roosevelt's inauguration,

than a year (Karsh and Gannan, 86). And during 1933. 1934, and

the index of industrial production sank to its lowest point ever, and

1935, groups of the unemployed continued to agitate, and were at

the number of unemployed was increasing at the rate of about

least partly responsible for the fact that many states and localities

200,000 a month (Lescohier and Brandeis, 163), to reach at least 12

participated in federal emergency relief programs at alL 1n August

million by March 1933. The clamor for federal relief was virtually

1933, when state appropriations were needed in Ohio, 7,000 jobless

irresistible. A Social Science Research Council Bulletin character

marched on the state capitol (R�nzweig, 1975, 58). In Colorado.

ized the situation this way:
By the time the new federal administration came into power in
1955, the pressure for more money had become so nearly unanimous
that i t was politically desirable for congressmen and �nators to
favor large appropriations for relief; candidates were elected oflen
on a platform which predicated adequate relief appropriations by
Congress (Whi te and White. 84).
In

a

message to Congress three weeks after the inauguration,

Franklin Delano Roosevelt called for a Civilian Conservation Corps,
a public works program, and a massive program of federal emer
gency relief. The Civilian Conservation Corps provided jobs at
subsistence wages for a mere 250,000 men. The Public Works Ad·
ministration was slow in getting started, and in any case h was
designed not so much to provide jobs for the unemployed as to
stimulate the economy. so that most of the jobs went to skilled
workers. By contrast the Federal Emergency Relief Act, drawn up
by Senators Edward P. Costigan. Robert F. Wagner, and Robert N.
La Follette, Jr

.•

allocated $500 million for immediate grants to the

states for relief of the unemployed, half of which was to be spent
on a matching basis_ The act was signed on May 12, Harry Hopkins
was Sh'orn in as administrator on May 22, and by tbe evening of that
day, he made the first grants to the states. By early June, fony.five
states had received federal grants fOr relief. and total expenditures
on relief r� to $794 million in 19S5, to $1,489 million in 1934, and
to $1,834 million in 1935 (Brown, 204). When the program was ter·
minated in June 1936 the federal government had spent $3 billion

when the federal relief funds were discontinued in the winter of 1954
because the state had repeatedly failed to appropriate its share of
costs, mobs of the unemployed rioted in relief centers, looted rood
stores, and stormed the state legislature, driving the frightened
senators from the chamber. Two weeks later, the General Assembly
sent a relief bill to the governor, and federal funding was resumed
(Cross). An attempt in Chicago to cut food allowances by 10 percent
in November 1934 led to a large demonstration by the unemployed,
and the city council restored that cut. In the spring of 1935 the
federal government withheld relief after Illinois failed to provide its
share of funding. When relief offices d�d down, the unemployed
marched and demonstrated in Chicago and Springfield until the
state legislature appropriated funds. Relief was cut in Kansas City,
Kansas, later that year and 2,000 of the unemployed assembled in
front of the courthouse where they remained and prayed and sang
hymns until a new relief appropriation was voted (Gilpin).
These were only the publicized protests. A survey conducted in
New York City revealed that almost all of the forty-two district relief
administrators in New York City reported frequent dealings with
unemployed groups, most of them led by Communists. These groups
were disruptive-shouting, picketing, refusing to leave the relief
offices-and the groups frequently won their demands. Five of the
relief offices were observed continuously over a thirty-day period
during which 196 demands by unemployed groups were recorded, of
which 107 were granted (Brophy and Hallowitz, 63-65).
By the winter of 1934 20 million people were on the dole, and

as its share of relief expenditures.24

Zf On May 25, the day af\.eT he look office, Hopkins nolifi� the stateS that the federal
go�mment would make grants·ln·aid equal 10 one-third of the relief expenditure In

the state during Ihe fint quarter of the year. But thIs tatio wn disregarded a! time
wenl 00, and the proportion of Jelid paid by the federal government increa&ed unltl l!
was as much a, three-qualtet$ of the ulief expenditUre in tome states (White and
White. 82).
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monthly grant levels had risen from an average of $15.15 per family
in May 1933 to an average of $24.53 in May 1934, and to $29.33 in
May 1935. Harry Hopkins explained the new government posture
toward the unemployed:
time those who did not require relief entertained the
that those being aided were in need through some fault
of their own. It is now pretty clear in the national mind that the
unemployed are a cross-section of the workers, the finest people in
[he land (Kurzman, 85).
For

a

long

illusion

From Disruption to Organization
From the onset of the depression, the potential for unrest among the
unemployed attracted organizers and activists from the left. Their
approaches to work with the unemployed varied. But they all de
plored the loose and chaotic character of the movement, and they
all strove to build organization.
The Communists were first in the field-indeed, they had been
in the field as early as 1921, trying to organize the unemployed into
"Councils of Action," but without much success. In 1929 they began
a new campaign to form "Unemployed Councils."2� During the
winter of 1929-1930, Communist organizers worked vigorously, on
the breadlines, in the flop houses, among the men waiting at factory
gates, and in the relief offices. By mid-1930 the unemployed had
become the chief focus of party activity. The party's theoretical
journal, The Communi5t, asserted that those out of work were "the
tactical key to the present state of the class struggle" (cited in
Rosenzweig, 1976a).
During this early period, Communist activists concentrated on
direct action rather than on organization, and the actions they led
in the streets and in the relief offices were generally more militant
and disruptive than those of other unemployed groups. Communists,
many of whom were unemployed workers,26 seized upon every griev2. The

Unemployed Council.! were Officially launched under that name at a National
i Chicago on July 4, 19110 (Bernstein, 1970, 428). The
Conf�ence of the Unemployed n
CounCIl.! weI"<:renamed Unemployment Coundls in 1934.
U A high proportion of party memhers were unemployed during the early depre$Sion
years, and relatively few of them were in bask industry. For this reason, much of the
party'. �mphasis at this stage was on the work of street nuclei among the unemployed.
That was to change later in the deprcslion.
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ance as an opportunity for inciting mass actions, and channeled their
formidable self-disCipline and energy into the extensive pamphleteer
ing and agitation that helped bring the unemployed together, and
helped raise the pitch of anger to defiance. Moreover, Communists
themselves often took the lead in confrontations with police; com
rades were exhorted to stand firm and defend other unemployed
workers when the police attacked, as they often did (Seymour,
August 1937, 9-11 ; Leab, 300-303; Lasswell and Blumenstock,
165-213).
At this stage, there were few membership meetings, little formal
structure within each group, and very little effort to establish formal
linkages among the different groups. The Councils sprang alive at
mass meetings and demonstrations; in between, only a cadre group
constituted the organization. "But because of the temper of the
times," says Leab, "this hard core managed to bring out ever
increasing numbers of people for the various protest demonstrations"
(304).
Early in the depression most Socialists had been opposed to organ
izing the unemployed. Instead, the National Executive Committee
of the Socialist Party had, in May 1929, urged the creation of Emer
gency Conferences on Unemployment that would lobby for the
Socialist program of old age benefits, unemployment insurance, and
the abolition of child labor. Little came of the Emergency Confer
ences, but groups of Socialists in some localities, many of them
associated with the League for Industrial Democracy, began to
organize committees or unions of the unemployed despite the ab
sence of a national mandate. They used grievance procedures and
mass pressure tactics not very different from the Communist un
employed groupS.21 The most successful of these was the Chicago
Workers' Committee on Unemployment which was credited with
raising Cook County relief payments to one of the highest in the
nation (Rosenzweig, 1974, 12). By February 1932, prodded by the
success of the Communist Unemployed Councils, and by the local
Socialist·led organizations that had already emerged, the National
Executive Committee of the Socialist Party finally endorsed direct
organizing of the unemployed (Rosenzweig, 1974, 14), with the result
21 There

is some Cl'idence that the Socialist groups tended to attract a more middle
class constituency lhan the CommunislJ!, �rhaps because of their emphasis on educa
tional programs and their more conservalive tactiC.'!, and perhaps becaWlC they lacked
the Communists' zeal in mobilizing the working class.
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that Socialists in otlier places, most importantly in New York and
Baltimore, began organizing on the model of the Chicago Workers'
Committee. These groups later initiated the Worken' Alliance of
America, the culmination of the organizational effOrts among the
unemployed.
Other radicals were also active, many of them t1.ffiliated with the
Conference for Progressive Labor Action formed in May 1929 by
Socialists and trade unionists who were opposed bOth to the can·
servative leadership of the AFL and to the dual union approach of

the Communist Trade Union Unity League. The CPLA began as
a propaganda and education organization but by 1931 it began to
move to the left and A. J. Muste. who had run the Brookwood Labor
College in the 1920s, emerged as the leading figure, with a program
to build local organizations of the unemployed. The Muste groups,
usually called Unemployed Leagues, flourished particularly in the

rural areas and small towns of Ohio. West Virginia, Kentucky, North
Carolina, and Pennsylvania, where the approach taken by the Muste
radicals, at least at the beginning, was nondoctrinaire and oriented

toward the immediate needs of the unemployed. The Seattle Un·
employment League, a kind of model for many of these efforts

(although it was not actually affiliated with the CPLA), was a par
ticular success, at least briefly. It claimed 12,000 members in Seattle
itself by the end of 1931 and a statewide membership of 80,000 by
the end of 1932. At first the Seattle group emphasized baner, working
for farmers in exchange for produce. But when the harvest season

of 1931 was over, and self-help came to an end, the league turned to
the city for help. The city council, uneasy about the growing num·
bers of league supporters. voted an appropriation of half a million

dollars for relief. and turned the fund over to the league to ad
minister. During the spring elections of 1932, when an estimated

one-third of Seattle's voters were league members, the league sup·
ported a slate headed by John F. Dore, who campaigned with talk of
taking huge fortunes away "from those who stole them from the

American workers," and won with the largest plurality in Seattle
history. Once in office, however, Dore took the administration of
relief away from the league and threatened to use machine guns on

the unemployed demonstrations, earning himself the name "Revolv·
ing Dore" (Bernstein, 1970, 416-418).
Many of the Unemployed Leagues, like the Seattle League, did not
last long as self·help efforts, if only because self-help programs could
not cope with extensive and lasting unemployment. By 1933 the
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leagues became more political and abrasive in outlook and tactics,
joining in the general demand for public relief, Some fell under
the leadership of tbe Communists, and later some of the leaders of
the leagues, Louis Budenz among them, joined the Communist Party.
Other groups appeared in many towns, sometimes under auspices
which had nothing to do with radical politics. Local pOliticians,
for example, set up clubs in their wards to handle relief grievances
on behalf of individual constituents, particularly before elections.28
and in many rural or partially rural areas, groups organized around
self.help and barter programs." ]n Dayton, Ralph Bonodi, a utopian
thinker who believed in a return to the land, was engaged by the
Council of Social Agencies to organize groups that undertook. to
produce their own goods (Bernstein, 1970, 420). Arthur Moyer, the
president of Antioch College, established the Midwest Exchange,
Inc., which encouTaged self-help and barter among independent
groups (Glick, 13-14). ]n Harlem, self-help took the fonn of food
collections and rent parties often organized by the churches or by
the disciples of Father Divine.ao
In some places, particularly in the coal regions where unemploy·
ment was endemic, trade unions helped and even joined with the
unemployed. Locals of the United Mine Workers led twO hunger
marches in Charleston, West Virginia, for example, and joined with
the Unemployed Council in Gallup, New Mexico. in leading mass
rC5istance against evictions of unemployed miners from homes built
on land owned by mining companies. In Pennsylvania, some locals
of the UMW affiliated with and gave financial support to the un
employed groups (Seymour, Detember- 1937, 6). Elsewhere, unem
ployed groups occasionally pTovided support for striking workers. In
the Toledo AutcrLite strike and the Milwaukee Streetcar strike in

16 (;omell dacril;Jes weh ward activity in Chicago (1937).

"Chit Kerr provides an exbawtive desc:riptioJn of these $elf·help group$. whose a<:live
membenhip he cMimates at 75,000 in 1932.

10 In Harlem even thf: Unemployed Councils undertook food coIk<::tions to meet tlle

Immediatc needl of the destitutl: (Dllil, WorAtr, Apri
l 24. 1931). In general. howcvc�,
the more ndical kaden of tlle unemployed so:orned IDe teU-heIp ..pproach. :u IS
JUggcw:d by an article entitled «Organized LookIng Into Garbage Cans" n
i the March
lit, 1933, issue of the De/roit HUllg�r Fighttr, a Iltw5 sheet of the Detroit Ullemployed
Courn::il: "The procedure is to go to all kinds of food estahlishmellu alld trade the labor
of uncmpkl)·ed WOlken for unsaleable food. to gather old clothing. etc II a �am of
dng
i tlle
Ilghlening the burden of JfUlintainlng the unmlployed for the bosses and eva
DI of the population canilOt live on wha� the other 4S
wue of muggle . . . 55
F
percent thro..... away. . . .
.•
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1934, it was the support of thousands of the unemployed that finally
broke employer resistance. And in Minneapolis, unemployed workers
were included in the militant local 574 of the Teamsters (Glick, 13).
By and large, however, the trade unions avoided the unemployed,
who were dropped from the union membership rolls as their dues
lapsed.31 Subsequently William Gr«n and John L. Lewis sent
messages of greetings to meetings of the unemployed (Seymour,
December 1937, 1 0), but the CIO refused to permit the request
of the organization of the unemployed to affiliate.
Because of the variegated character of the unemployed movement,
membership cannot be accurately estimated, and in any case it
probably fluctuated widely. People were attracted by the chances of
getting relief, and many dropped out once the needed aid was
received. Until February 1934 the Unemployed Councils did not
have either dues or members; adherents were simply called sup
porters (Seymour. August 1937, 11-13). Still, if any gauge is pro·
vided by the groups' own claims, the numbers were impressive for a
grassroots organization, By 1933 the Ohio Unemployed League
claimed a membership of 100,000 distributed among 187 locals
throughout the state; the Pennsylvania Unemployed League in 1935
claimed 25,000 members in twelve counties; the Pennsylvania Secur
ity League reported some 70,000 members (Seymour, December
1937); the Pittsburgh Unemployed Citizens' League claimed 50,000
dues-paying members in fifty locals (Karsh and Garman, 92). ]n
Chicago the Unemployed Councils alone claimed a membership of
22,000 in forty-five local branches (Karsh and Gannan, 90) while
the Socialist·led groups had organized 25,000 jobless by mid-19!2
(Rosenzweig, 1976a).

THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION
The

movement of the unemployed

had originated in

local

com

munities, in sporadic street demonstrations, in rent riots, and in

the disruption of relief centers. Many of the local organizations were
loosely structured, held together more by the periodic demonstrations
11 Consistent with its historic emphasis on volunu.rism, the AFL had oppostd govern
ment mea.!uml to aid the unemployed until mid-1932, b)' which time illl rank. had
broken on the I$$ue, and even some employers were pressing the federation to reverse
iuelL
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than by regular and formal affiliations; they gathered momentum
from direct action victories which yielded money or food or a halt
to evictions. But most of the radical leaders of the different groups
felt that the looseness of these local groups was a drawback. As
early as November 1930 the Communist Party political committee
criticized the absence of "organizational crystallization" in the Un
employed Councils. and a party official complained that "despite
millions of leaflets and hundreds of meetings, not to speak of the
half dozen demonstrations in every city, organized unemployed
councils are almost nonexistent" (Rosenzweig, 1976b, 42) .82
However bitterly the Communists, the Socialists, and the Musteites
disagreed about issues of international socialism, they shared the
view that the victories won by the unemployed in the early depres
sion were mere handouts. A significant political movement capable
of winning major victories depended, they thought, on firmly struc
tured local and state organizations knit together in a national body
and with a national program.33 Instead of disparate local groups dis
rupting relief offices or leading marches on mayors for handouts, a
nationwide poor people's organization should be formed, an organi
zation representing such massive voting numbers as to compel the
Congress to enact more fundamental economic reforms. The coming
of the New Deal, with a more sympathetic president and Congress,
of course, encouraged this approach, for the time seemed propitious
to achieve far.reaching change through the electoral system.
Moreover, a major shift in Comintem policy in 1935 (prompted
by belated realization of the seriousness of the fascist threat and the
menace it posed to world communism) encouraged this emphasis on
organization and electoral strategies among the Communists, who
had led the most militant and disruptive of the unemployed groUps.lt
$I Herbert Benjamin, Ic..dcr of the Uncmploy«! Councils, eornmenled later on ditecti.es
b)' the part)' leadenhip to overcome these failings that "down below people weren't
«Incerned . . . [The), were) jwt oon.cerned with finding any me..ns thc), could of acting�
(qUQted In Kosenzwdg, 197Gb, 40).
II David Lasser, a Sociali$l: and leader of a New York unemployed group who later be·
came head of the Worken' Alliance, argued in 1934 that the demands of the uoem
ployed had becomc oatiood io scope, and that the ul1cmployed themselves had matured
to that the)' would not be $atisfied with :;bort run «In(cssions, but wlnted a reordering
of aoclcl)' (New Ledder, December 12, 1934, I).
" The widel)' held assumption that the polida of the American Communist Party were
11mpl)' reflexive I'<'sponSO's to tbe dictates of the International has recentl), been dilputed
b), a number of young historians who argue that tbe Popular Front wal, at leu! In part,
an authenll....lf
... perhaps mistaken-.-esponse of AmeYiu.n Communlstl to domestic
political development.!. See for example Buhle, Keeran, and Prickett.
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The "Popular Front" line called upon Communists to seek alliances

be a powerful force persisted, and the Socialist groups moved to

with the liberal and socialist gToups they had previously denounced

consolidate into state federations during 1934.

as "social fascists." This quite clearly meant seeking alliances within

Meanwhile, in July 1933, 800 delegates from thirteen states showed

the New Deal coalition and with the New Deal itself."

up in Columbus, Ohio. for the first national conference of the Un

In fact. there were attempts to form a national organization almost
[rom the Start. Stimulated by the successful demonstrations of March

the Conference for Progressive Labor Action, who had organized

employed Leagues. By this time, the radical intellectual leaders of

6. 1930. che Communists hdd a meeting in New York City at the

the Leagues, had become ardent believers in a "mass labor party"

end of March, reportedly drawing together 215 delegate& from

whose goal would be the "complete abolition of planless, profiteering

thirteen states, and calling for the formation of an autonomous

capitalism, and the building of a workers' republic" (Karsh and
Garman, 91).18

national unemployment organization.86 In July a larger meeting
attracting 1.320 delegates was held in Chicago to declare the forma

Efforts to weld together a national organization continued through

tion of the Unemployed Councils of the U.S.A. A platform calling

out 1951. In March leaders from Socialist-led organizations in

for federal unemployment insurance and federal appropriations for

Baltimore, New York City, Westchester. PittSburgh, Reading, and

relief was adopted, and a formal structure describing the relation
ship between local, city, county, state, and national groups was elab

gency Workers. During the summer and fall of 1934 the groups

orated. By 1934 the Unemployed Councils also adopted a written

represented in the Eastern Federation met with the Socialist·led state

Hanford formed the Eastern Federation of Unemployed and Emer

constitution (Leab, .!l08-3 l l). Finally the shift in Comintern policy

federations from Illinois, Wisconsin, and Florida and with the Muste

in 1935 set the stage not onIy for the development of an organization,

groups to plan a demonstration. out of which emerged a Provisional

but for the development of an organization that would embrace all

National Committee to plan for the establishment of a nationwide

of the unemployed groups.
In the fall of 1932, prompted by the upcoming election, the

organization of the unemployed.3B

Socialists had also taken steps toward the development of a national

manent nonpartisan federation" of most of the large unemployed

Finally, at a conference held in Washington in early 1935, a "per

organization.u The Chicago Workers Committee called a meeting of

organizations in the United States was formed, called the Workers'

"all Unemployed Leagues that we know of except the Communist
Party's 'Unemployed Councils' " (Seymour, December 1937. 7). The

Alliance of America. Delegates attended from unemployed organiza

result was the formation of the Federation of Unemployed Workers

tions in sixteen states.4lJ A constitution was adopted, a dues 5)'5tem
and a National Executive Committee were established, and the

Leagues of America, which called on the incoming president and

Executive Committe was directed by the conference to negotiate

the Congress to enact legislation for direct relief. public works and
slum clearance, unemployment and old-age insurance. a shoner work

unification with the Communist Unemployed Councils. A second
National Workers' Alliance Convention in April 1936 drew 900

day. and the prohibition of child labor. The federation itself was
shortlived, but the conviction that a nationwide organization would
U Shortly

afterwards the Unemployed Leagues became affiUated with the American

Worken Party. which in 19M joinffi with the Trotskyist Commun�t League of America

Browder later recalled that the party had begun wOIking with New Deal rt:lief
agencies i n 1935 (auhle, 2�1).
I� Prior to this. the Unemployed Councils were considered paTt of the Trade Union
Unity League but this affiUation did not much affect the strictly local activities of the
early groups (Seymour. December 1937, ').
•, Aside from thb conference aetMty. Nonnan Thomas' campaign for the presidency
in 1932 brought a halt to whatever direct organizing of the joblcss the Socia\im were
doing. The election campaign was apparently considered more important (Ro.!en�wdg,
19B, 15) .
U Earl

to fonn the Worken Party of the United States. which in turn metged With the
Socialist Party In 1936, until the Troukyills were expelled in 1937 (Rogg. B; Glick).
Under the aegis of the Worken Party, issue.! of revolutionary strategy became pre:
o:mlnent. factional fighting wal endemic, and the Unemployed Leagues lOSt most of
their followers (Rosenzweig, 1975, 69--73).
II The demonstration on November 24 was claimed by its organizers to have turned out
850.000 people in 22 stales (Rosenzweig, 1974, 24).
.0 AIls ulual in these matten. estimates of affiliation varied wildly. The groups at this
convention claimed 450,000 memben, but the Communist Unemployed CouncilS. who
were not yet affiliated, estimated aCli\'e affiliation at 4.0-50,000 (Rosm",·eig. 1974. 26).
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delegates representing organizations from thirty-six states, including

the movement weakened, and the instability of which it was one

the Unemployed Councils. By the end of the year the alliance claimed

expression subsided, relief was cut back. That this happened speaks

1,600 locals with a membership of 600,000 in forty·three states.u It

mainly to the resiliency of the American political system. That it

was this convention that marked the merging of most major groups

happened so quickly, however, and at so cheap a price, speaks to the

of the unemployed: the 'Workers' Alliance, the Unemployed Councils,

role played by leaders of the unemployed themselves. For by seeking

the National Unemployment League, the American Workers Union,

to achieve more substantial reform through organization and electoral

and several independent state groups. David Lasser, the Socialist

pressure, they forfeited local disruptions and became, however in

who headed the New York Workers' Committee on Unemployment

advertently, collaborators in the process that emasculated the move

and who had been chairman of the first alliance, was again named

ment.

chairman, and Herbert Benjamin, a Communist who had been

The ability of the local groups to attract followers had depended

national secretary of the Unemployed Councils, was named organiza

on their concrete victories in the relief centers. But the expanded

tional secretary. The Communists in the Unemployed Councils, by

administrative machinery, the readier funds, and the new aura of

now well into their Popular Front phase, deferred to the Socialists

sympathy provided under the Roosevelt Administration made it

by settling for half as many seats' on the new National Executive

possible for relief officials to regularize their agency procedures and

Board. 'With these matters resolved, a Washington headquarters was

to regain control over relief-giving. These officials often took the

established, and the office and field staff expanded. State "unity"

view that there was no true dichotomy of interest between themselves

conventions followed the national meeting and new local organiza.

and the unemployed, but rather that conflict had been fostered by

tions began to write the alliance for charters. To all appearances, a

group leaders who capitalized on inadequacies to incite conflict and

great deal had been achieved. A national poor people's organization

to exploit and manipulate the unemployed for political purposes.

had been born.

What was needed were standardized procedures for dealing with
grievances according to "merit," rather than in response to "pres
sure." (Pressure, they argued, should be exerted on legislators, not
on well-meaning relief administrators.) Accordingly, they began to

THE DECLINE OF LOCAL PROTEST

develop precise criteria to determine who should get how much

David Lasser, during his early efforts to forge what became the

cedures for negotiating with organized groups of the unemployed.

Workers' Alliance, had argued that a national organization would
both stimulate local organizations and give them permanence (New
Leader, December 22, 1934, 1). In fact, while the leaders of the

relief. At the same time, they introduced elaborate formalized pro
In New York City, for example, guidelines for negotiations specified
that unemployed delegations should be limited to three to five per
sons; meetings were to be held no more than every two weeks and

unemployed groups had been concentrating on forming a national

then only with a designated staff member; unemployed delegations

organization complete with a constitution and a bureaucratic struc

and the clients they represented were never to be seen simultaneously;

ture, the local groups across the country were declining. They were
declining largely as a result of the Roosevelt Administration's more

written answers were forbidden; and finally, no relief was to be given

liberal relief machinery, which diverted local groups from disruptive
tactics and absorbed local leaders in bureaucratic roles. And once

while the delegation was on the premises (emphasis added, Brophy

and Hallowitz,

50-53).

Throughout the country, similar rules were laid down, often
through negotiations with the unemployed groups themselves. Ex
cerpts from one, prepared by the Pennsylvania State Office of the

U Rosenzweig reports 791 delegates at this convention (l974, �3), and Seymour (Decem

ber 1937, B) and Brophy and Hallowitz (9) estimate membership in th� alliance to
have been only about 300,000_

Consultant on Community Contracts, illustrate the intricacy of the
new procedures as well as the benign language in which they were
couched:

(
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OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE for the RECOGNITION of
Unemplo)'ed and Labor Organbations and
Handling Their Complaints

Representatives of the Unemployed Organization in each district
will be given forms supplied by lIle Relief Office on which each
inquiry will be clearly set down. (One complaint only on each
blank.) The (orms are to be made out in duplicate. . . .
When the client, having made application, has £ailed to get
what he believes he really needs and is entitled to, after talking it
over willl his visitor, he may. if he chooses, state the case to the
dlOsen representative of his organization, who will clearly and legi
bly set down the necessary information on the form supplied by
the Relief Office. No inquiry will be answered if the client has not
first taken the matter up with the visitor. . . . The chosen representa
tive will . . . seek to persuade the client to omit impossible demands,
or those involving the change of rules and regulations governing
relief over which the local relief office has no control.
Each complaint, in duplicate on the form specified. will be sub
mitted to the District Supervisor of the Relief Board at lIle regular
meeting scheduled for this purpose. . . .
The meeting in each relief district will take place once a week
with a Commi ttee not exceeding five from the Unemployed Or
ganization. . . .
Such cascs as still appear to the Committee of the Unemplo)'ed
Organization to be unsatisfactorily adjusted may be submitted to
lIle County Executive Committee of the Unemployed Organization,
and if on examination of these cases, the Count)' Committee feels
that further action is nece»ary. they rna)' submit to the Executive
Director for I1nal decision. . . The Executive Director will receive
.

no complaints which have not conformed to

this

requirement.

The representatives of the Unemployed Organization . . . will
earnestly endeavor to gain a thorough knowledge of policies and
regulations and will cooperate in interpreting these to their gen
eral membership (emphasis in original, quoted in Seymour, Dec
ember 1937, Appendix)
.

Within a short time, the presentation of complaints by committees
had replaced mass demonstrations in Pennsylvania. A composite of
the typical relief official's view of the benefits of such procedures
was presented in lhe Survey magazine of September 1936:
We used to receive whatever sized groups lIle leaders sent in, rarely
less than twenty·five. The result was just a mass meeting with every
body out.talking everybody else. Specinc charges or grievances were
completely lost in speechmaking against lIle general organization
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of society. Sometimes we'd have half a dozen delegates in a day,
keeping the office in a turmoil. There just wasn't time to keep our
work going and sit i n on all the speechmaking. So we insisted
that delegations be limited. We now . . . are able to gel somewhere
(quoted in Seymour, December 1937. 16).

Some relief agencies not only fonnalized their dealings with the
unemployed groups. but saw to it that those dealings took place in
a separate complaint office or public relations office. far from the
relief centers. Chicago was one of the first places to establish such
a system. The unemployed groups there were numerous, the Workers
Committee on Unemployment alone claiming some sixty-three locals
by 1933 (Karsh and Cannan, 89). Repeated local demonstrations,
climaxing in several injuries, inspired the county bureau of public
welfare to establish a public relations office in January 1933. at the
same time denying the unemployed groups access to local relief
stations. At first the Chicago groups boycotted the new office, com·
plaining of its remoteness and asserting that it had been set up to
avoid pressure from the unemployed. The bureau held firm, how
ever. and the groups gave in. The director could then report that the
new office
has been and is lIloroughly successful in lIlis respect; it has
relieved one of th� most vexatious problems of district relief admin
istration. Individual complaints, both from lIle justly aggrieved and
the unsatisfiable, continue to be received at the local office but
representative committees are no longer recognized there. Insomuch
as some of lIlese committees were previousl)' disruptive of all orderly
procedure, the si tuation is vastly improved (quoted in Seymour
December 1937, 22).
.

The introduction of a centralized grievance office stripped the
Chicago unemployed groups of their main weapon against the relief
centers. As a result, their membership declined, and internal dis
sension among the groups increased (Seymour, August 1937. 81).
Meanwhile, the two top leaders of the Chicago Workers Committee
on Unemployment took jobs with the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration (Rosenzweig. 1974, 35).
In some places. relief administrators went so far as to induct leaders
of the unemployed into the relief bureaucracy on the grounds that
"organized client groups meet a need," and that " some process should
be developed to make group 'vocalization' · possible. Fair hearings
and similar procedures in client group representation at advisory
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entanglement with the bureaucracies which administered direct

situations" (quoted in Seymour. December 1937. 20). A report dis

relief or work relief. and urged resistance. The Communist Party

tributed by the Family Welfare Association elaborated the new

organizers, schooled in the militancy of the early 1930s, were espe

empathy of relief officialdom: "It is only as the community under

cially inclined to ignore grievance procedures. at least at first.4s (The

stands and participates in the work that the needs of the client can

Socialists had never explicitly endorsed riot·like tactics.) But when

be satisfactorily met" (Seymour. August 1937, 66).u Indeed, as un

relief officials held firm, Communist leaders sometimes found that

employed groups were inducted in these ways, they came to be more

urging more abrasive tactics imperiled their standing with their

"seasoned" and "reasonable," and functioned as a kind of auxiliary

members (Brophy and Hallowitz, 8). Most local leaders, believing

staff, even undertaking investigations which the agency itself did not

cooperation would yield them significant influence over relief

have the facilities to perform (Seymour, August 1937, 68). Clearly,

policies. hailed the bureaucratic reforms. and relinquished the use

when the unemployed acceded to these new procedures. they did not

of confrontation tactics. They acceded to the new grievance pro
cedures. agreed to the elaborate rules on how negotiations should

pose much difficulty for local officials. A Chicago relief administrator
could tell a reporter that the unemployed groups were a good

be conducted, and allowed themselves to become "client participants"

thing because "They gave the men a chance to blow off steam"

or "consultants" on agency policy (on occasion to find themselves

(Rosenzweig, 1976a).

being lectured on the more constructiVe!: USe!:S of their leisure time).

Similar procedures were developed under the work relief program.

The whole development appeared to be a forward-looking one, cer

They, too, were a stabilizing force. Beginning under the Civil Works

tainly in the view of relief administrators. the more progressive of

Administration established in 1938, and later under the Works

whom prided themselves on cooperating with the movement's leader·

Progress Administration, the unemployed began to form associations

ship by helping to "educate" the poor SO that they could move from

modeled on trade unions. At the beginning. they staged strikes. often

primitive "pressure tactics" to a more sophisticated level of political

successfully, for higher wages and better working conditions. In

action-by which they meant lobbying with legislatures and negoti

West Virginia, for example, CWA strikers won an increase in their

ating with administrators. instead of disruptint relief offices.

hourly wages from thiny-five to forty·five cents; in Illinois. they won
an increase from forty to fifty cents. Strikes could also result in
severe penalties. Frequently the!: rne!:n who participated were declared

The irony was not that relief administrators held these views, but
that many of the leaders of the unemployed did as well. The earlier
successes of the unemployed movement in obtaining benefits for

"voluntarily separated." But with the vast expansion of federal work
relief in 1935, a new and more conciliatory federal policy began to

people had not been won by lobbying or negotiating. or by using

evolve. Workers were conceded the right to organize and to select

at work. it was composed of local political officials who were extremely

standardized complaint procedures. (If there was an effective lobby

represe!:ntatives to negotiate with relief officials; grievance procedures

hard pre!:ssed by rising relief costs. The Unite!:d States Conference of

and appeals boards were established; state administrators were

Mayors, for example. was formed during this period expressly for

instruaed in the maintenance of fair and friendly relations with

the purpose of persuading the federal government to provide financial

workers. With these arrangements in place, the president himself

assistance to localities [or relief expenditures.) What leverage these

declared work relief strik.es illC!:ga1 and authorized administrators

groups had exerted on local retid officia1s resulted from the very

to re!:place striking men.

disturbances. the "pressure tactics," which both leaders and adminis

Some leaders of the unemployed, it should be acknowledged, feared

U In line

with the!e new views on community participation. black advisory comml.uions

WCTe $a up in the Harlem Emergency Relief BUTeau and the WPA, and a lubstantial
number of blacka wen: promoted to admini.nrative po$itions (Naison, 40S).

trators later scorned as primitive. Victories in obtaining relief had

'J The

ba.n on rdief station demonSlration5 In Chicago. for example. Wall bitterly
dcnonn�d by the Commnnists. who continued for awhile to demonstrate in defi�nce
of the ruling. And Herbert Benjamin defined the tendency to employ "more or leu
fr!endly" negotiation. with n:lief otIkial& as "right oppottunum" (RosclUwe.ig. 1916:1.).
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been won by mobilizing people for abrasive demonstrations and by
demanding benefits on the spot for hundreds of people. By abandon
ing disruptive tactics in favor of bureaucratic procedures, the move
ment lost the ability to influence relief decisions in the local
offices. No longer able to produce tangible benefits, the alliance also
lost the main inducement by which it had activated great numbers
of people. There was in the end no mass constituency, however im
permanent, in whose name and with whose support it could nego
tiate. With the force of the movement lost, with its local leaders
engaged in bureaucratic minuets, and with its national leaders con
centrating on legislative reform through the electoral system, relief
officials soon regained control over the relief centers, and the national
administration regained control of relief policy.

THE

CONTRACTION OF

RELIEF

Even as radical leaders exerted themselves to form a national organ
ization, dramatic changes had taken place in relief policy. In October
1934 Roosevelt declared that direct relief should be terminated. His
message was familiar, echoing as it did age-old beliefs: "Continued
dependence upon relief induces a spiritual and moral disintegration
fundamentally destructive to the national fiber. . . . We must pre
serve not only the bodies of the unemployed from destitution but also
their self-respect, their self-reliance and courage and detennination."
Accordingly, "The Federal Government must quit this business of
[direct] relief" (Schlesinger, 1960, 267-268) .
Instead of direct relief, the president called for a public works
program to provide a job for every able-bodied person, and to that
end requested an unprecedented $4 billion appropriation, to be sup
plemented by $880 million unspent under previous emergency relief
appropriations. As for those who could not work, which included
some 1.5 million families or individuals currently receiving federal
emergency assistance, they would be turned over to the states and
localities, as before the New Deal. Under the Social Security Act of
1935, however, the federal government would pay for a share of these
state and local relief costs.
At first glance, the president's new programs seemed a bold reform,
bolder by far than the federal relief program, and a victory for the
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unemployed. The jobless workers of the country would no longer
need to subsist on the degrading dole. Government would put them
to work, and put them to work at rebuilding America.44
Meanwhile, those who could not work would be cared for by the
states and localities, affirming America's tradition of local responsi
bility for the indigent. But while the new federal programs might
have been equal to the imagination of reformers persuaded by
promises of massive federal action to help the unemployed, they
were to turn out in reality to be far from equal to the magnitude of
need, or indeed even to the magnitude of the president's promises.
Instead of 3.5 million jobs, the Works Progress Administration
actually provided an average of about 2 million durings its first five
years of operation. Moreover, job quotas fluctuated wildly from
month to month, in no apparent relation to unemployment, so that
project workers never knew when they might be laid off. In any case,
those who got on were the lucky ones. At its peak, WPA accounted
for only about one in four of the estimated unemployed (Howard,
854_857).4� Thus, in 1936, when WPA provided abollt 2.5 million
jobs, nearly 10 million were still unemployed.
With direct federal relief abolished, the great mass of the un
employed, together with the old, the infirm, and the orphaned, were
once again forced to turn to state and local relief agencies, which as
a practical matter could not handle the burden, and which as a
political matter no longer had to. Some localities scaled down their
grants; others simply abolished relief. Distress was especially severe
in some industrial states, such as Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Illinois.
In New Jersey licenses to beg were issued instead of relief (Seymour,
December 1937, 9). Texas simply refused relief to the able-bodied
(Washington Post, February 6, 1936). Early in 1936 FERA and WPA
initiated several local surveys to ascertain what had happened to
former recipients of direct federal relief who did not subsequently
get on the WPA rolls. In one area after another they found large
numbers of people in dire need, without food or fuel. Some were

H Hopkins probably «h""d liberal sentimcnt when he wrotc in 1936 that the work
relief program signaled that the United States would never again let its poor live in
destitution, and ne\'er again allo,," iu; communities to settle for the shabhiness of public
life before the WPA programs (69).
4" A count made by the Bmcau of the c;..,mllS in 1937 showed that all federal emergency
workers (including those employed by th� Civilian Conservation Corps and the National
Youth Administration, as well as the WPA) accounted for only 18 p�rcenr of the total
numl.ler llll€mploycd that year (Howard, 554).
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struggling to live on the pittance grant�d by local relief agencies; less
lucky ones begged, or s�arched through garbage cans.16 And in
F�bruary 1936 Dr. Harry Ward, a professor at Union TheOlogical
Seminary, made a nationwid� tour and reported to the press that
people were slowly starving to death as a result of relief cuts

York Post. February

(New

13, 1936).

These hardships provoked some new protests. In Fall Riv�r, Massa
chusetts, men cut off the WPA rolls stormed the City Hall

Globe.

(Boston

January 26, 1936). In N�w York City some 200 relief recip

ients demonstrated at City Hall (New York Times. June 27, 1936).
In May 1936, a month after the alliance convention. 5,000 marchers

organized by the New Jersey Workers Alliance descended on the
state house when relief funds ran out. Later that summer. a similar
march took place at the Pennsylvania state house. In the fall of
1936 alliance leaders conducted work stoppages and demonstrations
on WPA projects to demand more adequate security wages and to
protest layoffs (Karsh and Garman, 93-94).
While in a few instances demonstrators got promises from state
and local officials, none of this much moved Washington_ One reason
was that the almost unanimous support for relief measures in 1933
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dollars a month. The next day the

Indianapolis News editorialized

about the waste of relief, and especially about the inability of private
employers to compete with the pay and working conditions provided
by WPA. And on March 30, 1936. the

New York Times summed

up

press opinion with an edi.torial explaining the importance o( CUlling
work relief costs. There is no right to work. pontificated the edi·
tors; the protests merely indicate the "demoralization wrought by ill·
advi.sed schemes of relie£."
But it was not only that the political climate had changed. The
unemployed themselves were less of a threat. and so less had to be done
for them. Th�y were less of a threat partly because their numbers
had been divided. Many of the most competent and able had been

absorbed into the new work projects; some had even been hired to
work in the relief centers. Many others had been shunted to the
residual state and local direct relief programs. The remainder were
left with nowhere to turn, but their numbers were reduced and
their sense of indignation blunted by New Deal reforms. All of this
was made easier. however, by the directions local affiliates of the
Workers' Alliance had taken in the local centers. It remained to be
seen what the alliance would achieve as a national lobbying force.

had evaporated. Business was improving (although unemployment
was hardly diminishing); local finances were no longer in a shambles;
and what sentiment. remained in favor of relief had been assuaged
by the bold new programs o[ 1935. Meanwhile, with the worst of the
national crisis apparently passed, opposition to relief in all its forms
was rising. especially in the business community. A sample of press

opinion at the time provides some inkling of that opposition, and
the historically familiar reasons for it. The

Chicago Tribune.

on

November 23, 1935, ran a story headlined "Relief Clients Refuse to
Work as Corn Pickers" followed by an account of a survey of nine
counties and the excuses that relief clients used to avoid working in
the corn fields. The

Los Angeles Examiner,

on November 5. 1935.

under the headline "Farm Loss in Millions" also explained to its
readers that people on the dole refused to work. The

New Mexican

had a similar complaint on M"arch 6. 1936, telling its readers that
sheepmen could not get herders because they were on relief at forty

Organization and Electoral ln{luence
The Workers' Alliance of America, committed from the start to
obtaining reform through lobbying, reacted to the administration's
new programs by attacking the White House for its empty promises
and drafting a relief bill of its own. The bill did not brook com
promise. It called for a $6 billion relief appropriation for the
seventeen-month period hom February I, 1936, to June

SO,

1937; for

relief at decent standards; and for "security wages" on work projects
equal to trade union scales. The alliance used its network to deluge
the White House with postcards, telegrams, and petitions. But the
bill failed by overwhelming margins in the Congress.
This did not deter the alliance leaders hom the strategy of per
suasion and coalition on which they had embarked. If anything.
Roosevelt's initiatives in other areas during 1985-the Wagner Act,

IS Similar

reports on the s!tuatlon were $
i $u� by the American Association of Social
Worken in 19!5 and 1957. For a summary of thele various findings. see Howard. 77-85.

the Wealth Tax Act. and the Social Security Act, for example-had
the consequence of moderating whatever abrasiveness their earlier
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rhetoric had contained. The second alliance convention was held in

discharged who was unable to find suitable private employment. The

the Department of Labor auditorium, and Roosevelt himself was

resolution never reached the floor of the Congress. In fact, Congress

invited to address the delegates (Rosenzweig, 1974. 35). Roosevelt

adjourned two days before an alliance-sponsored national march

declined, but Nels Anderson. Director of Labor Relations for the

reached Washington to lobby for the measure, despite the presence

WPA. addressed the friendly convention instead. David Lasser sub

of an advance contingent of hundreds of marchers (8enjamin).41

sequently described himself as the New Deal's spur on the left: "We

Instead. Harry Hopkins agreed to establish another joint committee

had an agreement with Harry Hopkins always to ask [or more"

with the alliance to develop plans for a WPA labor relations board.

(Rosenzweig. 1974, 33).
But the agreement was to. ask. not to get. Aubrey Williams.

When a new and severe recession hit in the winter of 1937-1938.

Hopkins' deputy, scolded an alliance delegation that demanded an

there was a wave of small demonstrations by the unemployed across
the country. But there is no evidence that the national alliance

increase in \VPA wages, instructing them to "lay your problems

called for them, or that its local organizers mobilized them. The

before Congress when it comes back. Don't embarrass your friends"

protests appear to have occurred in cities where the unemployed had

(Rosenzweig, 1974. 34). And. in April 1937. when alliance leaders

not been previously organized; not much happened in New York or

met with Harry Hopkins to again demand an increase in WPA wages,

Chicago. for example, which had been former strongholds of alliance

Hopkins simply turned them down.
As if following the instructions of New Deal officials. leaders of
the alliance, now based in Washington, D.C began to cultivate rela
.•

tions with several friendly senators and congressmen during the
spring of 1937, and regularized its cordial relationship with WPA
officials. The alliance had been recognized as the official bargaining
agent for WPA workers, and alliance leaders now corresponded
frequently with WPA administrators, communicating a host of
complaints. and discussing innumerable procedural questions regard
ing WPA administrative regulations. Some of the complaints were
major, having to do with pay cuts and arbitrary layoffs. Much of the
correspondence. however, had to do with minute questions of pro
cedure, and especially with the question of whether WPA workers
were being allowed to make up the time lost while attending alliance
meetings.
Alliance leaders also wrote regularly to the president. reviewing
the economic situation for him, deploring cuts in WPA. and calling
for an expansion of the program (correspondence between David
Lasser, Herbert A. Benjamin, Aubrey Williams. David Niles. Colonel
F. C. Harrington. and Franklin Delano Roosevelt, WPA files).
In June 1937 the third annual convention of the Workers' Alliance.
meeting in Milwaukee, called for an appropriation of $3 billion for
work relief and $ 1 billion for direct relief, as well as the establish
ment of a national planning commission to plan permanent public
works programs. The alliance also sponsored the Schwellenbach·
Allen Resolution. which provided that no WPA worker could be

41 In a pc'nonal oommunication to one of WI, Benjamin takes tlrong exception to our
ylews of the alliance activities. It is worth quoting hi$ opinions at Imgth: "You leem
unaware that our 'lobbying' activities differed VCTY greatly from what is generally
termed lobbying. We engaged in mass lobbying; angry delegations besieging reactionary
mcmben of CongreM in their offices. We marched and picketed and were arreSled. We
appeared before legislative committees not to plead but to demmd. And we engaged in
eleetoral actiyitles that demonstrated, to SOInC membe
... of Con� at least, that we did
haye political clout that they would disregard only at their peril. (The WAA, contrary
to your thesis, was credited with among othen defeating the supposedly unshakable
thairman of the powerful Rllles Commiu<::e.) In your opinion, il was more Important
to disrupt some local relief office ova- some peuy grievance of an individual. We found
that It was mnre important tn establish dca:nt standard$ "nd regulationl through mUi
actions and then handle routine mauC!1I in the way a shop chairman handles grievoutCeS.
And our Eucuti>'e Boani and conventinns, speaking for our membenhlp, approved our
policies.. So we prepaml and fought fOI" the (Mamontonio) Relief and Work Staodards
Act and helped our local organUaUonS prepare local ordinances modelled on this bill.
We (nught for higher relief appropriations to provide more WPA jobs and higher wage
ecaln.. . . . Your ba�c error. my good friend, il that }'OU lIut witb an inamut
premise. . . . The Itroggle of the unemployed is a pollt.iea1 lIJuggle. It i• �irected
.
aplnst the political institutions, the agencies of go\'eTnmem who m".e pol".es
and
appropriate fundI. Our job was to male thil dear to backward worken who did not
undUJtand that they had a light and therefore should not plead but demand and 6ght.
It was easy to get them to raise hell with a social worker about their own Immediate
grln&OCcs. We taught them to go bqond this to a higher leyel of political action. And

thi' wal the most import"nt contribution tlJt made to the political edutation and
daielopment 01 the Amtri,an workenn (underlining in the original, Augull 8, 1976).

We are grateful for the opportunities to cite Benjamin's disagreements with our analysis
In hLt own words. We think his comments help to make clear that the alll:mce leaden
wttt neither weak nor opportunistic. But we believe that they were mlltaken In
restricting thcir understanding of "political institutions" to legislative and executive
bodics; the relief system was aloo a political institution, and in thc midst of the
depression, an Important one. We think they were auo mistaken In failing to Tccoplzc
the relationship between maSllive local disruptioru and the actions taken by legislatlYe
and executiye bodiea.
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groups.'! Only in Detroit did large numbers gather, and then at a
rally sponsored by the newly fonned United Auto Workers to protest
inadequate relief after layoffs in the auto industry (State Journal,
Lansing, Michigan, February 5, 1938),,9
Undaunted by its earlier legislative failures,(JO the alliance con

tinued

lO propose

legislative programs, and

to cement

its relations

with the admins
i tration In March 1938 the alliance called a National
.

Conference on Work and Security to "hammer out a real program"
of social reconstruction (Rodman). To ensure receptivity to its pro.
posals the alliance mobilized itself to support the national Demo.
cratic ticket in the fall elections. The lead story in an issue of its
newspaper WORK dated October 22, 1938, emblazoned with the
.

headline ALLIANCE

SWINCS

FORCES INTO NOVEi\IRER ELECTION CAM·

PAIGN, provides a description of these efforts:
Acting immediately on the political action program for the Workers
Alliance outlined by 500 delegates at the fourth annual convention
in Cleveland, Alliance locals and State organizations from coast to
coast sent in reports of feverish activity on behalf of New Deal,
labor and progressive candidates for governors' chairs, State Legisla
tures and Congress.
Leaflets outlining the stake of the nation's jobless and WPA work
ers in the November elections; mass rallies called jointly by the Alli
ance and the progressive trade unions, at which pro-labor candi·
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dales outlined their programs; house-Io-house canvassing; radio pro
gralll5-through every medium the Workers Alliance, speaking in
the name of 400,000 organized unemployed men and women in the
nation, is calling out its members to march to the polls on Nov.
8th. and cast ballots for progress.
New York City Alliance will climax months of strenuOus political
activity with a huge and novel parade in which they will demon
strate to the public just how much WPA mearu to the 175,000
workers and their families on work programs in that city.
Pennsylvania Workers Alliance has rallied the entire state organi
zation in a campaign to expose the phoney "liberalism" behind
which the Republican Party is masking in the Keystone State primar
ies, and calling upon the unemployed on relief and WPA to vote
for the New Deal, Governor Earle slate to the man.
Minnesota Alliance has begun carrying on a vigorous campaign
for Governor Benson and the election of progressive Farmer·Labor
Party candidates. . . .
Out West, in Montana, the Workers Alliance has thrown the
full weight of its powerful organization behind the campaign to
re·elect one of Congress' foremost progressives, Jerry O'Connell. . .
,

Events would soon demonstrate how powerful the organization was.
The electoral efforts of the alliance were not sufficient to command
even token responses from the National Administration. When the

alliance invited Aubrey Williams, deputy administrator of WPA
to speak at its September 1938 convention, he turned them down.
When they substituted Father Francis 1- Haas, a New Deal official.

II In St. Louis, the Globe DtmocTaI reported that a crowd of '150 �ple had demanded

relid at once for the unemployed (Dtumber 1'1, 1937). In Grand Rapids. 500 relief and
WPA dients n.llied (G,.,lIId RapicU Hn-ald, February 10, 1938), and in Kalamazoo a
crowd of jobless worken marclltd to the oourthoo:oe (Dttroit Fret! Preu, February 22,
1938) . The SIm Francisco Chronicle reponed a mUll dfmlonw-ation in Manhall Square
to protcat inadequate «lid (February 27, 1938). And n
i Spokane, $Orne 800 pIOlCSled
agairut CUll in lhe rolls (SpokDru Review, April I, 19M), while in SeaIl1e, 500 jobless
workers O((upied the n!lid olIices, demandn
i g lodging and feeding (&lillie TimtJ,
April 2. 1938).

•• Montgomery and Schalt report lhat localll of the United Electr
ical Worken and of
the Steel Worken Organi�ing Committee also undertook relief battles fOf their unem
ployed members during the 001\2pSC of 198'1-1938. Moreover, in Minneapolis where the
Trol!kyist·led I..oeal &74 of the TUms!en was influential, a number of unions joined
together in the lummer of 1959 to lead a strike againK WFA projecu to protest cut
backs imposed by Congress.
�o Benjamin ag21n takes exception to our views, citing the "billions that have been lpent
since for unemployment insurance, public welfare, social security and the many other
such measure." a, gain. won by tlle Worken' Alliance (penonal communication, August
20, 1975). But all of the meuure. cited by Benjamin were enacted in 1935. before the
Worken· Alliance had he1!n launched. In our view, the credit for there reforms ought
to go to the movement of me uncmployed rather than to the organization that emerged
out of il.

he cancelled at the last minute, but not before some 100.000 leaflets
had been distri.buted which carried his name.
More important. WPA funds were cut in 1939 after Congress had
introduced provisions that both reduced WPA wages and compelled
workers to be terminated who had been on the WPA rolls for
eighteen continuous months. The leadenhip of the alliance, as was
its wont, called a National Right-to-Work Congress, and on June HI
Lasser and Benjamin respectfully submitted the opinions of the
assembled delegates of the unemployed to the president The un
employed, they said, had called for public works and government
measures to stimulate the economy, but assured the president that
"It is the conviction of the people represented in our Congress that
the failure to achieve recovery to date could not be laid at the door
of your administration." They concluded with this mild reproach :
.

The congress also asked us to convey to you the feeling of dis�ppoint
ment at the inadequate request for funds £Or work. for the unem-

1
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ployed for the coming 12 months. This disappointment was especi

taking pride in their organizational structure and their dues-paying

ally keen because the delegates could not reconcile your request with
your generous and sound philosophy on this question, so enthusiasti

membership, and were inventing far-reaching legislative refonos,

cally endorsed by them .

and were declining. That leadership failed to understand that gov

their local affiliates had become entangled in bureaucratic procedures

. and expressed the hope that your admin
istration could see fit, before it is too late, to reconsider its estimate
in the l ight of present day economic and business conditions. . . .
The delegates wished us to convey to you their heartfelt apprecia
tion for your wise and courageous leadership, and to express our
earnest hope for a program which will make it possible for them
to do their part as Americans to help achieve recovery, security and
plenty for our country and its people.

deal with the unrest itself. One way that government deals with

A few weeks later Lasser followed the letter with a telegram. The

local level that subverted the use of disruptive tactics, the New Deal

.

tone was more urgent, ending with a request for permission to release
the telegram to the press. Lasser was informed by the ·White House
to do as he pleased (WPA files).
In fact, the alliance was of no political consequence. The end had
already come, and was evident by the fourth annual convention in
September 1938, which drew only five hundred delegates. The long
succession of legislative defeats, and the bureaucratic envelopment
which caused a decline of grassroots protests, had taken their toll.
Membership and militancy had ebbed. Cleavages among the various
factions widened; embittered and frustrated, the disparate groups
that remained began to fall out. In 1940 David Lasser resigned to
take a job with the WPA, and a year later the Workers' Alliance of
America was quietly dissolved.

1937 its constitution called for "abolition of the profit system," al
though its language became more moderate as its commitment to
the New Deal became more ardent. Its legislative proposals included,
among other things, all-inclusive unemployment insurance to be
paid for by individual and corporate income taxes, and to be ad
by

workers

and

unrest is through the vanguard. By creating a political climate that
encouraged faith in the possibility of national electoral influence,
the New Deal destroyed the incentive of the leaders of the unem
ployed to exacerbate disorder.�2 And by instituting procedures on the
undermined the ability of the leaders of the unemployed to exacer
bate disorder. Once that process had unfolded, the Workers' Alliance
of America no longer mattered, one way or the other.
The particular tragedy of the Workers' Alliance is not that it
failed to achieve the fundamental reforms to which it was com
mitted. Achievements of that order are the result of forces larger
than leaders alone can muster, and the alliance was neither the
first to try nor the last to fail. Rather, if there is a tragedy, it is in
the role the alliance played during the brief and tumultuous period
when people were ready to act against the authorities and against
the norms that ordinarily bind them. Instead of exploiting the pos
sibilities of the time by pushing turbulence to its outer limits, the
leaders of the unemployed set about to build organization and to

The Workers' Alliance of America had lofty aspirations. Until

ministered

ernment does not need to meet the demands of an organized van
guard in order to assuage mass unrest, although it does have to

farmers.

Communists,

press for legislation, and in so doing, they virtually echoed the credo
of officialdom itself.
For a brief time, there were twenty million people on the relief
rolls, but millions more badly needed relief and never got it. And
when the alliance abandoned the relief centers to lobby for lofty
programs of basic change, those millions on relief were abandoned

Socialists,

Musteites, Trotskyites, and other unaffiliated radicals had agreed on
the importance of building a national organization to exert electoral
pressure for these reforms.�l But even while the alliance leaders were

51 Brendan Sexton who was head of the New York Alliance, blam� the demi� of the
organization on the Communist Party activists who became so committed to New �al
mayon, governors, and other public officia�, including Roosevelt, that they were unwIlI
.
ing to confront them. "We couldn't keep the organization alive if we were unwillmg
to

demonstrate against the very people who were refusing to expand WP.A and to jm�ve
the relief system" (personal correspondence, February �, 1970) . W�lle we . agree WIth
Sexton's evaluation of the outcome of alliance strateg"::s, we sec httle eVIdence that
nonparty leaden; of the alliance took a different stance. We s lOuld also note . that
Sexton di:s grces with our interpretation in other respects, arguHlg th�t the :Uhance
.
flolUished under the bureaucratization of relief. and the bureaucrauzauon of ,ts own
Internal structure, and was destroyed only by its unwiUingnen to demonstrate against
New Deal Officialdom, a policy that Sexton apparently considers unrelated to these
organizational developments.

a

J:

52 Brian Glick draws conclusions broadly similar to ours regarding the·effects of New
Deal programs on the orientation of the alliance leaden;hip on the national level.
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too: the rolls were cut back and millions who were still unemployed
were once again left destitute. The tragedy. in $lun, is that the
alliance did not win as much as it could, while it could.
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organize. Afterwards, union membership rose, largely because gov
ernment supported unionization. But once organized, the political
inRuence of workers declined. The unions not only failed to win
new victories from government commensurate with the victories of
unorganized workers during the 19305, but those already won were
whittled away. Before we go on to offer our explanation of why
industrial workers became a political force during the depression, we
need to say a little about their lack of force before the depression.

The State Against Labor
The experience of labor unions in the United States is the historical
bedrock on which the organizer's credo is grounded. As organizers
recount this history, factory workers finally organized into large,
stable organizations after many bloody travails, and were then able
to exert influence in the factory. Moreover, organization was said
to have yielded influence in politics as well. The large voting num
bers and financial resources which the unions accumulated presum
ably gave work.ing people a measure of political power. To be sure,
some believers in the credo arc disappointed in the way unions have
used their power, blaming an oligarchical leadership for a narrow
preoccupation with wages and hours and for the avoidance of more
fundamental economic and political issues. However, the belief that
working people were able to gain both economic and electoral power
through organization still holds firm. ]t is this belief that suggests
to organizers the model other powerless groups should follow.
But on closer historical scrutiny, the bedrock turns out to be
sand. Factory worken had their greatest influence and were able to
extract their most substantial concessions from government during
the early years of the Great Depression be/ore they were organiud
into unions. Their power was not rOOted in organization, but in their
capacity to disrupt the economy. For the most part strikes, demonstra
tions, and sit-downs spread during the mid·1930s despite existing
unions rather than because of them. Since these disorders occurred
at a time of widespread political instability, threatened political
leaders were forced to respond with placating concessions. One of
these concessions was protection by government of the right to
96

When industrial workers band together they have power in their
dealings with capital, or so it would seem. Their power is of course
the disruptive power of the strike. ]f workers withhold their labor,
production is halted and profits dwindle, and employers are pressured
into making concessions. Moreover, as economic concentration pro
ceeds, and the scale of enterprises and their interpenetration in·
creases, the power of labor ought to increase as well. Not only do
large-scale enterprises facilitate collective action among workers,
but the impact of strikes is more severe, reverberating throughout
an interdependent and concentrated economy.
All this may seem to be true in principle, but in historical fact it
has not been. Between the onset of rapid industrialization at the end
of the nineteenth century and the Great Depression, the history of
strikes in mass production industries was largely a history of failure.1
The explanation of this failure has preoccupied students of labor
history. The interpretations which have resulted tend to fasten on
divisions in the American working class which inhibited the solidar
ity necessary for effective strike action:1 the corrosive effect of the
business cycle on labor unity; deep status and ethnic conllias among

1

Gutman point! out that not all mites ..en: defeated, and he cites infonnation eol
letted by the New Jersey Bureau of Labor StatbtlCl on 890 New Jersey industrial dis·
pute. between 1881 and 1887 shomng that Jtrikcra won over half the recorded disputes
(48). lIut during these and succeeding years, the largen Industrial confrontations were
defeated, as in the major railroad, mining, and steel strikes.

2

One of the most inDuential of these interpretations can be found in Selig Perlman.
More radical analyus !!COrl.' Perlman for his defense of the bread·and·butter trade
unionl5111 that has emerged in the United States, but they do not take mljor exception
to hi. analysis of tbe facton accounting for chI.' hbwric: l&clr. of class consciousness.
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workers; the divisive effects of the promise and reality of upward

lions, to elaborate them. and by doing so, to weaken working-class

mobility; and the oligarchical and exclusionary character of such

solidarity.

unions as did exist.
We will brieHy review each of these explanations, for we think

Thus it is well known that the status-conscious artisans of the
nineteenth century looked down upon the growing stratum of un

they help to explain the weakness of strike power. There can be no

skilled workers created by industrialization. This sense of themselves

doubt that solidarity was essential to the effectiveness of strikes, for

as a class apart was strengthened when industrialists agreed to bargain

without it striking workers were easily replaced and production was

only with skiJIed workers during mass strikes. By the end of the

easily continued. And there can be no doubt that American workers

nineteenth century, as advancing mechanization drove many skilled

were divided. These divisions had their roots in features of the

workers into the ranks of the unskilled, and as a series of large-scale

American economy and in the characteristics of the American work

industrial strikes were defeated, statuS anxieties and simple fear

ing population, as well as in deliberate practices of employers de
signed to exacerbate divisions in order to turn workers against each

skilled workers.4 Even as this leveling process went forward. the

combined to heighten craft exclusiveness among the remaining

other. With this review made. however, we will go on to argue that

advantages of occupational and status distinctions appear to have

divisiveness among American workers fails to account adequately

been recognized by industrialists, and under the banner of "scientific

for the defeat of labor struggles. In instance after instance, worker

management" some industries adopted the deliberate policy of elab

struggles did not collapse from lack of internal unity; they were

orating job distinctions. both hierarchically and horizontally, thus

smashed by the coercive power of the state.

multiplying divisions among workers.e

First and most obviously worker solidarity was inHuenced by

Status and job distinctions were often aggravated by racial and

market conditions. Workers could join together in strikes and slow

ethnic differences. and race and ethnidty also became the basis on

downs more readily when business prospered and when the demand

which employers divided workers who were similarly situated. The

fOr labor was strong. But during periods of depression. men and

expanded need for unskilled labor was 6Ued by a vast increase in

women were laid off. wages were cut, and hours were lengthened.

immigration, first from Ireland and Northern Europe. later from

Defensive strikes and riots sometimes erupted during depressions,

Southern Europe, then from Eastern Europe (and in the West, from

but they usually had little effect. Not only did employers find it

the Orient). The immigrants provided a virtually bottomless reser·

easier to resist strikes when trade was slow and there was less to be

voir of helpless and poverty-stricken workers on which employers

lost by halting production, but with jobs scarce, workers were forced

could draw. The regular How of immigrants was assured by powerful

to undersell each other in the scramble for employment. Workers'

industrial lobbies which opposed any restrictions on "free labor"

associations which emerged during boom limes were unable to resist

{while protecting fervently the tariff restrictions on free commerce).8

these forces; they were usually simply wiped Out when the market

Between 1860 and 1920, 28.5 million immigrants came to the United

felLS
Second, solidarity was also inhibited because the American work
ing population was fragmented by intense divisions detennined by

occupational status, by race. and by ethnicity. The result was a com
mensurately weak recognition of class commonalities. To some ex·
tent, these divisions were a natural and inevitable result of the
heterogeneous origins of the American working population. But it
was also the policy of employers to take advantage of such distinc.

• Boyer

and Morals rrport, for example, that of the thirty national union! in e:xb/.eltCe
before the depres.sion of 187.(1. only eight or nine re::nained by 1877 (40).

• Lton

Fink arguet that n
i the 1880s ilkilled worken were at the hean of working-class
that they nceived support from a broad range of grouP'- He
attributes the aubsequent gmeral rebuff of new immlgranu and blacb by wiled
worken to the c;ollal* of the Knights of Labor and the defeat of a series of indunrial
Itrikes (67-68)I Recent work by radkll eoonom�1.I prollides tlIidente that at the end of the nineteenth
century, luge corporations were restructuring job title. so as to elaborate !.tatus
dillisions among their worken, and to thereby inhibit solidarity and deprelS wages. See
for example Stone: and Gordon, Edwards, and Reich. The rationale and methods fOf
such hagmentatlon of natural worker groupings were provided by the doctrines of
scientific management (Davi$).
• The labor was "free" only from the employen' pcnpectlve. In 1864 Congree authorized
employen to import foreign WOlken under contr:Kts which indenttlted we::n to work
for their employen until their passage was paid off (Br«her, xiii) .

mobilizations, aod
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States (Brecher. xiii). As low-paid foreigners began to squeeze out
higher-paid native American workers in many occupations. ethnic
antagonisms were added to the antagonism between the skilled and
the unskilled. further dissipating any sense of a common fate among
workers. Nor were employers innocent in promoting these effects.
Different immigrant groups were regularly pitted against each other.
one group being used to underbid the wages of the other_ Commons
wrote of a visit he paid to a Chicago employment office in 1904:
I saw, seated on bendles around the office. a sturdy group of blond
haired Nordics.. I asked the employment agent. "How comes it
you are employing only Swedes?" He answered, "Well, you see. it
is only for this week. L,st week we employed Slovaks. We change
about among different nationalities and languages. It prevents
them from getting LOgether. We have the thing systematized"
(Lescohier and Brandeis, xxv).

Brecher cites a Carnegie plant manager writing in 1875: "My experi
ence has been tbat Germans and Irish, Swedes and what I denomi
nate 'buckwheats' (young American country boys), judiciously mixed.
make the most effective and tractable force you can find" (120). As
late as 1937, the Jones and McLaughlin Steel Corporation main
tained rigid segregation between nationality groups. skillfully play
ing one off against the other (Bernstein, 1971. 475).7 Such practices
were, of course, far more likely to be resorted to during strikes,
when immigrants and nati.ve blacks were used as strikebreakers.8
Third. in comparison with Europe. workers in America had
greater opportunities for both economic and geographic mobility.
at least until the end of the nineteenth century_ Wages in the new

�

E nic consciousness, by isolating foreign-language groups, also creatM an inwl..r
eIlVlronmcllt which made po&sib!e the devdop�nt of militint prote&t among some of
th� �ps'. Thus Gutman nports that immigrant worun in the rnid·I88Os joined
trade umona Ln far greater numben than their proportion in the work force. acting out
of w t ht define.! �, a proclivity to seek sclf·protc.::tion and continuity of culture and
.
�radLlIon (48-4!l). FlIlk argue.! !imilarly that ethnic solidarity played an important role
m the uphcawu of the 188Qs, and give.! t:<amples of both Polim and Irish worker
mobilizations in which ethnic nationalism and working·claSli assertiveness seemed to
cr:ergize �ach other (66). Many yean later, the Communi$t Party "found comparative
d'ffic�lty III establishing root.! among nltive·born English·speaking wOlkcrs," and "relied
heaVIly for support on the foreign language federatlo!\.'! . . ." (Aronowitz, 142).
•

�

& Aronowit>:

reports that in the Homestead steel mill in 1907, English-speaking Immi
grants earned $16 a week Dative·born whites $22, blacks were earnings $17, and SlaVI
:
who had been brought In with blacks to break the Homestead �trike fifteen yean
earlier were earning $12 (150).
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country were higher; as manufacturing expanded, opportunities
seemed to abound, at least for the lucky, the skilled. the ambitious,
and at least during periods of prosperity.9 Moreover. for those who
were not destitute. there was the opportunity for free land and free
mining in the west.tO Commons noted that the leaders of defeated
labor struggles in the East could often be found on the free land of
the West (Lescohier and Brandeis. xiii). Indeed. the Homestead Act
which opened up the public domain in the West is generally re
garded as a concession to labor. a concession which did nOt improve
the lot of factory workers. but which gave a few of them the alterna
tive of not being factory workers. Opportunity for advancement or
for land thus drained off some of the more discontented and perhaps
the more able. and also helped to sustain among those left behind
the hope that they too could move upward. that their future lay
not with collective struggles of the present. but with the individual
opportunities of a future day.
Still another factor inhibiting and weakening industrial struggles
was the status-conscious and oligarchical character of those workers'
organizations that did develop. These were usually local unions of
artisans whose ability to organize owed much to a traditiOn of
brotherhood and pride in craft, as well as to the leverage that such
organized craftsmen could exert in industries where they controlled
entry into their occupations. These sources of strength. however,
encouraged them to ignore and even to scorn the growing mass of
unskilled workers. Moreover. the inevitable tendencies toward oli
garchy. nOted by Michels in Europe. seem to have been stronger
within the craft unions in the United States. perhaps because class
consciousness was weaker. mobility strivings sharper, and the busi
ness ethos more widely shared by workers and their Jeaders.ll Over
time. the leaders of craft unions came to function more as labor
contractors than as labor leaders. depending more on collusive ar
rangements with employers for the maintenance of their leadership
• Gutman

argue! that developing indnstri� did In fact offer unu1uat opportunltie. fOT
moblllty to !killed craftsmen and mechanics in the early stages of American Induurlall
ution (211-2!�).

1Q Roberta Ash points out that by the late nineteenth century, most
were too Impoverished to undertake the move welt

(36).

urban

worken

custom of paying union leadeu salaries compuable to bu!inesa executives, a
the
practl,e not nearly so ma:rked in Euro\H', is one evidence of these tcndtncies;
practice of Inve.!ting union funds in various busine!s ventures Is another.

11 The
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positions than on a united and militant following.12 The result was

against strikers occurred during the severe depressions of the late

a leadership that was less and less inclined to engage in strikes or

nineteenth century ,.,.hen unemployment and wage cuts made people

agitation, and less and less interested in recruiting a mass following.

desperate, and the scale of the calamity forged a unity among workers

When mass strikes did occur, they were often opposed by established

which led to epidemics of protests. In 1877, when four years of

union leaders, some of whom went so far in the big strikes of the

severe depression had led to sharp wage cuts and left perhaps one

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as to encourage their

million industrial workers unemployed, a strike on the Pennsylvania

members to engage in strikebreaking.

and Baltimore and Ohio railroads led to riots that swept through a

In the preceding paragraphs, we have tried to summarize the

dozen major rail centers, escalating to open conflict between workers

prevailing explanations of American labor's inability to make much

and troops. When local police and state militia were unable to handle

progress before the Great Depression. It is our view, however, that

the disturbances-in Pittsburgh, for example, police and militia were

explanations pointing to divisions among industrial workers miss

openly sympathetic with the mob that was burning railroad property

the main point. Mass strikes did occur, and the strikers often held

to the ground-S,Ooo federal troops were rushed from city to city

faSt, obdurate in the face of overwhelming economic necessity. The

under the direction of the 'Var Department. Order was finally reo

ultimate enfeeblement of workers was not just their lack of solid·

stored, leaving twenty·six dead in Pittsburgh, where the mob openly

arity, and their consequent lack of economic power, but their lack of

resisted; thirteen dead and forty-three wounded in Reading, Penn·

political power. Whatever force workers mounted against their bosses,

sylvania; nineteen dead and more than one hundred wounded in

whatever their determination and their unity, they could not with

Chicago (Brecher, 1-23). Property damage reached about $5 million

stand the legal and military power of the state, and that power was

(Walsh, 20). It was subsequent to these upheavals that the huge

regularly used against them. During the colonial period, industrial

National Guard Armories were constructed in the heart of America's

codes established maximum wages, declared work compulsory, and for

big cities Uosephson. 365). A decade later. a new depression triggered

bade the combination of workmen [or the purpose of raising wages

another, even greater, uprising of workers. and again the strikes were

(Raybeck. 12). The courts continued to view unions as criminal con·

broken with the aid of police and militia, justified this time by the

spiracies until 1842 (Fleming, 123). As time went on. the laws regu
lating labor softened, but the practices of government did not.
Until the Great Depression, striking workers were regularly subject
to court injunctions and criminal prosecutions.u And what could

Haymarket bombing incident.
The scenario was reenacted again in the depression of the 1890s
when wage cuts and rising unemployment in manufacturing and
transportation precipitated strikes involving some 750,000 workers,

not be done by law was done by military force. Company troops,

primarily in steel. in mining, and in the railroad industry. ]n Penn·

deputized for the occasion by local sheriffs, state militia. and federal

sylvania, the governor called out 7,000 troops to deal with the

tTOOps, were all deployed time and again to attack strikers and to
protect strikebreakers. In the face of this kind of opposition, strikes
were bound to fail, no matter whether the workers were united or
not.
Some of the bitterest examples of the use of force by government

Homestead steel workers; in Idaho, in the Coeur d'Alene region,
National Guard and federal troops rounded up all union miners
and put them in a stockade where they were held for months without
charges. The Pullman railroad strike of 1894 brought thousands of
federal troops to Chicago, with the result that an estimated thirty·
four people were killed. and Eugene Debs was imprisoned. Subse·
quently. the federal government stationed marshals in numerous

12 These

exchanges betW«fl labor leaders and employers were often mediated by local
political machine leaders. For an interesting diKulo5ion of the links between union
leaden and machine leaden, see Rogin.
uSome 1,845 la.bor injunctions were issued by federal and state courts from 1880 to
19� (Bernstein, 1970, 200). The couru were also used to frame the leaden of workers'
struggles on $uch chilrges as murder or insul'nction or anarchy, iI.I ilhutrated by the
cues Qf the Molly McCuins, Joe Hill, the Haymarket anardlists, Big Bill Haywood, and
5a«o and Vametti. to name only a few of the most notorious instances.

railroad centers to protect railroad property, at a cost of at least
$400,000 (Taft and Ross, 290-299; Greenstone, 21).11

U In the period from 1880-19()4 the governors of Colorado spent over· one million
dollan for web. military actions againu workers. financed by the issuance of Nillliurrec·

lion" bonds (Bo)'tt and Morais, 142 fn).
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These statistics almost surely fail to suggest the true magnitude
of violence by government against workers during this period. One
contemporary writer, for example, estimated that in the years
1902-1904 alone. 198 persons were kiJled and 1.986 injured (cited
in Taft and Ross, SSO). Overall. Taft and Ross were able to identify
160 occasions on which state and federal troops were called out
to deal with labor agitations. As Eugene Debs said after the strike by
his American Railway Union was crushed by the federal government
in 1894:
We have only got a number. and a limited number, of poorly paid
men in our organization, and when their income ceases they are
starving. We have no power of the Government behind us. We
have no recognized influence in society on our side. . . . On the
other side, the corporations are in perfect alliance; they have all
the things that money can command, and that means a subsidized
press, that they are able to control the newspapers, and means a
false or vitiated public opinion. The clergy almost steadily united
in thundering their denunciations; then the courts, then the State
militia, then the Federal troops; everything and all things on
the side of the corporations (cited in Brecher, 94).
When the steel strike of 1919 was defeated by United States Steel,
a report of the Interchurch Commission echoed the judgments of
Eugene Debs twenty·five years earlier:
The United States Steel Corporation was too big to be beaten by
300,000 working men. It had too large a cash surplus, too many
allies among other businesses, too much support from government
officers. local and national, too strong influence with social institu·
tions such as the press and the pulpit, it spread over toO much
of the earth-still retaining absolutely centralized control-to be
defeated by widely scattered workers of many minds, many fears,
varying states of pocketbook and under a comparatively improvised
leadership (quoted in Walsh, 56) .
In a handful of instances, government remained neutral or sup
portive, and that spelled the difference between the success or failure
of strikes. For example, during the uprisings of the 1890s, while
federal and state troops were lxing used to break strikes elsewhere,
the UMW called a national strike in an effort to organize the central
competitive coalfields. When two recalcitrant companies in Illinois
imported scabs whom the striking miners prevented from entering
the mining areas, Governor John B. Tanner of Illinois sent National
Guardsmen to avert the threat of violence, but with instructions not
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to assist the mine owners. Both companies eventually signed with
the UMW (Taft and Ross, :300-302).
It is often said that employers in the United States were excep
tional for the virulence of their opposition to the demands of
workers.11 Thdr opposition is not difficult to understand. But who
is to say that they would have been successful in the face of large
scale strikes had not government on all levels regularly come to
their aid?IG In other words, without the power to restrain their
presidents, their governors, and often their mayors" from using
troops agaimt them. workers remained helpless. stripped of the
economic power of the strike by the coercive power of government.IS
That this was so in the nineteenth century was perhaps partly
because the political power of employers, based on economic power,
was nOt yet tempered by the mass numbers of a large industrial class.
The United States remained predominantly a country of independent
farmers and proprietors until the Civil 'Var. Moreover, even after
industrialization had advanced, and even after the number of wage
workers grew, a rural, small proprietor view of American life, and
of the role of private property in American life, continued to domi·
nate the political culture. By 1880, wage and salaried employees
accounted for 62 percent of the labor force, and farmers and small
proprietors accounted for only 37 percent (Reich, Table 4-], 175).
But these numbers were still submerged by a political ideology that,
by denying the realities of economic concentration, may have
thwarted the popular emergence of urban, working-class interests,
at least on the national and state levels.
was the usr: of blac):lilU and the employment of privue armies, as ,,'ell
the dabor;\le network of employer apionag.: and blactlisting aerviccs, $0 highly
developed. By the end of Ihe nineteenth cenlUry, the raflU of Pinkerton agenl$ and
"lUCl'Vim- outnumbered the standing army of the nation (Br�her. �.5).
H In the Hnmatead strite of 1889, for example, Mrikers sUQ;mfuLly bauled Plnkutoru
and strikebreakers. only then 10 confront the. Pennsylvania National Guard at ",ell a.
legal proceedings which broke the mike (A6h, 122).
IT Gutman argues persuasively that this pattern did not always hold In medium·sittd
Industrial cltles--in contrast to the large metropolis«. In the (ontext of rapid and
disruptive Indultrialization, working people in industrial citle3 were $Ometlmcs able
to mobilize sufficient community support to at least ncutraUle local government officiab
In induatrial conllicts (21l4-260).
11 "Employers In no other country," writes Lewis uITwln, "with the possible exception
of tho$e in the metal and machine trades of France, have �o per�istently, so vigorously,
at such costs. and with such a conviction of SCl'\ling a causc. opposed and fought trade
unions II the American employing class. In no olh�r We5t�m country 1I1!.'(I� �mplo,�s
1& No..htl't' else

as

b��n 50 mucll aidtd ;n their opposition to unions b, civil lIU1hoTIII�s. the' arm�d forcu
of gOllt'mmenl and th�;T COUTU" (emphasis ours, 555).
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Perhaps a more important factor than American political cuI·
ture in accounting for the absence of class-oriented politics was
the development of political institutions that created the illusion
of popular participation and inAuence. Long before an industrial
working class had developed, American workers were given the
franchise. in most states by the 1820s. One result was that the
political alienation to which Bendix ascribes the European working
class movements of the nineteenth century did not emerge SO
acutely in the United States. for workers were at least granted the
vote, the symbol of political influence. and they were included in
the rituals or political participation as well. Thus artisans reacted
to the depression of 1828-1831 by forming workingmen's parties,
particularly in New York and Philadelphia.a They created a stir
sufficient to produce some concessions. such as the end of imprison·
ment for debt and free public schools. Meanwhile. leaders of the
workingmen's party in New York City were inducted into Tammany
(Pelling. 32-33). These precedents were to be repeated and expanded
as the working class enlarged. Big city machines were able to win
and hold the allegiance of workers by absorbing their leaders and
by conferring favors and symbols that sustained the loyalties of
workers on individual. neighborhood, and ethnic bases. This not
only prevented the emergence of industrial workers as a political
force directed to class issues. but it actually freed political leaders
on all levels of government to use police. militia. and troops against
striking workers withOut jeopardizing working-class electoral suppon.
In the 1930s. this pattern was broken and government was forced
to make accommodations to industrial workers, as industrial workers.
StaughtOn Lynd puts the change succintly: "Not only in the 1890$
but equally in the period after World War I. the national govern
ment smashed emerging industrial unions. In the 1930s the national
government sponsored them" (Lynd, 1974. 30).
The structural changes that presaged this new accommodation
had been proceeding rapidly as industrialization increasingly domi·
nated American life. The transformation was complete and pre
cipitate. In 1860 the United States ranked behind England. France.
and Germany in the value of its manufacturing products; by 1894
the United States was not only in the lead. but its manufacturing
products nearly equaled those of England. Germany. and France tolV Ash �poru sixty-one workingmen'. partie5 during this period.
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gether (Gutman. 33). In the next few years. concentration proceeded
apace. as mergers and consolidation resulted in the creation of cor·
porations with bilhons of dollars in assets. By 1904 the top 4 percent
of American concerns produced 57 percent of the total value of
industrial products (Weinstein. 1)_ And by 1910 overall investment
in manufacturing had increased twelve-fold Over 1860 (Brecher. xii).
As a result. the number of workers employed in industry also
increased to about 40 percent of the labor force (Reich. Table 4--L,
178). and these workers were concentrated in ever-larger industrial
empires.20 Taken together. these changes set the stage for the sue·
cessful struggles of the 1930s. The advance of industrialization meant
that when the economic collapse of the 19305 occurred, no sector
of the economy was insulated. and no sector of the population spared.
The discontents which galvanized workers also affected virtually the
entire population, with the result that worker agitations were more
threatening to political leaders. At the same time the industrial
working class itself had enlarged. and its role in the economy had
become more central, so that workers themselves were more menac
ing when insurgent. But if these structural changes created the pre
conditions for a political accommodation by government to indus
trial workerS. the change was not to come until the workers them
selves rose up in defiance with such disruptive effects that they forced
the hand of the state.

Depression and the Preconditions
for Insurgency
Publicly the White House responded to the crash oE 1929 and to
rapidly mounting unemployment by issuing a steady stream of good
cheer. declaring that the economy was fundamentally sound and
that employment was picking up. Privately, however, Hoover was
apparently less sanguine. In latc November he called a conference
of leading industrialists at which he described the situation as serious.
and urged industry to help minimize panic by maintaining the

toAfter 1920 the proportion of factory workers in the labor force It.bi!lzed, and the
number of retailing• .5el"Vice, profeSSional, and go�ernmenl woden rote much faster
(BcrnMein, 1970, 55-o�).
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existing level of wages. For the first year, at least, most of the nation's
big corporations cooperated. and wages held relatively firm for those
still working.
But the depression rapidly worsened to the point that industry
approached collapse. By 1932 half of all manufacturing units had

dosed down; production fell by 48 percent; reported corporate in
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indignation. In September 1931, the American Legion announced
that "the crisis could not be promptly and efficiently met by existing
political methods." Theodore Bilbo wid an interviewer: "Folks are
restless. Communism is gaining a foothold. Right here in Mississippi.
some people are about ready to lead a mob. In fact. I'm getting a
little pink myself' (Schlesinger, 1957, 204-205). The Republican

come fell from i l l billion to $2 billion; the value of industrial and

governor of Washington declared: "We cannot endure another winter

railroad stock fell by 80 percent; and the numbers out of work con
tinued to rise.21 An estimated 8 million were jobless by the spring

F. McGrady of the AFL told the Senate Subcommittee on Manu

of 1931. 13.5 million by the end of 1932, and over 15 million, or
one-third of the work force, in 1933.
With declining production and widespread unemployment. the
policy of maintaining wage levels was doomed. Smaller companies
began to cut wages first. By the fall of 1931. when the net income
of the nation's 550 largest industrial corporations had declined by
68 percent, United States Sted announced a 10 percent wage cut,
and the rush to cut wages was on. Those still working in the summer

of hardship such as we are now passing through" (Rees,

224). Edward

factures: "I say to you gentlemen, advisedly, that if something is not
done . .

_

the doors of revolt in this country are going to be thrown

open" (Bernstein, 1970, 354). Somewhat later, in February 1983,
Ernest T. Weir, Chairman of the National Steel Corporation. testi
fied before the Senate Finance Committee: "Practically all the people
have suffered severely and are worn out not only in their resources,
but in their patience." John L. Lewis went further, pronouncing:
"The political stability of the Republic is imperiled" (Bernstein,

of 1932 suffered a drop in average weekly earnings' from $25.03 to

1971, 15).

$16.73.22 Wage cuts were more severe in mining and manufacturing
where unemployment was also worse and less severe among railroad

tion strikes to resist wage cuts erupted among textile workers in

workers, but the overall drop in wages, together with unemployment
and the spread of part·time employment, meant that the income of
the labor force had been cut in half, from $51 billion in 1929 to
$26 billion in 1933 (Raybeck, 321).:8
During these first years of the depression. the distress produced
by rapidly declining wages remained mai.nly within private spheres;
most workers bore the hardships quietly, perhaps made fearful by
the masses of unemployed at the factory gates. The reluctance of

elites to acknowledge that much was amiss helped to tum distress
inward, to keep the disorder oE private lives from becoming a public
issue. But as business conditions worsened, as unemployment spread,
and as local relief efforts broke down, that began to change. By mid1931, the depression was being ad:.nowJedged, helping the grievances
in private lives to acquire a public meaning and releasing public

It u.s.
u

Signs of a pending worker revolt began to appear as well. Despera
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. In Harlan County,
miners revolted as bad conditions grew worse, precipitating a sniping
war between guards and strikers that left several dead. Similar out
breaks accompanied by violence followed among miners in Arkansas,
Ohio, Indiana, and West Virginia. In April 1932, ]50,000 miners in
southern Illinois went on strike, and by summer the coal.mining
counties of southern Illinois had become a battleground between
armies of miners and deputies as thousands of miners descended on
the still-operating mines to shut them down.24 In the summer of
1932, after an outbreak of strikes by unorganized workers in the
hosiery mills, Governor O. Max Gardner of North Carolina wrote

a friend:
This outburst at High Point and Thomasville was almost spontan.
eous and spread lik.e the plague. It only confirms my general feel
ing that the spirit of revolt is widespread. . . , This thing burst
forth from the nervous tension of the people who have lost and

Bureau of the Census, 1941.

u. S. Bureau of the Cemus, 1941, '40 and 346.

is Some gr?UPS of WOlken ....ere e,p«lal1y hard hit. Bernstein cites ....age ratCi In
Penniylvama sawm!Us of five cents an hour, auto companies that paid women four
cents an hour, and Connecticut s....eatshops that paid sixty cents for a fifty-five hour
week (1970, !\9-S20).

II Wh("ll the UMW negotiated a contract accepting a eut In .wage., the Illlnois miners
limply turned it do....n. By late summer 1982 the National Guard CllabUshed manial
law n
i the area (Rca).
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lost and many o( whom are now engaged in the battle fOt the
bare necessities of life (quoted in Bernstein, 1970, 421-422).
That summer, hard·pressed farmers in North Dakota

Michigan

�selves

Indiana, Ohio, New York, and Tennessee armed the

The Rise of Protest

h

wit

clubs and pitchforks to prevent the delivery of farm products to
towns where the prices paid frequently did not cover the COSts of
production. These outbreaks were dangerous ponents.

Still, considering the scale of the calamity that had overtaken
them, most workers had remained relatively quiescent. Their first
large·scale expression of discontent was to occur not in the streets,
but at the polis, in the dramatic electoral realignment of 1932 when
masses of urban working<lass voters turned against the Republican
Party to vote for a president of "the forgotten man."
When Roosevelt took office in the spring of 1933, the scale of
the catastrophe was apparent to all. Industrial production had sunk
to a �ew low and, by the day of the inauguration, every bank in
Amenca had closed its doors. Once in office, the new administration
took the initiative, and there was little resistance from a stunned
nation or a stunned Congress. Clearly the election was a mandate
to attempt recovery,

�ut economic

Franklin Delano Roosevelt was no brinksman; he was trying to build
and conserve support wherever possible. The NIRA was designed to
promote eronomic recovery, and this purpose was as much political
as economic, for continuing depression spelled continuing political
disaffection and uncertainty. Moreover the method for recovery was
also political. The NIRA created a mechanism by which industry
could regulate production and prices without the constraints of
antitrust legislation. This was precisely what business leaders them
selves had been asking foT. As early as November 1930 Bernard
Baruch had called for modification of the antitrust laws and the
abatement of "uneconomic competition" through business self-regu·
lation under government supervision. In October 1931, the Com·
mittee on Continuity of Business and Employment of the Chamber
of Commerce had endorsed proposals for industrial planning under
government sanction.�� Even the National Association of Manufac
turers approved;

panic and the electoral upset

s:ave Roosevelt a relatively free hand in fashioning his early legisla
uo�. He proceeded to launch a series of measures, each to deal with

a d �fferent facet ?f the breakdown, and each to cultivate and solidify
a different constituency: farmers and workers, bankers and business.
men. Farmers got the Agricultural Adjustment Act, rewarding their
half<entury struggle for price supports, cbeap credit, and inHated
currency. The unemployed got the Emergency Relief Act. Business
and organized labor got the National Industrial Recovery Act

�

IRA). For b�siness, the NIRA meant the right to limit produc
tion and fix prices. For working people, the NlRA induded codes

(

governing ��ges and hours, and the right to bargain collectively.
Those prOVISIons were to have an unprecedented impact on the un
organized working people of the country, not so much for what they
gave, as for what they promised. The promises were not to be kept,
at least not at first. But that the federal government had made such
promi� a� such a time gave a new spirit and righteousness, and a
new duectlon, to the struggles of unorganized workers.

THE PROMISE OF THE NIRA
But while the NIRA was designed and implemented to conciliate
business, it was not meant to offend anyone either, and three passages
were included to provide reassurance to organized labor. Section
'(a), written in consultation with the American Federation of Labor,
required that every industry code or agreement promulgated under
the statute provide "that employees shall have the right to organize
and bargain collectively through representatives of their own choos·
ing, and shall be free from the interference, restraint or coercion of
employers. . . . " Business was by no means happy with this provi·
sian; the National Association of Manufacturers and the Iron and
Steel Institute made their opposition dear from the outset. But the
Chamber of Commerce took a different tack and privately agreed
with the AFL on an exchange of support (Bernstein, 1971, 32). In

"Acoounts of these developments

BenuWn, 1971, 1!�-20.

can

be found in Sch1eainger.

19S7. ·182-183. and
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other words, some business leaders were reluctantly prepared to
allow the NIRA to proclaim "the right to organize and bargain col
lectively" in exchange for the very large concessions that business
gained under the act. In addition, labor was granted sections 7 (b)
and (c). providing for the regulation of minimum wages and max.i
mum working hours (to be fixed by collective bargaining agree
ments where these existed, and by industry codes where they did
not), and prohibiting the employment of children.26
There was in fact considerable precedent for the principles enunci
ated in the NfRA. The desirability of collective bargaining had been
endof5ed by all twentieth century presidents of the United States
(Taft and Ross, 387). As early as 1900, a collective bargaining ar
rangement was made between mine workers and owners in the
bituminous coalfields, to be followed two years later by a similar
agreement with the anthracite mine owners, under the prodding of
their financier·backers and President Theodore Roosevelt (Lescohier
and Brandeis, xiv-xv). The Railway Labor Act had provided similar
protections to the Railway Brotherhoods in 1926. These earlier gains
had, however, turned out to be ephemeral: collective bargaining in
the coalfields did not last, and the Railway Labor Act turned out
to be unenforceable in the face of resistance by the carriers.
But by the early 1930s, as unemployment rose and the destitution
of the nation's workers began to seep through to national conscious
ness, opportunities for more substantial and lasting reform of labor
law seemed at hand: the Supreme Court handed down a decision
that overturned decades of court opposition to unionism; the Senate
refused to confirm the appointment of John J. Parker to the Supreme
Court because of his earlier support 'of yellow dog contracts; the
Norris-LaGuardia Act was passed curbing the right of the courts to
issue injunctions in labor disputes. The NlRA provisions seemed
to complete these advances, and \VilIiam Green, president of the
American Federation of Labor, announced that millions of workers

U The AFL had broken w
ith il.1 U"lIditional oppD6ltion to gov<:rnment regulaion
t
ut
wages and houTI, whkh il feared would undermiM the role of unons., to support
a thirty·hour bill introducW by Senator HUg<:! L. mack of Abbama. The made: Bill had
sub.tantial IUppon In the CongreS!, but the administration, concerned 1.0 win industry
endorsement, threw iu wdght t>chind a sub5titute calling fur a diding scale, which w:u
ultimately incorporated in the National Industrial Recovery Act (�rnndn , 1971.
22-29) . Bem5lein poinu out tllilt In 1929, only 19 percent of manufacturing worken
w.,.e scheduled tor less than fnrty-elgbt hOUIS a week, a practice which made the
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throughout the nation had received a "charter of industrial freedom"
(Raybeck, 328). But charters are one thing, practical support quite
another, and there is no evidence at aU that the Roosevelt Administra
tion intended more than the charter. "This is not a law to foment
discord," Roosevelt told the public; it was rather the occasion "for
mutual confidence and help" (quoted in Bernstein, 1971, 172). In
the context of the dislocations of the depression, however. the char
ter not only fomented discord. it triggered an industrial war.

THE SURGE TOWARD UNIONIZATION

Even before Franklin Delano Roosevelt's inauguration, there were
premonitions that sharp wage cuts and lengthening working hours
would produce worker protests, as had often happened before, The
first signs were spreading strikes in the textile mills and the mines,
industries that had been depressed throughout the 1920s and then
slumped further whh the onset of bad times.27 It was, however, the
inauguration of a president who promised to look to the forgotten
man and the passage of legislation which promised to protect the
i contented an t!:lan, a
forgotten industrial worker that gave the ds
righteousness, that they had not had before.
The impact on workers was electrifying. It was as if incipient strug
gles had now been crowned with an aura of what Rude called
"natural justice." Felt grievances became public grievances. for the
rederal government itself had declared the workers' cause to be just.
There is. for example, the story of a group of workers at the Philco
radio plant who organized a Walking, Hunting, and Fishing Club
under the leadership of a twenty-one year old named James Carey,
and then went to the president of Philco to demand a contract, insist
ing the NIRA had made collective bargaining a matter of national
policy. When the Philco official disagreed, the workers promptly
climbed in a couple of old automobiles and went off to Washington,
absolutely convinced they would be proven right.1S ]n industries

i

Sl.3tes uniquely regres.'live among Industrialized nations (1971, 2-1).

Unit.cd

IT For an account of the b.ule� in the teJ:;tilc mills of the Piedmont, see Bernstein, 1970,
account of lome of the minCH' strikes, see Nydcn, 403-468.
IS As the story ;1 told, they were proven right in this case. The workers hunted down
Hugh JoImSQn, head of the National Recovery Adminil-lratioll. nt.ab\ished under the
NIR,A, In the Commute Building. brought b3c1<. his affirmation in wiiting, and Philco
1-43; for an

aa:epted it. But the I-Iory iJ an e:r«ption.
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that had already been organized, somnolent unions sprang to life.
The ranks of the United Mine Workers had dwindled in the twenties
as a result of the decade-long slump in the coal industry, and then
were almost decimated by the depression. After passage of NIRA,
John L. Lewis, head of the mine workers, moved into action, com
mitting the entire UMW treasury and one hundred organizers. Sound
trucks were dispatched into the coalfields blaring the message, "The
President wants ),Olt to unionize." lkmstein qUOtes a UMW organizer
in June 1933: "These people have been so starved out that they
are flocking into the Union by the thousands
I organized 9
Locals Tuesday" (1971, 37, 41-42). Within two months, UMW memo
bership jumped from 60,000 to 300,000 (Thomas Brooks, 163;
Levinson, 20-21), and paid-up memberships reached 528,685 in
July 1934 (Derber, 8); the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union quadrupled its membership, reaching 200,000 in 1934 (Der
ber, 9); the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, which had reported
7,000 dues-paying members at its low in 1932, added 125,000 new
members (Bernstein, 1970, 335). And the Oil Field, Gas Well and
Refinery Workers Union, which in 1933 claimed only SOO members
in an industry employing 275.000, established 125 new locals by
May 1934 (Bernstein, 1971. 109-11 1).
In nonunionized industries "there was a virtual uprising of
workers for union membership," the executive council of the AFL
reported to its 1934 convention; "workers held mass meetings and
sent word they wanted to be organized" (Levinson, 52). The result
was that almost two hundred local unions with 100,000 members
sprang up in the automobile industry; about 70.000 joined unions
in the Akron rubber plants; about 300,000 textile workers joined
the United Textile Workers -of America; and an estimated 50,000
clamored to join the steel union, organizing themselves in lodges
named for the promise: "New Deal," "NRA," or "Blue Eagle"
(Levinson, 51-78; Bernstein, 1971, 92-94). Harvey O·Connor. a
labor newspaperman and former Wobbly, tells how it happened
in the Meel mills:
.

.

•

.

So in 1933 along came the New Deal, and then came the NRA,
and the effect was electric all up and down those valleys. The mills
began reopening somewhat, and the steel workers read in the news
papers about this NRA section 7 (a) that guaranteed you the right
to organize. That was true, and that's about as far as it went; you
had the right to organize, but what happened after that was another
matter. AU over the country steel union locals sprang up span-

taneously. . . These locals sprang up at Duquesne, Homestead and
Braddock. You name the mill town and there was a Local there,
carrying a name like the "Blue Eagle" or the "New Deal" Local. . . .
.

There was even an "FDR" Local, I think. These people had never
had any experience with unionism. All they knew was that, by goUy,
the time had come when they could organize and the Government
guaranteed them the right to organize (Lynd. 1969, 58).
h, the fi�t
But the guarantee was not to be kept. Interestingly enoug
for thelr
lves,
themse
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THE UNIONS IMPEDE UNIONIZATION
When the depression struck, the AFL was nearly half a century old.
It had been formed in the 1880s as a federation of national craft
unions, and its dominant leaders (aside from William Green, a
former UMW official) were the presidents of the large craft unions:
Bill Hutcheson. boss of 300,000 carpenters, who had once hired
mikebreakers to preserve his rule; Dan Tobin, $20,OOO·a-year presi
dent of the teamsters;29 John Frey, aging head of the aging molders;
Matthew Woll, of the photoengravers. The membership of the AFL
reached a peak of about 5 million in 1920, when the unions could
claim to represent 1 7 percent of the American work force (Mills,
53), then fell off during the depression of 1921, and stood still dur
ing the apparent prosperity of the twenties. The oligarchs, their
positions well-secured, were not much perturbed. At the turn of the
century the AFL had become closely allied with the National Civic
Federation, representing the big financiers and businessmen who
sought a "reasonable" cooperation of labor and capital. During the
1920s. this rapprochment with industry became virtually complete.
Matthew Woll. an AFL vice-president, became the acting president
of the National Civic Federation, and the AFL reversed its historic
opposition to scientific management, resolved that increases in wages
should be linked to increases in prOductivity, stressed union-manage-

.. David Dubinsky was notable among
rdativtly modest $7,500 a year.

AFL

chitha.iru because his Alary

remained a
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ment cooperation,ao and undertook a campaign to purge commun
ist
influences in its member unions. Strike activities virtually ceased.
Mea�while, the ma s of industrial workers remained unorganized.
�
With the depresSion, however, union membership sank to a new

low of 2,126,000 or about 9 percent of the work force,at and
at
first the clamor of rank·and-61e industrial workers begging for unioni
.
zation �e-:ned to arouse the enthusiasm of the AFL leadership. Presi.
dent Wilham Green described section 7(a) as a "Magna Charta"
for
labor and boasted that membership would reach 10 million, and
then 25 million. The AFL slogan would be, he proclaimed, "Organiz
e
the Unorganized in the Mass Production Industries."
But this was nOt to happen, and there were several reasons why.
O�e was the predominance in the AFL structure of the large craft

UDlons, for whom jurisdictional preoccupations were paramount.
:r�e wo:kers who, with good faith and enthusiasm, were rushing to
1°10 UOlons, were assigned to what were called federal locals in

the AFL structure. In the second half of 1933, after the passage
of the NIRA, the AFL received 1,205 applications for federal local
charters and granted 1,006 (Bernstein, .1971, 355). In deference
to
the jurisdictional claims of the craft unions, these locals were can.
sidered temporary bodies, and were denied voting rights in AFL
councils (ahhough the dues of the federal locals went far toward
supporting the central AFL organs, for they were not siphoned off
by the big affiliated unions). Moreover, ostensibly because they were
organized on a plant basis and not by oaft,U it was understood.
that
the members of federal locals would ultimately be divided up among
.
the craft uOions
who staked out their jurisdictional claims, some
times splitting the newly organized workers in a factory among
as
many as fifteen or twenty different unions, with the result that they
were hopelessly divided among competing organizations and
in
capable of action.

Whatever the difficulties it caused, the effort of the big craft unions
to clai
� the new unionists for themselves was natural enough. But
even thIS was done half-heartedly; to the oligarchs of the AFL. the
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new members spelled trouble. These leaden maintained their p�

eminence on the basis of the members whose allegiance they claimed
and on whose apathy they could count. It was one thing to boast

of organizing ten million of the unorganized, but quite another to

welcome masses of unsettling newcomers either into existing organi
zations made secure by stasis,

or

even worse, into new and competi

tive unions within the AFL structure. In October 1933 a convention

of the AFL Metal Trades Department denounced the AFL leader

ship for chartering federal unions, asserting that "this condition, if

allowed to continue, will completely demoralize, i£ not actuaIJy

destroy, the various international unions' charter and jurisdictional
rights" (Levinson,

54).

Moreover, the oligarchs were accustomed not only to internal

stability, but to external conciliation, and the signs of militancy

among the unorganized suggested a mode of conflict that had become

distasteful to many of the AFL leaders. Bill Collins, an AFL repre

senlative, sent to win the auto workers to the AFL banner in the
face of

a

trend toward independent unionism, told the auto manu

facturers, "I never voted for a strike in my !ife" (Fine, 69)_ Finally,

there was the age-old contempt for the unskilled, which served to

justify the organizational preoccupations of the AF.7 lead�ship.
Collins is said to have confided to Norman Thomas, My Wife can

always tell from the smell of my clothes what breed of foreigners

I've been hanging out with" (Levinson, 60).33 Tobin, leader of the

teamsters, wrote during the crest of the NIRA agitations: "The

scramble for admittance to the union is on. We do not want to

charter the riff-raff or good-for nothings, or those for whom we
cannot make wages or conditions. . . . We do not want the men
today if they are going on strike tomorrow (Levinson,

13-14).

The actions of Michael F. Tighe, president of the Amalgamated

Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers, representing in 1933

some 50,000 skilled men in

a

steel industry employing some half

million workers, are an example. Tighe had helped to break the
1919 steel strike by signing an agreement for his handful of skilled

workers while the bulk. o{ the steel workers were still out on strike.

80 A lew union-rnanagtrnent cooperation sckemel to raise productivity were introduced
but the main s1gnificano;e of thls posture was rhetorical S«: Nadworny.

11 Union membership Hgura a.re necessarily estimatCi. For a discussion of difficUlties in
estimation see [)erber, !-7.

12 Tbe craft basis of AFL un
ion organization had in faCt raultcd in a convoluted
juri$diction�1 maze determined not so mum by OI.ft u by power "ruggla among tbe
member Unions.

II In a similar Ipirit Harry McLauglin, executive secretary of the Cleveland Federation
of Labor, told a gro�p of auto workCTs who came to seek. hd� in organizing the Wh�te
MOI:ors Company in Clcvc:Jalld in 1932
"no one can org:am� tha bunch of hunl.."
OUt there·' (Prickett, 159). One of those auto worken wilt Wyndham Mortimer, who
became one of the key organiterl of the United Automobile Worken.

that

t
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Now, as men rushed to join his union, he seemed at first more
confused than anything else, then condemned the walkouts by new
unionists at two steel works, denounced a committee set up by the
rank and file to organize strike machinery, and finally simply expelled
75 percent of his new members. Meanwhile, to show his good
intentions, Tighe sent a letter to the steel mill owners asking them
to lend an ear to the workers asking for recognition, assuring

119
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Men and women had flocked to the unions, to the promise of
labor power through organization. They had handed over the high
dues that the AFL demanded of its federal locals and then found

themselves confused by the jurisdictional tangles their leaders im
posed on them, and discouraged by the moderation and conciliation
their leaders demanded of them. At this stage, organization failed,
and perhaps for that reason, the workers' movement grew.

them he had "only one purpose, that of advancing the interests of
both employer and employee." The letter was not answered (Levin
son, 68-72). By the summer of 1935, Tighe reported a total mem
bership of 8,600 in the entire steel industry.
Similarly, the new rubber unions, concentrated in Akron, found

INDUSTRY RESISTS UNIONIZATION

their members divided between nineteen craft locals (Schlesinger,

Whatever the reluctance the AFL leadership showed in dealing

1958, 355). Demoralized, their membership fell from a peak of

with the mass of unorganized industrial workers, they at least a�

about 70,000 in 1934 to 22,000. The ranks of the auto unions shrank

plauded the promises the NlRA made to Jabor. Employers took a

from an estimated 100,000 to 20,000, or 5 percent of the more than

different view. They had allowed the promises to be made grudg

400,000 workers in the industry. The United Textile Workers of

ingly, in return for the concessions that the NIRA provided to busi

America, having reached a membership of 300,000 in the summer of

ness, and they had no intention of seeing the promises fulfilled.

1934, claimed only 79,200 members by August 1935. The Union of

The less controversial of the legislative concessions to labor had

Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers, a descendant of the militant

been the provisions governing wages and hours but, since employers

Western Federation of Miners, had gained 49,000 recruits under a

dominated the code authorities that fixed minimum wages and maxi

new young leadership. With no AFL organizers in sight, they called

mum hours for each industry, these provisions were also the more

a strike in May 1934 and 6,600 men walked Out at the Anaconda

easily undermined in practice. Some codes simply neglected to men

Copper Mine Company in Butte and Great Falls. The AFL Build

tion minimum wages. Where the codes did specify wages and hours.

ings and Metal Trades Department arrived on the scene and nego

particular manufacturers easily gained exemptions by pointing out

tiated a settlement for 600 craftsmen, soon to be divided among six

the peculiar conditions obtaining in their industry or business, while

teen craft unions, and the strike was scuttled (Bernstein, 1971, 106-

others used the "stretch-out" to evade standards. Nevertheless. there

109). By summer 1935, membe:rship in the Mine, Mill, and Smelter

were some improvements overall after the passage of the legislation

Workers was down to 14,000 (Levinson, 78).
After a debacle at the AFL convention in the fall of 1935 over
the issue of the industrial unionism, John L Lewis and several other
union leaders withdrew to form the Committee for Industrial Organi

and the establishment of the National Recovery Administration;"
average hours of labor per week declined {rom 43.3 to 37.8, and
average annual earnings in manufacturing, mining, and construction
increased from $874 in 1933 to $1,068 in 1935 (Raybeck, 332).

zation-later to split with the AFL and declare itself the Congress

From the outset industry had viewed section 7 (a), which pre

of Industrial Organizations. It included the small federal auto and

sumably gave workers the right to organize and bargain collectively,

rubber worker locals which had reluctantly been granted industrial

as the more serious threat, and industry leaders moved quickly to

charters by the AFL in 1934, but charters so hedged in as to protect

emasculate the provision. Some corporations Hatly prohibited unioni-

the claims of the craft unions and the authority of the AFL leader
ship. Like the AFL, the CIO leaders announced they would "encour
age and promote organization of the workers in the mas,s.production
and unorganized industries of the nation" (Levinson, 119). What
they would do, however, still remained to be seen.

U In !IOtIle

industries. notably textiles, the codes provided a vehicle through 'Which the
Indwtry could place a lloor under intense wmpetitive ",a&e--I1a.h�8 an� prke�shlns.
And in textiles, the codes were mo� effective; n�ra� weekly earnlllgs rose from $10.90

to ,1M3. and houn dropped sharply. from forty·six to thirty·three (Wahh, 145).
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zation; many more began to set up "employee representation" plan$.
These plans. or company unions. had become popular in the 1920s,
and by 1928 an estimated 1.5 million workers were included (Pelling,
146). But between 1933 and 1935, new company plans proliferated.u
As the demand for unionization escalated despite these devices com.
panies began to maintain blacklists and silUply fired known �
ion
memb:rs by the thousands, despite the ostensible protections afforded
b� sectlOn 7 (a). And increasingly, in the face of the upsurge of worker
. cy, employ
mlhtan
ers resorted to the techniques of violence and
espionage, to barbed·wire fences and sandbag fortifications. to well.
armed and w�ll.financed "Citizen Associations," to special deputie
s
and the �asslVe use of labor spies.u Subsequent testimony before a
subcommute of the Senate Committee on Education and Labor
chaired by Senator La Follette. indicated that American indum
had hired 3,781 labor spies between 1933-1937 (Raybeck, 344);U the
cost of anti-union agents in 1936 alone was put at $80 million
(Thomas Brooks, 164).

;

THE STRUGGLE ESCALATES

If industry leaders were not satisfied with the compromises of the
New �eal, ne��er wer� the rank and file of labor. The right to
organIze and Jom a umon had given the workers hope. and un.
8� A National lndumial Conference Board
sample found that of 62� company union
�la�1 In effect In November 1933 in manufacturing and mining, some 400 bad been
InSlltuted �ft�r the passag� �f the NIRA. A broader
industry runey by the Bureau ot
Labor SUUSUCI found a 51milar percentage (Bcrn.nein,
1971, 39-40).
U These practices b:ld been popularized
by indu.ury In theuri)' 1920s under the official
� e dgnation o! the �Ame.ricaD Plan." The "Plan� included
tbe l}'Slematic use 0{ black.
labor 'PIes, n
i Juncuons, and propaganda.. In 19S6 the "Mohawk VaJley
Fonnula "
deYcloped by �e
m
ing
l
o�
10 successfully break a uri�. funher syMtmat�
employer techniques by I
n
dud
lIlg denunciation of bbor I� as dan�row radical$,
tIX of police t? break up labor meetings, mauive
propaganda in the local communit),
an� the orgamutlon of vigilante "citizen" oommllte
es 10 pro�t strikebreak.en (Bern:
IteiD, 1970, 148-151; 1971, -478-479; Raybeek, M5-3U; Walsh, 216-228)
.
n Walsh luu some of the corporations known
to employ bbor spy agencies: Chrysler,
General MOlon, Quaker Oats, Wheeling Steel. Great Lakes
Steel, Fire5tone Tire and
Rubber, Pon Tc1egr�ph an� able, RadiO Corporation
of Ameri"", Bethlehem Steel,
C:
Campbell Soup, Curtis \ublllhmg Company, Baldwin Locomoti
ve Works, Montgomery
Ward, Pennsylvania �
�,j�oad, Good?ch Rubber, Aluminum Compilny of
America,
Co�!OUdated Gas. FrigdaIre, CarnegIe Steel, National
Dairy Productl' and WcltCYn
I

l Ra,
I

Umon (206-207).
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leashed their discontent.38 But unionization had so far been a failed
cause, resisted by employers, fumbled by AFL lead�rs. and worn
away in government procedures that led nowhere. The number of
unionized workers again plummet�d to a historic low by 1935,
accounting for only 9.5 percent of the labor force (Mills, 53). How
ever. while union membership was falling, worker militancy was
rising. During the spring and summer of 1934 strikes spread and.
as they escaped the control of established union leaders, became more
unpredictable. Three times as many workers struck in 1933 after
NIRA as in 1932; the number of industrial disputes reported by
the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics rose from 841 in 1932 to 1.695
in 1933,at and then to 1.856 in 1934 when a million and a half
workers were involved in strikes (Millis and Montgomery, 692, 700701). With employer resistance also mounting, many of the strikes
culminated in large-scale battles.
The first of these was the "Battle of Toledo." Toledo had been
devastated by the depression. Its main plant was Willys-Overland.
which produced 42,000 cars in March 1929 and employed 28,000
people. In a matter of months. production was cut back; by spring of
1932, Willys employed only 3,000 people (Keeran. 63). Meanwhile
the auto parts industry in Toledo was also hard bit, with the result
that unemployment in the city was high, and the wages of those
still working were below the NIRA code minimum. Early in 1934,
demands for union recognition at the Electric Auto-Lite Company
and several smaller firms were rejected, and 4,000 workers walked
out. The workers returned to the plants after federal officials secured
a commitment from the employers to "set up a machinery" for
negotiations. But Auto-Lite then refused to negotiate. and a second
strike was called on April II. Only a minority of the workers joined
the walkout this time, however. and the company detennined to keep
its plant open, hiring strikebreakers to reach full production.
Toledo was a stronghold of A. J. Muste's radical Unemployed
Leagues. and the Musteites rapidly mobilized large numbers of un·

88 The

proportion of strikes involving the Issue of union recognition rose from 19
i sue In
1952 to -45.9 percent in 19M. Union recognition continued to be an s
about half the reported work stoppages until 1942, acoording lO Bureau of Labor
Sta istics source, cited by Bernstein (1950, J43, 144).
s� Measured another way, the man·day, 1011 due 10 strike$ Increased £roc a maximum

percent in

t

oi603,OOO in any month in 1938 before the NIRA became law in June, to l,5n,OOO In
July, and to .2,378,000 in August, !O that 1935 ended with morc labor stoppages than had
occurred at any time since 1921 (Bcmncin, 1971, 17!).
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employed worken; to reinforce the picket lines. On April 17 the
company responded by obtaining a court order limiting picketing
and prohibiting league members from picketing altogether. But
the Musteites decided to violate the restraining order, and some local
Communists joined in with the slogan "Smash the Injunction by
Mass Picketing" (Keeran, 168). A handful of militants then began
picketing. They were quickly arrested, but upon their release, they
returned to the picket lines, their numbers now enlarged by workers
emboldened by the militants' example. More arrests and further
court injunctions seemed to only galvanize the strikers, and the num
bers of people on the picket lines grew larger day by day. Sympathy
for the strikers in Toledo was such that the sheriff could not use
the local police to protect the strikebreakers and instead deputized
special police. paid for by Auto-Lite.
By May 23, the crowd massed outside the plant had grown to
some 10,000 people, effectively imprisoning the 1.500 strikebreakers
inside the factory. The sheriff then decided to take the initiative, and
the deputies attacked. The crowd fought back, several people were
seriously wounded, and a contingent of the Ohio National Guard
was called in. Anned with machine guns and bayonetted rifles, the
Guardsmen marched into the Auto-Lite plant in the quiet of dawn
and succeeded in evacuating the strikebreaking workers. But the
next day, the crowd gathered again, advanced on the Guardsmen,
showering them with bricks and bottles. On the third advance, the
Guard fired into the crowd, killing two and wounding many more.
The crowd still did not disperse. Four more companies of Guards
men were called up, and Auto-Lite agreed to close the plant.
Then, with the threat of a general strike in the air, the employers
finally agreed to federal mediation which resulted in a 22 percent
wage increase and limited recognition for the union,tO
The next scene of battle was Minneapolis. The city had always
heen a stronghold of the open shop, vigilantly enforced by an em·
ployers' "Citizens' Alliance" formed in 1908 to prevent unionization
by means of stool pigeons, espionage, propaganda, and thugs. During
1933, when a third of the work force in Minneapolis was unem
ployed and the wages of those still working had been cut, a handful
of local Trotskyist militants-members of the Socialist Workers

workers up. After an initial victory in the coal yards, the local began
to organize the truck drivers and helpers. But Minneapolis business
men, alerted by worker agitation elsewhere in the country, were
prepared for a showdown. When Local 574 presented its demands
to the trucking employers, the Citizens' Alliance stepped in and
promised to smash the strike. The union's demands were summarily
rejected.
Mediation efforts by the Regional Labor Board were fruitless and,
on May 15, 1934, the strike was on. The alliance promptly swore in
155 "special officers," prompting workers in Minneapolis to rally
behind the truck drivers, many of them by going on strike them
selves. Both sides established military headquarters and armed their
men. Pickets roved through the city in bands, some on motorcycles,
seeing to it that no trucks moved. On May 21. after the police threat
ened to move trucks, the first battle broke out between the two
armies. Thirty of the vastly outnumbered pOlice were injured in
the hand-to-hand fighting that ensued, The next day, a crowd of
20,000 gathered, fighting broke out again, and two special deputies
were killed, some fiEty wounded. With workers virtually in control
of the city, and with the first families of Minneapolis in panic, the
sense of impending class war grew.
At this point, Governor Olson managed to force a temporary truce.
Negotiations proceeded, but the ambiguously worded agreement
which resulted soon broke down, and both sides again began prepara
tions for battle. After mediation efforts by federal representatives
were rejected by the employen;, who apparently hoped to force the
Governor to bring in the National Guard to break the strike, the
workers struck again. At the next confrontation between the two
camps, police wounded sixty-seven workers and killed two. Gov
ernor Olson then intervened in earnest, declaring martial law and
raiding the headquarters of both camps. The trucking employers
finally accepted a federal plan that, within two years, led to collective
bargaining agreements with 500 Minneapolis employers (Bernstein,
1971, 229--252;

Schlesinger,

1958, 385-389). Meanwhile, Daniel

Tobin, international president of the Teamsters, had refused his
support to the workers, denouncing the strike leadership as "reds"
(Karsh and Garman, 99).41

Party-gained control of Teamsters Local 574 and began to sign
fO Attounu of the Toledo evenu ean be found in XecTan, 164--172; 8ern$Ieio, 19'11,
218--2;28 Budler. I58--lol; and Taft Ind Ross. 252.

4. Se,·en years laler Tobin inllligated the goIernment prosecution of leaden of the
Socialilt Woden Party under 11K: Smith Au in an dlon 10 destroy the leadenhlp of
the Minneapolis local or we TeallW.en (Lens, 230--231).
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In. San. Francisco, longshoremen encouraged by section 7(a) were
flockmg mto the International Longshoremen's Association. Their
special grievance was the "shape-up" hiring system which left them
at the mercy of the foremen, never able to count on a day's work.
But the ILA leaders made no effort to challenge the shape·up, and
a rank-and-file movement developed, led by a small caucus of Com·
�unists and other radicals, including Harry Bridges.·2 At a meeting
m February 1934 the rank and file forced union officials to demand
a union hiring hall or threaten to strike in two weeks. Roosevelt had
been warned that the waterfront bosses wanted a showdown, that
any money they might IOU! in a dock strike would be more than
worth it �f �he union was destroyed (Schlesinger, 1958, 390). A fed
eral medlatmg team worked out a compromise that provided some
degree of union recognition, but did not give the union control of
the hiring hall. Joseph Ryan, president of the lLA, accepted. But
local leaders, pressed by the rank and file, spurned the plan, and the
strike was on.
Employers imported large numbers of strikebreakers, but rank
and-file teamsters refused to haul goods to and from the docks
and some even joined the picket lines. On May 10 the Communist-led
Maritime Workers Industrial Union joined the strike, prodding
AFL maritime unions to do the same, so that the strike soon spread
to include most maritime workers (Weinstein, 64-67). From the
first day the police tried to break. the strike by Corce, and the pickets
Cought back. After forty-five days, the San Francisco business com
munity decided that the port had to be opened and '100 policemen
prepared to storm the picket lines. When the battle was over, twenty·
five people were hospitalized. Several days later, on July 5, the police
again charged crowds of pickets who had gathered to stop strike
b�eakers. This time, 1 1 5 people were hospttalized, two strikers were
.
kllled, and 1,700 Nauonal
Guardsmen marched into San Francisco
to reswre order. The funeral procession for the slain strikers was
transformed into an awesome political statement by the working
people of San Francisco. A writer who observed the occasion de
scribed it:
group was rt'IlIy a spin-off of the ,mall and milil3.nt Maritime Workers
J?du.n.rid Union, organized by Communist.!. The MWIU began to organize San Fran
ClSW tongshorcmen In 1932, but after ltCtiOD , (a) Will enacted, and the YWh 10 join
the union wal on. it "'31 the old InternatiQnal Lonphorcmen's AsllOCiation into which
long:shorcmen flooded, and with them went tile group of radicah frolll the MWIU
(Weinstein, 64-66).
U Thu
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In solid ranks, eight to ten abreast, thousands of strike sympathizers.
. . . Tramp.tramp-tramp. No noise except that. The band with its
muffled drums and somber music. . . . On the marchers came
hour afler hour-ten, twenty, thirty thousand of them. . . . A solid
river of men and women who believed diey had a grievance and
who were expressing their resentment in this gigantic demonstra·
tion (Ch les G. Norris, quoted by Bernstein, 1971, 281-282).
In the upswell of anger and sympathy, the momentum for a general
strike grew. By July 12 some twenty unions had voted t� strike.
and Hugh Johnson announced a "civil war" in San FranCISco. But
the strike folded after four days, undermi.ned by the local AFL
Central Lahar Council that had been forced to take on the leader·
ship of a general strike of which it wanted no part. . Once the
genCTal strike collapsed, the longshoremen had no chOIce but to
accept arbitration, wi.th the result that hiring halls �oint�y o�r�ted
by the union and employers were established. In the mter�m Wllham
Green of the AFL had himself denounced the San FranCISCO general
strike (Brecher, 154-157).
ar

The textile strike that erupted across the nation in the summer
of 1934 took on the character of a crusade as "flying squadrons"
of men and women marched hom one southern mill town to another,
calling out the workers from the mills to j�in the strike. B� Septem
ber, 375,000 textile workers were on stnke. Employers lmported
armed guards who, together with the National Guard, kept . the
mills open in Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, and the Carolinas
(Bernstein, 1971, 298-311). Before it was over, the head oE a local
union in Alabama had been shot, his aides beat!!:n; Governor Tal
madge of Georgia declared martial law and set up a detention camp
[or an estimated 2,000 strikers; fifteen strikers wer!!: killed, six of th!!:m
when the sheriff's deputies clashed with a flying squadron in Honea
Path, South Carolina; riots broke out in Rhode Island, Connecticut,
and Massachusetts and National Guardsmen were on duty across
New England; and the trade journal Fibre and Fabric pontificated
that "a few hundred funerals will have a quieting influence."u
During that same summer, deputies killed tWO strikers and injured
thirty-five others when the Kohler Company in the "model" comnger,
.sThe&e outbteakl art descrlbt;d in Schle!l
,,..'4; Tafl ilnd &mi. $54.

19!i8, '94; Bm:her, 158-'176; uvlnson,
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pany town of Kohler Village, Wisconsin, refused to bargain with

to forty-eight hours, but labor leaders claimed those standards were

the union (Taft and Ross, 352). All in all, a minimum of fifteen

widely violated. The provision designed by the industry to demon

strikers were killed in 1933, and at least forty more were killed in

strate observance of section 7 (a) came to be known as the "merit

1934. In a period of eighteen months, trOOps had been calJed out

clause." It specified that "employers in this industry may exercise

in sixteen states (Levinson, 56-57).

their right to select, retain, or advance employees on the basis of
individual merit, without regard to their membership or non-mem
bership in any organization" (Levinson, 57-58)_ Under this clause
companies began to discharge unionisl:5 in the fall of 1933. At the

The State on the Homs of the

same time General Motors rushed through a series of company union

Industrial Dilemma

elections and announced that it would not recognize or enter into

As worker demands escalated, industry resistance escalated to match,

Each time the code was extended-in December 1933, in September

and each side repeatedly ca1led on federal authorities to mediate.
At first, the policy of conciliating business prevailed, but concilia
tiOn grew more and more difficult as workers became more militant.
The automobile industry is an example. Before the NlRA went
into effect, there was virtually no union organization among auto
mobile workers.44 After the NlRA, workers joined the AFL federal
locals, independent unions began to appear, and a series of strikes
broke out in the summer of 1933. Meanwhile, the National Industrial
Recovery Administration had, as in other industries, ceded the
initiative in formulating automobile codes to the owners of the
industry.u The National Automobile Chamber of Commerce in
effect became the auto industry code authority (Levinson, 57). The
wages and hours code which auto industrialists submitted and which
the president signed called for hourly rates ranging between fony
one and forty·three cents and a work week ranging from thirty·five

a contract with any independent union on behalf of its employees.
1934, and in February 1935--labor leaders protested vehemently,
but to little avail, excepting that the president appointed a labor
advisory board and also ordered a survey of wages and unemploy
ment in the automobile industry.
Agitation among the auto workers continued. In March 1934,
when workers in several GM plants were threatening to strike,
President Roosevelt called industry and labor representatives to a
meeting at the White House. The resulting peace agreement estab
lished the principle of proportional representation. Employees in a
plant would be divided among company unions and various inde
pendent unions for collective bargaining purposes. Roosevelt called
the plan "the framework for a new structure of industrial relations";
the president of General Motors, Alfred P. Sloan, said. "All's well
that ends well"; and William Green concurred, heralding a labor
victory_ But experience suggested that it was a plan for dividing
workers against each other. The New York Timt:s correspondent
wrote that "organized labor's drive for a greater equality of bargain

44A small Communi$[·led union did exist, the Auto Worken Union. The AWU had
dalmed some 23,000 memben in 1918, but it was ejected from the AFL fot refusing to
drop itl jurisdictional claims to all the workers In the auto industry, and then was
decimated by the open lIhop drhe in the early 1920s. It was at mat point that Com·
munln. actiYity in t� lInion bepn and, while the lInion never gained many members,
Jt did &erVe an important agitalionai and supporti\'e role in the dduuive $triket of the
late 1920s and again in 19S2:-1933 (Keeran. 4-17; 4s--t8; 89-103)n Edelmilll poinb oul: " Indu$try <:njoyed. the huge advantage of inilluive at wen
at eoonomic power in code formulation. Trade 1$8Odltionl usuall." prepared the first
drafu of codes and were highly influential in the dl5(ussion of adjustments In them at
hearings. NRA deputy administrators who presided at the hearings were large!y drawn
from Industry, giving management a further advantage when its position conflicted with
that of uuions or workers. Some NRA officials and unions tried to KCnte equal repre
Knt.ation for labor representatives on code authorities, but voting membenhip for labor
representalivn Wall granted In only twenty-tluee ca� and non·voting membenhip in
",·enty-eighl"' (166).

ing power with industry has been nullified."48
Similar stratagems were followed in the textile industry_ Codes
governing wages and hours were undennined by stretchouts that
greatly increased the workload. Despite the supposed protections of
section 7(a), thousands of unionists were fired, and the Cotton
National Textile Industrial Relations Board disposed of worker
complaints simply by referring them to the industry'S Textile Insti
tute. Meanwhile the NRA sanctioned an industry-wide cut in produc-

., New Deal efforts 10 keep peace n
i the auto industry are described In Fn
i e, 31; Levin
ton. 51--62; Bernndll, 1911, 182-165.
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tion which reduced employment and wages still further. The in·

injunctions and federal troops of an earlier era. As complaints from

evitable strike was temporarily averted when the NRA promised a

labor leaders over violations of 7 (a) became more bitter, the National

survey and a seat on the Textile Board for the United Textile

Labor Board was established to settle employer·worker disputes.

Workers. When the strike finally erupted in the summer of 1934 the

Senator Robert F. Wagner, an a1\y of labor, was appointed chainnan

president intervened by appointing a new Textile Labor Relations

and the NLB became an advocate of the right to organize and of

Board to study workloads in the industry, while the Department of

the principle of collective bargaining. Despite some inilial successes,

Labor would survey wages, and the Federal Trade Commission would

the NLB lacked legal authority and could do nothing when employers

assess the capacity of the industry to increase hours and employment

simply defied it, as happened in several major cases in late 1933. In

(Brecher, 176). United Textile Workers leaders called off the walk

February 1934 the NLB. which had been authorized mainly to hold

out, claiming a victory.H The strikers returned to the mills only

discussions. was empowered to conduct employee elections and. later

to find that thousands of their numbers were barred from reemploy

in 1934, a resolution sponsored by Wagner led to the reorganilation

ment and evicted from their company houses by the mill owners."

of the board into the National Labor Relations Board. None of these

In the steel industry, the National Labor Board, pressed by strikes

changes proved very effective in the face of employer resistance,

in Weirton and Clairton, finaliy ordered an employee election

particularly since the Department of Justice showed considerable

but the employers refused to abide by the order. When handed the

reluctance to prosecute

case, the Department of Justice refused to act. Later, when the

election cases, where the NLRB had clear authority, employers

companies were laying in supplies of tear gas, bullets, and sub·
machine guns to defend against unionists, rank and filers went to

delayed compliance and stalled in the courts. By March 1935 none

Washington to see the president, who was away on a cruise. This

judgment (Bernstein, 1971, 320-322).

cases

referred to it by the board. Even in

of the cases referred to the Department of Justice had resulted in

a

time the workers rejected the offer of the NRA chief, General Hugh

But with industrial war escalating, the policies of conciliating busi

Johnson (who proposed the appointment of a board to hear their

ness while placating labor could not last. The administration could

grievances), and instead wrote the president that they thought it
"useless to waste any more time in Washington on the 'National Run

not ignore the battles that were raging between industry and labor,

Around' .. (Levinson, 70).

entangled, it could not take sides without alienating one camp or

if only because industrial peace was essential for recovery. And once

But while the federal government was conciliating businessmen

the other. When strikes and riots broke out in the coal mines con·

through this period, it was also showing an unprecedented concern

trolled by the steel companies (known as the "captive" mines) in

and restraint in dealing with labor. "To an extraordinary extent at

the summer of 1933, Hugh Johnson forced a settlement to which

this time," writes Bernstein. "the laboring people of the United

Lewis agreed but which the miners themselves rejected. The steel
industry and the UMW were soon locked in conRict, the New York
Times reported 100,000 miners on strike, and negotiations under the

States looked to the federal government and especially to Roosevelt
for leadership and comfort" (1971. 170). In the uncertain climate
of the time, however, labor support could not simply be taken for

auspices of the NRA were leading nowhere. With coke stocks danger

granted. Accordingly. Roosevelt attempted to appease demands by

ously low, the steel executives 6nally insisted on the president's inter

workers; even the unfilled promises and evasive studies of the NRA

vention. But whatever they expected from this intervention, the

were an effort at appeasement and a sharp contrast with the court

resulting agreement hardly pleased them. In fact, none of the corpora·
tions abided by its terms until the disputes were referred to the
NLB, with the result that a modified collective bargaining agree

was � 8eC()nd outbreak in the mUl.$ in only fOUf yeat1l, and the geCOnd KnOUt
by the AFt.. In 1929, when a spontaneous strike spread a,rnr.s the Piedmont, the AFL
h�d rCJponded with a speaking tour by Pre�dent Green In which he appe�lcd to the
mill ownen (0 ckal with organized labor (Bernstein, 1970. 11-43).
" Ne1I' Deal mancuverings in textil� are dacribcd in Levimuo, 73-'16; R.aybcd, " I;
Berrutein. 1971. 500-304.
4T This

ment was reached in many of the captive mines (Bernstein, 1971,
49-61).
Nor could the administration stay aloof {rom the battles of 1934
in Toledo, Minneapolis, and San Francisco, in which the business
community was stimy opposed to worker demands, and to federal
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proposals for settlement. Once involved, federal arbitrators, faced
with unprecedented labor uprisings, did not side with the workers,
but they did not side with employers either. That was enough to
prove the undoing of the policy of business conciliation.
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collaboration of Edward J. Flynn. was to gather into the Demo
cratic Party many minorities, induding the lahor unions, through
policies calculated to win the urban masses, while he held the
farmers in line with cash benefits (559).

at

Roosevelt and his advisors had originally thought of labor conces

least some prominent leaders among them had endorsed Roosevelt,

sions primarily in terms of unemployment relief and insurance, old

and others quickly joined when Roosevelt reopened the banks, cut

age pensions, and wages and hours protections (Bernstein,

government spending, and legalized beer within a month of taking

But rank.and-file agitation set new tenus, and the terms would

Allhough most businessmen had supported Hoover in

office. As for the N1RA, the

U.

1932,

S. Chamber of Commerce itself had

1971, 11).

have to be met if labor was to be kept in line.

endorsed "the philosophy of a planned economy" before the deaion,
and in 1933 its delegates gave Roosevelt a standing ovation. Mean
while, at least partly thanks to the privileges granted industry under
the NIRA codes, overall business conditions were improving. By the
spring of 1934 the index of industrial production had picked up

FEDERAL RESPONSE: THE WAGNER ACT

1935,

sharply, particularly in industries covered by the codes. Industry

By

leaders regained their confidence and. as they did. became increas

conciliation had failed. The administration had lost business sup

with worker-employer battles mounting. it was clear that

ingly disgf!.lOtled with the turmoil set in motion in their own house

port and, if worker demands went unappeased. it stood in danger

by the New Deal labor policy. Just prior to the congressional elec

of losing some labor support as well. In the spring of

1935

the NIRA

group of major business leaders, including Alfred P.

and the president were being denounced by all sides. "Labor's pub

Sloan and William S. Knudsen of General Motors, Edward F. Hut

lic enemy Number One is Franklin D. Roosevelt," said Heywood

ton and Colby M. Chester of General Foods, J. Howard Pew of Sun

Broun. The Supreme Court brought matters to a head on May 27,

tions of

1934 a

Oil, Sewell L. Avery of Montgomery Ward. and the Du Ponts,

1935,

joined with several political leaders who had been dethroned by

New Deal's chief economic program. With even that protection gone.

the New Deal to form the American Liberty League. an organization

unemployment increased. wages dropped. and hours I ngthened

dedicated to protecting property rights from the "radicalism" of the
New Deal (Schlesinger.

1958, 486). Roosevelt's policy of conciliation

notwithstanding, business had thrown down the gauntlet. But the
election of
margin to

1934
45 in

was a New Deal sweep, bringing the Democratic
the Senate. and to

219

in the House-"the most

for it declared the NlRA unconstitutional, thus scuttling the

(Raybeck,

341).

And the election of

In the spring of

1934

1936 was

on the

�
�ortlon.

Senator Robert Wagner had mtroduced a

bill to establish a new labor relations board that, unlike its predeces
son. would have enforcement machinery. The board would be
authorized to hold employee elections, to prohibit employers from

overwhelming victory," the New York Times declared, "in the

engaging in practices to coerce or restrain employees, and to require

history of American politics."

employers to negotiate with the designated representatives of a
majority of the workers in any bargaining unit. The bill gave the
board the power to issue cease and desist orders, with recourse to

The State Concedes to Labor Power

the circuit courts in cases of noncompliance.tll Businessmen rose up

At this stage, implacable business opposition made the administra
tion far more responsive to demands from other groups in its con
stituency. The New Deal brain-truster Raymond Maley wrote re
cently of Roosevelt:
No man was less bound by ideology in approaching national prob
lems. The strategy he adopted some time in 1985. devised with the

<liThe JUilway

Labor Act

of 1926,11 amended in 19M. iI widely aid to have estab

respects
li�hed the proxedentl for the Wagner Act, but :IS Fleming points out. in .several
oni. �t pemlltt� the closed
the Wagner Act went much further 10 supporting labor uni

Illop. whicll

the

'Railway Labor Act had prohibited.

It feslriuocd

co«�on from

�on. by em
eit
her iIld�. And

plo)'C:n, whiJe the Railway Labor Act had Tellniocd
l of busl.nes/l, whIle the
finally, the Wagner Act was passed over the fie� OpposlUOI
and management (129).
Railway Labor Act had �n agreed upon by both labor
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in protest and Wagner found few supporters for his measure in
Congress. The president also refused his support, opting instead for
Public Resolution No.

44,

which established the National Labor

Relations Board. As Edelman says of Roosevelt:
He invariably failed to support labor legislation actively until he
was convinced it had adequate political support, and he some
times sabotaged pro-labor policies already declared to be the law
because of strong business pressure . . . . Always fairly sure the
country would follow him on relief and recovery measures, he

The Indus/rial Workers' Movement

IS3

of the new National Labor Relations Board; by June

30, 1936. the
1971, 646),

board was involved in eighty-three such suits (Bernstein,

Moreover, there was reason to think employers would be vindicated
by the Supreme Court. During

1935

and

193G

the Court had nulli

fied other major elements of the New Deal program, including the
National Industrial Recovery Act. In

1936

the Court struck down

the Guffey-Snyder Act, which laid down procedures for the coal
industry very much like those of the Wagner Act. American industry
had grounds for optimism.

vacillated longest on long.range reform, for business and the middle
class were most hostile here. Because he deliberately cultivated con
tacts with the whole gamut of group interests, he knew better than
his predecessors what was politically expedient and what timing
was indicated (182).
A year later the timing was right, and labor agitation had helped
make it so. When Wagner introduced a revised version of the bill
that was to become the National Labor Relations Act, the measure
found ready support. Since labor's right to organize had long been
upheld in principle, proponents of the bill had little difficulty find
ing arguments, adding only that the bilI was important as a means
of achieving economic balance by preserving purchasing power, and
as a bulwark against communism. With few exceptions, the business
community continued to be vehement in its opposition, and the
National Association of Manufacturers mobilized one of its largest
campaigns to defeat the measure. The Commercial and Financial
Chronicle called it "one of the most objectionable, as well as one of
the most revolutionary, pieces of legislation ever presented to
Congress" (Schlesinger,

1958, 404).

The AFL remained aloof, as did

the administration; Secretary of Labor Perkins, the only administra
tion representative to testify, was ambivalent (Bernstein,

1971, 331).

On May 2,

1935, the Senate Labor Committee reported unanimously
63 to 12. Several
later. it passed the House by an overwhelming 132 to 42.

in favor of the bill; the vote in the Senate was
weeks

Roosevelt, who until this time had kept silent, finally came out in
favor of the bill and signed it on July

5, 1935.

But the fight was not over. Two weeks after the bill became law,
the American Liberty League published a brief signed by fifty
eight lawyers declaring the Wagner Act unconstitutional. Industry
then acted on the assumption that the law need not be obeyed and

U. S.

Steel, General Motors. and Goodyear Tire and Rubber rushed

to the federal courts where they got injunctions that tied the hands

INDUSTRY'S RESISTANCE IS OVERCOME
American workers, however. were also optimistic. The passage of
the Wagner Act, at a time when working conditions were worsening
after the temporary recovery of

1934,

only reaffirmed for them the

justice of their struggle and their sense that victories could be won.
Congress had acted despite the threats and importuning of the lead
ing industrialists of the nation. Moreover the defeat of many of
those same industrialists in the election of
the election of

1936

1934

was repeated in

when, despite the vigorous opposition of busi

ness interests, the New Deal won an overwhelming sweep. Workers
probably understood that for the moment, at least, business had lost
control of the state. Consequently, labor militancy surged in
and

1937,

of strikes continued to rise:
in

1937.

1936

especially in the mass production industries. The number

2,014

in

1935; 2,172

in

1936,

and

4.740

And more than half of the strikes were over the demand

for union recognition under the terms laid out in the Wagner Act
(Millis and Montgomery,

692, 701),

The first big strike after the Wagner Act occurred in Akron. The
background for the strike was familiar. Akron was a one-industry
town where employment had fallen by half after the stock market
crash. By the spring of

1933 many of the rubber companies had

shut

down, Goodyear was on a two-d.;ty week, the main bank had failed,
and the city was broke, laying off many of its own employees (Bern
stein,

1971, 98--99).

Then came section

7 (a),

setting the rubber

workers in motion. Federal locals were formed, and some forty to
fifty thousand workers joined up, all of whom AFL leaders tried to
parcel out among the international craft unions. At the _�nd of

1934

the NLRB ordered elections in the Goodyear and Firestone plants,
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but the companies went to court and the issue was delayed inde
finitely (BrC(:her, 179). The workers were pressing for a strike, but
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At the end of February Assistant Secretary of Labor McGrady
arrived on the scene to mediate. He recommended that the strikers

their union leaders signed a federally mediated agreement to await
the outcome of the court action and Goodyear announced that the

return to work and submit the issues to arbitration. Some 4,000 work

agreement made "no change in employee relations since the provi

"No, no, a thousand times no" (Bernstein, 1971, 595). In the fourth

sions are in complete accord with the policies under which Goodyear
has always operated" (Brecher,

ISO).

Discouraged by AFL and gov

ernment maneuverings, men dropped out of the union.
But the workers' discontent did not dwindle, especial1y when in
November 1935, and again in January 1936, Goodyear Tire and
Rubber cut wages. Then, on February lO, the company laid off a
large number of men without giving the usual notice. A few nights

ers met at the armory and jeered the proposal down, singing out
week of the strike Goodyear Tire and Rubber agreed to a settle
ment that granted reinstatement of the discharged employees, reduc
tion of the work week, and recognition of union shop committees
(Levinson, 143-146; Thomas Brooks, 181-182).1'
The next outbreak was in the automobile industry, in the giant
industrial empire of General Motors, controlled by the Ou Ponts
and J. P. Morgan.�2 GM had always stood firmly and successfully

later, 137 workers, hardly any of them union members, shut oft
the power and sat down. Local Rubber Worker Union officials per

against unionism, partly by virtue of an elaborate program of

suaded the sit-downers to leave, but 1,500 Goodyear workers met

ity following World War I. With the onset of the Great Depres

and voted to strike (Brecher, 183-184). The word went out, workers
began to gather in the bitter cold, and by morning the eleven-mile
perimeter of the Goodyear plant was circled by pickets. Few of the
ten to fifteen thousand who struck were members of the union,w
but the factory was at a standstill. Meanwhile, the picketers were
digging in, building over 300 shanties for protection against the
winter winds, from which they flew American flags, again named
for the promise: "Camp Roosevelt," "Camp John L. Lewis," "Camp
Senator Wagner."
Goodyear succeeded in geuing a sweeping injunction against mass
picketing from the common pleas court in Summit County, but the
injunction was not enforced. When the sheriff threatened to open
the plant with a force of 150 deputies, thousands of workers armed
with clubs and sticks massed before the gates and the deputies with
drew. Later the rumor spread that a "Law and Order League" would
attack the picket lines, but the rubber workers armed again, and

"welfare capitalism" inaugurated during the upsurge oE union activ
sion, the welfare programs eroded, and after 1933 GM relied more
on a vast spy network in its plants to discourage union activities.
According to the La Follette Committee, GM was the best customer
of the labor spy agencies, and its expenditure for espionage rose as
unionization activities increased (Fine, 37), totaling at least a mil
lion dollars between January 1934 and June 1936 (Walsh, 109).
But if labor spies made the men fearful, they also made them
angry, given the temper of the times. There were other grievances
as well. Hourly wages in the auto industty were relatively high, but
employment was extremely irregular, and workers suffered from
severe economic insecurity_ Between September 1933 and September
1934, for example, fully 40 percent of G M workers were employed
less than twenty-nine weeks, and 60 percent earned less than $1,000.
Workers were

even

more incensed over the speed-ups and model

changeovers which exhausted them and which, they felt, meant the

the threat never materialized. Goodyear then turned to Governor
Davey for troops, but a state election was approaching, popular senti
ment in Akron was with the strikers, and the Akron Central Labor
Union declared there would be a general strike if force was used.
The governor agreed there was no justification for calling out the
militia.

�Q Walsh reports BOO union memben among tbe 14,000 Goc>dyear employees at
of the strike (139).

the time

II The agn:cmcnt al$o specified that management would "meet with any or ali em
plOyees individually or thTough th�ir chosen repr�ntatlves." This the C
year
manaBeIDent did, again and again, WIthout, however, agreeing to sign a collectl\'e bar
gaining contract until 1941 (Bern5tein, 1971, 596-602). Some critics claim the rubber
worken were prepared to hold out for a better seniement, but were discouraged from
doing 50 by CIO leaders, and by Communi�t organIzers In Akron as well (Buhle, 2�8) .

�

&IThe far·flung GM network of sixty-rune antomotive plantll in thirty-five cities, in
cluding the Fisher Body Corporation, had at first been hard hit by the depression.
Sales of cau and truck! in the United States dropped 74 percent betWeen 1928 and 1932,
Ind net corporation profitll feli from $296 million to leu than $8.5 million. Then,
under the New Deal, the corporation recovered quickly. By 19S6. sales of �ars and truckl
limon quadrupled, and the number of employees doubled (Fine, l!G--25).
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company was getting more profits for less work (Fine, 55-til). By
1933 spontaneous strikes began to spread in the industry. John Ander

The Industrial Workers' Mowment
an early sit-down in Flint that was triggered when a union man

son, a rank·and·file leader of the time, gives an account of such a

who protested a firing was led through the plant by a foreman,
apparently to be discharged. As he walked the length of the belt-line,

walkout:

his face

Briggs Manufacturing Company hired me as a metal finisher at
52 cents an hour, but they failed to pay me at that rate. The first
week I got 45 cents an hour. The second week our rale was cut

to

the message. and every worker turned from.

pany rehired the discharged man before work was resumed (Levin
son, 175).u Brief walkouts and sit·downs at the Chrysler Corporation,

40 cents an hour, and the third week it was cut to 3S cents.

at the Bendix plant in South Bend. and at the Midland Steel and

wage cuts were enough to provoke the men to strike. After
to work on Sunday. t'bey walked out at noon without

recognition. In this mood, the struggle with General Motors was

These

being called

telling the foreman. On Monday we went to work again. and
before starting work we told the foreman: "We want to know

what our wages are. We were hired at 52 cents an hour, and we're
being paid 35 cents." The foreman said: "You see that line out
there oE mcn lOOking for jobs? U you fellows don't want to work.
get your clothes and clcar out. There are plenty of men who will
take your jobs."
This statement provoked the men into walking out 38 a body,
not as individuals. They had no organization; they had no one to
speak for them. There were several hu ndred of them milling around
in the street wondering what to do.
I got on a car fender
and suggested we demand the 52 cents an hour promised on our
hiring slips. . . . I was blacklisted as a result of the strike , . . [but] I
learned that as a result of the strike the wages of metal finishers
had been rai�d to 60 cents an hour . . . (Lynd. 1969, 62-63).
.

After the passage of section

7 (a).

.

.

auto workers had begun to

join unions. Many of them had joined the AFL federal union (later
to become the United Automobile Workers and to affiliate with
the CIO).�3 But, under the constraining effects of AFL policies and
government conciliation of the auto industry, total union member
ship had rapidly declined. to only 5 percent. of the workers in
the industry by early 1935. Still, unionized or not, with the passage
of the Wagner Act, the landslide New Deal victory in the election
of 1936, and the successes of the rubber workers in Akron, the auto
workers' courage rose and ferment increased. By the fall and winter
of

communicated

the moving row of auto bodies until 700 men were idle. The com

1936

each minor offense by management fell like whiplashes on

aggrieved men chafing for action. There is the story, for example, of

as Some also joined independent uniOll!: the Mechanici [.dllcatiOllal SOCiety of Ameriu,

an independent union of auto tool and die makers orvniled by the Indumial WQ[t.ers
of the World: the Associated Automobile Worten of Amc:riu; and the AutOUlOti�
IndlWrial Worters AssociatiQJI, organued somewhat later by Richard Frankenstttn.

the Kelsey-Hayes plants in Detroit ended with some degree of union
bound to come.
Although the Bedgling United Automobile Workers, by now af
filiated with the CIO, had assigned Wyndham Mortimer. a Com
munist rank.·and·6Ie leader from Cleveland, to begin an organizing
campaign in Flint some months earlier. the GM strike actually began
relatively spontaneously. erupting in different places at about the
same time.�� Several outbreaks at the Atlanta GM plant culminated
in a strike on November 18, 1936, when the rumor spread that man
agement intended to lay off �veral men for wearing union buttons.
A few weeks later the workers at a GM Chevrolet plant in Kansas
City walked out after the management had allegedly dismissed a
man for violating a company rule against jumping over the line,
On December 28 a small group of workers sat down on the line
in the GM Fisher Body plant in Cleveland. and 7,000 people stOpped

working. Then, on December 30, about 50 workers sat down in the
Fisher Body plant in Flint, presumably because of a management
decision to transfer three inspectors who had refused to quit the
union. That night the workers in a second and larger body plant
in Flint also sat down on the line. and the Flint sit-down strike was
on-at a time when the union could claim as members only a small
minority of Flint workers." The strike spread to other cities. 5itU See Kraus for a similar account of a slt·down in nint in November 1936, just weel:l
before the big lit-down uril:e. Krau. wu the CommuniK mitor of the auto .trike
newspaper.
loll When Walt Moore,

I local Communist orpniztt in Flint, informed William Wein.
Itone, head of the Michigan Communin PITty, th�t the GM .trike Wal imminent, Wein·
$lone wa. &hocked: "You haven't got Flint OT'ganizcd. What are you talking about?
Moote replied, "Well, Bill, we can't stop It. The sentilllenUi are too great" (Keeran,
241-242).

� When Mortimer arrived In Flint

the previous June, the Flint loak had only 122
members. and most of those WCTe colllideTed to be GM 5pid. Pra.umahly mpTe men and
women signed. up in the next lew mouths befo� the GM suite, but just how many b

unclur.
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downers took over the GM Fleetwood and Cadillac plants in Detroit,
and a lamp factory in Indiana; walkout strikes were called in St.
Louis, Janesvilte, Norwood, Kansas City, and Toledo. By January
I, 1937. ) )2,000 of GM's producdon workers were idle.
Flint, the main battleground of the strike, was the center of the
GM empire, and a GM town. The corporation controlled ahout 80
percent of the jobs. CM's upper crust was the town's upper crust
and most of the political officials were former GM employees or
stockholders. Accordingly, when company guards tried to bar the
strike supporters from delivering food to the men inside the plant,
they were quickly reinforced by Flint police and a battle ensued.
The police used tear gas and guns, the strikers returned their fire

for an injunction against the sit-downers.�11 The strikers responded
by occupying yet another plant in a dramatically covert maneuver,
leading President Roosevelt to phone John L. Lewis with the mes
sage that he backed a plan calling for GM recognition of UAW for
one month. Lewis is said to have replied, " My people tell me it's
got to be six months," and the sit-down continued,
On February 2 the court acted, The order handed down by Judge
Paul Gadola instructed the workers to leave the plants at three
o'dock on February 3, and pressure was mounting on the governor
to dear the plants by force. But worker pressure was mounting as
well, On the evening of February 2 the strikers in one of the occupied
plants sent a message to the governor. Their words virtually exulted

with streams of water from eM fire hoses, and with automobile
hinges, bottles, and rocks. About two dozen strikers and policemen
were injured in what came to be known as the "Battle of the
Running Bulls,"
The disorder precipitated the intervention of the Governor of
Michigan, Frank Murphy, who had been elected to office in the
Roosevelt landslide of the previous November. He had received the
endorsement of the entire Michigan labor movement, although he
was also on close terms with auto industry executives, and was later
revealed to have substantial GM holdings (Brecher, 200), Governor
Murphy sent word to GM officials not to deny food or heat to the
strikers in the interest of public health, and arrived on the scene
with about 2,000 National Guardsmen who, however, were instructed
not to take sides.57 The governor then assumed the role of peace
maker, prevailing on the VAW leaders and General Motors officials
to negotiate. But the negotiations proved futile, the workers evacu
ated three minor plants only to discover that GM had also agreed
to negotiate with the Flint Alliance, a citizens' vigilante organization
dominated by the corporation, By mid·January, Secretary of Labor
Frances Perkins was importuning GM executives to meet with union
representatives. The corporation was losing about $2 million a
day in sales, but it nevertheless held fast. refusing to meet with
the union until the plants were vacated. On January 27 GM an
nounced that it intended to resume production, and went to court

in their sense of righteousness; the burden of violence was on the
opposition:1IlI

ef The govetoOr also persuaded tb� G�nest!O': County prosecutor not to use SOIl Jobn Doc
w:amtna iMucd against strikers after the "Baltle of !.he Running Bulls"' and 10 relent
on b3U Viclor Reu!.her. Robert Travis, and Henry Kraus, all of whom were involved in
� bmle (Keenn, 264-265) ,

'We have carried on a stay.in strike for over a month in order to
make General Motors Corporation obey the law and engage in
collective bargaining. . . . Unarmed as we are, the introduction of
militia, sheriffs, or police with murderous weapons will mean a
blood bath of unarmed workers. . , . We have decided to stay in
the plant. We have no ilIllSions about the sacrifitts which this deci·
5ion will entail. We fully expect that if a violent effort is made to
oust us, many of US will be killed, and we take this means of
making it known to our wives, to our children, to the people of
Michigan that if this result (ollows from the attempt to eject us,
you are the one who must be held responsible for our deaths
(Levinson. 164-165).
The spirit of the message from the sit-down strikers was the spirit
of many workers outside the plants as well, On the morning of
February 3. as the Guardsmen set up their machine guns and how
itzers, the roads to Flint were jammed with thousands of trucks and
automobiles-supporters of the strikers from surrounding cities who
had come to join the picket Jines. Rubber workers came from Akron;
auto workers from Lansing, Toledo, and Pontiac; Walter Reuther
brought several hundred men from his West Side local in Detroit;
workers came from the Kelsey-Hayes plant in Detroit carrying a
banner: "Kelsey-Hayes never forgets their friends." As the hour of
the court order approached, a procession of perhaps 10,000 workers,
IS Lee Pre$I5man, a CIO lawyer, had .seuttled an �arliCl' injunalon hy revealing Wt the
pro:siding judge owned IUb$tantial amountl of GM stock.
nThe message -wu actUl\Uy written by ocgal'liIel' Bob Tnvb and Loe 'Prmman, then
approved by the sit-down urlk.en (Kec:nn, 272),
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circled the menaced plant. The marchers carried clubs and sticks,
lengths of pipe, and clothes trees for the battle they expected. Thus
the deadline passed.·
The crisis had reached the point where the White House was
compelled to intervene in seriousness. At Roosevelt's request, and
coaxed by the Secretary of Labor, corporation executives met with
CIa and autO union leaders, and in the agreement that resulted, the
union won a six-month period of what amounted to exclusive recog·
nition in the seventeen plants dosed by strikes.et
A similar sequence of events occurred in the Chrysler plants only
a few short weeks after the CM strike was settled. (The overwhelm
ing majority of Chrysler workers had voted in favor of an "employee
representation" plan only two years earlier.) When discussions be
tween Chrysler and UAW leaders bogged down, 60,000 workers
struck, two·thirds of them by sitting down in Chrysler factories.
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Well, we got interested in the union . . . because the steelmill
people came into the mill around 1933 and handed us a piece of
paper. We looked at it, and it was called "An Employee Repre
sentation Plan." . . ] looked at this paper as a young lad and
said this thing could never work. because it said right at th� outset
that there would be five members from management to Sit on a
committee and five members from the union-the company union
to sit on the committee. ] asked who settled the tie, and of course
1 found out the management did. . . . We tried to disband the
company union, and we formed what we called the �ssociated
Employees. This was just workers like myself �ttemptlllg to do
something by way of getting into a legitimate umon. . . . One day
we read in the newspapers that they were trying to do the same
thing down in Phtsburgh (Lynd, 1969. 55-57).
.

Signs of rest1essness within the company un�on �tructur� became
clear early in 1985 when employee representatives 10 the Plttsb�rgh
and Chicago area plants began agitating for wage increases, an Issue

The strikers held the plants for thirty days, defending their occupa

that was not considered to be within the jurisdiction of the employee

tion with massive picketing. An attempt by the local sheriff to en

representation plans. or even of the individual plant �anage�s. who
claimed that wages were a matter of overall corporatIOn pohcy. &

force a court order for evacuation of the plants was responded to
by 80,000 to 50,000 massed strikers who encircled the plants. An
agreement was finally .signed with Chrysler early in April. Within

a result, company union representatives from different plants began

a year, the UAW claimed 850,000 members (Walsh, 126-138).

In January 1936 thirteen out of twenty-five employee representatl�es

Steel workers were also in motion. Wages in steel had fallen
sharply from a weekly average of $32.60 in 1929, to $13.20 in 1932for those lucky enough to work at all (Walsh, 60). The industry had
dealt with worker demands during 1938-1934 by incorporating fully

90 percent of the 500,000 steel workers into "employee representa
tion plans" or company unions (Robert Brooks, 79). Ironically, it
was these company unions that became the first vehicles for collec·
tive action.ti A steel worker tells the story:

to meet together to consider joint actions (Brooks, Robert, 85-�9).
in the Gary, Indiana, plant of Carnegie-Illinois Steel formed a umon

lodge. In Pittsburgh (where workers were especially angry about a
.
10 percent che<k-off being taken from their wages by Carntgle
Illinois as repayment for relief baskets) somt twenty·five employee
representatives met to set up a Pittsburgh �entral council to make
district-wide demands on wages and hours ISSUes through the com
pany unions.
By the summer of 1986. rank·and·file unrest was bubbling up in
spontaneous walkouts. In the mood of the time, any grievance could

eo Both

the sherif[ and Judge Gadola explained that no action could be taken to enforce
the injunction until GM sought a writ of attachment against the sit..(jownen. The writ
commanding the sheriff to "a.ttach the bodies" of all the sit..(jownen. III wdl 1$ the
pldettn and the UAW offic,cn Wl$ secured two days later. The mmlf then requested
the govanoc to luthorize the National Guard to carT)' out the order but, by thilt lime,
GM was It the conference table and the governor demurred. In any case, the National
Guard WH apparently not inclined to hazard an assault upon the thousand. inside and
outside Ihe plants (FIne, 292-294).
nAccounl.! of the General MOIOfS ltrike tan be: found In Fine, W2-S12: Keeran, 22528.5; Thomi&ll Brooks. 18�186; uvinson, t6G-l(iS; Priwtt, 180-202.
•• According to Mades and Higgim, company union. wen also the vmJcle for rank·and·
file unionism at the General Elcculc plant in Schencctady (64), and at the Westing·
howe plant in East Pituburgh (7'8).

become a trigger, as in _ the incident Jessie Reese recounts at the
Youngstown Sheet and Tube mills:
They fired our foreman, a nice fellow, and they brought ov� a
slave driver from Gary. A white fellow told us he was an organl"leJ'
{or the Ku Klux Klan and said: "You all going to stand for that
guy to come in here?" $0 I went down to the operators of the pickles
and said: "Shut the pickles down." And they shut them down. I
went over to see Long, the foreman, and I said: "Long, ),ou lost
)'Our job . . . give me five minutes and we'lI make thew tell you
where )'Our job's at. . . ." I drove over to the hot strip where
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the white fellows were rolling hot steel, and I said: "Hey, fellows,
just stop a minute rolling that steel. We're shutting down over
there. We're fighting for ten cents an hour and our foreman back
on the job." (It would look foolish fighting for your foreman and
not for yourself.) And they said: "Oh, you got it organittd?" And
I said, "Yes, we shut it down. Look over there, we're down, we're
not moving. . . ." So the while fellows said: "We'll follow you"
(Lynd, 1969, 60-67).
On July 5, 1936, steel workers congregated in Homestead. Pennsyl.
vania, to honor the Homestead martyrs and to hear a "Steel 'Yorkers
Declaration of Independence," read by an erstwhile company union
leader. Lieutenant Governor Kennedy of Pennsylvania, a former
miner and officer of the UMW, told the crowd that steel was now
open territory for union organizers and that they could count on
government relief funds if there was a strike-a far cry from the
treatment strikers received in Homestead during earlier struggles
(Walsh, 49). Later that summer, Governor Earle told a Labor Day
crowd of 200,000 assembled in Pittsburgh that never during his
administration would the state troops be used to break a strike and
"the skies returned the crowd's response" (Walsh, 171),
It was in this context that the CIa launched the Steel Workers
Organizing Committee, putting 433 organizers into the field and
suspending the customary dues and initiation fees to sign men up
(Bernstein, 1971, 452-453). In November 1936, when the SWOC
announced that 82,315 men had signed membership cards, U. S. Steel
responded by announcing a 10 percent wage hike, and offering con
tracLS to be signed only by the company unions. But many of the
company union leaders had been drawn into the SWOC and refused
to sign, while Secretary of Labor Perkins said that the leaders of the
Employee Representation Plans "had no right to sign contracLS."
By March 1937 when SWOC had established 150 locals with 100.000
members (Raybeck, 351) and the company unions were wrecked,
U, S. Steel signed with the union, without a strike.
There were probably several reasons for the easy victory. GM had
capitulated only a few weeks earlier, after its production had ground
to a complete halt,M and U. S. Steel must have been worried by

IS Lynd quotes a letter written a few years later by Thomas W. Lamont (of the Hou...:!
of Morgan and U. S. Steel) to President Ro�velt explaining U. S. Steel's decision to
negotiate. Apparently the board of U. S. Steel feaJ�d the enonnous costs of a strike
such as General Moton had jun undergone. A 5.I.rike, Lamont added, might also "prove
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the losses a strike would cause at a time when the prospects of a
war in Europe had created a booming demand for steel. Worker
agitation in the steel mills was interfering with production just when
U. S, Steel was negotiating vast contracts for armaments with the
British. who were insisting on a guarantee of uninterrupted produc·
tion, Unionism was a way to offer that guarantee. as Myron Taylor.
head of U, S. Steel, had learned from the agreement signed in the
captive mines in 1933 (Walsh, 73). It was also clear that U. S. Steel
would get little political support in a showdown. Governor Earle of
Pennsylvania, elected by a labor-liberal coalition, bad promised the
Sleet workers his backing, And on Capitol Hill, criticism o£ the steel
industry for its espionage activities and its price fixing practices was
growing. Finally, unlike the men who headed other steel companies,
Myron Taylor was not a steel man, but had been installed by the
financiers who dominated his board, and he appeared to have the
flexibility and sophistication to respond to new conditions with new
methocis,e' Unionization quickly followed in U. S. Steel's subsidiaries,
and in some other independent steel companies. By May 1937 SWOC
membership had reached 300,000 and over a hundred contracts had
been signed (Raybeck, 351),
Little Steel-induding the National Steel Corporation, Republic,
Bethlehem, Inland Steel, and dIe Youngstown Sheet and Tube
Corporation-did rot sign. In late May 1937 the SWOC called 70,000
men out on a strike, which was ultimately broken by the police and
troops provided by hostile state and local governments. Local gov·
ernments in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, in Canton and Youngstown,
Ohio, and in Chicago cooperated openly with the steel corporations.GO
In Chicago police interfered with peaceful picketing from the
beginning of the strik.e, and when strikers held a straggly Memorial
Day march to protest an anti-picketing order and the arrest of pickets,
the police shot them down. killing ten and wounding ninety (Taft

,uch a major cri.is as to constitute aim(>:!./; a �ial revolution." The plan to avert the
Itrike was not hard to contrive; !.imply "aaredit the C.I.O. as a leading bargaini ng

agency" (Lynd, 1974, 32).

"This kind of difference between industry men and Wall Street representatives in the
handling of labor problems had been ",vident befor'" in the stecl lnduitry. For example,
financiers on the board of U. S. Steel had pmhed through welfare programs early in the
century, over the opposition of industry representatives.
�I For a detailed account of the use of local police forces to break the Little Steel .trike,
amI the techniques by which local government was made to serve corporation purposes,
!Ce Walsh, 75--95. In Youngstown, Ohio, for =amplc, every organl� In ·llIe region was
Jailed at least once, and some five or six times (64).
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and Ross, 358_359.)66 In Ohio, Governor Martin L. Davey announced
that troops would be used to open the mills, and the National Guard
moved systematically across the state to break up picket lines and
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When the speed up comes, just twiddle your thumbs, sit down! Sit
down!
When the boss won't talk, don't take a walk, sit down! Sit downl

arrest local strike leaders. Altogether the Little Steel strike left 16
dead and 307 injured, according to Senator La Follette, The La

The tactic was admirably suited to the unorganized struggle of the

Follette Committee reports summed up the record of the struggle at

and stop production, without benefit of much advance planning or

the Republic Steel Corporation plants:67

advance commitment. With workers controlling the plant, employers

. . . a mobilization of men, money and munitions occurred which
has not been approached in the history of labor disputes in recent
times. Although known to be incomplete, the committee has as
sembled data showing that a total of 7,000 men were directly em.
ployed as guards, patrolmen, deputy sheriffs. National Guardsmen,
city police and company police on strike duty. Over .$4,000,000 was
expended directly attributable to the strike. A total of $141,000
worth of industrial munitions was assembled for use.
As in the Flint sit-downs, the workers looked to the president for
help, but on June 30, 1937, the press quoted Roosevelt's response:
"A plague on both your houses." In mid-July the strike was lost.
It was the last of the depression battles, and spelled the end of an
era. But while the Little Steel strike was lost in the mills, the move-
ment of which it was a part produced the political concessions that
were later to force union recognition by government tribunal,GB
Throughout 1936 sit-down strikes and walkouts raced through in.
dustry and business. In 1936 there had been only 48 sit-down strikes;
in 1937 there were about 500 such strikes lasting more than a day
and involving about 400,000 workers. The peak came in March,
when 170 sit-down strikes were in progress, affecting some 170,000
workers (Fine, 331). There must have been many more of shorter

mid-1930s. A small number of workers could sit down on the line

could not import strikebreakers. In cases like General Motors, where
many specialized factories depended on each other, a few sit·down
strikes could, and did, stop an entire corporation. Thus, relatively
small-scale and spontaneous actions could bring management to heel.
Most of the sit-down strikes ended with gains for the workers.69
Moreover, in the climate of the time, the sit-down, itself nonviolent,
did not usually precipitate police action,10 And so the tactic spread,
from factory workers to salesgirls, to hospital workers, garbage col·
lectors, and watchmakers, to sailors, farmhands, opticians, and hotel
employees. An AFL business agent for the Hotel and Restaurant
Employees recalls:
You'd be sitting in the office any March day of 1937, and the
phone would ring and the voice at the other end would say,
"My name is Mary Jones; I'm a soda clerk at Liggett's; we've thrown
the manager out and we've got the keys. What do we do now?" And
you'd hurry over to the company to negotiate and over there they'd
say, "I think it's the height of irresponsibility to call a strike
before you've even asked for a contract," and all you could answer
was, "You're so right" (Thomas Brooks, 180).
By the fall of 1937, there were cases of operators in projection booths
of movie theaters who locked themselves in and stopped the shows

duration, for the sit-down was becoming the workers' ready weapon,

until their demands were met (Levinson, 173-175). Stili more work·

as the song of the movement suggested:

ers took part in walkout strikes. Before 1937 was over, nearly two

When they tie the can to a union man, sit downI Sit down!
When they give him the sack, they'll take him back, sit down!
Sit down!
n�s�l of the event was suppressed by Paramount for fear of incitiog riots
throughout the country. The film was later secretly shown to the La Follette Committee
and a blow·by·blow a,count of the film itself can be found in Hofstadter and Wallal:<:,
179-184.
81 Republic apparently was the largest purchaser of tear gas and skkening gas in the
country, in addition' to having a<;quired a veritable arsenal of munitions.
18 By the autumn of 1941 the fonr main Little Steel companies recognized the nnion,
although not without a militant strike at Bethlehem Steel
86 A

million workers had engaged in labor struggles in that year alone
(Millis and Montgomery, 692), more than half of them to secure
union recognition.
The strikes that spread through the country in 1936 and 1937
were victorious as economic struggles, but they were victorious only

rcportll that "substantial gain!" were achieved in over 50 percent of the 1937
sit-downs, and compromises worked out in over 30 percent (332).
10 Walsh estimates that only 25 out of some 1,000 �t-downs were defeated by polke

�� Fine

(60).
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because a century-long accommodation between governmel,lt and
economic elites had been broken. The workers' movement had
exerted sufficient political force to protect the economic force of the
strike. The rubber workers in Akron, the auto workers in Flint, the
steel workers in Pennsylvania all had been able to overcome em
ployer resistance only because governors dependent on the support
of aroused workers were reluctant to send troops against strikers.
And in Youngstown and Chicago, where state and local governments
were hostile, the Little Steel strike was lost, the workers' economic
power once more destroyed by government firepower.
Despite a new dive in the economy in 1937, the Department of
Labor reported that wages of rubber workers increased by one-third
over 1934, with the greatest increases in the lower wage brackets;
the six-hour day was established in many rubber plants. The SWOC
won wage increases in steel that led to an industry-wide minimum
of five dollars a day, and the industry's wage bill increased by
one-third over 1929. In the auto industry, workers won a seventy-five.
cents-an-hour minimum and a forty-hour week. Maritime workers
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1,300,000 workers whose official work week was over the forty-four
hour standard established by the law (Raybeck, 360). The new
depression of 1937-1938 helped prompt several other measures to
ease and appease labor, most importantly an increase in activity by
the Public Works Administration, an expansion of the work relief
rolls, the introduction of the federal public housing program, and
a step-up of the due date for the first social security payments from
1942 to 1939.
But of all these measures, it was the Wagner Act and federal sup
port of unionization that was most important in shaping the workers'
political future. After business broke with Roosevelt in 1935 the
president not only lent his support to the act, but appointed pro-labor
members to the NLRB. Then in April 1937. several months before
the debacle of the Little Steel strike, the Supreme Court handed
down its decision upholding the Wagner Act in National Labor
Relations Board vs. Jones and Laughlin Steel Company. With that
decision, the protection of government for the right of labor to
organize and to bargain collectively was reaffirmed.

were earning a peak wage of $72.50 a month. Overall, in October
1937, Philip Murray estimated a billion dollars had been added in
wages: $250 million in steel; $100 million in automobiles; about $60

From Disruption to Organization

million in textiles; $6 million in transport; and $12 million in
electrical appliances.71 Nearly a million workers had won a 35- or
36-hour week (Levinson, 260-277).
The political impact of rising worker agitation was also evident
in the concessions wrung directly from government. Federal regula
tion of wages and hours had been an issue since the abortive NIRA
codes, and had figured again in the 1936 election campaign. Late
in 1937, after a new dive in the economy, Roosevelt began to push
hard for a wages and hours bill (which the AFL continued to oppose).
When the House Rules Committee, dominated by southern congress
men who had good reason to worry about the impact of minimum

The Wagner Act not only placed the ultimate authority of the state
behind the right of workers to join unions and bargain collectively,
it also established a series of mechanisms through which that au
thority was enforced. With the passage of the act, therefore, it was
�vernment as much as the unions that organized workers, a point
to which we will return shortly. Moreover, as our account up to
now should make evident, the unions could not take much credit for
the uprisings that forced government to act to protect unionization
either.

wage legislation in the South, prevented the measure from coming
up for a vote in the regular session, Roosevelt called Congress back
for a special session. Finally in January 1938 the Fair Labor Standards
Act became law, affecting some 300,000 workers who were earn
ing less than the twenty-five-cents-an-hour minimum, and some

71 According

WHO MOBILIZED INSURGENCY?
In the minds of most people, worker struggles are usually linked
with unionism; the right to join a union and to bargain collectively

10 Arthur M. Ro�,r�1 hourly �amings between 1933 and 1945 in sixty.

i dustries show lL direct relationship between the percent of unionization and wage
five n
increase� Cited. in BeInstein (1971, 775).

was often a central demand in worker uprisings long before the
1930s. But that does not mean that established unions played a
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central role in these uprising5. In fact some of the fiercest struggles
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries occurred when the
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ing it was not their affair (Brecher, 184). Later, when

15,000

men

were on strike, the CIO sent organizers, funds, and negotiaton..

unions lVere weakest and sometimes despite the resistance of estab

Bernstein writes that these experienced unionists guided the bar

lished union leadership.72 Dut while existing unions could not often

gaining and restrained the "mountaineers' natural tendency to vio

be credited with the great worker struggles of the pre-depression yea",

lence" (1971, 595), But it was the mountaineers' willingness to use

there were nevertheless organizers in these struggles. Some of these

violence in the face of violence that won the strike.

organizers were insurgents from the rank and file; others were radi
cals whose vision of an alternative future helped to account for their

After the abortive experiences with the AFL during 19l1l1 and
1934,T� only a tiny percentage of auto workers had joined the newly

exemplary courage. Wherever these organizers came from, their

named United Auwmobile Workers. When the sit-downs began in

vision helped goad workers into protest, and their courage gave

1936,14 the leaders of the new union were not quite in control of

workers heart and determination.

the wave of strikes that shook the industry. Homer Martin, the presi

In the struggles of the 19305, a similar pattern emerged. Many of

dent of the UAW, was reportedly nonplussed when it became clear

the workers' battles were mounted to win union recognition. But

that the strike in the Atlanta GM plant was spreading and the union

neither the baUles nor the victories were the result of existing union

was faced with a GM strike. John L. Lewis, who had by this time

organization or union leadership. In fact the rising number of strikes

broken with the AFL and established the Committee of Industrial

after 1934 paralleled the decline in union membership as the AFL

Organizations, is said to have tried to head off the sit-downs, and

scuttled its own federal unions. Thus the battles in Toledo, Minnea

CIO spokesman Charles Howard had told the 1936 UAW convention

polis, and San Francisco occurred either in the aftermath of failed

that the CIO was "not even considering the possibility of a strike in

unionization drives, or before unionization had taken hold. The

the auto industry, as we preach industrial peace" (Keeran, 126). Ac

textile strike of 1934 erupted among the rank and file after union

cording to 1- Raymond Walsh, later research and education director

leadership had settled with the industry, and later the United Textile

for the CIO, "The CIO high command, preoccupied with the drive
" (112).15 Once the

Workers disclaimed any responsibility for the "flying squadrons"

in steel, tried in vain to prevent the strike

through which the strike had spread (Brecher, 169). The massive

sit-downs started, the CIO leaders came quickly aher, rushing to

.

•

.

walkout of rubber workers at Goodyear in 1936 occurred when the

catch up with and capture the spontaneous outbreaks of angry men

United Rubber Workers had shrunk to a weak and small union;

and their local leaders. The vast ambition and keen instincts that

four days after the strike had begun, URW officials were still claim-

had led Lewis to sense the opportunity for organizing industrial work
ers also led him to support the sit-downs once they had occurred,

12

For example, Brecher points out that the great railroad strikes of 1877 occurred
during a low point in union organIzation; the mtmbcnhip of the national uniona had
fallen 10 about 50,000 from !OO,ooo n
i 1870 (9-10). Moreover, ....hen the $(rikes broke
out, the 'minsmen Union had nothing to do with them. In the strike wave of 1886
the Knights of Labor found iudf a reluctant parlner as workers walked out fint, and
Joined the Knighu later. Terrence Powderly, head of the Knights, complained thn �Ihe
majodty of the newromen were not of lhe quality the Order had lOught for in the
past" and suspended the organizing of neW assemblies of workers (Brecher, 38). At the
l13rt of lhe minen' strike of 1894, the United Mine Worken had no more than 20.000
memben-, hut 150,000 men joiMd the walkout. And in the strike of me youthful
American Railway Union against the Pullman rompany the lame year, nearly half the
260,000 worken who joined the nrllte were not union members. Meanwhile, the older
nil",--ay brotberh()(l(is ignor«l the Itrike, and �n encouraged wii:cbreaking, u they
did again during the wildcat railway strike of 1919 (Brecher, 82; 89-92). Simliariy, AFL
,upport of the pat steel strike of 1919 was reluctant, while the Amalgamated
Auocialion of Iron and Sted. Worken actually ordered ts
i men back to work during the
IIrike.

and to take over the negotiations with GM leaders.

AFL acted all
15 Brecher reporU that in loca1 auto strikes before lhe flint outbreak, the
IIrilcbreakcr, marching its men thlough. the pickd. Unes with police protection (l87188).
n
uTbe La Follette Committee reported that UAW member$hip in flint Wall do!"
hnt
from 26,000 In 19!-t to 120 in 1936. Fine lepo1"b tbat in June 19$5 the five F
locala had 757 paid·up members, the GM Detroit locail 425 memben, and me remain·
ing eM locall in Michigan 65 members (41, 71).
i the whole truth. He poInts out that by August I� the
1� Fine doeI not think this s
sit·
CIO had three organizers in the auto indu5try, but agrees that prior 10 lhe eM
the steel
down" the CIO did not make the kind of commitment mat it was making in
indul-try (95). In IaCt, Adolph Gamer, Lcwil' representative In the UAW, thwarted
eM
the formatioo of a eM roundl among the unionisl$ in an eRort to foreltall the
confrontation (92-93).
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In steel, where the CIO had intended to begin orgamzmg, the
workers were already prepared for action and often searched out
Lewis and the SWOC:
I became president of the Associated Employees, and then we heard
about a man named John Lewis who was very interested in trying
to organize the unorganized. I wrote him a letter and said we had
an independent union that would like to join up. He wrote back
and told me i£ I held my short tail in he'd be down there in the
near future and he'd send a man by the name of Philip Murray
(Lynd, 1969. 57-58),
John Sargent. another
Inland Steel:

steel

organizer, recounts the situation at

Without a contract; without any agreement with the company;
without any regulations concerning hours of work, conditions
of work, or wages, a tremendous surge lOOk place. We talk of a
rank-and-file movement: the beginning of union organization was
the beSt type of rank-and-file movement you could think of. John
1.. Lewis sent in a few organizers, but there were no organizers at
Youngstown Sheet and Tube. The union organizers were essentially
workers in the mill who were 50 disgusted with their conditions
and so ready for a change that they took the union into their
own hands. . . . For example, as a result of the enthusiasm of the
people in the mill, you had a series of strikes. wildcats. shut-downs.
slow-downs, anything working people could think o[ to secure for
themselves what they dedded they had to have (Lynd, 1969, 74).
Len D e Caux captures the temper of the movement:
The workers were waiting for CIO, pounding on its doors long
before CIO was ready for them. I heard the pounding as soon as
I started with CIO late in 1935-in delegations, on the phone, in
the mail, in the news. It came from within me AFL, and from
all me unorganized industries. . . . We heard from auto and rubber
workers. seamen; from radio, electrical, shipyard, furniture. textile,
steel, lumber workers; from gas, coke, glass and quarry workers;
from sharecroppers, newspapermen . . . . All said "CIO, let's gol"
(226).
Who. then, was mobilizing men and women in the plants and
the shipyards and the shops to say " CIO, let's go"? In many industries
rank-and-file organizers emerged, apparently thrust naturally into
leadership by the sheer force of the workers' movemrnt. In a num
ber of industries. these rank-and·file leaders were also ideological
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radicals, socialists of one variety or another, whose militancy owed
some of its fervor to their larger commitment to societal transforma
tion, and to the moral and tangible support they received from like
minded radicals. In many strikes radicals who were not workers also
joined in by providing a variety of supportive services to the strikers.
Thus members of the old Industrial Workers of the World were
active in some of the early auto strikes in 1933. In ]934, Musteites
and Communists took the lead in encouraging strikers in Toledo
to defy the courts. Trotskyists led the mobilization of striking team
sters in Minneapolis; and Communists and other radical rank-and
file longshoremen spurred the San Francisco dock strike, while a
Communist--dominated Maritime Workers lndustrial Union helped
to spread the walkout.
Of all the radical groups, the Communists are generally agreed
to have been the most influential,?S and they were clearly an instiga
ting force in the automobile and maritime industries, where small
Communist nuclei served as key centers of agitation and mobiliza
tion. It may be useful, therefore. to pause to understand the role of
the Communists. and how they came to play it.
The Communist Party entered the depression after a decade of
isolation and decline." At the beginning of the 19205 the party had
established the Trade Union Educational League, dedicated to work
ing within AFL unions to build indusu-ial union organizations. Dur
ing this period the Communists were virtually alone in their support
of several desperation strikes in textiles and in mining. "Through
the painful isolation of the twenties." writes Paul Buhle, "the Com
munists had tried first one formula, then another. in their attempts
to reach the masses" (193). By the end of the decade the series o(
failures and a campaign of Communist expulsions by the AFL coin
cided with a change in Comintern policy, leading the party to adopt
a new strategy of establishing independent (or "dual") unions. The
Trade Union Educational League was reconstituted as the Trade
Union Unity League in 1928, and some of the bitter early strikes of
the depression were led by Communists affiliated with TUUL.

.'This ....as
.
even the aSilessmcnt of Max Shachtrnan, l1irnsel£ a Tro�1c.y[SI, who wrOte
that during the thirties, "It 15 no exaggeration to say that 95 percent or the people who
became radl,ais in tlIat time became COmmUniSl! or tllO"ed within the orbit of [Cow
munin] leadership . . . .. (qUOted in Keeran, 187).
T1 Party membership feU from about 16.000 in early 1m to 9,500 at the end of the

192Qs (Wein"-ein,

-to).
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As early as 1928 the scattering of Communists in the auto industry
-perhaps only two or three in a factory-began publishing shop
papers named the Ford Worker, Packard Worker, Hudson Worker,
and the Fisher Body Worker (Prickett, 110), and otherwise pressed
to build the Auto Workers Union, now affiliated with TUUL.
It was a slow, difficult, unglamorous task. A meeting called after
the wage cuts in the Briggs Waterloo plant drew only two workers.
A week later, a second meeting was held with only four workers.
They decided to organize first around a single grievance; the prac
tice of having men work two lathes. . . . The small nucleus of
workers continued to meet and regularly distributed small leaflets
which were passed hand-to-hand inside the plam (Prickett, 122).
The Communists worked with the mainly defensive auto strikes of
this period, but they did not lead them and, as one party leader said
at the time, they "did not really get a foothold in the factories."
The rise of worker defiance after the passage of the NIRA created
a new opportunity for the Communists. Workers were angry and
hopeful, eager for action, and rank-and-file Communists helped them
to act. As the unionization drive gained momentum during 1934
and 1935 the party, determined to work within the union movement,
abandoned dual unionism, softened its criticism of the AFL, and
Communists within the plants downplayed the party's political line
in favor of an emphasis on workplace grievances.18 At this stage, the
Communists approached the issue of unionism as agitators from
below, trying to goad the workers on by exposing the compromises of
the New DeaF9 and of the AFL leadership, insisting that if workers
were to win concessions, they had to rely "on mass action and not
upon the promises of the NRA and high paid [union] officials"
(quoted in Keeran, 124). During this period, in other words, the

18 Party leaders criticized Communists in Cleveland, for example, because they were "w

busy with the important details of union organization, that the Party is completely
forgotten as far as concrete work in the shop is concerned." And the party scored one of
the auto mop papers for ignoring political issuO"$ (Keeran, 162).
7�Prickett quota a sP<"ech by John Stachel, the party's trade union dire<:tor, which
shows the party's awarene.o;s of the usefulne.o;s of New Deal rhetoric in stirring workers:
"Secondly, Roosevelt talks highel waga against sweatshops, and carries on investigations
against Morgan and Company, etc. As far as the workers are concerned, they have great
illusions, they believe in all that, and precisely because of their illusion�, they become
indignant and are more ready to take up the struggle. Roosevelt says no sweatmops.
Good, we light against them. Roosevelt says high wages. Very good, let's get high
wage.l. . . . The Recovery Bill and the Roosevelt program are a double·edged sword
which we can utilize for the shattering of the very illusions he is trying to create" (156).
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Communists worked to build the movement, to stimulate anger and
to encourage defiance. Because they worked to build the movement,
the movement yielded the Communists some influence, at least while
the defiant upsurge among the ranks continued. Keeran reports, for
example, that before the GM strike a nucleus at the Cleveland
Fisher Body shop had a dozen or so members, but then the nucleus
grew to fifty (244). The persistence and determination of the Com
munists during the years of ioolation and defeat before the depres
sion were now being redeemed.
But the workers, and the Communists, were fighting for unioniza·
tion, and it was the CIO that emerged the victor from the struggle. It
was Lewis' genius to sense the unrest of the time and to move to
capture and lead it, willingly sweeping in the Communist organizers
whose discipline and fervor were helping to build his organization.
John L. Lewis and the Congress of Industrial Organizations did not
create the strike movement of industrial workers; it was the strike
movement that created the CIO. In the longer run it did this mainly
by forcing the federal government to protect unionization by law,
and to enforce that protection administratively.

THE STATE ORGANIZES LABOR

To a large extent it was the National Labor Relations Board estab
lished under the Wagner Act that organized the member unions
of the CI0. To an even greater extent it was the NLRB that kept
the CIO unions organized in the face of the forces that had eroded
union membership during earlier periods. The NLRB built and
protected union membership in several ways. It effectively eliminated
the use of such employer weapons as yellow dog contracts, labor spies,
and even antiunion propaganda. It required employers to bargain
collectively with the elected representatives of a majority of the work
ers. And it provided a government mechanism for conducting the
actual elections.
During earlier periods union organization had depended on con
tinual efforts by organizers to maintain the affiliation of workers.
These efforts, difficult at best, were doomed when employers could
easily replace workers. But the NLRB changed that, for it "put the
coercive power of government to extort union recognition from their
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employers at the disposal of employees" (Greenstone,

1938

the board in effect reversed the defeat

47).»

In

in Little Steel, ordering

the reinstatement of strikers, the elimination of company unions,
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by

1937

the CIO had established a network of forty-eight regional

offices staffed by several hundred field representatives (Levinson, 275;
Bernstein,

1971, 684).

and forbidding anti·union activities by the steel corporations (Bern.
stein,

1971, 727-728). Altogether in its first five years the NLRB
30,000 cases, settling 2,161 strikes, and holding 5.954

handled nearly

The Consequences of Organization

elections and card checks in which two million workers voted (Bern
stein,

1971, 652-653).

By

1945

the board had handled

74,000

cases

involving unfair labor practices and employee representation issues,
and had held

24,000

elections to determine collective bargaining

agents for six million workers (Raybeck,

345).

As a result union membership grew. By the end of 1937 the CIO
could claim

32

affiliated national and international unions, includ

ing the giant mass production unions in steel, autos, coal, and rubber.
In addition it had chartered

600

local industrial unions, and

The spirit generated by mass strikes had helpro build the industrial
unions. The disruptive political force exerted by mass strikes had
compelled the federal government to establish a framework that
would protect the unions over time. But once established, the unions
in turn did not promote disruption, either in economic or in poli
tical spheres.

80

state and city central councils. Membership had grown from less than
a million in December

1936

to

3,700,000.

Meanwhile, the AFL also

prospered-sometimes because employers rushed to sign up with an
AFL union in order to ward off the more militant CIOs�nd mem
bership in affiliated AFL unions rose to about equal that of the ClD.n
Just as quickly, the organizational apparatus of the unions expanded;

ORGANIZATION AND ECONOMIC POWER
To the contrary, the unions undertook from the outset to maintain
internal discipline in the factories in exchange for ret:ognition. This
in fact was their trump card in bargaining with management at a
time when spontaneous work stoppages were plaguing industry. Thus

8(1 In an intcrwing argument. Mancur Obon reasons that no matter what the colleah'e
gains to be made by unionism. the affiliuion of la� numben could not be mainuined
even under the mOlt favorable circumstances. preci$dy beca.tur: the$e gailu were col·
\e(:tive. and therefore could not be divided up at rewarm for affiliation. or withheld at
sanctions for nonaffiliation. Consequently. there Wat liuk: incentive for the indivjdu�l
10 m�in\llin his contribution to the union. Govaument ooen:ion, afta 1957, overcame
these rIItional;.,tio:. obstatles to unionilm.
on The AFL dearly tried to uke adY;1lntage of its more conservatiYe image in ita dealing
wilh employtTS- Thus Arthur Wharton, head of the 1nternational Association of
MachinUIJ, Knt a directive to lAM offlUl1 iu the spring of 19!7 Ihat read in part: -rhe
purpose of this is 10 d!re(t aU offie«s and all rc:prcacnutives to Contact employers in
YOUT 10C2lity as a preliminary to organizillg the shops and factories. We have nOt
hesitated to tell the employen we have met that the bet manner in which to deal with
us is on the doso:d shop buil, becawe we are then in a paMtion where we ca.n require
the members to observe the provilions of any agreement entered. into, this with our
well·lmown policy of living up to agreements gives the employer the benefits he is
entitled [0 receive from COnIT"" with our organization and it abo places us in a
position to prevent s!t·downs. sporadic disturbances, slowdowns and other communistic
CIO tactics of dl'l'1,Iptlon and disorganization" (Quoted in MatIes and Higgins, 48).

$' Derber uscs estimates of the Increase of union penetration between 1930 and 1940 as
follows: transportation, communication, and public utilitia from 2� to 48 percent;
mining. quarrying. and 011 from 21 to 72 percent; and manufacturing as a whole from
9 to 34 pe«cnc (17). Overall. according to the U. S. Department of Labor, union
membeuhip as a percent of the nonagricultural labor force increased from 11 percent
in 1933, [0 Z1 percent in )940 (U. S. Department of Labor, 1972).

the principal GM negotiator at the end of the Flint sit-downs com
plained bitterly that therll had been eighteen sit·downs in GM plants
in the previous twenty days. The agreement that GM signed with
the UAW obligated the union to ensure that there would be no
work stoppages until an elaborate grievance procedure had been ex
hausted, and UAW officials had given their approval (Fine.

305,

825)."

U There were, neverthele!ll, a Ta!h of work iIIoppagl'!! immediately after the agreement

was $Igned. Waloh reporu 200 stoppages by the end of June 1937 (154): Keeran repom
that In the til'llt two month! following the GM settlement. General Moton worken
engaged In 30 wildcat !trika, and in the two yeal'll between June 1987 and \939, CM
reported 270 work stoppages or slowdownJ, Chrysler 109, Hud�n over 50. and Packard
31 (292). Montgomery makes the point that, for the workers. "recogn!tlon of their
unIonl tended to unlea'!h �hop Roor struggles in the lirst lnuance, rather than to con·
taln them" (7'). But while the victory of union recognition no doubt gave the worken
heUt, the union itself disavowed the stoppages and, according to Walsh, promised to
punish the union memben responsible (1M). In September 1957 Homer Martin,
president of the auto workers' union, sent General Motors a "letter of responsibility"
granting the company the right to lire =y employee whom the company claimed to be
gu!lty of prOvoking an Un:luthOlized stoppage (Keeran, &(2).
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The CIO had never actually endorsed sit-downs, but with recogni
tion it disavowed them.The Communists, by now well into their
Popular Front phase and some of them into the union bureaucracy
as well, endorsed the call for union discipline. Wyndham Mortimer
issued a statement early in 1937 saying: "Sitdown strikes should be
resorted to only when absolutely necessary" (Keeran, 294). And the
Flint Auto Worker, edited by Communist Henry Kraus, editorialittd
that "the problem is not to foster strikes and labor trouble. The
union can only grow on the basis of established procedure and collec
tive bargaining" (Keeran, 294). Accordingly both the GM and the
U. S. Steel contracts signed later in 1937 prohibited local strikes
(De Caux, xv).
Mades and Higgins offer a similar explanation of the United. Elec
trical Workers' early successes in negotiating contracts with General
F.lectric and Westinghouse. At General Electric:

There was a tremendous restlessness among the workers in the
company plants. Countless complaints piling up. Spontaneous stop
pages more the rule than the exception. This was poor business
for a company which had always operated on the principle that its
"contented" work force meant steady production and a steady
flow o£ profiu. Swope and GE had to be aware that the old system
o( paternalism had broken down, and that something was nttded
co take its placr if produceion and profits were to be maximized
-especially in tightdeprwion conditions (83).
At Westinghouse:
[C]onstant stoppages, sitdowns, slowdowns, and piled-up grievances
plagued production, as workers became steadily more militant and
aggressive. So much so that the company began to get rumblings
of dissatisfaction from various plant managers, who favored reach·
ing a�ment.s with the union if only to get on with the business
of production. Westinghouse top officers had miscalculated. While
Swope's GE agreement with the union had instituted orderly
grievance procedure. the Westinghouse forem�n and managers were
up to their necks in snarls (122).
"It made s�nse" Bernstein points out, "to negotiate with responsible
union officials like John L. Lewis, rather than with desperate local
g>"oups" (1971, 468).
If particular industrialists realized the advantages of unionism
only under extreme duress, the federal government soon ensured
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the wide adoption of the union alternative with the passage of the
experience " said WiUiam M. Leiser
son, testifying in favor of the act, "'that tbe only way we will ever
have peace . . . is to say that . . . employees have the same right to
associate themselves and act through a body that the investors . . .
have" (Bernstein, 1971, 333). Taft and Ross sum up the whole of
federal labor policy in just these terms:

Wagner Act. 'We learn from

,

A fundamental purpose of the national lahor policy, first enunciated
by the Wagner Act and confirmed by its subsequent amendments
in the Taft-Hartley and Landrum-Griffin Acts, was the substitution
o£ orderly procedures (or trials o£ combat. But in balancing the
public interest in th� peace(ul settlement of industrial disputes
with the freedom of labor and management to work out their
problems in light of their needs and experience, the law did nOt
outlaw the exercise of economic force. . . . However, this approval
of the strike, the picket line, and the maintenance o£ hard bargain
ing lines by employers and unions was limited by the establishment
of specified rules of conduct imposed on all parties (378-379).
And the unions kept their part of the bargain. Between contracts,
the unions tried to curb work stoppages and maintain production. As
time went on, the length of contracts and the duration of labor
peace increased, and by 1950 the UAW signed a five-year no-strike

contract with General Motors with no protection against the speed
up. In 1956, George M�any, president of the now merged AFL-CIO,
boasted to the National Association of Manufacturers:
I never went on strike in my life, 1 never ordered anyone else to
run a strike in my li£e, I never had anything to do with a pickec
line. . . . ]n the final analysis, there is noc a great deal of differ_
ence between the things I stand for and the things that the
National Association of Manufacturers stands for (quoted in
Georgakas and Surkin, 39).
In 1975 the United Steelworkers of America moved even further in
the direction of labor-management cooperation by signing an accord

with ten major steel firms committing the union not to strike, sub

mitting issues to binding arbitration instead (New

York Times, June
5, 1973). When the agreement was signed, the Steelworkers had in

any case not struck in fourteen years, and during that time they had
fallen from the highest paid industrial workers to fourte�nth on the
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list (Bogdanich, 172).84 Other unions, including the Seafarers Union,

beginning in World War II, undertook themselves to punish the

followed suit, signing agreements to use third-party methods for

leaders of local wildcats.86

resolving grievances in place of the strike.
Whether, by agreeing to refrain from leading work stoppages he

What had happened, quite simply, was that the organizations born
out of the workers' protests had become over time less and less

tween contracts, the unions actually succeeded in reducing disrup

dependent on workers, and more and more dependent on the regular

tions of production is not immediately self·evident.8.� Work stoppages

relations established with management. This movement away from

occurred nevertheless. But the unions had undertaken the responsi

workers and towards management was, in part, a natural result of

bility for trying to control the rank and file, standing as buffers be

the tendency toward oligarchy in formal organizations. Thus Matles

CIa leadership during the war years:

tween workers and management. In part, the unions did this by intro

and Higgins write of the

ducing some of the rituals of democratic representation into the

dustrial union leaders, rubbing shoulders in the giddy Washington

"In

work place, rituals which tended to delegitimize worker defiance

scene with 'big government' and 'big industry' figures, were being

when it did occur. In part, the union's role as regulator was im

transformed-although most of them hardly knew it-into 'labor

plemented through elaborate grievance procedures which were sub·
stituted for direct action; these procedures tended to divert and

statesmen' " (164).87 In part, it was the result of the dependence of
the unions for their own organizational stability on the well-being

dilute anger more effectively than they secured redress. Union dis·

of the industry. Thus B. 1- Widick writes:

ciplinary procedures also reflected this regulatory role, for the unions
now either sanctioned company punishments against workers, or,

With rare exceptions, unions have joined with employers in seek·
ing relief from taxes and government regulations, or in asking Con
gress to provide other assistance, be it tariffs, money or whatever.
The railroad brotherhoods have urged Congress to lend railroads
more funds; the communications workers union worries about the

�. During this fourte�n·�ar period the steel companies simply built up inventories in

anticipation of the enll of �ach three·year contract, a practice in which the union
collaborated, so that the no·strike accord was not really itself much of a change in the
way the union performed (Bogdanich, 172).
85 Radical historians have generally argued that the unions did in fact discipline the
work force, and thus promoted industrial rationaliL1tion. They have also argued that
the unions facilitated rationalization by collaborating with industry In capital intensi·
fication schemes. The latter argument seems to us weak, on both historical and logical
grounds. The m�"ChaniUltion of the steel industry and the rationalization of production
methods in steel was accomplished only after indnstrialists had succeeded in destroying
the existing union of skilled workers, the Amalgamated Association of Iron, Tin and
Steel Workers. The famous lockout by Carnegie at Homestead was the first battle in
the planful campaign by the industry to destroy the union, and it was only after the
union was decimated that mechanization took place (Stone) . Moreover, it does not
make sense to think that the ahsence of any unions at all, whether to resist or to col·
laborate, would have been an obstacle to capital intensification in the post-World War
II period (when major unions such as the UAW, the UMW, and the JLA did in fact
collaborate in such plan�).
The fir�t argument is, however, more central to our analysis, and it seems to us that
the evidence is still inconclusive. There is not much question that the unions undertook
the responsibility for maintaining uninterrupted production, but the strike waves of the
1940. and 1950, raise serious questions about their succes. at their appointed task. To
clarify that issue, Olle would at a minimum need reasonably precise time·series data on
man·days lost through strikes as a proportion of the work force, broken down by
unionized and nonunionized sectors. The usual aggregate data on rising productivity
rates in the manufacturing sector subsequent to unionization an: not definitive.
Unionization may well have accompanied rising productivity without playing an im·
portant rok in making it possible.

86 The

UAW negotiated company security clauses with Chrysler and Ford as early 113
1945 which explicitly gave plant management the right to diM:ipline workers who en·
gaged in unanthorized strikes (Lichtenstein, 67). C. Wright Mills reports a subsequent
UAW proposal in 1946 in which the union would undertake prosecution (for a penalty
or discharge) of "any employer or employees fOUnd guilty of instigating, fomenting, or
giving leadership to an unauthOrized sioppage of work," Shortly afterwards, a local of
the Steelworkers signed a contract under which the union could be financially liable for
the costs of strikes Or work stoppages. For vivid contemporary accounts of the UAW
as disciplinarian of rank·and·file insurgentl;, see also Gamson; Georgakas and Surkin;
Ward; and Weir.
Michels had long before explained why the unions were useful in this role: "The
m3.!;SCS arc far more subject to their leaders than to their governments, and they bear
from the former abuses of power which they would never tolerate from the latter . . .
they do not perceive the tyranny of the leaders they have themselves chosen" (154).
87 It is again worth remembering Michels' sober warnings: "For the great majority of
men, idealism alone is an inadequate incentive for the fulfillment of duty. Enthusiasm
is not an article which can be kept long in store. Men who will stake their bodies and
their lives for a moment, or even for some months in succession, on behalf of a great
idea often pro\'e incapable of permanent work in the service of the same idea when the
sacrifices demanded are comparatively trifling. . . . Consequently, even in the labour
movement, it is necessary that the leaders should receive a prosaic reward in addition
to the devotion of tbelt- comrades and the satisfaction of a good conscience" (126) . It
is perhaps needless to add that when many of these prosaic rewards are controlled by
government and industry, so will the leaders of the labor movement be oriented to
government and industry.

\
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the steelworkers join industry in

demanding tariffs or quotas on steel imports; the auto workers union
supports the Big

Three's

arguments for delaying emission-control

deadlines; in the trucking industry Teamsters' lobbyists are work
ing effectively at state and national levels to obtain an easing of
load limitations, or to find fuel for its carriers; the clothing and
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Nor were those union leaders who were Communists immune from
these influences, for as their organizational roles in the CIO devel
oped, their politics became more ambiguous. Radical ideology was
no defense against the imperatives created by organizational mainten
ance.9�

textile unions seek to protect their employees from the competition
of cheap foreign goods" (170).
"

Finally, the orientation of the unions toward management was facil
itated by the severing of union leadership from dependence on the
rank and file, first through their reliance on the federal government
for membership gains, and then through the dues check-off,58 As a
black auto worker wrote in 1970:

ORGANIZATION AND ELECTORAL POWER
The unions not only limited the disruptive force of workers in the
factories, they limited their disruptive impact in electoral politics as
well. Before we go on to explain this point, however, we have to

The automatic dues check-off system has removed the union entirely
from any dependence on its membership. The huge treasuries, origi
nally conceived to stockpile ammunition for class warfare, have put
the unions in the banking, real estate, and insurance business
(quoted in Georgakas and Surkin, 45).
The logical outcome of the bargain the unions had struck is
summed up by John Laslett, writing about an earlier period of
American labor history:

tell something of the effort.'l of the unions to become a significant
force in electoral politics.
By the end of 1937 the labor unions had nearly eight million
workers on their membership rolls, and membership continued to
grow during the war years, If the organization of large numbers is
what matters for power in electoral politics, then the labor unions
ought to have been a substantial force from the outset and, as their
membership grew, their influence ought to have grown, But this
was not the case.

The notion of contract implies a recognItlon by the union of its
responsibilities for the enforcement of the agreement, which some·

The organizational phase of the industrial workers' movement be
gan just as the turbulent phase was cresting. While in 1936 the

times placed even radical union leadership in the seemingly anoma·

new CIO had not yet enrolled the millions of members it was soon

lous position of having to act against its own constituency, when

to gain, it still began life with the not inconsiderable membership

the contract was violated by members of the rank and file. Thus,
the price which the union had to pay for the benefits it received

of the mine workers' and the garment workers' unions. And, from

was to become part of the productive system

itself .
.

.

(297 fI),B9

the beginning, the CIO tried to use its organizational apparatus and
membership to exert influence in Washington through conventional
electoral politics. Prodded by the rise of business opposition to the
New Deal, and the sharp decline in business campaign contributions,

SR During

the &cond World War years, the unions had become accustomed to winning
membership gains without strikes. "After 1942, labor·board elections and decisions made
"trikes for union recognition unneo;.,ssary, maintenance·of·membership clauses ensured
a steady How of dues into union treasuries, and inexperienced union Officials sat side
by side with federal and corporate executives in manpower, labor-board and WaJ;
production hearings" (Schatz, 194).

the CIO launched a massive campaign to reelect the president in

1936. Labor's Non-Partisan League was established as the vehicle of
union efforts, and the league's workers, operating very much like a
party campaign organization-going on the radio, staging rallies,

8'

C. L. R. James makes the mO$t condemning judgment of all: "The history of pro
duction since [the creation of the CIO] is the corruption of the bureaucracy and its
transformatiou into an instrument of capitalist production the restoration to the
bourgeoisie of what it had lost in 1936, the right to control production standards.
Without this mediating role of the bureaucracy, production in the United States would
be violently and continuously disrupted until one class was undisputed master" (23).
,

PO Prickett,

an historian who is sympathetic to the Communists, neverthelesa poinu out
that as their organizational po5itjon� in the CIO consolidated, the political views of the
Communists �ame obscure, and their ties with the Communist rank and file and with
the party became tenuous (392).
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passing out thousands of leaflets. and spending nearly a million dol

Democratic electoral politics�3 with the creation or the Political

lars-began to contact voters in the industrial states of New York,

Action Committee (PAC), which developed a sophisticated and well

Pennsylvania, Illinois, and Ohio (Schlesinger, 1960, 594; Greenstone,

financed campaign organization, in some places capable of canvas

49). In New York City, needle-trades union leaders resigned from the

sing entire communities. from the precinct level up, operating in

Socialist Party to join with Communists in creating the American

the primaries as well as the elections. Loyalty was the keynote: PAC

Labor Party, making it easier for leftists who were reluctant to vote

discouraged its state units from challenging local Democratic parties

the Democratic ticket to back the New Deal. Roosevelt polled some

in order to "weld together the unity of all forces who support the

270.000 votes in New York on the ALP ticket_ Later, the ALP also

commander in chief behind a single progressive win-the-war candi

led the campaign for the reelection of Fiorello LaGuardia as mayor

date for each office" (quoted in Lichtenstein, 61).&1 PAC was widely

(Raybeckl 357; Schlesinger. 1960. 594)_ Meanwhile, the constituent

credited with a crucial role in the Democratic victory of 1944. in

unions of the CIO contributed $770,000 to Roosevelt's campaign

which every CIO constituent union endorsed Roosevelt and the CIO

chest. most of it from the mine worken' treasury. The magnitude of

spent some $1,328,000 (Pelling, 180). In 1948 the AFL followed the

this contribution is suggested by the fact that during the previous

CIO lead by fonning Labor's League for Political Education, which

thirty years the AFL executive had contributed only $95,000 to

cooperated with PAC on campaign activities. With the merger of

national political campaigns (Pelling, 166).

the AFL and the CIO in 1955 the Committee on Political Education

The election of 1935 was, of course, only the first step on the new

(COPE) was established, and the investment of the unions in eJectoral

course in pursuit of electoral influence. In 1938 the CIO lobby

politics and the Democratic Party continued to increilse (Greenstone,

backed Roosevelt's Supreme Court reform, as well as an array of

52_60).00 In other words the unions had succeeded in following the

other New Deal legislative measures, and during the campaign the

prescribed American model for political influence; they had enlisted

CIO distributed a bulletin called "How to Organize and Conduct a

ever larger numbers of workers as members, and had combined the

Local Political Campaign" (Greenstone, 49). Meanwhile Walter

finilncial and voting resources of those members to exert influence

Reuther resigned from the Socialist Party to back Democrat Frank

through the channels of the electoral system. The question is, what

Murphy in the Michigan gubernatorial contest (Bernstein, 1971,

did they get for their troubles?

780). In 1940 John L, Lewis himself opposed Roosevelt,91 but the
CIO nevertheless gave IDR its overwhelming support: union dele
gates participated in the Democratic convention, and Roosevelt ran
strongest in counties with high concentrations of CIO members.02
]n fact the CIO's commitment to Democratic Party politics had
already b«ome so firm that Lewis' split with Roosevelt earned him
nothing but the enmity of union leadership, and he resigned as
president of the CIO. In 1943 the CIO expanded its investment in

.1 According to Dc Caux., "Le....!, ....iIlI dete'rmined, if he died politically in the a.uempt,

not to let R�velt take labor for granted," and he was furious with other CIO lead�ts
"for u.crHicing CIO bargalntng power by offering FOR unconditional support" (557).
Lewis' own decision in HMO WII to support the Republican candidate, Wendell'Wllllde,
but under the circumStances it was a lost gesture.

112 Bernstein reports an analylis of the results In sixty·three counties and fourteen cities

which showed that the strength of the Roo$Cvelt VOte paralleled the cono:ntration of
CIO members (1971. 720). Schatt5chneider abo reports polls taken at the time thn
showed CIO membership voted 79 and 78 percent Democratic in the 1940 and 1944
el«tions (49).

N The (:10 �peeded up ils ampaign activity

broIuse of paS5:.1ge of Ihe Smith.Corinally
Act whkh, among orner ant
iunion provWon!, probibitoed union contributions to andl
dates in federal election!. To evade this restriction, rne CIO engaged in wpolitlal
cdUGation� well in adwanox of the elections (De Caux, 339-+10) .

•• LI(htenJlein goes on 10 say about the 19(4 dealons: �Where sentiment for an
Independent voice rM1ained strong and threatened 10 disrupt an alUan(c with the
Democrau;, Hillman mobililro PAC forces to defeat il.ln New York HlIIman linked hi,
once anti.(;ommunist Amalgamated Clothing Wort:en with the ComnHlniu unions of
the city to win control of the ALP from the Dubinsky social dcmocrau and 10 make
the state bbor party an uncritkal adjunct of the DemocratiC Party there. In Michigan,
where a viable Democratic Parly hardly oci,ted, the PAC successfully fought effOTt' by
lOme UAW radials to put the state Polilical Action Committee on record as supporting
ouly those Demor;ratie candidates pledged to a guaranteed annual Income nnd Olher
wen-publieited CIO barga
ining demands" (61).
,& However, the involvement of members in electoral politic, clearly declined. Green

Itone comments: "Two decades after World War II, a 'crisIs' was most evident with
r<!gard to a dedine in political interest among the rank and file and in the radicalism
of unJon officials. By contrast, the commiunent of organizational resourcea dramatically
IncTeated" (58).
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In fact, from the outset, organized labor got very little. Lewis
thought that his dramatic gestures of support in the 1936 election,
including the huge contribution to campaign expenses, would win
Roosevelt's support in the auto and steel struggles. During the Flint
sit-downs, Lewis named the quid pro quo he expected:
For six months the economic royalists represented by General
Motors contributed their money and used their energy to drive
this administration out of power. The administration asked labor
for help and labor gave it. The same economic royalists now have
their fangs in labor. The workers of this country expect the admin·
istration to help the workers in every legal way, and to support
the workers in General Motors plants (quoted in Raybeck, 368).
Lewis' assessment was accurate; GM leaders were among Roosevelt's
most vigorous opponents in the 1936 election. But his expectations
were misplaced. When Roosevelt did finally intervene in the GM
strike, it was reluctantly and cautiously. He intervened, not because
he was politically beholden to union leadership, but because he was
forced to do so by the escalating crisis in Flint. Again, in the Little
Steel strike, when Roosevelt was reported to have called down "a
plague on both your houses," Lewis claimed betrayal: "It ill be·
hooves one who has supped at Labor's table and who has been
sheltered in Labor's house to curse with equal fervor and fine im
partiality both Labor and its adversaries when they become locked
in deadly embrace" (quoted in Raybeck, 368).
But whatever lesson was to be learned was lost on CIO leaders
(except perhaps for John L. Lewis himself). Although the invest
ment of the unions in electoral politics increased, the ability of labor
unions to protect the gains that had been won in the mid-1930s
rapidly diminished. The strike wave had subsided by 1938, its mo
mentum broken by the bitter defeat in Little Steel. Meanwhile busi·
ness and government had begun a two·pronged assault on industrial
unionism thai: was to culminate a decade later in the passage of the
Taft·Hartley Act. One prong was the launching of a red-baiting
campaign that severely weakened the unions internally by stimulat·
ing bitter factionalism and ultimately resulted in the purging of
more militant Communist elements, The other prong was a cam
paign to limit the new protections won for unions under the 'Vagner
Act.
The red purge in the CIO that is ordinarily located in the post.
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war McCarthy period actually began in 1938. It was merely inter·
rupted by the war years, and then resumed vigorously in the late
1940s. The beginning of the campaign was signaled in 1938 by
widely publicized hearings of the House Un·American Activities
Committee under Chairman Martin Dies. John Frey testified and the
New York Times headlined his message the next day: "Communists
Rule the CIO, Frey of the AFL Testifies: He names 248 Reds"
(Matles and Higgins, 104-105; Prickett, 374). Meanwhile the CIO
was assaulted by unfavorable press and radio commentary depicting
the unions as violent and communistic, or at the very least, "irre·
sponsible" (De Caux, 291-292), while the National Association of
Manufacturers financed the printing of two million copies of a pam
phlet which depicted John L. Lewis holding a picket sign aloft that
read, "Join the CIO and Build a Soviet America" (Matles and
Higgins, l l 8).
By 1939 the signs were clear that the political tide had turned and
measures to erode the concessions that labor had won began to be
implemented. Under pressure from southern Democrats and Re·
publicans in Congress, the NLRB was reconstituted to eliminate its
pro-labor members;96 the Supreme Court ruled that sit·downs were
illegal; and state legislatures began to pass laws prohibiting some
kinds oE strikes and secondary boycotts, limiting picketing, out
lawing the closed shop, requiring the registration of unions, limiting
the amount of dues unions could charge, and providing stiff jail
terms for violations of the new offenses. By 1947 almost all of the
states had passed legislation imposing at least some of these limita
tions.
World War II did not interrupt the campaign to curb labor gains,
but it greatly confused the issues by allowing government and
industry to define questions of labor policy as questions of patriotism.
In fact the policies of the Roosevelt Administration toward its
staunch labor allies during the war years clearly revealed how much
the influence of the rank and file had diminished. When war prepara
tion began in earnest after the election of 1940, the demand for

&S Harry Millis. a Univfrsity of Cbicago economist wbo had served on the pre-Wagner
Act NUl, and who had been very much involved in the development of the Wagner
Act. later wrote that by the mid·fortie/), the board was "leaning over backward to be
fair to employers," and generally failing to enforce the protection! of the Wagner Act
(Millis and Brown).
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labor suddenly soared. This was a boom such as American workers

prices shot up, and wages lagged behind.gS By 1943 worker restive·

had not seen for a long time. Within a few months the number of

ness was scarcely controllable, and the number of wildcats escalated

unemployed dropped from 10 million to 4 million, and wages began

rapidly.gO But union leaders by and large kept their no·strike pledge,

to rise, from an average $29.88 a week in 1940 to $38.62 in December

and the chairman of the War Labor Board called the policy an

1941 (Raybeck, 371). A new wave of strikes swept the country as the

outstanding success. It was a success, for union officials were now

unions tried to enlist the new workers, and to take advantage of the

themselves denouncing and containing the wildcats.M

rising demand for labor by pressing for higher wages.

Lewis and the miners bucked the trend. After rank·and-file walk·

But the Roosevelt Administration acted rapidly to suppress the

outs early in 1943, Lewis demanded a two·dollar·a-day increase with

strikes. When UAW workers at the Vultee aircraft plant in Los

no stretch·out or speed-up, and pay for time traveled underground.

Angeles struck two weeks after the 1940 presidential election, the

The mine owners refused to negotiate, the press screamed "traitor,"

FBI and the attorney general branded the strike "Red" and govern"

Roosevelt threatened to use federal troops, but the miners neverthe·

ment agents descended upon the strikers, who nevertheless won most

less walked out. Reminded of the no-strike pledge, Lewis said it was

of their demands (Green, 8-9; Keeran, 333).97 Shortly afterwards

not a strike, but that the miners would simply not trespass on com·

UAW strikers shut down the Allis·Chalmers plant near Milwaukee;

pany property if they had no contract. Roosevelt seized the mines,

the local police and state militia were called out and Roosevelt

but the miners stayed out; he then demanded legislation that would

threatened to seize the plant (Thomas Brooks. 195; Green, 9; Keeran,

permit the federal government to draft strikers, while Congress

334-336). When 20,000 CIO woodworkers went on strike in the

passed the Smith-Connally Act curbing strikes.IOI When the miners

northwest and decided not to return to work on terms dictated by

finally went back to work, they had won most of their demands. But

the federal government, the press branded it a Communist strike

what they had won, they had won by force of their belligerency in

(De Caux, 396-397). When 12,000 UAW workers struck North

the mines, and not by their influence in the White House or in the

American Aviation in Los Angeles, Roosevelt ordered some 3,000

halls of Congress. Of the 219 Democratic congressmen who had voted

troops to take over the plant, and the strike was broken (Green, 10;
De Caux, 398-399). In the fall of 1941 John L. Lewis, who had de

for Smith·Connally, 191 had been supported by PAC.
While efforts were made to muzzle strike power during the war,

nounced Roosevelt bitterly for sending troops "to stab labor in the

union leaders themselves were courted ·by government and industry,

back," called a strike in the "captive" coal mines owned by the

and the federal government continued to protect the ability of the

major steel companies. A federal mediation board ruled against

unions to retain and enlarge their membership. This was not sur·

the workers, but Lewis responded by calling out 250,000 other coal

prising, for the unions were performing a valuable service. A

miners, and the strike was won.

member of the War Labor Board commented on this issue: "By and

After the attack on Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt dealt with the in

large, the maintenance of a stable union membership and responsible

creased labor militancy by taking advantage of the upsurge of

union discipline makes for keeping faithfully the terms of the

patriotic feeling to secure a no·strike pledge from the CIO and AFL.
A War Labor Board was established to handle industrial disputes
formula in a program calling for "equality of sacrifice" of corpora

eR Real weekly wages increased during the war, but largely as a result of longer houn;.
Worken were also now bearing the burden of new war taxes, which extended the in·
come tax to millions of low-wage workers who had previously been exempt.

tions, consumers, and workers. In fact, corporate profits zoomed,

gil The

for the duration, and wages were to be set by the federal "little steel"

G1

Communiits were in fact important in this and other strikes in the prewar period.
Moreover since this rellurgence of Communist militancy was related to the Stalin·Hitler
pact, and the party'! branding of the European conflict as an imperialist war, there Wall
some baiis for the condemnation heaped upon them.

number of wildc:o.t� increa.<;ed .,teadily during 1943 and 1944. Prci� reporl.S that
the number of man·days lost in strikes more than tripled in 1943 over 1942, and by
1944 there were, according to Brecher, more strikes than in any previous year in
American history (223-226).

]00 Communists in the unions were among the mmt ardent supporteTli of the no·strike
pledge, a policy dictated by the perilous situation of Soviet RU8';ia during the war.
101

R()<W:Vdt vet�d the bill, Congress overrode the veto the same day. In gratitude for
the veto, CIO leaden; reaffirmed the no·strike pledge.
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contract, and provides a stable basis for union-management coopera
tion for more efficient production" (quoted in Brooks, Thomas,

203)_

As a result of the War Labor Board's "maintenance of membership"
policies, union membership grew_t02 By 1945, the CIO claimed 6
million members, the AFL claimed nearly 7 million. If ever there was
a time for labor to demonstrate the force of organized voting numbers
in electoral politics, a force no longer constrained by the imperatives
of war and the spirit of patriotism, now was the time. As it turned
alit, the force of organized voting numbers could not even ward
off the Taft-Hartley Act.
'With war contracts canceled and servicemen demobilized when
the war ended in the summer of 1945, unemployment rose, wages
declined as overtime was lost, and prices continued to rise, reducing
real take-home wages to levels below the prewar period, An un
precedented wave of strikes ensued, this time under official union
leadership, Virtually every major industry was shut down for some
period during 1946. President Truman responded by using his war
time powers-months after the end of the war-to seize oil refineries,
railroads, mines, and packinghouses. When railroad workers struck
anyway the president threatened to draft them and use the Army
to run the railroads;103 when the miners struck, the government
secured an injunction, and the UMW was fined $3,5 million for its
defiance. "We used the weapons that we had at hand," Truman
said aftenvards, "in order to fight a rebellion against the govern
ment . , ." (quoted in Brecher,

229),

Truman had proposed legisla

tion to draft strikers, but the Congress responded with its own
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services of the NLRBiIo4 the closed shop was outlawed, as was the
union shop, except where authorized by the majority of workers in
a special ballot (and even this provision did not apply where states
had enacted "right-to-work" laws); the check-off of union dues by
employers was declared illegal except by written permission of the
employee; and various fonus of secondary boycotts were prohibited_
Finally, certain strikes were to be delayed by a mandated sixty-day
cooling-off period; strikes against the federal government were pro
hibited altogether; and the president was given special powers to
intervene to halt strikes for eighty days which endangered the
"national health or safety" (Pelling, 189-191). Truman, with the
1948 electipns ahead, vetoed the act-tOO The Congress overrode the
veto by a margin of 331 to 83 in the House, and 68 to

25

in the

Senate, freeing Truman to use the legislation to curb strikes twelve
times in the first year after its passage (Green, 34)YI6 While Taft·
Hartley was being debated in the Congress, the Cold War was being
created in the White House, and with it the witch hunts and purges
of leftists that further divided and weakened the CIO in the postwar
years.
Taft-Hartley went far beyond the wartime actions of the federal
government. It not only curbed the strike power, but it curbed the
unions' capacity to organize as welL Union membership declined in
the years immediately following the passage of the act, and thereafter
recovered only slowly, reaching 18,9 million in 1968. But as a per·
centage of the total work force. union membership was lower in 1968

plan, the Taft-Hartley BiU, substantially modifying the Wagner Act
by specifying the rights of employers in industrial disputes and
restricting the rights of unions. Elaborate requirements were imposed
for the reporting of internal union procedures; non-communist
affidavits were required of union officers on penalty of losing the

102 In 1942 in the wake of the no-strike pledge, $Orne industrial unions began to lose
members and experience dues collection difficultics, The War Labor Board wIved that
problem with its modified union shop policies (Lichtenstein, 53). With the exception
of the UMW (which had won the union shop in it� 1941 strike) the board permitted
"maintenance of membership" clauses which provided a fifteen-day escape period during
which a new employee could quit the union,
103 Sitkoff describes Truman's radio speech threatening to draft striker� and give the
Army authority to run the trains as "the most blistering antilabor speech by a President
since that of Grover Cleveland" (85),

10. Lewis

once again tried to buck the trend of accommodation to government, propDI
ing that if all union� refused to sign the non-wmmunist affidaviu, the provision would
be ineffective, The AFL, wilh which the mine workers were again joined, turned his
proposal down (De Caux, 478), Some of the CIO unions did resist signing, but only
briefly (Matles and Higgins, 167-170),

10' Many analysts agree that Truman's strategy in dealing with Taft-Hartley wu cal
culated not to defeat the legislation but to gain a political advantage in the forth
coming election, Even his symbolic concession was probably necessary only because
Henry Wallace was making a bid for labor support with his third-party candidacy_
Truman's strategy was successful; organi�ed labor supported him energetically, For
example A, F. Whitney, head of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, had I�atened
to sp"'nd hi.! entire union treasury to defeat Truman after the president proposed to
draft railway strikers. But the veto, Whitney announced, vindicated Truman, and sup·
port for Wallace was "out of the question" (Yarnell, 22-25). :For similar accounts of
the Truman strategy on Taft·Hartley, see Sitkoff, 92�97, and Hartmann, 85-91.
1� Adlai Stevenwn, in the presidential campaign of 1952, retreated even from the
Truman posture of strong rhetorical opposition to Taft-Hartley. See Martin, 540. 6411,
660, 691.
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than in 1947. In the nineteen "right.la-work" states where com
pulsory open shop legislation is permitted by Taft-Hartley, union
membership averages only half the proportion in the other states.
These are restrictions that the unions bitterly opposed at the time,
and that they have continued to oppose in the thirty yeaTs since the
act was passed. But without success.
Our discussion has thus far emphasized the losses the unions sus
tained in the specific area of government labor policy. They fared
no better in other areas of domestic policy that affected the condi
tions of working people: they did not succeed in expanding the gains
wrested from government in the 1930s, and in some instances they
did not even succeed in sustaining these gains. The list of labor's
failures is long, but it self-evidently includes increasingly regressive
federal income and corporate tax policies that help to erode whatever
labor wins at the bargaining table; federal housing policies that have
inflated the cost of worke11l' housing and profited the construction
industry; federal minimum wage standards that have not been raised
to keep pace with real wages; the poor record of federal performance
in the area of industrial safety; and a social security system that bears
more and more heavily on workers because of the extremely regres
sive Connula by which it is financed.
This dismal overall record in electoral and legislative politics was
accomplished by the largest issue-oriented voting bloc in the nation.
In the decade between the Wagner Act that signified labor's political
muscle, and the Taft-Hartley Act that signified its helplessness, the
ranks of organized labor had increased until one-third of the popula
tion was union affiliated. During that decade the unions' organiza
tional apparatus had also enlarged and become increasingly sophisti
cated and increasingly committed to electoral politics on all levels.
But neither this vast bloc of voters nor the sophisticated machinery
oC their organization could muster power sufficient even to resist the
erosion of the gains won earlier, in the days before the unions had
organized.
Why? The answer is twofold. In part. it was that in the absence
of a movement. the unions were not really capable of delivering the
voting bloc they claimed to represent. The strike movement of the
19BOs, by contrast, threatened to mobilize workers as vote11l in a
way that overrode the usual multiple appeals of party. section, and
ethnicity. While the labor vote had shifted to the Democratic col·
umn in the election of 19B2, that vote was still insecure, and the
industrial struggles waged by workers made it more insecure. The
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strike movement threatened electoral disruption. But once the
movement subsided, it was the Democratic Party, not the unions,
that gained the ability to command the allegiance of working-class
vote11l and name the issues for which allegiance would be traded. In
the absence of the extraordinary fervor provoked by a mass protest,
the unions played at best a subsidiary role in disciplining the
working-class vote.101

Moreover, there is substantial evidence that the unions really did
not try to use the pressure their voting members represented to
force mass concessions from electOral leaders. Union leaders became
more dependent on the Democratic Party (for prominence, not con
cessions) than the party was on them. Acting accordingly, union
leaders promoted partisan allegiance, and by doing so, blunted the
electoral impact of worker discontent. The unions became the legiti
mate political voice of industrial workers, and that legitimate voice
spoke out repeatedly against strikers, and in support of Democratic
leaders.
Thus during the war years, worker discontent did not diminish.
The war boom strike wave of 1941, and the wildcau of 194B, were
each successively larger than the other. and larger than the strike
wave of 1937. But discontented workers exerted little electoral force,
and the less so because their own leade11l supported the national gov
ernment's policies. When the CIO woodworkers struck in 1941,
Philip Murray, who had taken Lewis' place as head of the CIO, de
nounced the woodworkers' leadership, echoed press charges of com
munism, and demanded that the strike be called off (De Caux, 397).
When the UAW workers struck North American Aviation the same
year. UAW's Aviation Director Richard Frankensteen called the
strike "communist·inspired" on national radio, and later addressed
a meeting of strikers to order them back to work. II was after the
workers booed Frankensteen and ignored his order that Roosevelt

1960 Sl;hatuchneider praenu Interesting data to iJIo\,' Ihat Ihe unions
COI,l}d at ben swing 960,000 votes in a presidential election. He arrives .tI mis con

101 Wriling in

cll,l.lion

by subtracting from the organized labor vote the percentage of workers who
probably have voted Democratic e,·en if they did not belong to unions. Schau·
IIChneider concludes from Ihis "that il is I1carly Impossible to translate pressure politics
into party politics" (47-61).
Even with regard to the Taft-H.mley Act, the ability of the unions to influence their
mcmben wu limlt«l. Thus Wilson cites poll data from the 1952 election indicating
that only 29 pnuDt of ullion mcmben favored repeal, 41 pen:cnt had no opinion on
the malUT, and Ihe remainder actually favored Kktltion 01 the aa. (1973, 338-339).
would
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called OUt the troops (Green, 10), apparently· with the approval of
Sidney Hillman (Keeran, 840).IQ8 When Roosevelt seized the mines
during the

1943 UMW strike to break the "little steel"

formula, the

executive board of the CIO repudiated Lewis and the UMW, and
congratulated Roosevelt for his veto of the Smith·Connally Act
despite the fact that the legislation reflected Roosevelt's own public
proposals. In other words even when the unions failed to curb eco
nomic disruptions by workers, they succeeded in muting the electoral
impact of those disruptions.

The Industrial Worked Movement
to the serious bloodshed that repression would have necessitated. And
so government conceded the strikers' main demand-lhe right to
organize.
It is not likely that the worker agitations of the 1930s would have
broken out under more stable economic conditions, and it is not
likely that they would have had the force they did under more stable
political conditions. In other words it required the widespread dis·
locations of a deep depression for the workers' movement to. emerge,
and to give it disruptive force in electoral spheres. Such tImes a�e
rare and certainly not of anyone's deliberate making. Moreover dIS
ruptive political strategies. even during the infrequent periods when

Conclusion
The circumstances which led to the uprisings of industrial workers,
and gave them force, were rooted in the economic and social dis
locations of the depression. Catastrophic unemployment and the
sharp decline of wages made workers restive in the first place; the
early moves by political elites to deal with the economic catastrophe,
and with the electoral instability bred by catastrophe, only legitimized

worker discontents. helping to escalate an industrial war. Still the
federal government temporized, trying to appease both business and
labor. But workers, seized by the spirit of the movement. refused to
be appeased and, with industrial disorder increasing, the federal
government's policy failed. The disgruntled business community
deserted the Democratic Party, clearing the way for conCe1Sions to
labor. Then, with the workers' movement still unabated. and with
violence by employers escalating, reluctant political leaders finally
chose sides and supported labor's demands. The disruptive tactics
of the labor movement had left them no other choice. They could
not ignore disruptions so threatening to economic recovery and to
electoral stability, and they could not repress the strikers, for while
a majority of the electorate did not support the strikers, a substantial

proportion did/09 and many others would have reacted unpredictably

�

1930s had no guidelines on which to rely and from which t? gam
assurance and protection, for their struggles defid the c�nventlons oE

political influence and thereby also esch.ewed th.e protecu�ns afforded
by these conventions. The workers paId heaVily for their defiance,
.
in thousands arrested, hundreds injured, and many killed. But then,
they also won.
That industrial workers did in fact win in the 1930s, and that

they won only through mass struggle. is underplayed in some radical

interpretations. Such interprelations emphasize the advantages that
unionization ultimately yielded management and seem therefore
to imply that collective bargaining arrangements were yielded by

an employers' conspiracy. It is clearly true that management came

in time to find unions useful, perhaps because the unions helped to

�

discipline workers and maintain production, and more cer�in y
because they helped to depoliticize worker discontent when It did
erupt. Moreover in some industries-such as ele<:trical manufactur
ing-unionization promised to stabilize wages and thus reduce the
uncertainty of corporate competition (Schatz,

(who was suspended from the UAW for hb role as an organizer
of the Nonh Amerlan strike) later Jaid tbat he had told the UAW leadermip that
"if the strike was authoriled, the Army would not tOme in" (dted in K«ran, 348).

10' �lills reporu that even during tbe Litlie St.ecl $trike, which turned public opini()ll
against the Itrikffl, 44 percent of the lower class and 18 percent of the upper class
supported the $triers (43).

188--189).1111

But [or

the most part, these were advantages that industrialists themselves
recognized slowly at best and only under extreme dures.s. TheY
,
granted union recognition after bitter resistance; they granted It

110 Gerald

108 Wyndbam Mortimer

�

they are possible, are unpredictable and costly. The wor ers of t e

�926

�

urged Willi2m
P. Swope. head of Ceneral Electric, had as a.r y as
Grtto of the AFL to rorm industrial unioN. It would mean the d,lfert'rKe !xtween ao
orgallintion with which we could work on a bu,inen·like basis and one that would be a
wurce of endless difficulties" (RadO!h). Bernstein makes a lim lar a�ment of tht'
mot.iycs of oil IDOgtll Harry Sinclair in Jignlng an agfttmenl W i
th the 01
\ work� In
May 1934 (1971, 115). In some indultries, plrtkularly the garment trades, the umons
.
.
also played a large role in regtllacing a fragmented Industry mad<: up of many small
enterprises.

!
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only in the face of mass strikes and government coercion, In effect,
industrialists learned to use unions after the workers had fought for
and won them. Industrial unionization was not a management
strategy but a workers' victory.
And the victory was worth winning. Clearly, the straightforward
concessions in higher pay and shorter hours and in government social
welfare measures offered up at the height of the turmoil of the 19305
were worth winning. The more ambiguous concession was the right
to organize itself. But, on balance, unionization must also be con·
sidered a gain for industrial workers simply because they have been
better off with it than they were without it; they are better off in
the 19705 than they were in the 1 920s. They are better off because
unions still lead strikes; they still use some disruptive leverage, and
because they do, most workers in the mass production industries
have held their own in economic spheres. Wages have kept p<lce with
rising productivity and profits.11l Moreover, through unionization,
workers gained a measure of job security. In particular, workers are
now protected against reprisals in union·led strikes.
On the other hand, unionization also ritualizes and encapsulates
the strike power, thus limiting its disruptive impact on production,
and limiting the political reverberations or economic disruptions as
well. And the unions themselves have never exerted direct influence
in electoral spheres comparable to the electoral influence of the
workers' movement of the 19305.
Industrial workers are by any measure the exemplary case oE mass·
based permanent organization. No other stratum of the lower class
hns comparable opportunities for organization on so large a scale.
The main renson is that no other group possesses comparable dis·
ruptive power. Labor won from elites the resources necessary to
sustain a mass organization precisely because the enormous disruptive
power of the strike had to be contained. Having been /Xded the right
to organize-including especially the legal sanction to coerce workers
into union affiliation-labor could solve its organizational main·
tenance problem; through coerced affiliation, a mass base has been

111 Thus Leonard Silk estimated that in 1969 the average annual income of blue-collar

WOlters was sutmantially above the nMlonal median income (Il). Howe\'cr, these data
abo make dear that other worken who were not located in mass product!on industria
and wnc not unionized did not do nearly IQ well and, at consumers, bore the inflation·
ary burden of rising profits and rising ,",'ages in the mag production iodllltries.
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successfully sustained. But what other group in the lower class has
the disruptive power to enable it to win equivalent resources for
organizational maintenance?
Industrial workers are also the exemplary case by which to test
beliefs about the effectiveness of mass·based organization in electoral
spheres. Through organization, labor ostensibly commanded vast re
sources for political influence: millions of organized voters and multi·
million-dollar treasuries from dues. Still, these resources yielded
them little in the electoral process. What, then, of the potential for
electoral influence of the more typical lower-class organization, usu·
ally with a few hundred or a few thousand members at best, and
usually on the verge of bankruptcy?
As for the labor experience itself, the political moral seems to us
clear, although it is quite different from the moral that organizers are
wont to draw. It can be stated simply: the unorganized disruptions
of industrial workers in the 1930s produced some political gains, but
the organized electoral activities of the unions could not sustain
them. New gains await a new protest movement-a new outbreak of
mass defiance capable of spurning the rules and authorities of the
workplace and of politics, and capable of spurning the rules and
authorities of the union system as well.
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World War II brought the Great Depression to a rapid end. Boom
ing war production was followed by rapid economic expansion in
the postwar years which, together with Keynesian macroeconomic
policies. produced a degree of stability and prosperity in the lives

of many American workers. These improved economic condi.tions,
coupled with the growth of industrial unionism, moderated unrest
among the industrial working class. The next great struggles occurred
among blacks, many of whom were outside, or at the very bottom
of, the industrial working class.
The black struggle was waged for two main goals. On� was to
secure formal political rights in the South, especially the right to
th� franchise; th� other was to secure economic advances. In retro
spect it is clear that the main victory was the extension of political
rights to southern blacks (together with a larger degree of black
political repr�ntati6n in the northern cities).
Beginning in the 19405 the federal courts reversed historic doc
trines and began to undercut the legality of southern caste arrange
ments, a trend that culminated in the 1954 Supreme Court decision
which declared racially separate schools unconstitutional because
they were inherently unequal. Then. between 1957 and 1965. four
civil rights bills were enacted which. taken together, finally granted
a broad range of democratic political rights to blacks, and provided
the mechanisms to enforce those rights. As a consequence. public
accommodations were desegregated. blacks began to serve on the
southern juries which had for so long provided immunity to southern
181
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whites �mploying terror against blacks, and the franchise was finally

obsolete, the vestigt: of a labor·intensive plantation system that was

granted. From a historical perspective. a long leap forward had bee])

. .
The economic changes that made traditional patterns of polttlcal

madt:.
In the South Ihe deept:st mt:aning of the winning of democratit'
political rights is that the historical primacy of terror as a means of
social control has bet:n substantially diminished.l The reduction of
terror in the everyday life of a people is always in itsel f an importam
gain. Myrdal has emphasized thai "thrt:ats, whippings, and even
serious forms of violence have been customary caste sanctions utilized

to maintain a strict discipline over Negro labor" (229). But now.
with the winning of formal political rights. the reliance on terror
on police violence, on the lynch mob, on arbitrary imprisonment
has greatly diminished as the method of controlling blacks. Why this
historic transformation came about, and the role of the civil rights
movement in producing it, is the subject of this chapter.
By contrast, economic gains were limited. Many blacks entered
the middle class, laking advantage of the liberal employment policies
of both public and private institutions which the turbulence of the
period produced. For most poor blacks, howevt:T, occupational con·
ditions did not much i1f1prove. For many of them the main gain was

the winning of liberalized welfare practices to insure their survival
despite widespread unemployment and underemployment. That gain,

passing into history.

domination archaic also generated the force to bring new political
arrangements into being. Changing economic circumstances, and the
demographic and social ramifications that soon followed, created
mounting unrest among masses of blacks, eventually culminating in
a

black struggle against the southern caste system. By the mid-19(jOs

national political leaders finally responded to the rising tide of black
prott:st and imposed modernizing political reforms on th� South.
That they could do so was a measure both of the underlymg eco·
nomic transformation which had occurred, and of the force of black
insurgency.
.
.
In the analysis which follows, we have focuSt:d on the relatIOnship
between economic change, mass unrest, and the national electoral
system. If political reforms throughout the South were made possible

�

by change in the southern economy, and if eco? omic C 13n�e, by pro
ducing mass umest, also made those reforms lmperatlvt:, It was he

�

electoral system that registered and mediated the pressures and which
yielded the reforms. Political rights were finally conceded to southern
blacks by a national Democratic Party whose leaders had for decades
consistently refused to interfere with caste arrangements in the South.

and the movement which won it, will be discussed in the next chapter.

Then, in a series of actions culminating in the mid-1960s, Demo

In the largest sense, political modt:rnization in the South followed

forced political reforms on the southern wing of their p�rty.
.
It is our view that the civil rights movement was a Vital force III

!rom

ec:o�omic modernization. Throughout the twentieth century
.
mdustrlahZation had been advancing in the states of the Outer South

and in some cities of lhe Deep Somh." Meanwhile, in the rural areas
of the Deep South, mechanization and new agricultural technologies
swept over the traditional plantation s)'5tem, especially in the post
World War II period. Tht:5e economic transformations rendered the
semift:udal political order that prevailed in much of the South

cratic presidents and a Congress dominated by Democratic majorities

this process because of the impact of its disruptive tactics on � he
electoral system. By defying caste domination, and by thus provokmg
southern whites to employ terroristic mt:thods that were losing legiti
macy, the civil rights movement succeeded in exacerbating elector�l
instabilities which had already been set in motion by economic
modernization in the South. The national Democratic Party bore
the brunt of these electoral conflicts and weakening party allt:giances.
The party's electoral majority had been eroding in the postwar years

I Among WlUt on

the }efl, !.here 1.1 a lendency to ignore thl.s gain. Robert

tpo�Il)iU1 ?" the blatt

L

AliBI, a

ldt, typJfi� Ihil :milude when he retnarks: "In it.! hcyd�y
.
the Integrauonl!t civil nghu movement (alt an aura which
omp � nearly tht
",hole of the
!he blad bourgeoiile w:u the primary beneficiary of
. clearly true for the cronomic gains made
tha� move�� (26). ThiS Italcm�t II
.
.
durmg Ihe CIVil rIghts era: the exllUng and the new black middle clUSCI wen: the chief
bendidariu But this !aid. we believe that the diminution of terroristic methods of
social control ...as a major gain for the mass of aouthem black poor.

bl� populat�on, but

I Louil.iana. Georgia, MiuiQippi, Abbama, and Soulh

enc

Carolina.

a

as polarization bt:lween southern whites on the one hand, and blacks
and northern white liberals on the ocher, worsened. Consequently
when the black assault against the caste system took form in the
1950s, polarizing northt:rn and southern sentiments all the more, the
leaders of the nadonal Dt:mocratic Party maneuvered to reduce
their electoral losses by imposing political reforms on .the South. By
this timt: tht:re was no other way that the profound conRicts dividing

1M
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the northern and southern wings of the party could be lessened. Nor,
except by enfranchising blacks and incorporating them in the south·

\85
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?

�

and local governments to enforce the subjugatio? 0.£ b a�k�. T e
entire apparatus of government-its legislatures, Its }udtcLanes, Its

ern wing of the party, could Democratic strength in the South be

executive branches-has been mobilized to perpetuate caste arrange

regained.s We tum, then, to an amplification of these points.

ments in the South and segregation and discrimination in the North.

Blacks in the Southern Political Economy
No group in American society has been as subjected to the extremes

of economic exploitation as blacks. Each change in their relationship
to the economic syStem has mainly represented a shift from one
form of extreme economic subjugation to another: from slaves to

cash tenants and sharecroppers; from cash tenants and sharecroppers
to the lowest stratum in an emerging southern rural free labor sys
tem: and, finally, to the status of an urban proletariat characterized
by low wages and high unemployment. In effect, the black poor pro
gressed from slave labor to cheap labor tQ (for many) no labor at all.
In one period of American history after another, conBict has
broken out among white dominants for control over the changing
forms of economic exploitation of blacks; from the debate among
the framers of the Constitution as to whether blacks were men or
property; to the "free soil" conRict which brought on the Civil War;
to the inconclusive Hayes-Tilden election and the Compromise of

1877, which restored southern white hegemony and the Democratic
Party in the South; to the "massive resistance" movement led by
southern elites against the national government in the post-World
War I I era.
In each period ascendant clites employed the powers of the national

a As tbis book went to pre.u, we came across a monograpb by C. L- R. James and his

1958 and then reissued in 1974. containing a pusa� whkh
anticipated tbe electoral aspects of the analysi5 to be developed in this chapter. Though
brief. the remarks were prescient. and we wish to ackno""ledge them: ''The N�oes i n
the North and West. b y their ceasel,""" aghalian and their -.ote, are now a wed�
jammed in belween the Northern Dt:mocrats and the Southern. At any moment this
wedge can split the party into tWo and thereby compel the total reorganization of
American politics. They have cracked the alliance betW«tl the right wing of the
Repubticans and the Southern wing of the Demoer.ttic Party. By Flienl strategy and
immense labor, they have taken the lead in the movement wbleh resulted in the declara·
tion of the Supreme Court that racial scgregadon Is illtgal. Now the people of Mont·
gomery, by organizing a bus boycott which for a year was maintained at a level of over
99 percent. have struck a resounding blow at'racial discrimination all over the United
States and written a neW chapter of world·wide significance in the hi$l:ory of !truggle
aga
inst Irrational prejudicesH (150).

colleagues. Ilrst published in

�

Legislatures enacted laws to deprive blacks of � itical rights and
refused to prevent private institutions hom depnvmg l�cks of e�o
nomic and social rights; the couru wove a net of oplOlOns whIch

�

legilimized the actions of other branches of government and of
private institutions; and the executive Jevels of governm�nt em
ployed their powers, especially police powers. to enforce the tnterests
of private elites in exploiting the black labor force.
The particular arrangements by which government buttressed the
economic subjugation of blacks during the last hundred years had
their origins in the post.Reconstruction period. The gains of. the
Civil War and of Reconstruction had, in principle, been consider
able. Blacks were freed from slavery by the Emancipation Proclama
tion, and the Fourteenth Amendment was enacted in

�

to

1868

provide due process and equal protection of t e law. Tw� years
.
later the Fifteenth Amendment guaranteed all Citizens the Tight to
vote regardless of race or other characteristics. In

1875

�

the Civ l

Rights Bill was enacted to provide "equal enjoyment" of public
accommodations and other facilities. But, by the turn of the century,
most gains had been lost, and all would be by the end of the first
decade of the twentieth century.
"Racism grew up as an American ideology," Arnold Rose has said.

�

"partly in response to the need to main ain a reliable

��d ��manent

work force in the difficult job of gro,.,.mg cotton . . .

(XVIll). That

economic imperative was not lessened with the emancipation �f the
slaves. The southern economy was in a shambles; the restoratlon of
the plantation system depended on once again securing a reliable and
permanent work force. and one that could be made to work .on
.
terms not much different than those which had prevaIled dunng
slavery. Although legal slavery was no longer possible, a ro�ghly
.
equivalent status of economic serfdom was. Durmg the I�t third of
the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth, south
ern elites. with the acquiescence of their northern counterparts,
forged the system of political domilation required to return blacks
.
,
�
to servitude. Moreover, the resolution of the black s «onomlc role
vitally affected the place of the poor white in the southern «?nomy.
For, all practical purposes the withdrawal of federal ·troops tn 1 877

.

heed the South to restore caste relations between blacks and whites.
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This transformation was achieved at the state and local level through

aspect of southern life, from schools to cemeteries. Tht!st! It!gislative

mob and police violence, through legislative measures, and through

enactments wert! approved by the Supreme Court, which found in

court rulings-all tacitly or explicitly condoned in the North and

188S that the Civil Rights Bill of 1875 was unconstitutional; and in
1896, in an opinion that was to affinn the validity of segregation for

by the federal government.
The hallmark of white violence against blacks has been the lynch

more than half a century, the Coun established the It!gal fiction that

mob. Mob violence was among the most fundamental means by

racial segrt�gation was not in violation of the Founet!nth Amend

which the black was restored to servitude in the post-Reconstruction

ment provided the facilities afforded blacks were equal. Finally, the

era, for "the evidence of race conRict and violence, brutality and

vote was gradually denied to blacks by a variety of measures, includ·

exploitation in this period is overwhelming. It was, after all, in the

ing literacy and property tests, poll taxes, and "grandfatht!r clauses"

eighties and early nineties that lynching attained the most staggering

(which allowed persons to vote only if tht!ir ancestors had vott!d), and
these actions wt!re spurred by the Supreme Court which found in

proportions ever reached in the history of that crime" (Woodward,

1974, 43). (During the next seventy years the NAACP would record

J898 that a plan advanced by Mississippi to disenfranchise blacks

nearly 5,000 known cases of lynching.) The mobs, of course, were

was nOt unconstitutional.

composed mainly of poor whites, leading Cox to conclude that "poor

By the end of the first decade of the twentieth century tht! move

whites themselves may be thought of as the primary instrument of

ment to restore caste arrangements had succeeded. ]t was a movt!ment

the ruling class in subjugating the Negroes" (536).f I t was also the
case that the police agents of the South achieved national renown for

from the disillusioned agrarian radicals to the most conservative

their tactics of terror against blacks. Sometimes they led lynch mobs.

leaders of the planter class. Most important of all, it found favor

which, by then, found support in virtually all walks of southern life;

More commonly they simply made it known that they would not

among the mass of poor whites who were led by their various It!aders

interfere with mob actions led by others. (And the Congress refused

to endorse measures to disenfranchise blacks-such as poll taxes and

to make lynching a federal crime until after World War

litt!racy tests-which disenfranchised many of them as well. That

II.)

As the nineteenth century came to a dOlie, legislation was widely

this could be so is owed to the great success with which the southern

nomic exploitation.G Segregated arrangt!ments soon pervaded every

whites. for "the Southern 'aristocracy' . '. . could not endure without

enacted to isolate and stigmatize blacks, thus legitimizing their eco

ruling class played upon economic competition among blacks and
tht! hatred which it perpetuates among the whitt! and black masses.
and it [has been] by no means unmindful of that fact" (Cox,

underplay the role of class relations n
i underst:llnding the
American "dilemma," nevt'rlheltS15 reaches a similar conclusion reganling the role played
by poor whilCS in maintaining black $IIbjugation: �Planlation ownen and employcn,
who u.e Negro labor a5 cheaper and more docile, have at times been observed to
wlerale, or cooperate In, the periodic aggression of poor ,,'hites againsl Negroes. II is a
plausible thesis that they do so in the interes( of upholding the caste system ",hich is
so effective n
i
keeping the l"egTO docile" (598).
5 In the political chaos created by the war and Ra:onstruction, the �ion of the
frarn;hiSl: by blacks at fint posed an obltacle w the restoration of white domination.
But as the political partier-Republica.n, Populiw, and Democrat&--5truggled to bulld
political iUpport, each came to view the political rights of blacks as a �rious impedi
ment to their luccess. Republicans hurdened. by their identification with both nonhern
and black interests, simply adopted II "Iily·white" strategy. The radical agrarians in the
various state populist parties al fint �reQed the similarity of interests between poor
whites and poor blacki and tried to build coalitions with blacks; but that alliance could
not survive south�n racism and the Populists subsequently repudiated blacks in an
effort to hold the suppan of poor whiles. In any ca�, the planter·backed Democrats
soon overwhelmed the Populists by casting blacks in the role of the common enemy and
by this strategy generated broad popular support for the political hegemony of the
white planter, banker, and merchant c1aloS over both poor blacks and whites in the
•Myrdal,

who ItIlds

to

,

South.

577).

Poor whiltS paid dearly for that hatred, for many of tht!m not only
lost certain political rights, but they permiued themselves to be
rt!legated to a condition of economic servitudt! not much differt!nt
than that to which they condemned blacks. Thus Perlo points out:
Whilt! the planters lost much from the Civil War, they had certain
compensations. . . , The new system of exploitation, involving " £rt!e"
labor, could and was extended to the poor whites as well. As agri
culture in the South became more concentrated, hundreds of thou·
sands of small white fanners lost their land, Many became city
workers. But many others became wage labort!fS or sharecroppers
on the plantations. They became subject to the same type of
extremt! t!xploitation as the Negro farm population (71),
If the Compromise of 1877 markt!d the beginning .of northern
tolerance for southern practices, that tolerance was not shaken by the
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renewed subjugation of blacks as the nineteenth century drew to a

frequent when force needed to be applied. Defiance was largely pre

close. In part this was because northern capitalism had entered a

cluded by the socializing structures of southern society-its educa

new imperialist phase, and racism as an ideology became more im

tional system, its religious institutions, its media, and a culture in

portant in the North as well:

which symbols of white supremacy were the hallmark. All were or
ganized to inculcate the belief among blacks that their lot in life

. . . in the year 1898, the United States plunged into imperialistic
adventures overseas under the leadership of the Republican Party.
These adventures in the Pacific and the Caribbean suddenly brought

was the only rightful one or, at least, the only possible one. The

under the jurisdiction of the United States some eight million
people of the colored races. . . . As America shouldered the White

Even had black insurgency developed on any scale, it would have
resulted in bloody repression as long as the national government ac

Man·s Burden, she took up at the same time many southern atti
tudes on the subject of race. . . . At the dawn of the new century
the wave of Southern racism came in as a swell upon a mounting
tide of national sentiment and was very much a part of that senti
ment (Woodward, 1974, 72-74).
Landless, illiterate, and without recourse in the law or the political
process, blacks were effectively returned to servitude as the twentieth

structure of coercion and of socialization was so fonnidable that
defiance simply could not be contemplated.

commodated to these sectional arrangements. The alliance of the na
tional government and southern state and local governments was an

overwhelming force. It would require some fundamental change,
some large transfonnation, to disrupt this collusion. That transfonn
ing force was economic modernization in the South, a force that

gradually altered national politics and, by doing so, helped give rise
to an insurgent black movement.

century dawned. All of this was made possible by national acquies
cence in the full range of mechanisms which made up the southern
caste system. The federal government would not intervene to pre

Economic Modernization in the South

vent the harsh exploitation of black labor, nor to alter the social
and political structures by which that exploitation was achieved. The
result was the consolidation in the South of a ruling class which

Even as caste arrangements were being consolidated in the South at

could easily control the whole of southern life and which faced

the beginning of the twentieth century, large-scale economic forces

little opposition until the post-World War II years. ''The one party

were at work that would, in time, disrupt those arrangements. The

South . . . and the low political participation of even the white

most important effect of these economic forces, for our analysis. was

Myrdal points out. "The

the dramatic shift in. the character of black participation in the labor

oligarchy consists of the big landowners, the industrialists, the

force, together with mass migration out of the South. As to the first:

people favor a

de facto oligarchic regime,"

bankers, and the merchants. Northern corporate business with big

"During slavery, practically all Negroes were engaged in southern

investments in the region has been sharing in the political control by

agriculture or were household servants. This was still true of 87

this oligarchy" (453).

percent in

Given the totalitarian system which prevailed in the South until

1900 and 80

31).

1910. But in 1960 less than 10
15 percent i n domestic services"
more than 90 percent of blacks

percent in

percent were in agriculture and

World War II, no defiant movement could either emerge or succeed

(Ross,

in winning concessions. Economic interests could fire and evict and

lived in the South at the beginning of the twentieth century; by

Regarding migration,

withhold credit at will; white mobs could lynch and burn at will;

1960 about half lived in the Nom.

police agents could beat, maim, and kill at will; political leaders

than a half century the occupational position of blacks was trans

could call up the militia at will; the COUtts could imprison at will.

formed, and great numbers were redistributed from the agricultural

All of the coercive measures available to public and private elites

South to the industrial North.

In the course of slightly more

were employed in their most untrammeled and undisguised fonn to

In the broadest tenns, these shifts were caused by industrial expan

compel acquiescence by blacks to their station. As Lomax put it, the

sion in the North during the first part of the twentieth century, by

(40). Nor were the occasions

the decline in agricultural markets after World War I, together with

"Negro world was an enclave of terror"
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The boom of World War IJ and subsequent war preparations gave

masses of land outof production, and by the rapid pace of agricultural

southern landlordism a new lease on life by raising the price of

and industrial modernization in the Somh during and after World

wuon and increasing the profit £rom the exploitation of share

War II. Northern industrial expansion began to draw many blacks
Out of agriculture and out of the South in the early part of the
century. " After the turn of the century," Ross points out, "American

full flower. From an annual average of $13

industrialism came into

billion in the last decade of the nineteenth century, the gross national
product increased

$40 billion in the 1909-1918 period. Total
27 million in 1889-1898 to 39
190&--1918" (I I). With the outbreak of war in Europe, the
•

.

.

to

croppers and wage labor. At the same time this boom accelerated
the technical development of southern agriculture. As large-scale
purely capitalist farming grew at an unprecedented pace for the
Soulh . . , the anachronism oC semi slave, hand and mule labor on
the sharecropper u nits became more acute (Perlo, 1111).
.

The modernization of southern agriculture also stimulated increasing

employment rose from an average of

concentration of land ownership. Although the amount of southern

million in

acreage in farm production declined only slightly between

waves of immigration which had provided the labor supply for in

1960,

1940

and

the number of farms dropped by nearly half, and the average

dustrial expansion were sharply diminished, causing northern indus·

farm size increased from

try to look to the South for a source of labor. With these changes the

mechanization, new agricultural technologies. federal policies which

first massive migration of blacks out of the South began; between

1910

and

1920

about half a million blacks moved to northern and

123

acres to

217

acres.1I Taken together,

removed land from production, and the enlargement of land hold·
ings

dramatically

altered

the labor requirements

of southern

agriculture.

western states.G
The post-World War I years brought a sharp reduction in the

The traditional tenant labor force of the South thus found itself

need for agricultural productS, both because of curtailed wartime

increasingly obsolete. forced to search elsewhere for the means to

exports and curtailed immigration; the result was the beginning of

subsist. White sUTplus farm labor found employment in the develop

a long period of intense hardship for agricultural workers. This trend

ing southern textiles mills and related industries. But blacks con

reached catastrophic proportions in the Great Depression. The col·

tinued to be excluded from such employment, This pattern of

lapse of agricultural markets, together with New Deal policies which

segregated employment served the southern (and the northern) em·

attempted to deal with agricultural surpluses by reducing production,

ploying classes well. The availability of a huge black labor surplus

forced millions off the land thro\lghout the United States. In the

could be used as a threat to impede demands by whites faT higher

South, where the vast majority of blacks were still located, "Cotton

wages and for unionization. By excluding blacks the manufacturing

23

class made "the underpaid white worker satisfied with his 'superior'

Negroes in every status-landowners, cash

status" and "thTeatens implicitly to bring in the Negro in case of

land in cultivation declined from
million acres in

1939.

43

million acres in

1929

to

tenants, share tenants, sharecroppers, and laborers-were displaced

'difficulties' with the white workers" (Perla,

in large numbers . . ." (Ross,

docile workers, in turn, helped to spur industrial expansion all the

I4),

Under the circumstances, migration

was the only choice {or many. By

1940

almost one..quarter

(23

per·

cent) of blacks had come to live outside the South.
World War II reversed the decline in agriculture, but it also pro
vided the impetus for a large-scale modernizing trend:1

99).

Low wages and

more, for the cheap labor pools available in the South led northern
capital to make increasingly heavy investments in that region.
The relative exclusion of blacks from southern industry had a
further consequence of great importance for the analysis being de-
veloped in this chapter-it gave many blacks little choice but to

e Population Rekren()l': Bureau, 72.
T Thcre were many reasons for the slow progrw of mechanization in lOuthem agrlcul·
ture prior to World War U. Among the most important has been the abundance of

cheap labor, which enabled the South 10 to'mpete despite mechaniutlon in other agri·
cultural regions. But "under Ihe stimulus of high incomes and a &hortage of man·
power" during World War II, mechaniulion began to sweep the South (Hoover and
Ratchford, 110).

migrate northward. To be sure. a good many blacks migrated to
southern dties. with the result that by

1960

only about

40

percent

of the blacks who remained in the South still lived in rural areas.

8 Bure:lu of the C<n�us. J976, 46(}-.461.
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But their experience in the southern cities was one of intense eco
nomic hardship: they occupied the very bottom rung of the urban
proletariat, 6nding employment mainly available in those forms o{
work that were considered "unsuitable" for whites (e.g., domestic
service, and other unskilled service jobs). Consequently their eco.
nomic circumstances both in agriculture and in the southern cities
created an inexorable pressure upon blacks to migrate northward,
producing the greatest exodus of SOuthern black agricultural workers
in the nation's history: "During the decade of 1940-50 over 1.5
million Negroes left the South and 1.5 million left during the next
decade. . . . On the other hand, the net outmigration of whites from
the South was only

�

t e

19505"

0.1

percent in the

19405

and

1.7

percent during

(Henderson, 83).11 With this trend growing, the propor.

tlOn or blacks living outside of the South rose from 23 perCent to
almost 50 percent between

1940

and the mid·sixties. For all practical

purposes, then, the South succeeded in redistributing a substantial
part of its surplus labor to other regions of the country.
Taking all of these changes together, the results are striking: "In

1910, 75
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percent of the nation's blacks lived in rural areas and nine.

tenths lived in the South. [By the mid·sixties] three quarters were in
cities and half resided outside of the southern states" (Foner, 325).
In the course of a few decades a depressed southern rural peasantry
had been transformed into a depressed urban proletaria.t.
With a massive agriculLUral and industrial transformation under.
way, a system of political domination based on terror and disen.
franchisement was no longer essential to the southern ruling class
in order to insure their labor needs on terms favorable to them. In
other words economic modernization had made the South susceptible
to political modernization. In the large-scale mechanized agriculture
that was developing in the rural South, market incentives were slowly
substituted for the older system of serf labor. A wage labor supply
one that was somewhat more skilled (especially in the

use

of machin.

ery)-was coming to be required. This transition to wage labor was

greatly facilitated by the huge labor surpluses which were continually
thrown up by the process of agricultural modernization itself. The
constant threat of unemployment was a power(ul inducement for
rural workers to accept wage work on terms dictated by the planter
class.
In the industrializing areas of the South a new capitalist class was
emerging, especially during and following World War 11. In large
part it was tied to northern corporate power, for a considerable seg.
ment of southern industrial enterprise was initiated and controlled
by northern capital. This new urban·based industrial class relied
mainly on market mechanisms to insure its labor needs. To be sure,
the inferior status of blacks continued to be a useful mechanism to
insure maximum profits. But the deliberate exacerbation of racial
competition for jobs \\las a strategy long used by employers to control
labor both in the North and in the South, and was far from being
equivalent to a system of caste. As a social system to allocate and
control labor, in short, southern caste arrangements were becoming
obsolete,
It was also the case that the southern white, whatever his class,
had less reason in the post�World War II years to fear the extension
of political rights to blacks, including the granting of the franchise.

An extensive depopulation of the black belt South

was well under

way as a result of the large northward movement of blacks. Whatever
electoral threat blacks might once have represented, migration greatly
lessened it.
As economic modernization overtook the South, other changes
were taking place in the North which also weakened opposition to the
extension of formal rights to blacks. As we noted in an earlier section
the imperialistic adventures launched by northern capitalism at the
beginning of the twentieth century were in part justified by a racist
ideology which borrowed much from the South. But with the rise
of communism the United States was thrown into intense competi
tion for world domination, a circumstance that demanded an ideol·
ogy of " democracy" and "freedom." By the post�World War II period
and the outbreak of the "cold war," this ideology reached full Bower

• Just how grcu an upheaval thi! was for black, i, ,uggested by the

DepiTunem

of
Agrlculture which enimated "that 42 percent of
Negro farm people of 1940 who
w� lIill Jiving In 1950 had left the farm during the 1940'," (Population Reference
15). In the 1950" the largest migration occurred in the post-Korean period:
Between 195-+-59, the number of Negro·operated farms declined by !l5 per<:ent-a
measure of how greatly cuts in acreage allotment! on cotton �nd tobacco and how the
use of machinery had curtai� the
for the tenant f�rmer in only five yearl"
(Population Reference Bureau, 75).

Lbe

;?ureau,

need

in international relations. Increasingly the circumstances prevailing
in the South constituted a national embarrassment and support for
these arrangements by dominant economic elites weakened. Imperial.
istic requirements which had in one era helped return blacks to
servitude thus helped in another era to release them from servitude.
The stakes of northern capitalism in domestic racism also weakened
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after World War II. Early in the century, as black numbers in the
northern industrial centers grew, employers had relentlessly pined
blacks against whites, exacerbating racial tensions in order to weaken

Economic Modernization and Electoral Instability

working-class solidarity. One measure of the success of this strategy

Economic change, by weakening the stakes of agricultural and in

was the outbreak of white mob violence against blacks in the post

dusu-ial leaders in the maintenanc� of caste arrangements, also freed

'World War I period, for "some twenty-five race riots were touched

national political leaders to act against those arrangements. By the

off in American cities during the last six months of 1919," as an up"

fourth and fifth decades of the twentieth century, the perpetuation

surge of unemployment followed the slowing of war production and

of caste arrangements was being reduced to a question of public

the demobilizing of the armed forces. "Mobs took over cities for

opinion. In the absence of significant opposition from economic

days at a time, flogging, burning, shooting, and torturing at will. . . .

dominants. the question was whether shirts in the alignments of

During the first year following the war more than seventy Negroes

broad electoral groupings would create the necessary pressures to

were lynched, several of them veterans still in uniform" (Woodward,

compel national leaders to act. The Democratic Party was the main

1974. 1 14). Blacks were slowly forced out of many of the industries

arena in which this drama of gradually intensifying electoral conflict

where they had obtained wartime employment. and they were ex

and realignment was played out.

cluded from unions as well. To survive, they were pressed all the

Since the post·Reconstruction period, the one-party South has con

more to cooperate with nonunion employers against white workers.

stituted the regional foundation of the national Democratic Party.

The problem was so extreme that the National Urban League found

Periodic efforts by the Republican Party to revive its political for

it necessary in 1919 to enact policies broad enough "to permit the
autonomous local Leagues to proceed as they deemed best-to en·

between southern whites and blacks, or simply to garner conservative

dorse and work with unions, to refer Negroes as strikebreakers, or

white voters-have foundered on the shoals of a virulent racism

tunes by mounting a "southern strategy"-either to forge a coalition

to remain neutral" in the struggle between the employing and work

inculcated by the Democratic political leaders of the South and by

ing classes (Meier, 1967, 175).

the economic elites whom they served. The poor whites of the South.

By the World War II period, however, northern capitalism had

whatever their populist inclinations, COntinued in the twentieth

largely acceded to the unionization of the industrial working class.

century to be deeply moved by racial fears and by the slight ad

and to that extent the exploitation of racial cleavages had begun to
lose its former utility. This chan�. together with the growing reo

vantages in economic position and social status which caste arrange
ments afforded them. Consequently poor whites continued to align

quirement for a liberal racial ideology with which to meet the threat

themselves with the ruling class of the South, submerging their own

of Communism in international affairs, eroded support for the

class interests in a political alliance against blacks.

southern social system among economic dominants in the North.

The realignment of the Democratic Party in 1932 did not change

As the nation approached mid-century, then. the leaders of northern

the politics of the South, for a national coalition was formed that

capitalism and their counterparts in the South no longer had great

joined together the industrial working class in the North and the

cause to resist modernizing political trends in the southern region.

one·party agrarian South. But two sources of strain wefe in the

Arnold Rose surely overstated the point when he remarked that

making even as that alliance was fonned.

caste arrangements had become "an expression merely of a traditional

For one, northern urban blacks joined that coalition in 1936. With

psychology," but the remark nevertheless contained much truth

that shift, the "American dilemma" became a Democratic dilemma,

(xxvi).

as it had been a Republican dilemma for more than half a century.
Just as the race question had plagued the party of Lincoln (it espe
cially plagued Republican presidential contenders who had to deal
with a delegation of northern and southern blacks at nominating
conventions), now it was to plague the party of the N�w Deal and
ultimately to divide it along regional lines.
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But that division would be severa] decades in the making. In the
meanwhile blacks got little, as a racial group, for their participation
in Democratic politics: a few leavings of municipal patronage from
the local parties, a few symbolic gestures from Democratic presidents.
In 1936 the Democratic Party removed the rule that rc=quired a two
thirds majority for nominations and thereby also removed the
Solllh's veto power over presidential candidates. In tbe early 1940s
a Roosevelt-oriented Supreme Court dedared the white primary un
constitutional, and Roosevelt established the Fair Employment Prac
tices Commission (in response to the threat that blacks, led by A.
Phillip Randolph, would mount a march on Washington). Even
such minor concessions, however, marked the beginning of a new
posture by national Democratic leaders toward the black cause, and
engendered intense antagonism among southern leadc=n:, thus creat
ing a deep strain between the northern and southern wings of the
party.
The social and economic policies of the New Deal generated a
second source of regional strain. New Deal programs to spur recovery
and to solidify popular support provoked open conRict with the
traditional elites of the South, whose power was based on the planta
tion economy. This "banker-merchant-farmer-Iawyer-doctor-govem.
ing class" considered the New Deal a threat to its pervasive control
over the structure of southern rural and smalltown life:
For these people, the New Deal jeopardized a power that rested
on the control of property, labor, credit and local government. Relief
projects reduced dependency [on employers]; labor standards raised
wages; fann programs upset landlord·tenant relationships; govern·
ment credit bypassed bankers; new federal programs skirted county
commissioners and sometimes even state agencies (Tindall, SI).
Southern economic interests did not, of course, eschew the New Deal
programs that were of direct benefit to them; they opposed only
those programs whose impact would weaken their power. Thus, for
example, New Deal agricultural policies paid plantation owners
generously to take land out of production, and the owners were glad
for the subsidies. But. at the same moment, they opposed the giving
of federal emergency relief to the superfluous work force resulting
from the reduction of agricultural activity:
The share tenant's situation is the impossible one of being fora:d
by the inadequacies of the present system, on the one hand. to
seek relief as the only means of keeping alive; and, on the other
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hand, o[ having this relief opposed by the landlord because it may
spoil him as a tenant, if and when he can be used again. There
are other fears back of the landlord's attitude; the {ear that the
tenant will be removed from the influence of the landowner and
learn that he is not entirely dependent on him; and the fear that
the relief will raise the standard of living to the extent that bargain
ing on the old basis will be difficult. It can readily be seen that
from the point of view of the landlord government relief is demor
alizing Uohnson, Embree, and Alexander, 52).
In response to these two basic sources of strain, independent electors
appeared on the ballots of several southern states in 1935. Although
it was another decade before the movement toward independent or
unpledged electors gathered momentum, the election of 1936 was a
harbinger of the deep strains in Democratic presidential politics that
would soon split the party.
But whatever their antagonism toward New Deal programs, south
ern leaders were in no position to bolt the party, for they had little
hope of carrying the southern rank and file with them. Roosevelt's
policies for economic recovery and social reform resonated with a
long tradition of economic populism among the southern white
masses, and thus solidified his electoral strength throughout the
South. However, the tensions originating in the New Deal period led
southern congressional delegates to coalesce with the Republicans;
in exchange for opposition by southern Democrats to many progres
sive economic and social welfare measures put forward by the Demo
cratic leadership (measures which, in any casc=, conservative south
erners were quite prepared to oppose for their own reasons). the
Republicaru in turn withheld support from civil rights proposals
which were so repugnant to the South.
To cope with this strain in the party, Roosevelt chose to avoid
head-on dashes with the South over the race issue (by refusing sup
port to anti-lynching legislation, for example). Insu:ad he argued that
blacks could best progress by being loyal to the New Deal, thus bene
fining from the array of social and economic legislation sponsored
by the New Deal. There can be no doubt that blacks did benefit from
many of these programs (although they were badly hurt by some,
especially federal agricultural policies). But as an excluded and ex
ploited racial group, they got virtually nothing. In effect, the civil
rights issue was submerged in order to maintain greater party unity.
By 1940 blacks began leaving the South in great numbers. Year
by year the impact of this demographic revolution on the northern
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electoral system was immense, for blacks were concentrating in the
northern cities of the most populous, industrialized states. In other
words they were concentrated in the electoral strongholds of the
Democratic Party. And as their voting numbers swelled, leaders in
the northern wing of the party began to acknowledge that concessions
to blacks would have to be made.
The race issue emerged in the election of 1948. It probably would
not have emerged so early as a presidential campaign issue were it
not for the formation of the Progressive Party led by Henry Wallace:
Wallace directed his appeals to northern liberals and to blacks. Clark
Clifford, Truman's chief campaign strategist, was worried about the
president's strength among blacks, and not just because of Wallace.
The Republicans were also making symbolic appeals to the black
voter, Thus Clifford warned Truman that
the Republicans were doing everything they could to win hack
this electorate. He predicted that the Repuhlicam would "offer an
FEPC. an anti·poll tax hill, and an anti-lynching bill" in the next
Congressional session. To counter, the president had to push for

whatever action he felt necessary "to protect the rights of minority
groups." Although the South might nOt like this actioo, it was the
"lesser of two evils" (Yarnell, 44).10
At the same time, Clifford advised Truman that "as always, the
So�th can be considered safely Democratic. And in formulating
national policy, it can be safely ignored" (Cochran, 1973, 280).
Accordingly Truman gave the appearance of championing civil
rights. "Although he went much further than any previous President
he failed to match rhetoric with concrete efforts . . ." (Hartmann,
150-151). Thus Truman called for a broad range of civil rights
measures in an address to Congress on January 7, and on February 2,
he delivered a special civil rights message to Congress which out.
lined a ten·point program, including outlawing the poll tax, estab
lishing a pennanent FEPC. and making lynching a federal crime.
But having promised to issue executive orders abolishing segrega. • .

I� ThcTe Is

considerable dispute among analysts of the election of 1948 over the qUelI
tion of whether Truman's rhetorical po.Iition on dvil right� during the (ampaign was
owed to the Wallace threat. or to the threat that the Republicans 'WOuld captun: votes
among blacu. Among th� who make a strong C3.!e that Wallace was the primary ior(e
an: Bernstein. Berman. and Vaughan. By contrast, Yarnell readll$ tilt COIl(luston that
the Rcpublio:ans wen: the much grt:a1e1' threat (see especially '.5, 44, and 69). For the
pur� of our analysis, this dispute b not cruda\. What is crucial It that the civil
right! qUelItion wu gradually emerging as an dcctoral wue.
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tion in the anned forces and discrimination in federal employment
-actions which were within his immediate power-he did neither
(not, at least, until after the unanticipated and turbulent events of
the nominating convention in the summer).
The nominating convention scuttled Truman's essentially rhetori
cal civil rights strategy. Liberal leaders intent on securing a strong
civil rights plank despite Truman's opposition were joined by influ
ential northern machine leaders who believed Truman would lose
the election. They "were less concerned with Southern diehards
bolting than with solidifying the Negro vote behind their local and
state candidates. Henry Wallace was making a powerful appeal to
this constituency in major cities. Any spectacular demonstration of
the Democrats as resolute defenders of Negro interests that would
head off the Wallace threat was to be welcomed" (Cochran, 1973,
230). Consequently a strong civil rights plank was pushed through
on the floor of the convention, leading A1abama and Mississippi to
walk out. The Dixiecrat forces, drawing upon dissident elements
throughout the South, convened twO days later in Birmingham to
form a States' Rights Party with Senator J. Strom Thurmond of
South Carolina as its presidential nominee. With these events
Truman was pushed all the more to the left on the race question,
and he immediately issued the executive orders he had promised
months earlier. "Thus a border-state politician intent on pursuing
an ambiguous racial policy had the torch of civil rights unexpectedly
thrust into his hands" (Cochran, 1973, 231). In the ensuing election,
Truman won (with the aid of the black vote) despite the loss of
four Deep South states-Louisiana, South Carolina, Alabama, and
Mississippi-to the States' Rights Party.
The militancy of southern leaders in 1948 reflected the continuing,
though rapidly diminishing, political and economic stakes in the
exploitation of blacks, especially in the Deep South. Moreover the
boisting of the States' Rights banner afforded southern leaders an
opportunity to mobilize opposition to the offensive social and eco
nomic policies of the New Deal and the Fair Deal. Lubell refers to
this as "a double insurgency: an economic revolt aimed at checking
government spending and the power of labor unions, and a racial
reaction designed to counter the influence of Negro voting in the
North" (1966, 186). 11

u On

this point see also Sindler, 1962.

14l.
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Thus it cannot be said that the cause of securing civil rights legis.
lation was immediately advanced by these events. Southern defec.
tions in the election of 1948 foreshadowed the possible dissolution
of that regional base, and so concessions to the South-namely,
maintaining the racial status quo-became the order of the day, as
Stevenson'S posture in campaigning for the Democratic nomination
in 1952 revealed. In one speech prior to the convention Stevenson
declared that "] reject as contemptible the reckless assertions that
the South is a prison in which half the people are prisoners and the
other h �lf are wardens" (Cochran, 1969, 222). During the nominating
conventlon he expressed great concern that the fight over civil
rights "might drive the South out of the party-the party needed
unity" (Martin, 1976, 589). With his acquiescence. the delegation
from Illinois voted to seat the Dixiecrat delegations without a
"loyalty pledge," a position which antagonized many northern advo·
cates of civil rights. By reason of his personal convictions and his
concern that the South had to be kept within the framework of the
Democratic Party, Stevenson emerged as a compromise candidate,
defeating Kefauver and Harriman after several ballots, He then
named Senator John Sparkman of Alabama as his running mate.
Throughout the campaign Stevenson continued to appease the
South. and gave relatively little attention to the black vote in the
northern cities (Cochran, 1969, 221-222). "He repeatedly indicated
concern about losing the South" (Martin, 1976, 597), and time and
again he asserted that the responsibility for dealing with the race
problem properly resided with the states:
He fell back on an old proposal that the rederal FEPC relinquish
jurisdiction to states that had FEPC's of their own. What about
the filibuster? "I suppose the President might properly be con.
cerned with the rules of the Senate. . , . I should certainly want
to study it. . . . I am told that it has disadvantages as weU as
advantages. There are other considerations involved in unlimited
and free debate that must not be overlooked in our anxiety to
advance in one field alone" (Martin, 1976. 611).12

IIAt a matter of principle, S.tevenso? !�ke strongly [n favor of civil rights: "In the
. rIghts for Negroes, if anything more emphati.
South he talked of the neceSi>lty of cml
cal!y than he had in Harlem" (Muller, 101). But the point is that he !teadfanly
.
IftIued suggestions thai he advocate fedmli actions dt!lgned to impoK the$e principles
upon the South.
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As it happens. this policy of conciliation did not stem the tide of
defections in the subsequent election because an entirely different
force was also at work. To be sure, the Dixiecrat states, where race
was the preeminent issue, returned to the Demo�ratic ranks, al·
though South Carolina and Louisiana did so by very slim majorities.
But in the Outer South the Republicans made big gains; Virginia.
Florida, Tenn�e, and Texas delivered their electoral votes to
Eisenhower. Republican strength in the Outer South was especially
noticeable among the growing white middle classes in the cities,
while Democratic strength tended to be concentrated among whites
in the declining small towns and rural areas of the Deep South
(Lubell, 1956, 179 ff.).
The e1ection of 1952 thus revealed the political effects of a second
fonn of economic change that was sweeping the South: industrial
modernization. This modernizing trend was casting up a new white
middle class in the cities and suburbs (especially in the states of the
Outer South) whose political sympathies inclined toward the Re
publican Party. These changes in the class structure became apparent
in the election of 1952, which "marked a turning point in Re
publican (ortunes, the beginnings of a southern Republicanism that
would contest elections. first at the presidential level, then at the
state and local levels, evolving gradually into a credible opposition
party everywhere except the inner core of the Deep South-and
even there sporadically" (Tindall, 49).
In other words, the rupture between the nonhern and southern
wings of the Democratic party which occurred in 1948 was no trans
ient phenomenon. Both agricultural and industrial modernization
were contributing to a deep and widening fissure. Each of these
economic forces was eroding the Democratic Party's base in the
South in a different way. Indeed some political analysts even reached
the conclusion at the time that the Democratic Party might not
survive. Lubell was one:

The moot heavily Democratic districts in the North . . . are becoming
those whidl are poorest economically and which have the largest
Negro populations-two characteristics which tend to pull the
representatives of these districts back to the old appeals of the New
Deal. If this lrend continues, as seems likely, the Congressmen from
these districts will find themselves in sharpening conflict with the
Southern districts, both with the and·Negro sentiments, 50 strong
in the rural South, and the economic conservatism ol the rising
middle-class elements in the Southern cities.
. The underlying
.

.
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tensions between these two wings of "sure" Democratic sealS are
sufficiemly intense so that the cracking apart of the Democratic
party must be rated a possibility (1956, 215-216).
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Economic Modernization and the Rise
of Black Defiance

In this prediction, of course, Lubell was wrong. His mistake was
partly in failing to take account of the large stakes the dominant
leadership of the South, its congressional delegation, had in the
Democratic party. From the start of party splintering in 1948 the
southern congressional delegation kept its distance from third·party
.
adventunsm. "Continued agitation for an independent political
movement came primarily from the Citizens' Councils and aging
Dixiecrat forces" at the state and local level (Bartley, 290). As a result
of its .longevity in Congress the southern delegation enjoyed tre
mendous power in national affairs; it had a large claim on federal
patronage, and had a decisive impact on the allocation of billions of
dollars in defense funds for the constrtlction of military, space, and
industrial complexes, many of which came to be located in the South.
Nor were shifts in party identification free of risks to electoral in
cumbency itself. The mystique of the Democratic Party still held
sway below the Mason-Dixon line despite the racial tensions of the
times. Consequently southern congressional leaders confined them·
selves to encouraging presidential Republicanism, unpledged elec
tors, and oth�r stratagems to threaten the national Democratic Party,
but they did not bolt. ]n eff«t they defined the limits of the southern
white resistance movement and thereby weakened it. But within
these limits they helped the North·South fissure grow.
Because of this fissure, blacks did nOt benefit much at this stage
from their growing voting numbers in the North. Black loyalty to
the Democratic Party was not in doubt; in fact it had been intensify·
ing. Referring to the trends in black voting with migration to the
North, Lubell observed that "as their numbers have increased so
has their Democratic party loyalty. . . . Truman got a heavier pro
portion of the Negro vote than did Roosevelt, while Stevenson [in
the election of 1952] did even better among the Negroes than
Truman" (1956, 214). The firm allegiance of black voters thus en

As economic modernization thrust blacks out of one socioeconomic
system and into another, their capacity to resist caste controls was
substantially enlarged. Controls which were so readily enforced in
a rural society characterized by dispersion and face-to-face inter·
action could not be well enforced in the urban community where
ghettoization produced concentration and separation. Consequently,
"behind the walls of segregated isolation, Negroes were better able
to build resistance to subordination" (Rose, xviii).
The historical process of building "resistance to subordination"
was initiated in the North where there was no tradition of caste
controls and no socially sanctioned tradition of terror against blacks.
Since industrialists had encouraged migration to cope with labor
shortages and to combat labor insurgency, they entered into a certain
kind of alliance with blacks that provided a measure of protection.
Political leaders were also restrained {rom the more extreme fonns
of racist demagoguery by incipient black electoral influence. The
northern urban environment was harsh, to be sure, but it did not
preclude protest.
Protest emerged simultaneously with mass migration. Freed from
feudal controls, blacks began to protest the oppression they had al
ways known. Moreover, segregation in the northern ghettos provided
a degree of 5ecurity and concentrated numbers provided a sense of
strength. Thus with the first large migratory wave in the World
War I period, Marcus Garvey was able to draw a million northern
blacks into his Universal Negro Improvement Association by apptals
that converted "the Negro-American's stigmatized identity into the
source of his personal worthiness" (Micbael Lewis. 158).18 He suc
ceeded in attracting this huge constituency because a people just
recently released from a station of enforced inferiority needed to

couraged Democratic strategists to decide that it was defections
among southern vote� which constituted the main problem of the
party. For this reason the civil rights issue continued to be sacrificed
to the goal of regional unity. It was the South, in short, that initially
benefitted from electoral instability. But that was to change, for if
the South was becoming antagonized and restive over the race issue,
sO too were blacks.

13 Black proteS! was sometimes directed again!t white flXiety and was sometimes a
reaction away from it, for "American Negro history il basically a history of the conBltt
betw�n integrationi!t and nationali$t fOr<:cs in politics, economics, and culture, no
matter W?at leaden 'I7 in."olved and what slogan, uc used" (CrUst, 564). Wc pass
.
ovcr thll
important dlSllnCtIon, which i. u!eful for other purposea; but for the purpoae
o� un�ntanding the evolut�n of black protC$t, each movement-whatever itl sp«.i6.c
d
u
ect>on-nurtur«! the «paclIy for collective action.
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have their sense of worth affinned. At the same time and in many

could act with considerable immunity from white sanctions and his

of the same ghettos "Negroes showed a new disposition to fight and

union afforded financial resources and organizing talent. Acting as

derend themselves" against the white mobs that terrorized blacks

couriers and organizers in the northeastern and midwestern cities

in several dozen American cities as the war ended (Woodward,

1974.

where they stopped over, his trainmen instigated rallies and marches

I14). Cast in the role of scabs. blacks repeatedly fought white workers

to pressure Roosevelt into issuing an executive order establishing a

for the right to work. During the depression they confronted the
police in eviction actions and joined in the struggles of the unem
ployed against the relief system. In the great uprisings that led to the

access to wartime defense employment. The black press, too, was of

Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC) to insure blacks
critical importance, for it almost uniformly supported Randolph and

Congress of Industrial Organizations, they united with white workers

continually featured the movement's activities. With this mobiliza

in strikes against those mass production industries where they had

tion under way, greater solidarity across class lines was forged:

gotten an occupational foothold. They combined during World
War lJ to challenge Roosevelt's wartime government with a mass
"March on Washington Movement" to protest discrimination in war
industry and segregation in the armed forces. In the southern military
camps and surrounding communities they engaged in anned combat
against whites who attacked them. In other words, once they were
free to do so, blacks acted "beyond the limits of institutionalized
politics" to protest their condition (Michael Lewis,

151).

[Middle-class black leaders] were unable to withstand the militant
mood of Ihe fruSlrated group they sought to lead. However reluc
tandy. the organizing of masses of Negroes (by Randolph] to engage
in a national direct·action demonstration came to be widely agreed
upon as a necessary action. It was viewed as a last resort, a dramatic
gesture to force the white majority to take notice of the dire distress
of its Negro brothers (Garfinkel, 42).

Concentration and separation also generated a black economic

In these ways economic modernization, coupled with separation and

base, despite the poverty of most of the black urban wage workers

concentration, both freed blacks from feudal constraints and enabled

who contributed to that base. One significant result was the gradual
emergence of a black occupational sector which was relatively in.

them to construct the occupational and institutional foundation from
which to mount resistance to white oppression.

vulnerable to white power. a sector consisting of clergymen, small
entrepreneurs, professionals, and labor leaders. In an earlier period,

of the urban social order were not only loosened from racial con

Urbanization had another important effect: blacks at the bottom

and particularly in southern rural society, very few-if any-blacks

trols, they were loosened from social controls more generally.

were located in these occupations, and those few were usually de.

Social disorganization usually accompanies rapid agricultural mod

pendent on whites. The emergence of an independent leadership
sector was accompanied by institutional expansion and diversifica

ernization and the result of southern modernization was no different.

tion, and by greater institutional independence of the white com

In the rural South people may have lived close to the margin of
subsistence, but they were nevertheless enmeshed in an economic

munity. This development, too, was made possible by the economic
base which resulted from concentration and segregation. Churches

The fundamental cause was unemployment and underemployment.

system; they were also deeply enmeshed in a semifeudal system of

acquired mass memberships. fraternal and other communal associa.

social relations. BUI with modernization, unemployment spread,

tions proliferated, small businesses could be sustained, segregated

driving people into the cities where unemployment and under·

union locals were fanned, and a black press could be nourished.

employment became a more or less chronic condition for many.14

These institutions provided the vehicles to forge solidarity, to define
common goals, and to mobilize collective action.
In the evolving history of black protest these developing occupa.
tional and institutional resources were of crucial importance. The
March on Washington Movement instigated by A. Philip Randolph,
president of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, is an outstand.
ing example. Head of a segregated international union, Randolph

14 When black, were Iot:ated in agriculture, their unemployment rate. were lower than
white ntcs. With mign.tion, this relationship was reversed. ··By the late 1940s the black
unemployment rate WM about 60 percent higher than the white rillc and !ince 1954. it
has heen double the white rate, which itself has risen " (Killingsworth, 50). MOTcover
theu: i• •ubuantlal lea� to think that a good deal of bbcl< unemplOYl)1ent is "hidden"
-undetected bcnuse of biases in official reporting procedures. Some aUlhoritie$ believe
that black. generally luffered a rate of unemployment three times that of whites In the
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]n tum, persistent unemployment shredded the social fabric. The
impact could be sensed in the gradually rising proportion of families
headed by females, for men without work were unable to form and
sustain families. As for the men themselves, unemployment deprived
them of the meaning of work and removed them iTom the
discipline of work. In this way agricultural modernization created
a depressed and deregulated class and thus a potentially volatile
class from whose ranks civil disorder could erupt. One form that dis·
order took was rioting: a major riot broke out in Harlem as early
as 1935 and again during World War II.
As the numbers of blacks in the cities grew, their protests began
to produce concessions from political leaders. Each concession, how
ever rhetorical, conferred legitimacy on the goals of the struggle and
gave reason for hope that the goals could be reached, with the
result that protest was stimulated all the more. The concessions were
yielded by northern political leaders. especially in the Democratic
Party and in the federal judiciary. The Great Depression probably
marked the beginnings of this new posture by political leaders. Al
though Roosevelt did all that he could to avoid the civil rights issue
directly for fear of antagonizing the South, he gave blacks "a sense
of nadonal recognition. He did so more in terms of their interests in
economic and social injustice than of their title to equal rights. Yet
he threw open the gates of hope" (Schlesinger. 935). But the number
of blacks in the North was mounting and protest was intensifying.
By World War II racial concessions had to be made. Despite his
uneasiness over how an FEPC would affect defense industries in the
South, and the possibility of alienating the southern congressional
delegation, Roosevelt was ronfronted by the prospect of a march on
Washington that would cause considerable national and international
embarrassment to a country identified with the struggle for "freedom
abroad." With the scheduled march only days away, he conceded and
signed an executive order establishing an FEPC on June 25, 1941.
In the presidential campaign of 1948 the issue of granting blacks
basic rights emerged directly and forcefully, thrusting the issue of
race to the very center of national politics. With both Truman and

')lean following the Korean War (Killingllworth. 62; ROM. 22 and 26). With "'hite rates
rcgub.rly reaching
percent during that receuionary period. it could well have b«n
the U$e that true black unemployment rates were running as high as 20 percent. In the
cemnl city ght'ltos the r.UCI were evw higher. Additional data on black unemployment
will be presented in chaptCT

6
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Wallace aligned against segregation and discrimination and with
southern leaders aligned to defend the caste system, the rhetoric of
race became more inflamed than during any period since the Civil
War.
Other segments of the national political leadership stratum also
responded in this period. This was nowhere better exemplified than
in the opinions of the U. S. Supreme CourL After 1940 the Court
upheld the rights of blacks to eat in unsegregated dining cars on
interstate carriers, to register and vote in southern white primaries,
and to enroll in publicly supported institutions of higher educa
tion. This assault on racism through the courts had been many years
in the making by the NAACP, and in a growing climate of black
protest the courts granted concessions. By the early 19505:
The legal Defense Fund of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People had developed a nearly oompleted
brief against the principle of separate but equal, plus a staff of
lawyers with the skill and acumen to plead their case. In the Sipuel,
Sweatt and McLaurin cases during the first five years after the end
of the war, they had persuaded the Supreme Court to narrow the
definition of equality, so that there remained only the bare principle
that segregation was ooDstitutional only if there were real equality.
Now the NAACP was ready to attack that principle (Killian. 39).
The culmination of this judicial repudiation of southern racism
came in 1954 with the striking down of the "separate but equal"
doctrine in public education. It was a sweeping victory, one that was
destined to unleash the forces of reaction throughout the South,
giving rise to campaigns of massive resistance against federal power
by the political leaders of the southern states. But it had equally
large consequences in the black community; the highest court in the
land had been compeIled to yield the struggle against racism a new
and large measure of legitimacy.a

15 The National AwxIatloa for the Advancement of Colored People and the

NationaJ

Urban League were developed. before World War I by black Intell«tuals ami profes
,iOllais. libera1 whites. and corporate leaden. Their emergellCe represented a form of
institutional and leadership development In the biack community. although "neither
organization has ever had anything approaching a mallS connituency among the
:r>:egroes themselvel. In spite of their ligni6cant contribution$ to the Negro's welfare
. . . neither organization ha� ever fired the loyalties of the Jank and 61e. Court lest.!,
behind·the·Kents negotiatiom. and �ucatlonal effort.! are not the kinds of activities
which evoke passionate commitments from th� who l
ive their li� out!olde of the
m
iddle-clas come'ltt. F()I' the Negro ma$$el, mac org:on.w.tions have represented a
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The concessions forced from northern leaders by northern black.<;

reverberated in the southern ghettos. By mid-century, southern
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in a local department store, refused to sit in the section of a bus

restricted to blacks and was arrested under local segregation ordi

ghettos were also swollen with the displaced agricultural poor.

nances. She was the fifth person arrested that year for violating

for freedom from caste relations, all of the structural developments

tion over segregation had been mounting. with the bus company a

Protest had become possible; victories had become possible. Excepl

segregated seating arrangements on the Montgomery huses. Indigna

essential to a protest movement that were present in the northern

particular target of anger. Not

base formed by a wage laboring class; the consequent occupational

abusive and had killed several blacks. There had been some talk of

ghettos were also to be found in the southern ghettos: the economic
and institutional expansion and diversification; the volatile under
class produced by unemployment and underemployment. Concen

trated, separated, more independent of white domination than ever
before, and with more cause for hope than ever before, southern

urban blacks burst forth in protest_lt

The most dramatic early protest occurred in Montgomery, Ala

bamaP On Thursday, December I,

1955,

Rosa Parks, a seamstress

only

were blacks subjected to the

indignities of segregated seating but anned driv(:f's were notoriously
a boycott and even some concrete planning by the Women's Political

Council, an organization of middle-class black women (formed when

the local League of Women Voters refused to admit blacks) who

had been influenced by the example of a successful boycott staged in
Baton Rouge a year earlier. Various meetings to discuss grievances

had been held with the bus company managers, but to no avail.

As word of the arrest spread, a remarkably instantaneous mobiliza

tion of the black leadership took place, spurred by the heads of the

Women·s Political Council and by E. D. Nixon, a well-known activist
aomewhat vague benevQlence beSlOwed from beyond the boundarie! of their penonal
world·' (Michael Lewis, 156). The legal talent reprac:nted by the NAACP was a
resource in the bjack Struggle. although the Tole of legal talent as a factor In winning
COUrt victories against segregation [end.. [0 be ('Xaggerated. Such factors u mOlkmiza·
tion, migration. wn«nuation. the rL.e of protest. and the wid war 'truggle agai!l.!t
Communism had the deci.'Ii"ve impact on poHtlcal opinion, including judicial opinion.
11 In contrast to the faclOrs we stress to explain Ihe ri� of black in$urgency, other
analysu point to the frustration generated by "filiug expectations," which in turn were
generated by rising incomes. In the period nnder study the data [0 confirm a theory of
rising expectations are abundant. In fact, evidence is available to confirm �,·eral
varianl.! of the theory as well.
Referring jlUt 10 O'·eralL ewnomic improvemenl, blacks made their grcatesl: ad'·IDee
betWttTI 1939 and 1951, "·hen the n
i come of male black wage aDd salary worken rose
from 37 pero::nt to 62 perall( of tbe income of male white wag<' and salary workers.
There is also suppon for the notioll mal rapid economic improvement, followed by
an abrupt downturn, is al the root of umen. Between the apex of blact. prosperity in
195] and the early 1%Os, male black wa� anc! ,..Iary income as a percentage of male
white wage and sabry income fell from (i2 to about 55.
Finally, there can be no doubt tbat a rising class of blacks experienced extreme
Itatus Inconsistency. for despite their impro�cd income which gave them II. claim to
middle·chlss status, caste and n.cial degnldation iltill afflicted than. Of the i1Cver.ll
vari�tlon. 01 tbe rising expectations theory, ,,·e would incline most, in explaining the
postwar blad movement, towards the t1i.ooment� originating in statuS inconsisleney.
However. we thin" the variablC$ "� "mp]oy In the text have much �ater oplanatMy
power. For the Sludiea hom which th.,., generalizatIons about income changes are taken,
Ke Ross; Killin�worth: and Henderson..
J1 A. John WallO'l has r«ently pointed out, Floyd Hunter's work. on Atlanta based on
research conducted aJ early 36 1950 noted the changing mood of black$. Hunter judged
that blacks Were becoming increasingly demanding and that "traditional methods of
supprt:.!sion and coerdon arc failing·· (149). Hunter attributed Ihis change to the
emergence of a blad leadenhip IoIratum that had become IOmewhat more ecollOmically
s«ure. For sco·e
...1 of many descriptions of the Montgomery bus boycott, ste King,
1958; Reddic"; Lewis, 1961; and Lewis. 1970.

who was both an influential member of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters and a resident of Montgomery. The black ministerial

alliance joined in and preparations advanced rapidly.

By

mid

afternoon on Friday 40,000 leaflets calling for a boycott the following
Monday morning were being distributed througout the black com

munity of

50,000 persons.

Much of the distribution was done by the

drivers for a black taxi company who also agreed to transport pas
sengers for the price of the bus fare. A newspaper reporter who was
sympathetic to the black cause managed to place a boycott story on

the front page of the Sunday edition of a local white newspaper and

black ministers throughout the community exhorted people from
the pulpits to join the boycott.

On Monday morning, only four days after the triggering arrest.

the boycott was nearly

100 percent

effective. In the afternoon Martin

Luther King, a newcomer to the community and thus a figure still

not marred by factional identifications. was elC(ted to head a per

manent boycott committee, the Montgomery Improvement Associa

tion (MIA). That night

4,000

blacks-8 percent of Montgomery's

black population-assembled in a local church to wonder at and to

celebrate what they had done.

The struggle in Montgomery had begun. In the year before it

ended, all of the elements in the upheaval that dominated the South
for the next ten years were revealed. The bus company and local

city officials were adamant in refusing to make concessions, and so
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the black community dug in for a long fight. A car pool, with

the car pool. Had that action been taken much earlier, it might have

forty-eight dispatch points and forty-two collection points, was organ

broken the boycott (the boycott leaders believed they could nOt defy

ized and it operated with remarkable efficiency throughout the year.

the courts without tainting their claims to moral justification in the

City officials and white citizen groups, for their part, mounted a

eyes of the nation). But midway through the trial, with MIA leaders

.campaign of harassment. Riders waiting at the car pool dispatching
and collection points were arrested for vagrancy, for hitchhiking.

awaiting the inevitable negative decision. word was received that the

and on other grounds; car insurance was cancelled; leaden oE the

segregation laws unconstitutional.

movement lived with constant telephoned threats of assassination.
The dynamiting of King's home in late January nearly set off

U.S. Supreme Court had declared Alabama's state and local bus
The reprisals in the wake of victory were staggering: four churches
and several homes were dynamited; several shootings occurred; and

a race riot. When King was also arrested for speeding, he was re

there were many beatings. The atmosphere of violence so alarmed

fused bail until hundreds gathered before the jail. City officials tried

businessmen whose economic losses were by then considerable that

to prevent MIA from establishing an office to coordinate the affairs

they finally brought effective pressure to bear on the city administra

oC the boycott. Using the excuse of local building and fire ordinances

tion with the result that seven whites were arrested for terrorist acts

of one kind or another, they forced MIA to move its offices repeatedly

and violence began to subside_ The black movement of the post

until a haven was finally found in a building built and owned by a

World War II period had staged its first major battle and won its

locai llnion of black brick layers.

first major victory.

Moderate elements in Montgomery were effectively silenced during
these events. Even the downtown merchants who were hard hit by
the boycott brought only half-hearted pressure for a settlement, for
they were immobilized by the openly displayed anger of the white

The Mobilization of White Defiance

community. When the White Citizens' Council invited $enator East
people

The white extremism and violence so characteristic of the South

assembled to hear him. And local business leaders had been warned

historically and so evident during the course of hoth the Montgomery

land w speak in Montgomery in mid-February, some

12,000

that white boycotts would follow any gestures of conciliation toward

boycott and other protests of the period hardly needed encourage

the black movement.

ment from elites. But it was provided in any case, for as the caste

If positions in Montgomery were thus frozen, the opinions of

system came under assault. traditional southern white leaders rose

others beyond Montgomery were not. The Montgomery struggle

up in outrage. Respected and influential figures denounced the

attracted attention throughout the country and the world. Money

courts, the federal government, and civil rights organizers for un

poured in from the NAACP, from the United Automobile Workers

warranted infringements upon states' rights. They did more than

(which had a substantial black membership), and from thousands of

denounce: Senator Harry Flood Byrd of Virginia cailed for a pro
gram of ·'massive resistance" by state and local governments to

individuals, especially in the North. National opinion was all the
more aroused when the leaders of the movement were indicted in late

nullify the power of the courts. The most dramatic symbol of this

February for conspiring to interfere with business. The trial itself

elite movement was the "Declaration of Constitutional Principles"

attracted worldwide press attention, providing dozens of black wit

lhe sO<alled "Southern Manifesto"-which was sponsored by Senator

nesses with an opportunity to denounce the southern caste system

1- Strom Thunnond of South Carolina. When it was issued in 1956

before an international audience. The leaders were found guilty in

it bore the signature of

Alabama, of course, hut the verdict brought with it invitations for

of the

speaking engagements in many northern cities and thus the opportun

The statement called the Brown decision a "clear abuse of judicial

ity to garner northern support.
The struggle wore on until, in November, a local court enjoined

Supreme Court, it was said, "undertook to exercise their naked

82 Representatives and 19 Senators or 101
128 national legislators from states in the former Confederacy.

powers" that was being exploited by "outside agitators." The
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judicial power and substituted their personal political and social

mortgages foreclosed. With black boycotts spreading and economic

ideas for the established law of the land." And the document ended

reprisals against blacks worsening, it could be fairly said that eco

with a pledge to "use all lawful means to bring about a reversal of

nomic warfare was being waged in the South in the latter half of

this decision which is contrary to the Constitution." These and other

the

pronouncements by white southern leaders

(Governor Herman

19505.

In the presidential campaign of

1956

national political leaders

Talmadge of Georgia proclaimed that the Supreme Court's decision

attempted to play down the divisive race issue, particularly avoiding

was "national suicide") had considerable impact; virtually every state

the inflammatory Brown decision. The Republican platform said that

in the former Confederacy, for example, enacted legislation to prc"

the party "accepts the [Brown] decision"; the Democrats said that

vent or hamper enforcement of the Brown decision, including dos

the decision had generated "consequences of vast importance."lD Dur

ing and padlocking the public schools.

ing the campaign Eisenhower declared, "I don't believe you can

The legitimacy which southern leaders thus conferred on defiance

change the hearts of men with laws or decisions," and Stevenson, in

of the federal courts encouraged the emergence of a movement of

response to the question of whether he would employ federal troops

massive resistance among whites. New South-wide segregationist

to enforce the orders of the courts, replied "I think that would be a

organizations mushroomed (some estimates put the number as high

great mistake. That is exactly what brought on the Civil War. It

as fifty), their membership drawn mainly from the small towns and

can't be done by troops, or bayonets. We must proceed gradually,

rural areas of the black belt. Most of them were eventually swept into

not upsetting habits or traditions that are older than the Republic"

the better-organized and financed White Citizens' Council move

(Anthony Lewis,

ment which, at its height in

1956, could claim 250,000

members. But

these

1964, 108). In other words, the civil rights stance
1956 was designed to regain the insurgent South.

of the Democrats in

Although both parties avoided the school desegregation issue, the

organized segregationists exercised an influence far more pervading
than membership rolls implied. Their ranks included the . . . cadres
of massive resist,nce. Effective leadership and organization . . .
[enabled] . . . Council spokesmen to usurp the voice of the white

Republicans saw opportunities in the difficulties being experienced
by the Democratic Party over the race question. There was the pos
sibility of playing upon this issue to make further gains among
whites in the South,:ro or of making equally important gains among

community. An uneasy but workable alliance with powerful poli

blacks in the ghettos of the North. In some measure Republican

tical figures gave its leaders influence at the highest policy levels

strategists were uncertain of the proper course;

(Bartley, 84),111
At the local level, Citizens' Councils turned out massive amounts
of propaganda in support of segregation, denounced and intimidated
whites who spoke up in support of court compliance, and instigated
systematic retaliation against black activists. The boycott in Mont
gomery had been followed by a similarly successful campaign in
Tallahassee in June

Like the Democrats, the Republicans were torn between conflicting
strategies. Some GOP leaders looked longingly toward the Negro
vote in the northern states and recommended a vigorous civil rights
policy. Other party strategists, watching the disintegrating position
of the national Democratic party in the South, visualized further

1956, and boycotts against white businesses were

spreading to other parts of the South. In response, Citizens' Councils
organized or supported the use of economic sanctions against blacks.
Blacks as well as civil rights sympathizers were evicted from tenam
farm shacks, were fired from jobs, were denied loans, and had their

13 In Deep South Says N�uer, John Barlow Martin also vividly portrays th� jd�ology and
activities of the White Citizen's Councils.

19 As Muller has said. the Democratic platform "wobbled On civil rights. While pledging
continued efforts to eradicate all discrimination the key plank added: 'We reject all
propo.als for the use of force to interfere with orderly determination of th�se matters
by the courts'" (177). During the campaign Ste\·enson continued to reil<'rate his
general support for civil rights, but also continued to re,ist advocating spedfic remedies,
such as Ihe use of federal force to compel compliance with court orders.
Z" For more than two decades the South was the only region of the country where
Repnblicans had been making gains. In the election of 1932 they polled 18 percent of
the vote in th� eleven southern stat�s; by 1948. they polled ZI percent. (In 1956, they
"'ould poll half of the southern VOte.) See Lubell (1965, 225).
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Republican gains among white voters below the Potomac and coun

seled a cautious approach to the problems of de:segregation (Anthony
Lewis,

1964, 62).

on the overwhelming majorities from Negro districts which had
been returned consistently during the past 20 years" (Moon, 1957,

219). When the ballots were counted, a Gallup poll reported that

Howe;er, the Republicans finally cast their lot with the potential

for gam among northern blacks, for the congrt'!ssionai Rt'!publicans

wert'! all from northern states where blacks were concentrating. Under

the urging of Ht'!rbert Brownell, the attomt'!y general, and of otht'!r

party leaders, Eisenhower sent a civil rights bill
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to Congress in 1956

and Republicans pushed for it, prodded as they were by a prt'!sident

"who was demanding party support for a civil rights bill that con

"of all the major groups in the nation's population, the one that

shifted most to the Eisenhower-Nixon ticket . . . was the Negro
voter." Stevenson had won about 80 percent of the black vote

in

1952, but he won only about 60 percent in 1956. The upward trend

of black support for the Democratic Party initiated in the election

of 1936 was broken.

Analysts of the election of 1956 uniformly attribute the falloff in

ceivably could revolutionize Negro politics and bring the Nt'!gro

the Democratic black vote to Stevenson's efforts to maintain party

northern Democrats tht'! Republican action prt'!sented a major di

state: "The significant shift to Eisenhower in 1956 was caused by

tak� decisive action on civil rights; others feared the impact of such
acuon on southern support. In the end Lyndon B. Johnson, the

sound, from the Negro viewpoint, on tht'! race issue" (391-392). Con

VOle back to tht'! party of Lincoln" (Evans and Novak, 126).21 For

unity at the expense of the civil rights issue. Matthews and Protho

lemma, t'!Specially in an election year. Many felt i t was eSSt'!ntial to

the belief that neither Stevenson nor the Democratic party

Senate Majority Leader, conspired with other southern congressmen

defections: "Significantly, the closer the Negro lived to the resurgent

to kill the bill, and the Congress adjourned.

The election of 1956 indicated that the Democratic stratt'!gy of

was

sidt'!rable suppOrt for this view derives from the regional pattern of

terror, the sharper was hilS defection from the dominant party"
(Moon, 1957, 226). In many southern precincts the dropoff in black

avoiding civil rights issues was not succet'!ding. The basis of the

Democratic votes was IStartling. For example, "In 1952 the Illinois

one side, southern defections continued. When the returns were in

years later he received less than 1 5 percent of the vote in these same

North-South Democratic coalition was inexorably weakening. On the

governor carried Atlanta Negro precinclS better than

Stevenson fared slightly worse than he had'in the election of 1952.

precincts" (Moon, 1957, 221).22

Texas-remained in the Republican column, a reflection in part of

many northern black voters signaled their disapproval of the Demo

Four states in the Outer South-Florida, Virginia, Tennessee, and

the two-party system developing as a result of industrial moderniza
tion. And

in the Deep South, Louisiana defected. The Democrats,

despite a policy of conciliation on the race question, thus suffered

a net loss of one additional southern state over the election of 1952
and analysts began to speculate that the two-party system in the
south might be reviving.

On the other side, the election of 1956 revealed that black allegiance

2 to l . Four

Although the sharpest black defections occurred in the South,

cratic Party in another way:

There was a sharp decline in balloting in many Negro districts
throughout the country, but particularly in Northern industrial

cen

ters from which, in previous yeaTS, the Democrats had received huge

majorities. This, despite an increased Negro population in most of
these cities. . . .

In Philadelphia,

27,000

fewer VOles were cast than in

1952

for

to the Democratic Party was also weakening. "Partisan as well as

a loss of

election] that resurgence of racial bigotry in the South enrlangered

cast. The percentage loss was even higher in Boston where the vote

non-political spokesmen for the race had warned [in advance of the

the old alliance. Polls indicated that the Democrats could not count

fl E1Rnhower

had �en deeply upset by the Bro",," dcd510n; he told aides that he
thought "the decision was wrong." But he did appear to �lieve thai �C\'ery American
citizen was entitled to LIIe right to vote" (Alexander, 118, 194).

14.7

percent. Voting in the Negro wards of Kansas City,

Mo., was off a filth for a decline of 5,900 in the number of ballots

was down 28.5. The Negro vote declined

19 percent in Atlantic City;

n Lubell

(1966) also describe! !heR �xtrtme r�vel'Sl.b among bbck vOteT1 in a number
of �uthem cide$. For a deuiled e:xamin�tion of blade voting patterns in northern cities
wh.ch wow. Ihat ",he peak of N�gro aUegiance to the Democratic Party
was
rC;;lched in 1952;' see Glanu.
.

•

.
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15.6 in Toledo; 15.4 in Pittsburgh; 12 in Chicago; 9.3 in Brooklyn;
9.1 in Youngstown, Ohio; 6.4 in Cleveland; and 5.9 in Harlem
(Moon, 1957, 228).

l� addition to black discontent over the dvi1 Tights question, de
fectIOns and low turnout may also have reflected the fact that the
northern u�ban Democratic Party apparatus was doing little to assure
black allegiance. Blacks were not being quickly absorbed into the
political �rga�jzations in the northern cities. Northern urban politi
.
drew their main support from working
cal orgamzatlOns, which
class and middle<la� white groups: were hardly prepared to yield
.
much to their enlargmg black constituency. In part this was because
racial antagonism among whites in the cities was intensifying as
black numbers grew. In part it was because Democratic control of
many large cities was assured and did not depend on black votes,
so that few urban Democratic leaders felt compelled to mount voter
regist�ation campaigns in the ghettos, or to draw blacks into party
counCIls, or to encourage and reward their political participation
with patronage.23 And so, as the numbers of northern blacks swelled
the reins which urban politicians held over the otherwise steadfastl
Democratic ghettos fell slack.
Black voting defections in 1956 were a cause for alann, however,
among national Democratic political leaders. By the mid-fifties mi
gration had brought a great many blacks into the North; more�ver,
some 90 percent of them settled in the central cities of the ten
most populous industrial states, and thus in states or crucial impor
tance in presidential COntests. In a num�r of these cities blacks had
come �o be the largest "ethnic" bloc. From the perspective or
potential electoral inAuence in presidential contests, blacks were
�trategically.concentrated. Moreover assou(hern defections developed
III the elections of 1948 and 1952, the Democratic Party became all
the more dependent on the northern vote.
Despite the growing importance of the black vote, Democratic

;

their enlarging num_
.
bers In many cHlcs, 11 rev aled by a study conducted in Lhe 19605 in Chicago, where
blacks had bttll a suwtamlal bloc fOf years: "What we found Wa.! that in 1965 some 20
�Ilt of the people ill Cook County were Negro. and 28 percent of the people in
ChIcago were Negro• . . • Out of a total of 1,088 policy-making positions in governmem
Negroes held jus� 58" (�aron, 28-29): For an exhaustive historical study of racist
patterns In the (listrlbullon or muniCIpal patronage in Chicago and New York. s«
Katzoelson.
J3 Ju� how little b11�ks benef'iJw from municipd politic!, de�pite

e
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leaders had continued to resist granting civil rights concessions. "The
northern Democratic leaders recognized that historic injustices had
to end," Schlesinger suggests, "but they thought that steady and
rational progress step by step over a period of years would suffice to
satisfy the victims or injustice and contain their incipient revolution"
(926)_ More likely, Democratic leaders simply did nOt want to further
endanger electoral allegiances in the South. Nor, until 1956, did
they have to take that risk, for blacks had remained steadfastly loyal.
But once the black vote, like the southern white vote, also became
unstable, the Democratic strategy of proceroing cautiously in order
nOt to antagonize the South could no longer succeed. It was not, con·
trary to what other analysts have said, the rise of a substantial black
electoral bloc in the northern states that finally set the stage for civil
rights concessions; it was the rise of black defections.
One of these concessions was to come in the year immediately
following the election of 1956, when Congress enacted the first Civil
Rights Act since 1875. Electoral instability played a significant role
in the formation of the coalition in Congress which brought about
passage of the bill. For the Democrats, there was little choice but to
champion the measure; perhaps the party could afford southern de
defections, or black defections, but it could not afford both. For the
RepUblicans, black defections confirmed the potential of their modest
civil rights appeals prior to the election. ConsequeOlly the Republi
cans again seized the initiative and resubmitted the previously re
jected civil rights bill. In doing so, they broke ranks again with
southern Democrats. The cleaving of this alliance, which had pre
viously thwarted all efforts to secure civil rights legislation, was a
direct consequence of voting defections among northern blacks.
With a civil rights bill once again before Congress, Johnson
quickly seized control, and it was he who engineered the necessary
compromises to forestall a southern filibuster. johnson's evolution
on the civil rights question was itself a reflection of the impact of
electoral dissensus on the Democratic Party, for until the mid-fifties
Johnson had consistently refused to support civil rights legislation:
Ever since 1937, when he first entered the House, Johnson had voted
no on civil rights 100 percent of the time; no on an anti-lynching
bill in 1940; no on a Democratic leadership amendment in 1940
eliminating segregation in the armed services; no on anti-poll-tax
bills in 1942, 1943, 1945; no in 1946 on an anti-discrimination
amendment offered by Representative Adam Clayton Powell of
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Harlem to the federal school-lunch program; yes in 1949 on an anti



Negro amendment proposed by Mississippi's Senator James EaSt
land to the perennial District of Columbia home rule hill_ The list
was long, the record unbroken (Evans aDd Noval, 121).

efforts to profi t from it, posed an excruciating dilemma. Although
his power in the Senate was based on the southern bloc, he had
strong presidential ambitions. To achieve that ambition he had to

decide whether he was "a Westerner and national Democrat," or "a
Southerner and regional Democrat" (Evans and Novak, 122). By

johnson s
'

decision was no longer seriously in doubt; he did

not, Eor exampl e, sign the

Southern Manifesto_" To continue a

"

course of opposition to civil rights was to foreclose a larger career
in national Democratic politics.
The evoiUlion of Johnson as the mock champion of civil rights
began after the splintering of his hopes in 1956 [in which he lost
a bid for the Vice-Presidential nomination owing largely to north
ern opposition]. He got the message: victory lay in the cities, viClOry
lay within the union blocs, the black blocs, the immigrant blocs,
the big city bosses, with the independent voten, and if possible wirli
farm blocs, Lhough that was the l ast to worry about. johnson saw
that he who gets the South geLS naught. . . . LBJ saw that he had
to get the magnolia blossom out of his lapel, and he coolly set

about it. He would pass a civil rights act. If necessary, be would
pass two . . . (Sherrill, 191').
The chief problem confronting

Johnson

was the prospect of a

southern filibuster-it would have to be forestalled. The bill con

tained provisions (and an amendment) which angered the South;

on the other hand, Republicans and northern Democrats were pre

pared to press for Senate rule ch anges that would weaken the power
of the filibuster if the South obstructed passage of the bill. With each
camp fearful of the other's power, Johnson was able to gain support

lor a compromise bill that was essentially symbolic and it passed
(wi thout a filibuster) by an overwhelming margn (72 to 18, with
i

Lyndon

johnson and four other southerners in

the majority).

In other words the Democratic Patty had once again weathered the

deep division within its ranks. But there was this

difference:

Th� Civil Rights Movem�nt

coping with regional divisions by avoiding the ci vil rights issue. T�e
growing size and instability of the black vote.

�� forced the be�

m.

ning of a new mode oE adaptation to those diVISIOns, an adaptation
in which concessions would be made to blacks. Henceforth the strug

For johnson the rise of the civil rights issue, and of Republican
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it had

done so only by enacting a civil rights measure, however weak its
provisions may have been. The Civil Rights Act of 1957 was signi6.
cant for that reason, for it presaged the end of an older strategy of

gle would be over the substance of those conces�ions.
Even as the Civil Rights Act of 1957 was bemg debated and en
acted, the massive resistance strategy of southern whites intensified,
for it was clearly the intent of "the dominan� political leade:shi� in
.

the deep South . . . [toJ

_

. . force all heSitant commullities IIlto

irreconcilable opposition to the Supreme Court" (Lubell, 195.6, 196�.

Considering the outright defiance of the federal courts which thls
entailed, a major crisis was inevitable. Little Rock, Ar nsas, was

�a

one of those hesitant communities, and it became a major locus of
the loomi.ng crisis.
Governor Faubus, a moderate on race, gradually lost control over
the white populace in Arkansas as the ideology of massive res.istan.ce

�

swept the South, Faced with overwhelming evidence that whl e VIO
lence would be provoked if the Little Rock school board Imple

·

mented its courloQrdered desegregation plans, Fauhus appealed to
Eisenhower (or federal support.2• When that appeal failed, he
ordered out the Arkansas National Guard on September 2, 1957, to
prevent desegregation. The beleaguered school board turned to t�e
federal courts for instructions and was promptly ordered to persist
in carrying out the desegregation plan, Nine black students then
.
braved violent white mobs to enter Cemral High School, but were
turned back by Guardsmen. School officials again ap�aled to the
federal courts for a temporary suspension of desegregatiOn plans, but
were refused, The court also ordered the U. S.

Justice Deparm�ent �o
file for an injunction against Governor Fauhus and top offiCials III

the National Guard, and on September 20, hearings were held on that
petition. That same day the court ordered Governor Faubus and the
National Guard to desist from obstructing desegregation, and the

�

" Ei$ellhower'1 dear disple;uure with the Brown dedlloo, and hi5 re ted � emw
l!,
t
that the race problem was a problem to be solved In the Mates and m men s helrls
.
mu�t have encouraged southerners to belie"e that resinance could Mlcceed, even outnght
defiance of the COUltS. AI late <u July 1957, as the crisis In Little Rock took. fonn, Eisen.
.
hower told a prell conference that "I can't inlllgine any ICt of clrcum�tances
that would
evcr induce me to send federal troops into an area to enforce the orders of a feder�1
court." As Dunbar has remarked, "To calculate . , . the violence done to the publIC
.
peace by the Preaident's six-year-long policy of neut.rallty would.be lleLther easy nor
unfw:� (20).
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govemor promptly withdrew the Guardsmen. Little Rock officials
were horrified by the prospect of mob violence which would surely
follow and appealed for federal marshals, but Eisenhower again reo
fused to intervene. Finally, as mob violence worsened during the
next few days, Eisenhower had to federalize the Arkansas National
Guard and send in paratroops to restore order.
The Little Rock episode went far toward polarizing racial senti·
ments across the country. At the time both camps in the civil rights
struggle probably drew comfort from it. For blacks and their allies
federal imervention could be defined as a triumph of federal power
over sectional racism. On the other hand white southern leaders
could not fail to recognize the deep reluctance of the federal execu
tive branch to be drawn into the controversy. except under the most
extreme conditions, thus suggesting that other methods of circum
venting the courts might well cominue to succeed.
There were many forms such resistance could take. In 1958 for
example, a concerted attack on the Supreme Court "reached its
height . . . when the House of Representatives passed five bills de
signed to curb the Court's authority. These measures failed to re
ceive Senate approval, but the ami-Court coalition evidenced sub·
stantial strength in the upper chamber" (Bartley, 291). The militancy
of southern resistance to desegregation, the passage of anti-integration
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of the 1960 ejection. On January 20, 1959, Lyndon Johnson in·
troduced his first civil rights bill. A four·part measure, it featured
the racial conciliation service he had considered in 1957 but dis
carded. The reaction was uniformly unfavorable, from civil rjghts
advocates and segregationists alike, A much broader civil rights bill
sponsored by President Ejsenhower became the framework for de
bate (Evans and Novak, 220).
Eisenhower's bill was debated in early 1960. There was no way John
son could persuade the southern delegation to accept the bill, and no
way he could persuade the Senate liberals to modify it. The result
was a filibuster that dragged on for months, and could not be
beaten. Finally, "to appease the triumphant Southerners, Johnson
and Eisenhower's Attorney General, William P. Rogers, agreed to
delete the bill's two toughest sections (aimed at the desegregation of
schools and jobs)." and that assured the biU·s passage (Evans and
Novak, 221). What remained of the original bill were criminal
penalties for bombings, bomb threats, and mob action designed to
obstruct court orders, especially school desegregation orders, and an
ineffective provision for court-appointed voting refer�s. Every Re
publican Senator voted affirmatively, and Eisenhower signed the bill
on May 6.

laws in one state after another (including dosing the public schools),
and the anti·Court movement within Congress combined "to bring
the Supreme Court under the heaviest attack it had experienced since
[the court·packing episode] in 1937" (Bartley, 291). One result was
that the Court moderated its views: while continuing to affinn the

The Resurgence of Black and White Defiance
Just as the Democrats were to regain the presidency in J960, defiance

Brown,

by blacks erupted again, and on an increasingly massive scale. It was

it upheld the concept of discretionary pupil placement, and thus
granted southern school officials the means to engage in tokenistic

no longer mainly the white leaders of the South who proVOked con
frontations with the federal government; in this period. civil rights

modes of school desegregation. Massive resistance, in short, still had

activists began to embrace a "strategy of using civil disobedience to

general principle of equal protection of the laws as stated in

momentum.

force local governments into conflict with federal authority"' (Killian,

Nevertheless, mounting regional tensions, together with the tenta·

63). In reaction white violence worsened, spurred by southern leaders.

tive and fumbling efforts by the Republicans to exploit them, were

especially governors, and acted out by police agents and white mobs.

beginning to produce some gains for blacks. A modest gain was
made in 1960 with the passage of a second civil Tights act:
Johnson realized from the start of the 86th Congress that the mas·
sive Democratic majorities elected in 1958 would demand another
civil rights bill to close loopholes in Negro voting protection. Con
sequently, he hoped to pass a minimal bill as quickly as possible
in 1959, again avoiding a Southern filibuster, and well in advance

On February 1, 1960, four students from the Negro Agricultural
and Technical College in Greensboro, North Carolina, entered a
variety store and were refused service at the lunch counter where
they sat in violation of caste rules. Fueled by "the discrepancy be
tween the promise of desegregation and the reality of tokenism"
(Killian, 59) the sit·in movement swept like a brush .fire from one
.

locale to another. By the second and third weeks of February similar
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actions were occurring throughout the state, organized by students
from Duke University and North Carolina College_ Despite arrests

ostensibly to bring some semblance of structure to the movement
which they had created. Even then, little by way of structure resulted_

and violence Fisk University students in Tennessee quickly took
up the tactic, as did students from universities located in Atlanta.

SNCC "was not . , . a membership organization. This left the ad
hesion of individuals to the group fluid and functional, based simply

Within those first few weeks. "sit-ins spread to fifteen cities in five
southern states" (Zinn, 6).26

on who was carrying on activity

.

•

.

.

The twig was bent. and the

tree grew that way" (Zinn, 37-38). In this same vein Clark remarked:

The spread of the movement to Atlanta was of special significance,

"Instead of a single leader, SNCC has many 'leaders' " (259-

for aftcr a series of organizational meetings following the Mont

260). (Among these many leaders, Bob M()S(';S, Jim Forman, Stokely

gomery boycott, King fonned the Southern Christian Leadership

Carmichael, and John Lewis were perhaps the best known.)

Conference (SCLC) and located its offices in Atlanta. where he also

Indeed none of the direct·action organizations in this struggle

took a new pastorate. Quick to see the significance of the student

were either much organized or much oriented toward building for

initiated sit-in movement, SCLC officials offered moral and financial

mal membership. CORE also typified this point. Although its money·

support (despite the opposition, it should be noted, of officials in

contributing membership rose from a few thousand in 1959 to

several established national civil rights organizations). In April, with

80,000 in 1964, the active members never exceeded 3,000-5,000, dis

SCLC aid, student delegates from dozens of universities assembled

tributed among over one hundred chapters (Rich, 124; Meier and

at Shaw University in Raleigh, Nonh Carolina, to fonn the Student

Rudwick, 227). The point is that "direct action . , . requires only

Nonviolent Coordinating Commiuee (SNCC).

small numbers of persons, but these must be so highly motivated and

The students who composed SNCC were animated by a belief in
the efficacy of civil disobedience. Zinn described them

involved that they are willing to risk the great hardships involved in

having

direct action. . . . Southern CORE typified this generalization" (Bell,

"tremendous respect for the potency of the demonstration, an eager

90). In short, the direct-action organizations which developed during

ness to move out of the political maze of normal parliamentary pro

the civil rights struggle were cadre organizations.21

as

cedure and to confront policy-makers directly with a power beyond

The cadres-whether in SNCC or CORE or SCLC-at first en

orthodox politics-the power of people in the streets and on the

gaged in exemplary actions. Thus "the essence of SNCC leadetShip

picket line" (13). And Clark said that "SNCC seems restless with

appears to be this willingness to assume personal risks, to expose

long-term negotiation and the methods of persuasion of the Urban

oneself to imprisonment and brutality. Its members play the impor

League, and it assumes that the legislative and litigation approach of

tant role of commando raiders on the more dangerous and exposed

the NAACP" had exhausted its possibilities (259).

fronts of the racial struggle" (Clark, 260). Often in groups of just

Through the summer and fall of 1960 militant SNCC activities

two or three or a half dozen, the cadres were the most active demon

mushroomed. No one could say what precisely was happening, or

strators. "The first sit·in students who actually served their (ull jail

who was involved. There was no organization to monitor protest

tenos in the 1960 sit·ins," for example, "were members of Tallahassee

activities,za one participant said, "because the students were too
busy protesting. . . . No one really needed 'organization' because we
then had a movement" (Zinn, 36)_ Following the earlier organizing
meeting several hundred delegates assembled in Atlanta in October,

n Graphic descriptiom of the sit-in, and related direct action campaigns are available
in a number of sources. For example, Patrick discus!les the actions in Winston·Salem;
Proudfoot discussc. Knoxville; Walker d;SCUSle6 Atlanta; and Killian and Smith discuss
Tallahassee. See also the Southern Regional Council (IMI}
q Except, of COline, fur the FBI.

had their origins in the nev,' southern urban black woding cia!!; being
produced by economic modernization. "If one were to gt'neraUu: roughly about the
SNCC staff in the Deep South, one would lay they arc Negro, they come from the South.
their families are poor and of the working cl�SI, but they have been to ,ollege" (Zinn.
10). Bell's anal)"ls of a aouthem CORE chapler yielded a similar <:OI1dusion: HClearly
then, these CORE memben stemmed from the 'upper lower' c1aSli within the N,egro
community's system of social stratification. Their parents ....ere members of the unsk!lled
but steady and respa;table working class. The CORE members tbcmselvc. ....ere upwardly
mobile . . . being college students" (89). See Ladd (218-223) and Meler (1970) for
i ",hich Ihele activist cadres
additional confirming data. For a discussioo of the "'ay n
'purred the more traditionalleadenhip inlO action, SN: Walker.
%'! These cadres
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CORE. The first of the Freedom Riders to serve their full jail terms
rather than appeal were members of New Orleans CORE'" (Rich,
1 16). SNCC participants called this tactic "Jail-no-bail":
When ten students were arrested in Rock Hill, South Carolina, in
Febru�ry 1961, the SNCC steering committee, meeting in Atlanta,
�ade Its boldest organization decision up to that date. Four people,
It was agreed, would go to Rock Hill to sit in, would be arrested,
and would refuse bail, as the first ten students had done, in order
to dramatiz� the injustice to the nation. . . . "Jail-no.bail" spread.
In Atlanta, l� ebruary, 1961, eighty students from the Negro col
leges went to JaIl and refused to come out (Zinn, 38-39).

The arrests, the mob violence, and the police brutality that were
provoked by these protest activities rapidly created major dilemmas
for national political leaders. For example, on October 25--a few
days before the presidential election of 1960-King was arrested
and convicted for violating a twelve-months' term of parole which

�

had been meted out for an earlier and minor infraction of the traffic
codes. The parole violation consisted of joining students in a sit-in

Such exemplary actions, in turn, inspired a mass mobilization.

"All ave

;"

the number of people on [CORE] picket lines sky

rocketed, but only a few were CORE members (Meier and Rudwick,
227). A nd although SCLC had sixty-five chapters throughout the
.
South, Its formal structure was "amorphous and symbolic" so that
the large numbers of people drawn to its demonstrations were not
members (Clark, 255-256). This mobilization took place mainly

� �

t rou h segregated institutions where people were already "orga
lllzed : the black colleges, churches, and ghetto neighborhoods. In the
1960-1961 period, the activists from SNCC, CORE, and SCLC were
extremely successful in arousing black college students throughout
the South. Twenty-five percent of the black students in the predomi
nant y black colleges in �he eleven states of the South participated in
.
the S11-m movement durmg the first year, according to Matthews and

�

Prothro. And they did so despite constam retaliation. Of these active

?

students " �e out of every 6 . was arrested; one of every 20 was
:
hrown 10 pl1. About 1 in every 10 reported having been pushed,

�

.

.

Jostled, or spat upon; the same proportion was either dubbed beaten
gassed, or burned; another

8

:

percent were run out of to\ n. On!

;

II percent of the protestors reported that nothing untoward had

happened to them" (412-415). The cadres also mobilized large num
b �rs of �oor and middle-class blacks throughout the South for civil

�O,OOO

�

people-most were Negroes,
s a resul �, "Over
.
some were white-partIcIpated m one demonstration or another

dIsobedIence.

�

�

PRESIDENTIAL EFFORTS TO COPE
WITH ELECTORAL INSTABILITY

n a hundred cities, an over 3,600 demonstrators spent time in jail"
m the first year followmg the lunch counter sit-ins (Zinn, 16).

and the sentence was four months at hard labor in the Reidsville
State Prison, a penal camp in rural Georgia. Overnight the 'White
House was deluged with telegrams and letters from governors, con
gressmen, citizens, and foreign dignitaries, all of whom feared for
King's safety at the hands of rural southern penal officials.
President Eisenhower and candidate Nixon weighed the potential
electoral gains and losses of intervening, deciding against taking
action. Kennedy decided otherwise and it was that decision which
has since been credited by some observers with having turned the
election to him (Schlesinger, 930). His call to King's wife, together
with a call by Robert Kennedy to the judge who had committed
King to prison, caused little short of delirium in black communities
thrpughout the nation. Within days of King's prompt release from
prison two million copies of a brochure condemning Republican
inaction and exalting Kennedy'S action were being circulated in
the ghettos.
On the whole, however, the Democratic presidential campaign
was marked by ambivalence on the race issue. Nothing in Kennedy'S
career suggested that he held strong feelings about the race question:
Since Negro rights played so important and dramatic a part in his
Presidency, historians will always be interested in Kennedy's earlier
stand on civil rights. Until the Presidential campaign of 1960, Ken
nedy was not an aggressive fighter for the Negro. During his quest
for the vice-presidential nomination in 1956, he wooed tlle Southern
delegations and stressed his moderation. After 1956, he sought to
keep alive the South's benevolent feeling for him, and his speeches
in that region, sprinkled with unflattering references to carpetbag
gers like Mississippi Governor Alcorn and praise for L. Q. C. Lamar
and other Bourbon "redeemers," had a faint ring ot Claude
Bowers' Tragic Era. In 1957, during the fight in the Senate over
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the Civil Rights Bill, Kennedy lined up for the O'Mahoney amend·
ment to give trials to those held in criminal contempt of court.
Civil rights militants regarded this as emasculating, since those ac
cused of impeding Negro voting would find more leniency in
Southern juries than in federal judges (Carleton, 279).�8

in 1960, on the Slrength of the big·city vote. The Republican
National Committee, using Philadelphia as a laboratory, made a
precinct.by.precinct study o[ why this happened. The study revealed,
among other things, that their candidate won only 18 percent of
the Negro vote, leaving 82 percent for Kennedy (Fuller, 113).

At the nominating convention a major confrontation with southern
extremists was carefully prevented, for "the Kennedy forces avoided
antagonizing southerners with any action beyond a strong civil
rights plank" (Tindall, 42).� The Republican campaign was marked
by a similar ambivalence. Nixon, despite a plank endorsing civil
rights in strong language, campaigned vigorously among whites in
the South, probably counting on southern defections in response to
the Catholic issue, but also appealing covertly to the stgregationist
vote.!O In this muddy situation Florida, Tennessee, and Virginia de
fected to the Republicans, and Alabama and Mississippi voted (or
unpledged electors. As for the black vote, it moved back to the Demo
cratic Party; Kennedy received 68 percent, up about eight points
from the election of 1956.
Moreover, it must be said that the black vote moved back in
just the right places. Landslide majorities in some of the nation's
largest ghettos helped Kennedy carry key states by razor·thin majori·
ties:

If any group had reason to expect presidential action on its behalf.
it was blacks following the election of 1960. Without the huge black
majorities in the key industrial centers of the nation, Kennedy could
not have been elected.al Still, "Almost two years- were to pas.<; before
Kennedy telephoned again" (David Lewis, 1970, 130). He had won
office. but narrowly, and white southern defections had been no small
cause of his near defeat. A policy of conciliation toward the South
still appeared to be the expedient course of �ction.
.
Moreover, Kennedy (like earlier Democratic preSidents)
was con
cerned that a confrontation with Congress over civil rights would cost
him support on other domestic legislation. "!he reason was arith
.
.
metic
To solidify the conservative coahtlOn-by
presentlOg
an
issue on which Southerners had traditionally sought Republican sup
port in exchange for Southern opposition to other measures--�ould
doom his whole program" (Sorensen, 475-476; see also Schlesmger,
93). Instead of legislative action. therefore, the president opted for a
strategy of executive action:

It had been Kennedy's strength in the great Northern cities to which
Southern Negroes had migrated that produced hairline victories for
the Democrats in the eight states experts consider crucial to success
in any close election-New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Maryland, Missouri, Minnesota, and New Jersey. All but one
Missouri-went to Eisenhower in 1956. All eight went for Kennedy

Kennedy's task was to accomplish so much by Executive action that
the demand for immediate legislation could be kept under control.
Power to enforce existing civil.rights law lay in the Department of
Justice. And the hand that would wield it was the Attorney Gen·
eral's. A Kennedy in that position could convey not only the COlo!
o( Presidential authority but the personal moral for� of the Presl·
dent as weU. . . . If Kennedy's Attorney General won the confidence
o( those chiefly concerned with civil rights and maintained a strong
impression of forward motion in this field, the President could stall
on supporting new civil·rights legislation until after Congress had

"" On Ih'" Oth..". hand, It=nedy ap�red 10 undersland Ihat a transformation was
occurring in the Democratic Party. In the late 195Os, Jespondlng to a question a, to how
he would mana� North·Soulh divlsiolU in the party were be 10 become president,
Kennedy made this comment: ··My judgment II that with the indu5lriali:r.ation of Ihe
South you are going to lind greattr uniformity in the Dmwcratie party than you had in
the pan" (Burns, 276).

al For

a disclIS$ion of the intr..party luuggle. which afflicted Ihe
throughout this perioo, see Sindler (1962).

Democralic Party

!O"AI a smart pol!tician, !Nixon] could make fatal errors. The plainest uamp1e in the
campaign "'as his stand�r failure 10 take a �tand---on the Il15ue of civil rignu. Having
{ought hard for a �trong plank in his party" platform, which might win the Negro vote
In the North, he proceeded to talk out of the other side of his mouth in the Soutb,
hoping to win itl vote too. . . . In his shocked inilbility to und�!tand why his proteg.!
lost (0 Kennedy, Eisenhower might have thought a bil about the obviOUS reasons why
[Nixon] 10M both the South and the Negro VOte in the North.. (Muller, 258).

.

•

.

.

11Thus

Theodore F. White writes thai K=nedy ··{elt that he must n�paign per'
IIOnally for the big Northeastern industrial states. . . . The!e grand calcu atIOns worked.
Of the nine big stales . . . Kennedy nrried !eVen .
The moSl precIse: responx of
.
result to strategy lay, however, in the Negro vote. . . . In ilnal)'limg the Negro vote,
almost all diuectiolH .gree that IIeven out of ten Negroes VOted for Kennedy for
President. . . . It is difficulf to see how illinois, New Jeney, Miehlgan, South Carolina.
.
or Delaware: (with 74 electoral VOles) could have
won had the Repubhcan.
Democralic split of the Negro ward$ and preeinc:u remained as it was; unchanged from
the Eisenhower tharm of 1%(1" (1961, �4-S86). � alw SChlesinger, 930.

. ..

been

!
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approved his social and economic program-and that required
Southern votes (Fuller, 112, 1 1 6).32

DEFIANCE SPREADS

The Justice Department thus became the chief instrument of civil

�

�

righu act o� by
e administration. Civil rights litigation was given
.
.
hlgher pnonty wtthiD the department and more litigation Wall under
tak�n than had previously been the case, especially in school desegre
.
.
gatlon and on votlng TIghts. At the same time, however, Kennedy
appointed southerners to the federal bench who caused great dismay
among blacks. James Farmer reflected the sentiments of activists:
To be 5ure, �e JU5�ice Department was more actve in initiating
i

voter regl.strauon SUits 1.0 the South than it had been under Eisen
hower, but, presumably with the concurrence of the Ju5tice Depart
rnent, Kennedy had appolDted three known racists to the federal
bench: Williarn Harold Cox of Mississippi (who described two hun
dred voter applicants as a "bunch of niggers . . . chimpanzees who
ought to be i� the movies rather than being registered to vote");
J. Robert EllIott of Georgia ("1 don't want those pinks radicals,
and bla�k voters to Outvote those who are trying to preserve our
segregation laws and traditions"); and E. Gordon West of Louisiana
(who called Ih�
school desegregation decision "one of the truly
.

,

�954

regrrttable deCISIons o( all time"). Racist federal judges are perhaps
the greatest obstacle to federally enforced equal rights in the South
today (40).

In the field of employment Kennedy issued an executive order
against discrimination in federal employment, and hired more blacks
than any previous administration, including the appointment of a
Dumber of blacks to top positions in the administration. He also in
structed all departments to systematically upgrade blacks. Con
sequently, "The number of Negroes holding jobs in the middle

But the Kennedy Administration's activity on the civil rights front
was both too much for southern leaders and far too little for civil
rights activists. Consequently both camps escalated tactics of defiance,
one seeking to weaken efforts by the federal government to enforce
the law, the other to strengthen the federal role in enforcing the Jaw.
The most dramatic tactics in this period were the "freedom rides"
organized by civil rights activists, and the confrontations over the
desegregation of institutions of higher education precipitated by
several southern governors.
One of the most conspicuous symbols of southern caste arrange
ments was the segregation of bus and crain tenninals-from waiting
areas, to eating facilities, to restrooms. Since these public areas were

under the jurisdiction of a federal agency-the Interstate Commerce
Commission (ICC)-they Were a logical arena in which to force

confrontations over the segregation issue. In the spring of 1961 the
Congress of Racial Equality, under the leadership of its new executive
director, James Fanner," decided to send "freedom riders" into the
South.M The freedom rides (which were subsequently joined in by
SCLC, SNCC, and the Nallhville Student Movement) brought on
some of the worst mob violence of the era. There were in all about
a dozen different freedom rides involving about one thousand persons
(Lomax, 144; Schlesinger, 936), With each outbreak of arrests and
mob violence. the federal government was faced with the decision
whether to intervene, for it was dear that the civil rights activists
would not desist. James Farmer expressed the spirit of the freedom
rides when he declared that "Jails are not a new experience for
the Riders, but the Freedom Riders were definitely a new experience

grades of the civil service increased 36.6 percent from June 1961
.
to June 1963; 10 the top grades, 88.2 percent" (Schlesinger, 933).

for Mississippi jails" (Zinn,

he president .also strengthened federal efforts to reduce private
.
. .
dlscnm1OatIOn
10 employment through the President's Committee

South; they were veterans of the sit-ins and "jail-no-bail" protests.

�

57). In fact many of the participants in
the various freedom rides were already familiar with the jails of the

on Equal Employment Opportunity, headed by Vice-President Lyn
don B. Johnson, although no federal contracts with private employers
were canceled as a result of this committee's efforts.

�

II Fuller de5Cri
the stntegy of executive action in tome dew!. So too do Schlesinger'.
Soren5oeD; fleming; Navasky"1 &«<lun! il the fullest and the mosl useful

II FarmeT b.d been

the prime mover in the formation of CORE In 1942, wlille Race
Relations �tary tor the Fellowship of Reooncillatioo.

"CORE had organized two freedom rides through the Upper South in 1947. both of
which are described In Fradom Ridt by James Peck. In this 1.1 in other way� CORE
anticipated the direct a((ion tactics of the lOulhem phase of the civil righu movement.
It had emplOYM slt·lol and other tactics to fOrce d�gation for twO decades before
the &it-in.! and freedom rides of the eJrly 196OJ.
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The southern jails had become the crucible in which the cadres of
civil disobedience were being formed.
The Kennedy Administration was continually drawn into the con·

PRESIDENTIAL EFFORTS TO CHANNEL
THE BLACK MOVEMENT

flict created by the clashing forces throughout the South. Its actions.
in turn, added fuel to the fire, for when the federal government sup

In the wake of the student sit·ins and the freedom rides, the Kennedy

ported the goals of the movement--either symbolically or through

Administration attempted to divert the civil rights forces from tactics

various executive actions-the participants in the movement gained

of confrontation to the building of a black electoral presence in the

encouragement, however frustrated they may have also felt with

South. The Kennedy Administration's posture on these matters is

delays and compromises in the federal government's responses. For

not difficult to understand. Tactics of confrontation, together with

example, when the president was asked about the freedom rides

the police and mob violence which they provoked, were polarizing

during a press conference, he replied: "The Attorney General

national sentiments. The excesses of southern police violence and

has made it clear that we believe that everyone who travels, for what.

of white mob violence generated one excruciating political dilemma

ever reason they travel (sic), should enjoy the full constitutional

after another for the Kennedy Administration as to whether it

protection given to them by the law and the Constitution" (Schles.

should intervene to protect civil rights demonstrators and uphold

inger, 936). Moreover the attorhey general intervened to proteeL

the law. Each intervention, or the lack of it, angered one or the

the freedom riders in Montgomery, for the events there were too

other major constituency in the civil rights struggle, thus worsen·

violent to be ignored:

ing the electoral lesion in the Democratic Party.

The violence became so intense and open that Attorney General
Robert Kennedy sent 400 U. S. marshals to Montgomery to main.
tain order. On the evening of May 21, Dr. King held a mass meeting
in Montgomery's First Baptist Church. As the mass meeting pro.
ceeded, a mob of white segregationists gathered outside the church.
Standing between the 1,000 Negroes in the church and the mob
was a squad of U.S. marshals and a few Montgomery city police.
men. Someone in the mob shouted, "We want to integrate, too.
Let us at them." Then a barrage of bottles and bricks was rained
on the church. The marshals countered with tear gas. A battle raged
for most of the night.
Inside the church the Negroes linked arms and sang the marching
song of the civil rights movement, "We Shall Overcome."
We are not afraid
We are not afraid . . . We are not afraid
today . . . Oh, deep in my heart, I do believe . . . We shall over·
come someday (Bleiweiss, 84-85).
.

•

.

Within a matter of months the federal courts and the ICC ordered
the desegregation of all terminal facilities for both interstate and
intrastate passengers.

Consequently the Kennedy Administration moved to reduce the
level of conflict by attempting to divert civil rights activists away
hom confrontations over desegregation of schools, waiting rooms,
rest rooms, parks, and pools which so inflamed white southerners.
They suggested instead that activists concentrate on voter registra·
tion for the reason, Schlesinger says, that "Negro voting did not
incite social and sexual anxieties; and white southerners could not
argue against suffrage for their Negro fellow citizens with quite the
same moral fervor they applied to the mingling of the races in the
schools. Concentration on the right to vote, in short, seemed the
best available means of carrying the mind of the white South" (935).
(It was a view that failed, inexplicably, to take into account the deep
vested interest of the existing stratum of white southern political
leaders in the disenfranchisement of the black; nor did it take into
account the stakes-dec1ining but still important-of the black belt
plantation leaders in the subordination of blacks.)
At the same time, the extension of the franchise to blacks-as
both Sorensen and Schlesinger make plain-was gradually coming
to be seen by the Kennedy Administration as a way of regaining
Democratic strength in the South. The southern blacks represented
a huge untapped pool of potential Democratic voters; their numbers
could offset southern white defections. It was a strategy that called
for giving more emphasis to voting rights. Thus whep.
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the ban on poll taxes in Federal elections, which had been sought
for twenty years . . . finally passed both houses, [it] was pushed by
the President and Democratic National Committee in the state
legislatures, and became the Twenty-fourth Amendment to the
Constitution. The number of Negroes aDd less afflDent whites en
abled to vote by that measure alone, the President believed, could
make a difference in his 1 964 re-election race in Texas and Virginia
(Sorensen. 475).

By the same token, when the president reviewed his attorney gen·
eral's report on two years of voting progress, he wrote, "Keep push
ing the cases" (Sorensen, 479). Schlesinger thought he saw in these
events a parallel with the early years of the New Deal: "A genera
tion ago Roosevelt had absorbed the energy and hope of the labor
revolution into the New Deal. [Likewise] Kennedy moved to in
corporate the Negro revolution into the Democratic coalition and
thereby help it serve the future of American freedom" (977). The
question of helping to serve the future of American freedom aside,
there is little doubt that incorporating southern blacks into the New
Deal coalition would help to serve the future of the Democratic
Party.
Consistent with this political strategy, the Kennedy Administration
argued in its dealings with civil rights groups that the franchise
was "the open·sesame of all other rights" (Navasky, 169; see also
Sorensen, 478; Schlesinger, 935). Accordingly the proper rol� of
the federal gOv�rnment was to litigate to enfranchise blacks, and
the proper role of the civil rights movement was to register blacks
to vote. In these dealings, however, the Kennedy Administration
did more than try to persuad� civil rights leaders of the wisdom
of this approach. It also mobilized financial inducements in what
Schlesinger calls "a behind·the-scenes effort" of such ur�ncy as
to be "reminiscent of the campaign to save the Bay of Pigs prison
ers" (935). In June 1961 "representatives of SNCC, SCLC, the Na
tional Student Association, and CORE met with the Attorney Gen
eral" at his invitation. "Kennedy asserted that in his opinion voter
registration projects would be far more constructive activity than
freedom rides or other demonstrations. He assured the conferees
that necessary funds would be available through private foundations,
and that Justice Department personnel, including FBI teams, would

The Civil Rights Movement

provide all possible aid and cooperation" (Meier and Rudwick,
1973, 173; Zinn, 58).35
Within the civil rights movement the� presidential channeling
efforts caused both considerable dismay and considerable enthusiasm.
"While many activists in CORE, SNCC and SCLC were suspicious
of Kennedy's proposal, seeing it as a calculated au�mpt to divert them
from direct action, others had already concluded that direct action
was no panacea, and that voter registration would provide a neces
sary basis fOr further progress" (Meier and Rudwick. 1974, 172).
Others, like King, felt that both approaches were essential: "W�
would agree with the importance of voting rights, but would pa·
tiently seek. to explain that Negroes did not want to neglect all other
rights while one was selected for concentrated attention" (1963, 20).
This issue nearly split SNCC apart. One faction, which stressed
the importance of direct action, was convinced that the Kennedy
Administration's interest in voter registration was a disguised �ffort
"to cool the militancy of the student movement," while the other
faction was convinced that voter registration was the key to toppling
the caste system in the South (Zinn, 59). A split was finally averted
by insulating each program strategy in a separate division of the
organization; one faction continued to pursue confrontation tactics
(directed particularly at segregated public accommodations) and
the other faction undertook voter registration drives. With all of
the civil rights organizations responding in some measur� to the
lure of the ballot and with federal assurances of both funding and
protection, a voter registration drive was inevitable. By early spring
\962
Ihe Voter Education Project finally got underway. . . . Designed
10 last two and a half years, it cost $870,000, nearly aU of which

Ia Me
ier and Rudl<'ick

abo �"p= th� opinion that ther� wu a d!�t relation&hlp
between the5e channeling efforts and the planning by trn: Kennedy Adminlstutlon lor
the deGtion of 1964: "Kennedy Administration officials had been impressed by the
resulu of voter registration drives that they had encouraged in &eVeral northern black
communities pri"" to the 1960 eleo;tion; they perceived possibilities for creating an
enlarged bloc of blad,- voters in the South who would IUpport Kennedy In 19&4. It
waa in this milieu of heightened interest in voter registration. combined with the len$C
of erlsh produced by the Freedom Rides that the Idea of a foundatlon·6nanced voter
registration campaign developed" (172-17&). Matthews and Prothro make the larne
point: "AI more southern Negroes vote in the future, they can be expected to Iwell the
Democru!e nnks . . . a fact that has not escaped the attention of the Kennedy and
Johnson 3.dmini�trations' civil rights strategilu" (391-592).
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came from me Taconic and Field Foundations and the Stern Family
Fund. With less than 25 percent of the southern blacks registered
at YEP's start, the drive was expected to achieve substantial change
in time for the 1964 presidential election (Meier and Rudwick, 175).
Although the Kennedy Administration succeeded in turning many
in SNCC and in other civil rights organizations toward vOter registra
tion. it did not,

as
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it turned out, succeed in diverting them from the

the civil rights activists were sacrificed. Despite extensive documenta
tion of voter rights violations and extensive documentation of vio
lence inflicted upon civil rights activists, the Kennedy Administra
tion failed time and again to intervene.
To justify its continuing political concern with conciliating the
South, the Kennedy Administration argued that the rederal govern·
ment lacked the authority to act against southern governors, law
enrorcement officials, and other political leaders (Navasky,

221).

In

tactics of confTontation. No matter how orthodox their beliefs about
the electoral system, the cadres who went out to register the black

the end even the Kennedy Administration's strategy of litigation

poor were nevertheless animated by the ,elan of the sit-ins and free

Kennedy's own appointees) were often among the most intransigent:

dom rides, by the tactics of confrontation. Moreover, given their
objective of building power through the ballot, it was natural enough
that they would choose counties in the heart of the black belt where
potential black electoral majorities existed. But [or just that reason
they confronted the most embittered and threatened local political
leaders, backed by police agencies whose capacity for unrestrained
terror was unique in the nation. Moreover, these leaders brought
every available form of economic pressure to bear on the black
poor to prevent voter registration, including firings, evictions. and
cutting off federal food supplies:
As the stream of voting applicants in Greenwood [MississippiJ in
creased (though in SNCC's first six months there, only five Negroes
were actually declared by the registrar to have pas5('d the test) , the
economic screws were tightened on the Negro community. Winters
were always lean in the farming towns of Mississippi, and people
depended on swplus food supplied by the Government to keep
them going. In October, 1962. the Board of Supervisors of LeAore
County stopped distributing surplus food, cutting off 22,000 people
-mostly Negro-who depended on it (Zinn, 86).
Voter registration activists thus entered some southern rural counties

foundered, for federal judges in the South (and not least of all

The demonstrable damage these judges inAicted was mredold. First,
they cruelly postponed justice-thus further delaying the enforce
ment of Constitutional rights aJready one hundred years overdue.
Second, thcy dealt a severe blow to the civil rights movement, which
became increasingly frustrated, fragmentized and radicalized as a
direct result of the open injustice cxhibited by the official, federal
justice-dispensing instrument. . . . Third, through deceit, delay
and direct, extralegal challenges 10 federal authority, they under
mined me Justice Department's fundamental strategy of litigate
rather-than-Iegislate (Navasky. 247-248).
As a result the white massive resistance movement in the South con
tinued to be given wide latitude to fend off the civil rights challenge.
As it turned out the civil rights movement had also miscalculated.
Voter registration activities were widely dispersed and many were
conducted in relatively isolated rural areas by activists working in
twos and threes. The resulting confrontations were many, but on
a small scale, and usually unpublicized. They could thus be ignored
by the White House. In this unexpected way the channeling efforts
of the Kennedy Administration had succeeded.

where, at the close of a year's work, they could count innumerable

It remained, then. for the civil rights movement to continue to

arrests and beatings. and even some killings. but tbey could count

provoke mass civil disorder, for it was only when mass civil disorder

no registered black vOlers.

erupted in its most extreme forms (and sometimes not even then)

Confronted with this miscalculation the administration reneged on

that the federal government did what it claimed it did not have the

its promises of federal protection for the voter rights activists. The

authority to do. "We put on pressure and create a crisis," James

administration hoped to gain votes in the South, to be sure, but not

Farmer said, "and then they react." One important crisis occurred

at the price of worsening the southern white rebellion (especially

in Albany, Georgia, although it, too, failed to provoke federal

in Congress) against the national Democratic Party. Given this choice

intervention.

..
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which he thought bad been won had not in fact been granted.

DEFIANCE ESCALATIS

Despite the bitterness of this defeat and the embarrassment in the

The precipitating incident in Albany was an order issued by the
Interstate Commerce Commission. Responding to the turbulence
caused by the freedom rides, Robert Kennedy petitioned the ICC to
ban segregated terminal facilities in interstate travel. The ICC issued
the necessary order on September 22, 1961, to become effective on
November 1 . But many southern communities ignored the order or
desegregated interstate passenger facilities and left intrastate facilities
segregated as before. The same month that the ICC order was to
become effective SNCC organizers in Albany, who had developed
wide-nnging connections in the black community, boarded a bus
in Atlanta bound for Albany where they intended to test the ban
on desegregated terminal facilities and test the readiness of the black
community for direct action.u The anticipated arrests did in fact
occur. Several additional tests followed, with the Department of
Justice being notified in each case. But there was no response from
Washington. On December 10, SNCC members again traveled by
train toward Albany and hundreds of blacks gathered to meet them.
Eight out of nine riders were quickly arrested and that was enough
to galvanize the

community.
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Over the next few days mass marches

were staged by hundreds of blacks to protest the arrests of the preced
ing weeks. "By December 15, nearly five hundred �ople were in
jail" (David Lewis, 1970, 146).
When negotiations with city officials failed, the leaders of the
Albany Movement (a confederation of black organizations which
had formed as part of the civil rights upheaval) called upon SCLC
for help. Two days later mass marches, led by King, began again and
were met by large contingents of police. Upwards of one thousand
demonstrators were subsequently arrested and jailed, including King,
who refused bond. He then appealed for clergymen throughout the
country to come and join in a vigil while he remained jailed over
the Christmas period. Through what was apparently a misunder
standing, however, King accepted release a few days later, only to
learn that the concessions from local political and business leaders

national press which the incident created, the struggle in Albany
continued through the spring and summer of 1962. The campaign
included all forms of direct action, from boycotts to sit·ins to marches
and mass demonstrations. During one week in August 1962, 1,000
demonstrators were imprisoned. Many were injured by the police;
still others suffered economic reprisals of various kinds. But it was
all to no avail, at least in the sense that mass demonstrations and
mass arrests yielded no concessions from city officials. "Negroes won
nothing in Albany

.

•

.

.

It was not until the Civil Rights Bill of

1964 that even token integration came to Albany, Georgia" (Blei·

weiss, 86).

Two explanations of that failure have been advanced. On the

one hand, "There is universal agreement among the Movement
leaders that they were mistaken in simultaneously attacking all the
manifestations of segregation in the city instead of concentrating on
one or tw�mployment, bus segregation, an integrated police
force, or free access to places of entertainment" (David Lewis 1970,
169). On the oIDa hand, some observers and participants felt that
the campaign had heen haphazardly managed owing in part to inter
necine factional strife. King himself seemed to agree with both of
ign that the
these explanations, for he said at th� close of the cam�
.
movement had "jumped too far, tOO soon, and With Improper
preparation" (Bleiweiss, 86).

.
But whatever the reasons that the Albany Movement won nothtng

from the

local white leadership, there

is another vantage point from

which that experience was an extraordinary success. Victories or not,
Albany had shown that large masses of southern blacks could be
mobilized for marches and demonstrations; Albany "represented a
permanent turn from the lunch counter and the bus term�nal to �he
.
attacks by students and professlOnaJ CIVil

streets, from hit-and·run

rights activists to populist rebellion by lower-class Negroes . . . [and
thus b«ame]
the prototype fo� �emonstrations that I�t� rcx:ked
,
Birmingham and dozens of other ClUes throughout the nation (Zmn,
•

•

.

123).

.
The tactics also differed significantly from those employed m

Montgomery and in similar boycotts elsewhere in the South in the
II Accounll of the �nll in Albany during 1961-1962 arc available in lOme detail. See,

for e"llmplc, Zinll; Watten; Anthony Lewb (1964), and D;lvid Lewis (1970).

late 19505. Boycotts required of people that they avoid transporta
tion facilities, or avoid various white businesses. -There were surely
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inconveniences and some hardships as a result; moreover, people also

segregation tomorrow, segregation foreverl") Such a flagrant chal·

had to be prepared for retaliatory measures--such as threats to jobs

lenge to federal authority by a southern governor was not intended

-which such boycotts provoked. But they did not generally have
to be prepared to suffer the brutality inRicted by the police and the

to be ignored, and it was not.

possibility of injury or even death. Albany proved that the move
ment could arouse masses of blacks to confront the police and to

fill the jails of the South and that was its chief significance, or

The Winning of Political Rights

50

it seems to us.
The campaign in Albany also demonstrated that southern whites

In the years 1963 through 1965 the balance of electoral considera·

were far more recalcitrant than most had imagined and that white

tions shifted decisively to favor the granting of black. rights in the

moderates--if they existed at all-had been effectively muzzled by

South. In this period, as in no other, the civil rights movement proved

the rising tide of extremist sentiment and coercion. White extremism

its capacity to incite large numbers of southern blacks to join the

continued unabated.

struggle and their actions, in turn, aroused favorable public opinion

When sufficiently provoked by that extremism, the Kennedy

throughout the country.

Administration did imervene. In this period some of the most cele·

The main elements in the changing political balance were these.

brated actions taken by the Kennedy Administration were in the

First, the civil rights movement was contributing to the rising tide

field of higher education and they were taken because of the same

of anger in the ghettos, and that was an acute problem for the Ken·

kind of mob violence which had forced Eisenhower's hand in Little

nedy Administration. With a presidential election less than two years

Rock. Thus in September 1962, when Governor Ross Barnett refused

away the potential instability of the black vote was a cause for

to allow James Meredith to enroll at the University of Mississippi,

concern. Indeed the potential instability of the ghettos themselves

in defiance of the Supreme Court decision, Kennedy sent in federal

had become a cause for concern. Kennedy officials were [earful that

marshals and federalized the Mississippi National Guard, largely to

"the nonviolent resistance strategy . . . was not deeply rooted in

maintain order:
In the battle·scarred hiStory or the Negro revolution since the 1954
Supreme Court decision, Oxford was a nightmare. For LWO horrible
days-Sunday, September 80 and Monday, October I, 1962-the
haLLie raged, with upward or 2,500 frenzied whites repeatedly charg.
ing the Federal marshals, the federalized Mississippi National Guard
and the Regular Army troops who protected the seething campus.
. . . The campus trembled now to exploding tear·gas bombs and
the screams of the whites: "Give us the Niggerl" In the holocaust
two men, a French journalist and a local Oxford resident, fell dead
and at least 875 were injured. But in the end, defiant Governor Ross
Barnett yielded and James Meredith entered the university (Brink.
and Harris, 1964,40).

Negro traditions a'ld there were signs that it might give way to
a more violent strategy uncontrolled by responsible leaders" (Soren·
sen, 495).
The events in the South also provoked broad support for civil
rights demands among nonhern whites. Despite worsening conRict
between blacks and working-class whites in the northern cities, the
most insistent black demand was for political rights in the South and
that was no threat to the northern white working class. The huge
white middle class which had developed in the affluent post-World
War

II

years gave its support more readily, for this class was largely

insulated from blacks as a result of suburbanization and of its
privileged occupational position.
At the same time, resistance in much of the South was collapsing.

Similar action was taken by the Kennedy Administration when Gov·

This was especially the case in the states of the Outer South. In addi·

ernor Wallace, "standing in the schoolhouse door," made the flam·
boyant gesture of refusing to desegregate the University of Alabama.

tion to all of the forces which had weakened economic stakes in the

(It was Wallace who declared, "I draw the line in the dust and toss
the gauntlet before the feet of tyranny, and I say segregation now,

to ex.act certain costs. Many southern communities, for example,

caste system, the perpetuation of these arrangements was beginning
wanted to attract northern industry, but northern indJ.lstry shied away
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from locations in which white intransigence and racial turmoil were
intense. Northern executives explained that their employees did not
want to relocate in communities where the schools might be closed,
or where continued civil disorder was likely. This message was not
lost on many white communities. Consequently business leaders
brought pressure on local political leaders to make concessions that
would either prevent disorder or restore order.
In Charlotle, as in Memphis and Dallas and Atlanta, and a dozen
other communities throughout the South, the powerful white lead
ers recognized that the revolution on their streets was full of danger.
They were afraid of losing money. They were afraid that Northern
industry would not want to set up its regional offices in their towns.
They could add up on paper the money they might lose from
convention business. They may have had moments of sober reflec·
tion on the moral issues at stake, but their actions didn't show it.
In the end, thOSf! among them who were fairly intelligent, and those
who were not under pressures from tyrannical governors or legisla·
tures, and those who had not been made afraid of vigilante groups,
decided to seek settlements that would produce peace in the city
and money in their pockets (powledge, 117).
This division among southern leaders-particularly between those
of the inner and outer states of the South-went far toward weaken·
ing the capacity of the South to ward off threats to its traditional
social structure.
The Deep South, in short, had become isolated from significant
sources of support. Being s
i olated, it had become vulnerable. But
stilI its political leaders Could not give way to racial change without
risking office. In a few years a new and more moderate leadership
stratum would emerge; meanwhile the older leadership persisted in
a futile strategy of resistance. This resistance was met with a mass
black mobilization: the civil rights forces drew increasing numbers
to demonstrations and inspired greater militancy and courage in the
demonstrations.

THE
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and focus of the Birmingham campaign may or may not have been
compared to the campaign in Albany, it was the confrontation be
tween the people and the police that was its distinguishing feature
and the source of its influence on the national government.
From the perspective of SCLC leaders Birmingham was an ideal
locale to draw the battle lines with the Kennedy Administration, for
Birmingham was easily among the least racially advanced of major
southern cities. The Commissioner of Public Safety, Eugene "Bull"
Connor, had established himself as a bulwark of the southern racist
creed. The city administration had responded to the civil rights chal
lenge by such actions as dosing public parks and the city had experi·
enced a virtual epidemic oE bombings of black churches, an omen
of lhe violence that would surely follow if Birmingham were made
into a civil rights battlefield. For just these reasons the SCLC leader
ship believed that a campaign in Birmingham would provoke and
expose southern racism and extremism as no other campaign had.
The planning for Project "C" (confrontation) was extensive, much
more so than in any previous campaign, with hundreds of volunteer
cadres schooling masses of people in the philosophy and tactics of
nonviolent offensives.3T Targets for sit·ins, demonstrations, and selec
tive boycotts were picked from among the city's businesses. Influential
people in the North were briefed, particularly those in a position to
provide funds for bail.
Lunch counter sit·ins, selective boycotts, and other small·scale
demonstrations began on Tuesday, April 2, 1968. The police, antici·
pating an injunction, made peaceful arresr.s. By Friday thirty-five
had been jailed. On Saturday forty-five more were arrested during a
silent march on City Hall. The expected injunction was issued on
Wednesday, April 10, and fifty volunteers were designated to demon
strate on Friday in defiance of it. All were arrested, induding King,
who was placed in solitary confinement. SCLC leaders decided "that
one historic phone call deserved another," and so on Sunday Coretta
King telephoned the president (David Lewis, 1970, 186). The call
was returned that evening by the attorney general who gave assur
ances that her husband was safe. By Monday bai
l money began to
arrive and the White House was deluged with mail and telegrams

MASS BLACK MOBILIZATION

Following the defeat in Albany, SCLC leaders turned to Binning
ham. In the campaign that followed blacks confronted the police and
were arrested by the hundreds. However improved the coordination

II The caD1p;1ign in Birmingham has been described in !uch acoount& as David Lewis
(1970) and Zinno The reactions of the feden! government are desCribed in Soren5Ol,
Schle5inger, and Navasly.
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protesting the events in Birmingham. From prison, King issued his

community was exhausting its capacity for nonviolent discipline.

now famous "Leuer from a Birmingham Jail" addr�d especially

As rioting spread. business leaders called for a truce to which SCLC

to southern clergymen who had attacked him, SCLC, and the direct

agreed.

action tactics of the movement. ]t was a document that provided

Outraged by these flanking maneuvers, Commissioner Connor

moral and theological justification for nonviolent protest against

cailed for and received 500 state troopers from Governor Wallace.

unjust laws and practices and it went far toward galvanizing church
men and others in the North.

and then arrested King. SCLC ordered immediate demonstrations,
knowing that law enforcement officials were awaiting them. Little

On Thursday, May 2, the battle worsened as "959 of some 6,000

but unparalleled carnage could result. To avert it the attorney gen

children . . . ranging in age from six to sixteen, were arrested as

eral called local officials to declare that the federal government had

they marched, singing, wave upon wave from Sixteenth Street Baptist

reached the limits of its tolerance, and to threaten decisive action if

Church into town. . . . More would have been taken away if the

a settlement was not made. On May 10 an agreement was reached

police had not run out of wagons" (David Lewis. 1970, 192). The
next day police restraint, such as it was, broke. As 1,000 demonstra

and drinking fountains, for less racist hiring and promotion prac

that provided for the desegregation of lunch counters, rest rooms,

tors were preparing to march, the police sealed off the exits of the

tices in local businesses, and for the immediate release of 3,000 im

church where they were assembling, with the result that only half

prisoned demonstrators.

got out, there to meet unleashed police dogs, flailing nightsticks, and

And then the bombings began: first King's brother's house, fol

jet-streams from high-pressure water hoses. Only a handful reached

lowed by a motel where SCLC was headquartered. Although no

the intended target, City Hall. With television cameras everywhere,

deaths resulted, the black community seethed into tumult, leading

the hoped-for crisis was finally in the making.

to mob rioting on May 1 L For five hours "the Negroes boiled into

On Saturday, Assistant Attorney General Burke Marshall arrived

the streets, wielding knives, overturning cars, hurling rocks and bricks

in Birmingham to restore calm, but both sides were unmovable.

at anyone who moved, even other Negroes. One wounded Negro

Marches continued for several days and were marked by police vio

moaned; 'They were insane' " (Brink and Harris, 1964,

lence; younger blacks abandoned song and prayer to throw rocks

44).

Unable to temporize any longer, the presi.dent ordered in federal

and bottles. More than 2,000 people had been imprisoned; the jails,

troops and brought Governor Wallace into line by threatening to

both regular facilities and improvised ones, were filled. Still, several

federalize the Alabama National Guard. In public statements he

thousand people were ready to resume the marches.

praised the courage and restraint of the movement and gave assurance

Officials in the Kennedy Administration, trying desperately to

that the federal government would stand behind the terms of the

avoid open intervention with all of its attendant political ramifica

agreement negotiated with Birmingham's while officials.

(A few

tions, unsuccessfully maneuvered behind the scenes to persuade and

days later the Birmingham Board of Education expelled 1,100 stu

coerce civil rights activists and Birmingham's political leaders to

dents for their role in the demonstrations, although the federal

settle. They brought pressure directly to bear on local officials, and

courts later reinstated them.) With these events, protests burst forth

they buttressed it indirectly by inducing northern leaders in busi

across the country; "During the week of May

ness. industry, religion, philanthropy, law. and other institutional

of Justice noted forty-three major and minor demonstrations, ten
of them in northern cities" (Franklin, 631).

areas to telephone their southern counterparts in Birmingham to

18,

the Department

urge them to intervene.
The demonstrations on Monday, May 6, were again marked by
police violence, and when marches resumed on Tuesday morning,
high-pressure water hoses broke legs and caved in rib cages. By

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACTS

afternoon, while masses of demonstrators were scattered throughout
the business district praying and singing before the deserted stores,

The final victory of the Binningham campaign ctme on June 1 1

younger participants began to throw rocks and bottles. The black

when President Kennedy, in a televised address to the nation, an-

I.
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nounced that he was requesting tht'! Congress to enact as t'!xpedi
tiously as possible a comprehensive civil rights bill. In February he
had submitted a relatively weak bill and had done little to secure
its passage. As James Fanner aptly said. "It is clear that . . . the
President intended to drop civil rights legislation from the agenda
of urgent business in order to safeguard other parts of his legisla·
tive program. But he had not reckoned on Birmingham" (40--41 ) .
B y June. however, Kennedy admitted to civil rights leaders privately
"that the demonstrations in the Streets had brought results. they had
made the executive branch act faster and weN! now forcing Congress
to entertain legislation which a few weeks before would have had
no chance" (Schlesinger, 970) . Mass protest had forced federal action.
It was a point the attorney general also conceded: "The Administra
tion's Civil Rights Bill . . . is designed to alleviate some of the
principal causes of the serious and unsettling racial unrest now pre
vailing in many of the states" (Navasky, 205).
In his nationally televised address. the president referred to the
"rising tide of discontent that threatens the public safety" and said,
"It cannot be met by repressive police action
It cannot
be quieted by token moves or talk. It is time to act in the Con·
gress. , , ." According to the results of a NewS"/.JJeeh poll, "Almost
n othing that had happened to the Negroes in the last ten years
heartened them quite so much as the President's speech. . . . Finally
and inevocably the leader of their country had told the nation
that their cause was right and just and should be fulfilled" (Brink
and Harris, 1974, 46).
Just hours after Kennedy spoke to the nation. Medgar Evers,
secretary of the Mississippi NAACP, was shot in his driveway. His
funeral in Jackson on June 15 turned into a riot. The New York
Timel reported:
.

.

.

•

After the last of the {our.block.long line o{ marchers had reached
the funeral home . . . the younger Negroes apparently decided to
make an attempt w demonstrate in the white business district. .

, .

Four motorcycle pau-olmen let them through one inter5ection, but
[they were met] with twenty officers as they approached the main

thoroughfare. . , . [NOW numbering approximately one thousand.
they chanted] "We want the killer! We want the killer! We want

equalityI We want Freedoml"
Officers using police dogs moved in. . . . One demonstrator after
another was grabbed and hustled into waiting patrol wagons. . , .
They began throwing rocks, bottl�s and other missiles at the police.
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. The crowd screamed. . . . The growling and barling of the

police dogs. the crash of the bottles on the pavement and the cursing

of the policemen added to the uproar. . .

_

[When it was over] the mood of the Negroes was still one of
bitterness and anger. "The only way to stop evil here is to have
a revolution," muttered a young man in a doorway. "Somebody

have to die" (Anthony Lewis, 1964, 227-228).

Throughout the country, demonstrations multiplied: "In a three
month period during the summer of 1963, the U. S. Justice Depart·
ment counted 1,412 separate demonstrations. The newspaper pic·
tures showing the limp bodies of Negroes being carried to poli�
wagons became a great tapestry of the times. Over the land echoed
the Negro hymn, 'We Shall Overcome' " (Brink and Harris. 1964, 46).
Despite Kennedy'S announcement that he would press Congress for
a greatly strengthened civil rights program, there was every reason
to believe it would be filibustered into oblivion. Prodded by the
restless mood of the black community, civil rights leaders had already
decided that a demonstration of national support for civil rights
legislation was both possible and necessary. Earlier, in November
1962, A. Philip Randolph had proposed a March on Washington for
Jobs and Freedom. Many in the northern civil rights community at
first greeted the proposal with something less than enthusiasm; the
National Urban League simply opposed it. In part black leaders
were stalemated by chronic competition for leadership; some were
also edgy about demonstrations. fearing that their access to high gov
ernment officials and private elites would be impaired. By the late
spring of 1963, however. their mood had changed in response to
the changing mood in the black community together with the vic
tory in Birmingham and evidence that the Kennedy Administra
tion was finaUy prepared to act more decisively in the field of civil
rights. A planning conference was set for early July and support
came from many quarters. The president, of course, opposed the
march, fearing the repercussions in Congress if the march turned
violent or if the turnout was disappointing. On the other hand,
"Negroes had discovered that demonstrations had accomplished what
other measures had not" (Franklin, 630). The heads of some major
unions pledged support and the leaders of some of the largest
northern religious denominations made commitments to what was
to be the largest demonstration in the history of the movement and
the largest demonstration of any kind staged in Washington up to
that time. When August 23 dawned, the streets of Washington rapidly
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filled; by afternoon more than 250,000 had assembled to demand the
passage of civil rights legislation as well as economic measures to
ease the poverty of blacks.

On September 15, just three weeks following the march, a church
in Birmingham was bombed, killing four little girls. It was an act
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of the South did the Democratic Party clearly receive the majority
of white votes."38 There was, in short, no longer any reason to suffer
the intransigence of the Deep South.
The Civil Rights Act of

1964

ostensibly guaranteed blacks the

right to vOte and ostensibly signified the federal government's resolve

of southern terror that resounded throughout the world and was

to enforce that right. Even before the act was passed, however, there

denounced by the president the following day

was skepticism among civil rights groups that voting officials in the

on

national tdevi

sion. Just two months later, Kennedy was assassinated.

South would comply with the law and that in the absence of compli

Lyndon Johnson had little choice but to commit his administra·

27,

ance the federal government would intervene forcefully. CORE and

1963, he told

SNCC's vOter registration drives had already provided substantial

Congress: "We have talked long enough in this country about equal

basis for that skepticism. Moreover, the Mississippi Freedom Demo

rights. It is time now to write the next chapter-and to write it

cratic Party which was formed in late 1963 to challenge the regular

tion to the cause of civil rights. On November

in the book of law." The main problem was to secure the votes for

Mississippi Democratic organization had met with no success; during

cloture in the Senate, for a filibuster (which lasted eighty·three days)

the spring of 1964 blacks were barred from the primaries, denied

immobilized Congress. Northern Republicans again made the dif·

access to regular party caucuses, and otherwise prevented from partici

ference. The Senate Minority Leader, Everett Dirksen of Illinois,

pating in regular party functions.at Consequently, direct action cam

rose on the Senate floor to proclaim: "This is an idea whose time

paigns were planned in the spring to force the voting rights issue

has come. It will not be stayed. It will not be denied." As in

1957

despite the imminent passage of the civil rights act.

and in 1960, northern Republicans responded to the masses or

Under an umbrella organization called the Council of Confedera

aroused blacks and whites in the North. When cloture was finally

ted Organizations (which had been operating voter negotiation cam

invoked and the bill came to a VOte,

27

of 31 Republican Senators

paigns) SNCC, CORE, and the Mississippi branch of the NAACP

voted affirmatively and the president signed the Civil Rights Act

prepared hundreds of northern white students to help mobilize blacks

of

for marches on the offices of voting registrars where local law en·

1964 on July 2.
In the fall Lyndon Johnson won a landslide victory over Gold·

forcement officials could be expected to press them back. Even before

water in an ejection that revealed how completely isolated the Deep

most of the students reached the field, three disappeared, to be found

South had become. Johnson received

61

percent of the popular vote.

murdered and buried beneath an earthen dam two months later.'o

Aside from Arizona his losses were limited to the five states of the

The bodies of two murdered blacks were also found floating in

Deep South where the most stubborn and virulent resistance to black

the Mississippi River. Between June and October twenty·four black

voting rights persisted. In the northern urban ghettos, black Demo

churches were bombed in Mississippi alone.

cratic majorities ran as high as 95 percent. "Behind the statistics was
a revolution in American politics. The first Southern President since
the Civil War captured 90 percent of the Negro vote and lost the
Deep South by large margins" (Evans and Novak,

481) . In the eleven

states of the Old Confederacy, where the number of black registered
voters had increased from 1.4 million in 1962 to 2.2 million in
1964, the black vote was beginning to play a role in Democratic
fortunes: "Of the six southern states carried by the Democratic Party,
four

(Arkansas, Florida, Tennessee and Virginia) clearly would

have gone Republican had it not been for the Negro vote. Only in
President Johnson's home state of Texas among the eleven states

" Soulhern Regional Council. PIUS Releue. Novemba 15.

I' And when the delegatel

1964.

from this party mounted a challenge to the sea.ting of lhe
regular Miyisslppi delegatel at the Democratic convention in the summer. they were
rebuffed by national party kaders for the ob"ioUI reason that national party leaden
did not want 10 enoourag.: black .plim<er parties in the South. The Democratic Mate
partia in the Soulh had to be reorganized and �trengthened: incorponilng blacb Into
those partiel was the key to achieving that obja:ti� bccawe bhtb could be expected
10 be loyal to Jhe national pany.

.0 The slain young people were Michilel Schwerner and Andrew Goodman. both whltu
from New York, ilnd Jamet Crumey. a blad< from Meridian, Mississippi. These highly
publicized dUlhs. ilS wdl as earlier onet. helped greatly to build pr�ure for lhc (ivil

righu acts of 1964 and 1965.
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Simultaneously with the killings and bombings in the South, the

"(T]he great majority, as the day before, were school children.

northern ghettos erupted in rioting. Rioting broke out in Cambridge,

Defiantly, they sang 'Ain't Gonna Let Jim Clark Turn Me Around' "

Maryland, in June, just before the signing of the Civil Rights Act

(David Lewis, 1970, 268) . During the first four days of February

of 1964. In mid-July riots erupted in Harlem and Bedford·Stuyvesant;

more than 3,000 demonstrators were arrested. "Jim Clark is another

then as the summer wore on the rioting spread to Rochester, Jersey

Bull Connor," an SCLC staff member said. . "We should put him

City, Paterson, Eliza1>c:th. a suburb of Chicago. and Philadelphia.

on the staff" (Bleiweiss, 125). On February 4 a federal court banned

It was the beginning of a series of riot-torn summers unlike any

literacy tests and other technical devices by which voter applicants

period in the nation's history. The black masses joined the protest

were rejected, thus adding one more declaration of legitimacy for

in the only way they could, given their institutional circumstances.

the voting rights cause. But securing compliance by southern voter

As King aptly said, "A riot is the language of the unheard" (Killian.

registrars was another matter.

109). In some part, rioting was probably precipitated by civil rights

On February 9 King met with Vice-President Humphrey and

demonstrations in the North. for activists had also brought the strug

Attorney General-designate Nicholas Katzenbach in Washington,

gle to the northern cities.·1

D.C., and "was given finn assurance that a strong voting act would

The southern voter registration drive thus gave continued evidence

be sent to Congress 'in the near future' " (David LeWls. 1970. 269).

of southern intransigence, even while black protest was spreading

The demonstrations in Selma continued. Congressmen and other

to the northern ghettos. Consequently, a solution which had been

dignitaries came to see at firsthand the denial of voting rights;

considered and rejected by presidents and Congresses for a decade

some joined in demonstrations. In a neighboring county 400 blacks

-the use of federal voting registrars-seemed the only means by

marched on February 1 8 to protest the jailing of

which the right to vote could be ensured. But the solution required

activist, and one of them-a boy named Jimmie Lee Jackson-was

a

civil rights

new legislation. To generate the necessary pressure on the presidem

shot in the stomach. He died a week later. whereupon King called

and the Congress, civil rights leaders decided to stage new demon

for a massive march from Selma to Montgomery.

strations on the order of Albany and Birmingham.
The target chosen was Selma, Alabama, where SNCC voter regis

GovernOr Wallace issued a statement prohibiting the march; the
attorney general of the United States pleaded with the leaders of

tration activities had already provoked white violence, much of it

SCLC to cancel it. On Sunday, March 7, 500 marchers set out for

by the police under the command of Sheriff James Clark. The cam·

Montgomery. At the Pettus Bridge on the outskirts of Selma, they

paign began in early January, 1965, with a succession of marches

confronted "a blue line of Alabama's troopers":

to the courthou�. As the weeks passed the numbers joining [he
demonstrations increased and so did the numbers jailed. On February
l. King led a demonstration which resulted in more than 700 arresL�:
on February 2 some 550 more demonstrators were imprisoned:

41 Franklin describes a numbet' of these demoonratJolU: "T�re were about at m3ny
demonurauOIls n
i the Nortb and Wat al in the South. The emphaM! was on in�K<1
job Opportunities ;md an end to de InCIO �tion in housing 3nd eduCliltion. In New
York ;md Philadelphia demOnstralon sought 10 block tax-<\Upported construction of
IIChoob in all-negro neighborho-o-dl. They staged $l1-inJ in the Offices of Mayor Rober!
Wagner of New York City and Governor Nelson Rockefeller of New York. In Boston.
Chicago. New York. and Englewood, New Jersey, they sat·in at schoob or staged school
Ilrik.ei to protest racial imhalances. In LO$ Angeles and San FranciS(o (toW(\s of more
than 20,000 held rallies 10 protest the slaying of Medgar Evers and of William Moon'.
a Baltimore PJIltal employee who was shot from aml:mw while making a onc-m�"
Irttdom mardi to Mlssi$Slppi" (631).

First there was gas, then the posse on horseback galloped into the
swarm of fleeing blacks with cattle prods and clubs flailing mania
cally. The marchers were driven back across the bridge and into
their houses and those of friends who dared to open their doors to
shelter them. . . . At one point, a number of blacks retaliated, hurl·
ing rods and bricks at the police, even forcing Clark. and his men
momentarily to retreaL But the combat was unequal. While the
white spectators whooped approval of the rout and gave the pierc
ing rebel yell, Sheriff Clark bellowed, "Get those God damn nig
gersl" Protected by masks, the police and troopers hurled lear-gas
cannisters into Ihe panic-stricken mob. . . . [A] high school student
recalls that "the gas was so thick that you could almost reach up
and grab it. . . ." A Southern newspaperman saw Clark repeatedly
charging the demonstrators who had retreated to the church, even
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though he was bloodied by a rock. With their anger ruing, and
feeling more secure in this section of town, many of the marchers
were becoming belligerent, seiting whatever objects could be made
to serve as weapons (David Lewis. 1970, 274--275).
A groundswdl of northern support followed these events, proba
bly larger than in any earlier period. Demonstrations were organized
in one city after another. Nonhern dignitaries---and if not they,
then thei.r wives and sons and daughters--converged on Selma by
the hundreds. Their names read li.ke a

Who's Who in the North.

With intensi.ve negotiations being pursued by members of the na
tional administration, the Alabama governor's office, the federal
court, the police oflicials and political leaders of Selma, and the civil
rights forces, a compromise was apparently reached that would allow
the marchers to proceed once again to the bridge, whereupon they
were to turn back. Just who had been a party to the arrangement
is to this day unclear and there are conflicting accounts. In any
event, many in the throng of 1,500 on Tuesday, March 9, believed
they were going straight through to Montgomery and King ap
parently did nothing to dispel that belief. At the bridge, beyond

which the police were massed, he called for the march to continue,
only seconds later to reverse himself, much to the dismay and anger
of younger activists, especiaUy in SNCC and CORE. That same night,
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of dealing with the conflict to the White House by wiring that he
could not protect the Selma marchers and requesting "sufficiently
adequate federal civil authorities":
That was aU Johnson needed. He set the stage with a statement
deploring the need for federal intervention "It is not a welcome
.

dUly for the federal government to ever assume a state government's

own responsibility for assuring the protection of citizens in the
Johnson. He immedi
ately federalized the Alabama National Guard and 1,862 guards
men, as well as regular soldiers dnd federal marshals were ordered
to guard the route of march from Selma to Montgomery. Johnson
was delighted that Wallace's blunder had enabled him to inter·
vene, thereby satisfying civil rights protestors, and at the same time
placed the responsibility squarely on Wallace, the champion of the
biner-end segregationists (Evans and Novak, 495).
exercise or their constitutional rights." said

On March 21, the march began. Some 8,000 people, their ranks
sprinkled with the powerful and prestigious, walked singing to the
Pettus Bridge, where a smaller band continued on to Montgomery.
"It was a miniature March on Washington" (David Lewis, 1970,
290). When the marchers reached the outskirts of Montgomery five
days later, they were joined by 30,000 sympathizers in a triumphal

march to George Wallace's capitol building. That night Viola Liuzzo,

a white gang; one, Reverend James Reeb, died of his injuries on

a housewife from Detroit who had participated in the march,
was shot to death by members of the Ku Klux Klan as she drove

Thursday.

back to Selma.

three white northern clergymen were attacked on a Selma street by

With the country in an uproar, "Vallace asked for a meeting with
the president. On Saturday, March 13, he assured the president that
the state of Alabama could
vention of federal troops.

manage

the disorder- without the inter

For the moment Johnson accepted those

assurances. On Monday, appearing before an extraordinary evening
session of Congress, Johnson called for the passage of a voting righu
act:
Their cause must be our cause too. Because it is not just Negroes
but really it is all of us who must overcome the crippling legacy

of bigotry and injustice. And we shall overcome.
The president's speech was interrupted by several standing ovation�
and more than thirty int.ervals of applause, an unmistakable sigH
that congressional approval ofa voting rights act would quickly resull.
On Thursday, March 18, Governor Wallace tried to shift the onll�

Beginning in April, as Congress deliberated on the president's call
for a voting rights act, intensified voter registration drives were staged
in some 120 counties from Virgini a to Louisiana where few blacks
had been permitted to register. Considerable violence followed,

dramatizing the need for the pending legislative remedy. Congress
acted with extraordinary dispatch: the bill that had been introduced
on March 1 7 was signed into law by the president on August 6.
Every Republican Senator except J. Strom Thurmond of South

Carolina voted affirmatively. Its main provision authorized the
attorney general to place federal voting registrars in counties where
it was determined that blacks were being denied the vote, the cri

teria being that a state or county "maintained a test or device as a
prerequisite to registration or voting as of November I, 1964, and
had a total voting age population of which less than 50 percent were
registered or actually voted

in the 1964 Presidential .election." The
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states covered by this act included Alabama, Alaska, Georgia, Loui
siana, Mississippi, South Carolina. Virginia, and approximately
twenty-six counties in North Carolina.
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state line. A small number of leading civil rights leaders then con
verged on the spot to complete the march, during which the younger
militants (especially from SNCC) denounced nonviolence and racial
cooperation and raised their fists for "Black Power." For them,

With this legislation. national Democratic leaders finally dis
mantled the feudal apparatus of the post-Reconstruction era. By the
lime they acted, there were spttific political advantages in doing so.
Not only did civil rights concessions cement existing black voters to
the Democratic Party, but the provisions extending the franchise to
five million potential black voters in the South (over two million had
been registered by the election of 1964) created a substantial bloc
whose allegiance to the Democratic Party could also be counted on.
That bloc. in turn, would help to offset permanent defections among
the more racially intransigent southern whites in the Deep South,
and to offset the trend toward Republicanism in the industrializing
states of the Outer South as well. The basis was thus laid for rebuild
ing southern Democratic majorities by combining white moderates,
many poor whites who would vote their economic interests over their
prejudices, and newly enfranchised blacks. By finally endorsing and
pressing hard for civil rights measures. in other words, national
Democratic· leaders promoted the means to heal the fissures in
their party. That they were free to do so is a measure of the dimin·
ished importance which caste arrangements had come to have, firii.
.

in the national economy. and then in the southern economy.

The civil rights movement was not, then, the fundamental cause
of this political transformation; the fundamental cause was economic
change, and the political forces set in motion by economic change_
StilI. it took a long. arduous, and courageous struggle to (orce the
political transformation which economic conditions had made ready.

From Disruption to Organization
With this transformation under way, the coalition of groups com
posing the southern civil rights movement began to fragment_ In
most accounts of the period the fragmenting is attributed to divisions
within the movement, especially to the growing frustration and mili
tancy of the younger members in SNCC and CORE. A precipitating
incident that is widely pointed to occurred on June 6. 1966, when
James Meredith, while staging a one-man march through the Deep
South. was wounded by a sniper on a road just inside the Mississippi

there had been one bullet too many and one federal betrayal too
many.
Divisiveness is endemic in movements and it always has a weaken
ing effect. But as an explanation of the demise of the black. move
ment. we find it less than satisfactory. The disintegration of the
movement was inevitable given the integrative impact of the very
concessions won. If anything, the "black power" ideology aided in
that transformation by providing a justification for the leadership
stratum (and a growing black middle class more generally) to move
aggressively to take advantage of these new opportunities. Despite the
initial identification of the concept with nationalistic "extremism"
and political "radicalism," it came quickly to have a much more
moderate and conventional meaning for most movement participants,
as expressed by Carmichael and Hamilton: "The concept of black
power rests on a fundamental premise: Before a group can enter

the open society, it must first close ranks .

.

. solidarity is necessary

before a group can operate effectively from a bargaining position
of strength in a pluralistic society" (44; their emphasis). Defined
.
thlS way the concept was especially suited to the ideological needs of
a black leadership stratum seeking to exploit the new possibilities
for electoral and bureaucratic influence.
Of the various concessions granted the movement none had a
greater integrative effect than the right to vote, for activists were
rapidly channeled into traditional electoral politics. The extension
of the franchise and the guarantees of federal enforcement of the
right to . vote held out the promise that blacks could finally make
substantial progress toward full equality through regular electoral
processes_ As a result protest lost legitimacy, undermined by the force
of American electoral beliefs and traditions. The turn from protest
was also promoted by northern liberals who defined the intelligent
us� of the vote as the true salvation of blacks and who (acting through
pnv�te foundations, religious institutions, and the Democratic Party)

prOVided the funds to further voter registration and related electoral
efforts. Furthermore, for the leadership stratum, the incentives of
public office were compelling, leading them to turn away from
protest, and even to denounce it. An incident associated with the
rise of the "black power" controversy illustrates the

point. After civil
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fence to get Negroes registered" (David Lewis, 1970, 321). The march

of
eraUy financed jobs that became available, presumably as a way
for
e,
s
demi
CORE's
wielding black power. In their account of
example. Meier and Rudwick take particular pains to show how
and
the antipoverty program diverted activists from direct action
chapters:
CORE
undennined the fragile cohesion of existing

leaders agreed and the marchers emphasized voter registration in

Leaders who accepted the well-paying positions with CAP programs

various towns along the way. Subsequently Evers was elected mayor
of Fayette, Mississippi.

found it difficult to maintain active connections with their local

rights leaders had converged on Mississippi to complete the "Mere
dith March," Charles Evers, director of the Mississippi NAACP,
strongly objected that he did not "see how walking up and down
a hot highway helps; I'm for walking house to house and fence to

The point is that even as the controversy over ''black power" broke
out, resistance in the South to political modernization had finally
collapsed. On July 6, 1967-just two years after the signing of the
Voting Rights Act-the Department oE Justice reported that more
than 50 percent of all eligible black voters were registered in the
five states of the Deep South. By every measure the process of elec
toral change in the South accelerated even as factionalism in the btack
movement worsened. In 1964 three southern states-Tennessee,
Georgia. and Nonh Carolina-numbered blacks among their na
tional Democratic convention delegates; in 1968 every southern state
did so. With blacks voting in enlarging numbers. southern Demo
cratic governors of moderate persuasion on the race question began
to be elected; Republican governors tended to be similarly moderate.
Upwards of 900 blacks had been elected to office in the South by
1972. And with some 3.5 million blacks registered throughout the
South by the election of 1976, the black vote turned out to be the
decisive factor in the election of Jimmy Carter to the presidency,
for Carter won in the South (he could not have won without the
South) despite the fact that Ford took 55 percent of the southern

affiliates, and since they were generally the most experienced chapter

members, the loss was substantial. . . . People on [CORE's National
Action CommmitteeJ even began to complain that the anti·poverty
program "has been used to buy off militant civil rights leaders."
Equally important, CORE's efforts with the CAP projects absorbed
considerable energy, thus deflecting activity away from specifically
CORE projects. . . . On both counts the War on Poverty proved
to be a significant contribu ting factor in the decline of chapter
activity (363-364).

The antipoverty program was only one of a number o( "Great
Society" programs in which blacks came to play a role. The Elemen
tary and Secondary Education Act was another. as was the "Model
Cities" program. Each helped to integrate the leadership stratum
of the black movement (and each also provided the services and
benefits which helped to quiet the black masses).
The movement was not absorbed by the el«toral system and
related governmental institutions alone. Many other institutions in
the society also began to admit blacks: business and industry re
sponded to mass unrest by hiring blacks; institutions oE higher educa
tion, themselves rocked by the struggles of the period, revised their

white vote. The reorganization of the southern wing of the Demo

admissions policies to admit more minority group members. some

cratic Party had succeeded. In virtually no time at all the movement
had been incorporated into the electoraL system. its leaders running
for office throughout the South and its constituencies enjoined to

"caucuses" or developed other intra-institutional subgroups in order

devote their energies to making these bids for office a success in
the name of "black power."
The socioeconomic programs of the Kennedy-Johnson years also
helped to absorb and divert the civil rights movement. More will be
said about these programs in the next chapter. For now it need
simply be noted that the Kennedy Administration attempted to ward
off pressures for civil rights legislation by stressing the need for socio
economic legislation to deal with the poverty of blacks. The " Great
Society" programs were the result. notably the antipoverty pro
gram, and large numbers of civil rights activists took the new fed-

o£ whom had been in the front ranks of the civil rights struggle.
Having gained entry to these institutions. blacks frequently formed
to exert "black power." In short, the society overtook the movement.
depleting its strength by incorporating its cadres and by organizing
blacks for bureaucratic and electoral politics.

Electoral Organization and Economic Advance
with
The weakening of caste arrangements in the South has brought
n of
reductio
the
is
these
among
Chief
gains.
nt
importa
some
it
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terror as the principle means o[ social control. On this count, if on
no other, the successful struggle for political modernization in the
South represents a large victory for the mass of blacks. (On May 4,
1966, for example, more than 80 percent of Alabama's registered
blacks voted in the Democratic primary, with the result that sheriffs
James Clark (Selma) and AI Lingo (Birmingham) failed to secure
renomination.)
But many blacks in the South continue to suffer economic exploita
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Negro political activity must be judged as a strategy of limited
objectives. Where Negroes can and do vote, they have it in their
power to end the indifference or hostility of their elected repre
sentatives, but these representatives do not have it in their power
to aher fundamentally the lot of the Negro: the vote . . . can force
. . . the removal from office of race-haiters and avowed segrega
tionists. [But] it can only marginally affect the income, howing,
occupation, or life chances 01 Negro electorates (456; our emphasis).

tion and the manifold forms of social oppression which make them

Aside from a general affirmation of the traditional American

vulnerable to exploitation. The crucial question is whether the win

belief in the efficacy of electoral politics, the proponents of a black

ning of formal political rights will now enable blacks to progress

electoral strategy employ the argument that blacks can now success

economically. It was a question put by John Lewis, chairman of

fully engage in "swing vote" politics because of their concentration

SNCC, as he addressed the tens of thousands assembled at the March

in key northern states together with their growing vote in the South.

on Washington in 1963: "What is in [Kennedy's civil rights bill]

That, it seems to us, is a potential for power much more apparent

that will protect the homeless and starving people of this nation?
What is there in this bill to insure the equality of a maid who earns

than real. The success of swing vote politics simultaneously requires

$5.00 per week in the home of a family whose income is $100,000

The elections since 1936 (with the exception of the election of 1956

a year?" Put another way, the question is whether the exercise of

and to a lesser extent that of 1960) amply demonstrate that black

not only an extraordinary unity, but an extraordinary independence.

the franchise and the now virtually exclusive emphasis upon electoral

unity is more than possible. The trend in loyalty to the Demo

strategies by southern black leaders will produce a meaningful im

cratic Party has risen steadily since the New Deal period, and

provement in the conditions of life of the southern black poor. We
think not.

if anything, stronger today than at any time in the past three

The election of a modest number of southern black officials will

Democratic 87 and 86 percent, respectively. And in the election of

is,

decades. In the elections of 1968 and 1972, for example, blacks voted

clearly nOt create the political power necessary to secure national

1976 some 6.6 million black voters delivered 94 percent of their

full employment policies; nor to secure substantial changes in the

votes to the Democrats.

hiring and wage and promotion practices of private industry; nor

These data on black unity do not suggest the possibility for elec

the huge subsidies required to house the southern urban minority

toral independence; they clearly suggest the reverse. If there was

poor decently; Dar any measures, such as land reform coupled with

some weakening of black allegiance to the Democratic Party in the

federal subsidies, that might enable some of the rural black (and

elections of 1956 and 1960, the concessions of the civil rights era

white) poor to remain in independent farming in an era of agribusi

have more than shored up those loyalties. By any measure blacks

ness; nor reform of the welfare system to insure an adequate mini

are now the most steadfast bloc in the Democratic coalition. How

mum income for all who cannot or should not work; nor any one

black political leaders might regularly induce these voters to shift

of a dozen other policies and programs that might improve the living

allegiance from one election to another is, therefore, far from clear.

conditions of the black poor.

Nor is it clear that most minority political leaders would want

Others have made the same point. At the very moment that

to foster shifting black allegiances, even were they able to do so.

the Voting Rights Act was being enacted. for example, Sindler wrote:

Black leaders are not themselves independent; many owe their posi

"The ability and

willingness

of whites

to use

the political

tions less to the resources offered by the black community than to,

process to resist and confine Negro political influence will make of

those provided by white party officials. Moreover, the positions of

the latter something less than the critical lever for racial advance

most black political leaders depend on the Democratic Party and

it is as.sumed to be" (1965. 53). The conclusion, in short, is hardly
a radical one. Even James Q. Wilson has written that

its continued ability to command a majority of the· electorate. To
the extent that a deregulated black vote might jeopardize the ability
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of the Democratic Party to maintain power, to that same extent
would many black officials find their hold on public office jeopardized.
None of this is to say that

the black vote may not at some future

time become volatile. But should that occur, we suspect that the cause
will not be the exhortations of minority political leaders, but new
social and economic changes and the eruption of a new period of
mass ddiance.
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The Welfare Rights Movement

the matter is not even mentioned. Except for the rioting that swept
from one city to another, one would have to conclude from these

5

accounts that the urban black poor were inert. This oddity is all
the greater given the tendency of many analysts to define the riots
as a form of rebellion; by similar reasoning. the great rise in relief
insurgency can be understood as a rebellion by the poor against
circumstances that deprived them of both jobs and income. More

The Welfare Rights

over, the relief movement was in a sense the most authentic expres
sion of the black movement in the postwar period. The many hun

Movement

dreds of thousands who participated were drawn from the very
bottom of the black community. They were neither integrationist
nor nationalistic; they were neither led nor organized. This move·
ment welled up out of the bowels of the northern ghettos so densely
packed with the victims of agricultural displacement and urban
unemployment. It was, in short. a struggle by the black masses for
the sheer right of survival.
As this broad-based relief movement burst forth in the early 19605,

In appraisals of the postwar black movement, much is made of the

some black people (and a few whites) banded together in an organiza

fact that the main economic beneficiaries were members of the mid

tion dedicated to attacking the relief system. Just as unemployed

dle class (or those who were prepared by education to enter that

groups sprang up during the Great Depression and eventually formed

class). But in fact the black poor also made economic gains, although

the Workers' Alliance of America, so in the middle 19605 welfare

not through the occupational system. One major expression of the

rights groups began to appear and then joined together in the

postwar black movement was the rise in demands for relief, especially

National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO). In this chapter

after 1960 and particularly in the large urban centers of the North.

our purpose is to examine the extent to which NWRO contributed

A great many of the southern black poor who were driven from

to the relief movemem-to the huge rise in demands for relief and

agriculture in the 1940$ and 19505 did not find jobs in the northern

the explosion of the relief rolls that followed.

cities; extreme hardship rapidly became pervasive. But that hardship

NWRO is of interest for another reason as well. It was formed

was subsequently eased by the outpouring of relief benefits which

at a time when the southern civil rights movement had all but

the turbulence of the sixties produced. The turbulence of the sixties

ended and when many activists were turning northward, drawn by

also enabled many more poor whites to obtain benefits, so that the

the increasing turbulence of the black urban masses. This turbulence.

American lower class as a whole gained from black protest in this

together with the concentrations of black voters in the north, en

period.

couraged the belief that political power could be developed through

The magnitude of the gain can be measured by the numbers of

mass organization. The disruptive protests which had characterized

additional families aided and by the additional billions of dollars

the southern movement, in short. were quickly superseded by an

distributed through the relief system. In 1960 there were only 745,000

emphasis on the need for "community organization" in the northern

families on the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)

ghettos. NWRO was one expression of that change. for its leaders

rolls and they received payments amounting to less than

and organizers-while animated by the spirit of protest-were never

iI

billion;

in 1972 the rolls reached 3 million families and the payments reached

theless more deeply committed to the goal of building mass-based

$6 billion.

permanent organizations among the urban poor. There were other

Accounts of the civil rights era are curiously myopic on this point;
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such efforts in the same period, but none gained the· national scope
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of NWRO.l An analysis of the experience of NWRO thus affords

All able-bodied adults without children, as wen as all two-parent

some basis for appraising the viability of this political strategy.

families, were simply disquali6ed by federal law; state and county

Virtually nothing has been written about NWRO. During its

statutes and practices disquali6ed many more of the remaining poor.

brief life it received relatively little support from civil rights groups

Cost was also a factor in keeping the rolls down. The federal govern

and it has since received little attention from historians or social

ment paid part of relief costs; states and localities paid the remainder.

scientists.2 The analysis in this chapter is therefore based almost

Local officials thus had a strong incentive to make relief difficult

entirely on our own observations, for we were intimately involved in

to obtain.

the affairs of NWRO: we participated in discussions of strategy, in

In the 1960s and early 1970s the relief rolls greatly expanded,a

fund·raisingefforts, and in demonstrations.s We were strong advocates

especially in northern states and la<;alities. The force underlying

of a particular political strategy�ne stressing disruptive protest

this expansion was the rise of a relief movement.

rather than community organization-which was a continual source
of dispute among NWRO's leadership, as will become evident later
in this chapter. To what extent our involvement and partisanship
may have distorted the analysis which follows is for the reader to
judge.

UNDERMINING THE LEGITIMACY OF POVERTY

As we noted in chapter 4, economic distress worsened among large
segments of the poor after World War 11. Unemployment became

The Rise of a Relief Movement
Aid to Families with Dependent Children was created under the
Social Security Act ' of 1935.4 By 1940 all states had enacted the
necessary enabling legislation and people were beginning to be
admitted to the rolls. But the main thing (Q be understood about
this widely hailed reform is that few of the poor benefited from it;
welfare statutes and practices were designed to enforce work norms
and to insure the availability of low·paid laborers by restricting aid.

pervasive in agriculture, especially in the South, and urban unem·
ployment was also high. Unemployment declined briefly during the
Korean War but then rose abruptly. Blacks were especially hard hit.
Official nonwhite unemploymt:nt stood at 4.5 percent in the last

'Year of the war, rose to 1 3 percent in the recession of 1958, and re
mained above 10 percent until the escalation of the war in Vietnam.
In the northern urban ghettos, unemployment reached depression
levels. "For example, 41 percent of the Nt:gro men in one census
tract in Detroit, wholly populated by Negroes, were jobless in 1960;
in certain census tracts in Chicago, Los Angeles, and Baltimore
where 90 percent or more of the inhabitants wert: Negro-the rates

1 Mei<:r and Rudwick's account of CORE's activities in the northern cities oontahll a
good deal of documentation on this shifting empha$is to community organl�atlon in
the mid..iJtties. It al$O poru:a)'l the rather dblllal failure of CORE'. efforU In em·
plo)'ing thb !1r81eg}.

e
.... doctOT'al d
issertations and other es58)'l by Rudents. Steiner is the only
J There are a f
&enior eoclal )dentiR to have written about NWRO (see his chapter eight).
• The reader lihoukl know that ,,� were close to Ceorge A. Wiley, its executive dhtttor,

who died in an accident in the summer of 1975. He W:I& a maneJowly talented leader,
and a good friend. We feel his loss deeply.

4 There were three categories of public auislance: Old Age AMiRance, Aid

to the Blind,
and Aid to Dependent Children (later changed to Aid to Families with Dependent
Children). A}'DC was the main category of aid to poor families, and it was this category
which showed the great rise in the 1960,. These programs were supervised by and
partially financed by the federal govt7nment, but the states and localities administered
them. A fourth category, Aid to Permanently and Totally Disabled, was added In 19W.

ranged from 24 percent to 36 percent."o
But hardship did not lead poor people to apply for public aid in
large numbers. The ethic of self·reliance and the denigration of the
pauper are powerful controlling forces. Moreover government did

SAil figures in thlt section, and elsewhere In Ihl, chapter, pertaining to the relief ell'
panslon of the 19605 are taken from the SOurce Tables COntain
in thc Apf><'ndlx of
Piven and Cloward (1971). Data on applications and approvab are contained. in Source
Table !I; data on the number of AFDC families are contained in Source Table I. The
relief rises for the largest cities in the nation are contained in Sonrce Table 2. The
figures Include AFDe·Up cases and are for the contiguous United States only.

ed

•

U. S. Department of Labor, 1964, 48.
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not respond to economic distress: of those few families who did apply
for aid, roughly half were simply turned away. The result was a
negligible rise in the relief roUs-from 635,000 families in 1950 to
745,000 in 1960, an increase of only 110,000 families (or 17 percent)
during a decade in which millions of the displaced agricultural
poor migrated to the cities. These people simply endured their
hardships.
But that was shortly to change. One factor was the emergence of
poverty as a national political issue. The recessions of the late 1950,
figured prominently in the presidential campaign of 1960. Kennedy
repeatedly called for "an economic drive against poverty" (Schle
singer, 1006), and when the ballots were counted, an embittered

Nixon attributed his defeat in no small part to Eisenhower's eco
nomic policies, which had failed to prevent recessions, particularly
in the year of the presidential campaign itself.1 Within a few days
after he assumed office, Kennedy forwarded legislation to the Con·
gress proposing "to add a temporary thirteen·week supplement to
unemployment benefits . . . to extend aid to the children of unem
ployed workers . . . to redevelop distressed areas . . . to increase Social
Security payments and encourage earlier retirement . . . [and] . . .
to raise the minimum wage and broaden its coverage . . ," (Soren
sen, 397).
Although Kennedy's concern with economic problems was mainly
, as to some
a response to his brood working·dass constituency, it ..
degree a response to his black constituency. From the moment he
took office, he needed to defend himself against civil rights critics
who believed he was reneging on his pledges to send a civil rights
bill to the Congress:

When civil rights leaders . . , reproached [Kennedy] in 1961 for
not seeking legislation, he told them that an increased minimum

71t was the fourth seriou� rcceuion since the cIO$e of World War II. Each h:d been
fcllowed by a higho:r pbl�u of long·term unemployment_the Dep;ortment of L:.Ioor
caUed it a "squ�-out�: -rhe major incrn"" in this $CJ.uecte-ilut from the boor force
among nonwhites seems to have OIXurrcd afto:r 1958, a year of recession from which
there has been only Imperfect recovery in many fe.lp«tl.. Unemployment among non.
whitCi had in fact Tben $harply during each of the pouwar I'"OCl';Ulonl, and lince 19M
hJd failrd 10 rc.:ovo:r to the same alent as "
..hite unemploymo:nt nt� during each
subsequent bUlinO:!I pick·up. The familiar pattern of 'first to be fired, last to be
uhlred' appears to have become 'fint to be fired, and pmibly never to be rehired' "
(1964, 82), When Xennedy U$umed offioe. the laM. of these recesslolll bad left the
nation with an official unemployment rate of 7 p<:Tcent-6 percent among white,
and 12.5 PffCent among nonwhites.
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wage, federal aid to education and other social and economic meas·
ures were also civil rights bills (Schlesinger, 976).B
At the start, then, the Kennedy Administration's emphasis on poverty
was a way to evade civil rights demands while maintaining black
support.
But the civil rights struggle intensified, and as it did blacks became
mOre indignant over their condition-not only as an oppressed
racial minority in a white society but as poor people in an affluent
one. The civil rights victories being won in the South would, after
all, be of greatest immediate benefit to southern blacks and particu
larly to southern blacks who were already in, or were prepared to
.
enter, the middle class. By the early 19605 dozens of rural counties
in which blacks were finally winning the right to vote or to take
any seat they wished on a bus no longer contained many blacks to
do either. Agricultural unemployment together with punitive south
ern relief practi� which kept displaced agricultural workers off
the rolls had compelled the migration that inexorably diminished the
ranks of the rural black poor. In the cities, unemployment, under
employment, low wages, and relief restrictions created new hard
ships. A civil rights revolution was occurring but poor urban blacks
had little to show for it.
By 1962 and 1963 many civil rights activists had begun to shift
their emphasis to economic problems. They organized. boycotts,
picket lines, and demonstrations to attack discrimination in acc:ess
to jobs; rent strikes were organized to protest substandard housmg
conditions and rent gouging; urban renewal sites were overrun with
protestors, Economic issues thus emerged as a major focus of d s

�

content, and the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom m
August 1963 gave national prominence to this discontent.

SAs is hi. wont in interpreting the t<:tions of pres�denll, Schlesinger attr��utes only
.
ItatemlanUko: motives to Kennedy. Unemployment did not won-y Kalnedy politically
hccaIHC he was lUre tho: unemployed would nevtt tum to the R.�bljtans to create
jobs for them. But it worried him KIclally. U�ployment was especially acute among
,
Negroes, already so alienated hom American i!OCle.'y, and among young people, :'-nd It
,
.
the.-eby placed a growing alTain On the lIOI;ial fabri
c" (IO(6). BUI, 01 course, !he "ram
on the social fabric" wu a political problem, whether one refers to the organlml
protest! over unemployment and dlscrl�inatiOn or to �e re�CI!On5 of other group5 to
the growing crime rates and other mamfestations of SOCial disorder re.sult!ng from .the
y
dl
lack 01 iOlcgralion of blacks in !he Ottupillional Iplem. Moreover. It wu a rapi
intensifying polillcal problC'm, for with the outbreak of ghetlO rio,:, in 1964, the
reverberation. of this ".traln on the social fabric" alienated many whites and helped
return the Republicans to power in 196B.
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Even as the March on Washington was being planned, officials in
the national government launched a new wave of rhetoric about
economic injustice together with pronouncements regarding the
importance of creating new programs to deal with poverty. The
process of planning began in a cabinet meeting in June, just follow
ing the civil rights crisis in Birmingham and just before the March
on Washington:
Kennedy devoted a large part of . . . [this meetingJ . . . to a discus·
sion of the problem o{ Negro unemployment, and he initiated a
series of staff studies on that subject. Throughout the summer of
1963, professionals in the relevant executive agencies--the Council
of Economic Advisors, the Bureau of the Budget, the Department
of Labor and HEW . . . were at work producing what was shortly
to become a Clood of staff papers. In November President Kennedy
advised . . . [his aides] . . . that he intended to make an attack on
poverty a key legislative objective in 1964 . . . (Donovan, 23).
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ANTIPOVERTY SERVICES

What the antipoverty program actually did was to greatly expand
an array of service programs initiated on a smaller scale during
the Kennedy years. One of these Kennedy programs was the Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Offenses Control Act (1961) under which
"community action programs" had been established in twenty cities.
In addition the Manpower Development and Training Act had
been legislated in 1962, followed by the Community Mental Health
Centers Act (1963). Later in the decade the Demonstration Cities
and Metropolitan Development Act became law (1966).
For a time these programs did not so much moderate unrest as
provide the vehicles through which the black ghettos mobilized to
demand government services.1o They activated a new leadership
structure in the ghettos and they also activated masses of black poor.
This occurred because some funds from these programs were per
mitted to flow directly into ghetto neighborhoods--a. form of direct

If Kennedy had launched a wave of rhetoric about poverty, Johnson
swelled it to the proportions of a tidal wave following the assassina
tion. In his State of the Union Address on January 8, 1964, he began
by calling for an "unconditional war on poverty in America. [We]
shall not rest until that war is won." Later in January the president
proposed to the Congress the Economic Opportunities Bill of 1964
(the antipoverty program).' and throughout the spring of 1964 he
campaigned vigorously for the antipoverty program among various
interest groups: among labor leaders. business leaders, religious
leaders. civil rights leaders. In speeches and press releases Johnson
mobilized public opinion to support the program. The result was
that "public awareness of poverty in the United States, virtually non
existent a year earlier, [became] pervasive. But most important, John
son had made the War on Poverty part of the national consensus"
(Evans and Novak, 431). The Congress acted with extraordinary dis
patch, and the president signed the bill in August, just before the
presidential election.

_The bill was based on a report from the Tasl.: Force on Manpower Conservation. a
cabinet·level committee \"o·hich had been appointed by President Kennedy on September
50 (just weeu after the March nn Washington).

federal patronage to minority groups. And ghetto groups were en
couraged by federal policymakers to use these funds to create organi
zations and to press their own interests, especially in the arena of
municipal services and politics.
The role of the new service programs in stimulating applications
for public assistance after 1965 was very large. As thousands of social
workers and community aides who were hired by community action
agencies across the country came into contact with the poor. they
were compelled to begin to learn the welfare regulations and to learn
how to fight to obtain aid for their new clients. To have done any
thing else would have been to make themselves irrelevant to those
who were presumably their constituents. Quite simply, the poor
needed money; the lack of money underlay most of the problems
which families brought to antipoverty personnel in storefront cen
ters and other community action agencies across the nation.
In short order antipoverty lawyers also became active in these
efforts. Thus, when community action workers could not succeed
in establishing a family's eligibility [or assistance, attorneys instituted

10 For an extend�d discU5$ion of th� K�nnedy and Johnson Adminbtratlonf economic
and $Crvlce strategy for coping with black. unrest, see chapter nine·of Piven and Cloward
(I971); see also the various artides by Piven in part four of Cloward and Plven (1974).
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test cases and won stunning victories in state courts and then in the
federal courts, including the Supreme Court. Man-in-the·house rule;,
residence laws, employable mother rules, and a host of other statute;,
policie;, and regulations which kept people off the rolls were eventu
ally struck down." The consequence of these court rulings was to
make whole new categories of people eligible so that many who
would previously have bun turned away had to be granted assistance.
Furthermore, as antipoverty staff began to discover that thousands
of potentially eligible families populated the slums and ghettos,
"welfare rights" handbooks were prepared and distributed by the
tens of thousands, with the result that many more people were in
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York: in Hartford, Connecticut; in Englewood, Paterson, Elizabeth,
New Brunswick, Jersey City, Palmyra, and Passaic, New Jersey. As
the month of July ended a Civil Disturbance Task Force was estab
lished in the Pentagon, and the president established a "Riot Com
mission." Just seven months la[Cf (February 1968), the commission
caJled for "a massive and sustained commitment to action" to end
poverty and racial discrimination. Only days before, in the State of
the Union Message, the president had announced legislative pro
posals ror programs to train and hire the hardcore unemployed and
to rebuild the cities.
Given these momentous forces of mass protest and government con

formed about the possibility of assistance. After 1965, in short, the

ciliation, the service personnel in the programs oE the Great Society

poor were informed of their "right" to welfare, encouraged to apply

had little choice but to turn more militant if they were to satisfy

for it, and helped to obtain it. A multifaceted campaign against
welfare restrictiveness had formed with the federal government as
its chief source of both resources and legitimacy.l2

their constituents. Thus they no longer negotiated wih their counter
parts in local agencies (the school systems, the urban renewal authori
ties, the welfare departments): they demanded responses favorable
to their clients. They no longer held back on law suits that might be
especially offensive to local political leaders and agency administra
tors; they sued and often won. And they no longer shied away from

THE IMPACT OF RIOTs
The mass rioting throughout the nation between 1964 and 1968

organizing the poor to protest the policies and practices of local
agencies; they led them. This was one cause of the relief explosion
of the 1960s.

had a substantial impact on the new service programs. There were
twenty-one major riots and civil disorders in 1966 and eighty·three
major disturbances in 1967. July of 1967, for example, was a month
of riots. In Milwaukee four persons died; in Detroit forty-three died.
Disturbances occurred across the entire nation: in Cambridge, Mary
land; in Lansing. Kalamazoo, Saginaw, and Grand Rapids, Michigan;
in Philadelphia; Providence; Phoenix; Portland; Wichita; Soulh
Bend; Memphis, Tennessee; \Vilmington, Delaware: San Francisco,

San Bernardino, Long Beach, Fresno, and Marin City, California;
Rochester, Mt. Vernon, Poughkeepsie, Peekskill, and Nyack, New

A REUEF 1I.·IQVEMENT EMERGES
With a rising curve of antipoverty rhetoric, of funding for new anti
poverty services, and of ghetto rioting, applications for relief formed
a similarly rising curve. Many of the poor had apparently come to
believe that a society which denied them jobs and adequate wages
did at least owe them a survival income. It was a period that began
to resemble the Great Depression, for in both periods masses of
people concluded that "the system" was responsible for their eco

11 The

mO$t prominent attorney jnvolved in this nationwiue litig�tion thrust w>\s
Edwar� Sparer, who began welfare litigation as �n �ttorncy for Mobilization for Youth.
�n antipoverty program. He continued this wor): as dire<:tor of the Center on Social
Welf�re Policy and Law and al thief counsel fOT the National Welfare Righu
Organization.
12 Chapter ten of Piven and Cloward (1971) rentains a detailed de=iption of the role
of the Great Society programs, especially the antipoverty program. in promoting the
welfare explosion of lIle 1900s.

nomic plight. not they themselves, and so they turned in growing
numbers to the relief offices.
In 1960, 588,000 families applied for AFDC benefits. In 1963. the
year that political leaders first placed poverty on the national agenda,
788,000 families applied-an increase of one-third. . In 1966, the first
year antipoverty programs were in full swing across the country, the
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number reached 90S,000-up by more than half over 1960. In 1968,
the year that rioting finally reached a crescendo, applications had
doubled over 1960 to 1,088,000-and they exceeded one million in
each year thereafter.'3 A relief movement involving millions of par
ticipants had unmistakably emerged.
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erally speaking, public officials in the northern cities moved gingerly
in thOse years: the pOlice were schooled to avoid provocative inci
dents. urban renewal authorities were not so quick to bulldoze
slum and ghetto neighborhoods, and welfare officials handed out
relief more freely.
The mood of applicants in welfare waiting rooms had changed.
They were no longer

as

humble, as self-effacing. as pleading; they

were more indignant, angrier, more demanding. As a consequence,
GOVERNMENT RESPONSES TO THE RELIEF MOVEMENT
The rising curve of applications was matched by the curve of ap
provals. As more families applied,' proportionately still more families
were gran{ed assistance. In 1960, 55 percent of applicants got relief.
The figure reached 57 percent in 1963, 64 percent in 1966, and
70 percent in 1968. Approval levels in many northern cities were
even higher; it is only slightly exaggerated to say that virtually any
low·income family who walked into a welfare center toward the end
of the 19605 received aid.
The liberalized practices of the relief system were also the result
of a complex: of forces. State and local welfare officials were inHuenced
by the national rhetoric on poverty and injustice, and they were
surely harassed by the staff of the new federal service programs into
making more liberal decisions. Moreover. relief officials (and the
political leaders to whom they reported) were &ightened of rioting.
Some of these riots, in fact, were directly related to welfare demon
strations or were provoked by welfare injustices. The riot in the sum
mer of 1966 in Cleveland's Hough area was precipitated by the

demeaning treatment by the police of a welfare recipient who was
trying to collect money to forestall the final indignity of a pauper's
funeral for another recipient who had just died (Stein, 8-4). In the

welfare officials--especially the intake workers who are the gate
keepers of the system--employed their discretion more permissively.
Traditional procedures for investigating eligibility broke down:
home visits were no longer made with any frequency, requirements
that forms be sent to various agencies to determine whether the
family might have collateral income or eligibility for other forms of
assistance (veteran's pensions, etc.) tended to be neglected. For all
practical purposes, welfare operating procedures collapsed; regula
tions were simply ignored in order to process the hundreds of thou
sands of families who jammed the welfare waiting rooms.
Welfare agencies also became less harsh in dealing with those
who obtained assistance. Termination rates began to drop, especially
terminations for "failure to comply with departmental regulations"
-a

catch-all category that induded anything from refusal to help

locate a "responsible" father to failing to appear for an interview.

As a result of these changes the relief rolls

rose precipitously. In

1960, 745,000 families received assistance; in 1968, the number
reached 1.5 million. Then, between 1968 and 1972, the rolls surged
to 3 million fami.lies-an increase of 300 percent over 1960. Money
payments, less than $1 billion in 1960, reached $6 billion in 1972.
Unacknowledged and unled, a relief movement had emerged, and it
was achieving income gains for the participants.

spring of 1967 welfare rights groups in Boston staged a sit·in at the
welfare department. When the police beat the demonstrators, they
screamed from the windows to the streets below, triggering three
days of rioting-the first in that especially violent summer.H Cen-

A Proposal to Mobilize an

Institutional Disruption
IS No data are available whf,h direclly relate rioting and rise, in the AFDC roll,.
However one study is available 011 the impact of riOling on the General A�istancc roU,.
Thus Beu hyS: "Data on 23 riot cities are compared \.0 20 nonriot cities of similar
size. . . . Analf$is ",,,I,,,"- ed riot cities had larga- budger.ary increases in welfue the year
(oUowing their riot" (34�).

huge pool of families with incomes below prevailing welfare grant

14 For a discuJ$ion of the origlll5 and political oonsequcllCtll of this riot,

schedules had built up in the cities as a result of migration and un-

Itt Fi.!it.e,

21-22.

In 1965 we had completed research showing that for every family
on the AFDC rolls, at least one other was eligible but unaided. A
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employment. If hundreds of thousands of families could be induced

ment directed toward economic gains could be developed. The

to demand relief, we thought that two gains might result. First, if

responsiveness of national political leaders in this period also sug

large numbers of people succeeded in getting on the rolls, much of

gested that victories could be won, that change was possible. But it

the worst of America's poverty would be eliminated. Second, for

was not clear how activists could, as a practical day-to·day matter of

reasons we will explain, we thought it likely that a huge increase

organizing, mount an attack. on poverty by attacking its main cause

in the relief rolls would set off fiscal and political crises in the cities,

underemployment and unemploymenL What our plan proposed

the reverberations of which might lead national political leaders

instead was a way of attacking the lack of income r�ulting from

to federalize the retief system and establish a national minimum

unemployment; it was appealing to some organizers for that reason.

income standard. It was a strategy designed to obtain immediate

For George, the 6cst question was whether welfare was a promising

economic aid for the poor, coupled with the possibility of obtain

area in which to mount an initial organizing effort, as contrasted with

ing a longer-term national income standard.

housing or education or health. To consider that question he con

These ideas were spelled out in a mimeographed paper entitled

vened a series of small meetings with us and a few friends from the

"A Strategy to End Poverty,"U which we circulated among organizers

civil rights movement. These meetings took place during the spring

and activists in late 1965. With turmoil spreading in the cities, with

of 1966 in New York City. Much of the discussion was about the

the prohibition against going on relief already beiog defied on a large

workings of the welfare system itself and about the estimates we

scale by the poor, and with the resources of the antipoverty program

had made of the many hundreds or thousands of families with incomes

available to be drawn upon, we argued that activists of all kinds

below scheduled welfare eligibility levels in various northern cities.

should join in a massive drive to mobilize the unaided poor to disrupt

We had also gathered data showing that few of the families already

the relief system all the more by demanding relief.

on the rolls were receiving all of the benefits to which they were

One person who was responsive [0 the idea of organizing in the

entitled.

welfare arena was George A. Wiley, whom we knew from CORE.

At first, there was some skepticism about OUT assertions regarding

He was at the time on the verge of resigning as CORE's associate

the existence of a huge pool of eligible but unaided families. When

national director, mainly in opposition to the rising surge of black

George tried to obtain confirmation of these assertions by consulting

nationalist sentiment that was engulfing that organization in early

prominent social welfare professionals, some of them advised him that

] 966. George had been mulling over the possibility of undertaking
a broad, multi-issue organizing effort among the northern urban

our data were not valid and that we were engaged in a campaign

poor, but had not settled on a de6nite plan. Our proposal, together

were faked.) Nor were there supporting data from other studies.

with the fact that a few "welfare rights" groups had already formed

Dominant cultural de6nitions of the deleterious consequences of

(mainly under the auspices of local antipoverty programs, and mainly
in New York City), suggested a way to begin.It

researchers had asked. To resolve his uncertainties, George asked a

of propaganda against the welfare system. (Some even said the data

relief-giving were so strong that it was simply not a question that

At that particular moment, civil rights activists, and especially

close associate, Edwin Day, to replicate our studies. Day's subsequent

northern activists, were shifting away from caste problems to eco

conclusion was that we had erred in being much too conservative in

nomic problems. This, together with the rising insurgency among

our estimates of the size of the pool of eligible but unaided famili�.

urban blacks signi6ed by rioting, sugg�ted that a powerful move-

A consensus was thus reached that campaigns to drive up the rolls
and to create

a

welfare crisis were worth trying. George made this

clear in a public debate in the late spring of 1966:
16 ThIs article was publilhed in The Nation magazine on May 2, 1966; reprinted in
Cloward and Piven (1914). Unle.!S otherwise indlcaled, all quotations I" thl$ lle(tion
Ire liken from this article.
1$ When George subsequently formed the National Welfare Righu OrganWition, he
aUrlcled a number of CORE Vi:teralll to welfare righU organWng, among them Bruce
Thomas.

Well, I'd have to say that the appearance of the strategy by Cloward
and Piven has represented a shot in the arm to a lot of the civil
rights activists around the country. A lot of us wp-o have come
out o[ the civil-rights movement have been concerned that there
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develop a significant movement in the northern ghettos, and a lot
of people who have been trying to work in the ghettos in major
urban areas have been really quite frustrated about finding signifi
cant handles for bringing about some substantial change in the
living conditions of people there.
This idea of releasing the potential for major economic pressure
through trying to encourage people to gain their rights

in the

welfare system is one that has had immediate response and has
been enormously attractive to activists working in urban areas. I
may say that a lot of us have been hampered in our thinking
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mass-based organizations. We did not think the political system
would be responsive to such organizations, even if large numbers of
the poor could be involved on a continuing basis. We had been
studying earlier efforts-the Workers' Alliance of America, the
southern civil rights movement, the northern rent strikes in the
early 1960s_ Organizational pressure did not seem to yield much
but disruptive protests sometimes did.
We thought the welfare system was particularly vulnerable to dis
ruption by the poor because of the large concentrations of poten

about the potential here by our own middle-class backgrounds

tially eligible families in the northern industrial states produced by

and I think most activists basically come out of middle-class back

migration and urban unemployment_ These states and their locali

grounds-and were oriented toward people having to work, and
that we have to get as many people as possible off the welfare rolls.
And I think the idea that for millions-particularly people who
can't work, people who are senior citizens or female heads of house
hold-just encouraging them to assert their rights is a very attrac
tive thing. I think that this strategy is going to catch on and be
very important in the time ahead. In the history of the civil-rights
movement the thing that attracted me is the fact that the substantial
changes that have taken place such as the Civil Rights Act of '64
and Voting Rights Act of '65 particularly have come about as the
result of major drives in one or more cities where substantial con
frontations have taken place which have plunged the nation into
significant crises. And I think that a crisis strategy has been the
only one that has really produced major success in the civil-rights
field (from "Strategy of Crisis: A Dialogue," reprinted in Cloward
and Piven, 1974)_

ties were also the most exposed to ghetto discontent. A t the same
time, because of the method by which welfare was financed (states
with high grant levels-mainly northern states-received propor
tionately less federal reimbursement than states with low grant
levels), these same states were the most susceptible to fiscal distress
if demands for welfare mounted. Finally, the northern industrial
states were crucial to the fortunes of the national Democratic Party
and so disturbances in these states could have large political ramiftca
tions at the federal level:
A series of welfare drives in large cities WOUld, we believe, impel
action on a new federal program to distribute income. . . . Wide
spread campaigns to register the eligible poor for welfare aid . . .
would produce bureaucratic disruption in welfare agencies and
fiscal disruption in local and state governments_ These disruptions
would generate severe political strains, and deepen existing divisions
among elements in the big-city Democratic coalition: the remaining
white middle class, the white working-class ethnic groups and the

CONFLICTING THEORIES OF POLITICAL INFLUENCE
Despite this initial enthusiasm, there were some differences over
strategy that emerged during these discussions, and they all Ied back
directly or indirectly to the general question of how the poor could
exert political influence. In "A Strategy to End Poverty," we had
argued a perspective that ran counter to the conventional wisdom

growing minority poor. To avoid a further weakening of that his
toric coalition, a national Democratic administration would be con
strained to advance a federal solution to poverty that would override
local revenue dilemmas. By the internal disruption of local bureau
cratic practices, by the furor over public welfare policies, and by
the collapse of current financing arrangements, powerful forces

can

be generated for major economic reforms at the national level.
In order to maximize the disruptive potential of such drives, we

regarding the nature of the American political system; and our views

thought that whatever organizing resources could be obtained should

about organizing also ran counter to traditional organizing doctrines_

be concentrated on developing enrollment campaigns in a small num

Three specific areas of disagreement emerged.
First, we argued against the traditional organizing notion that poor
people can become an effective political force by coming together in

ber of big cities

in states of critical national electoral importance

(e.g., New York, Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, California, �ennsylvania.
etc.), thus improving the chances of creating a political crisis of
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sufficient importance to warrant intervention by national political

officials would accede to such demands while the ghettos remained in

leaders.

tunnoi!. Markedly reprcssive welfare measures would entail the risk

As for the poor themselves, there was every reason to believe that
they would join in such a mobilization, for the statistics on rising
welfare application rates demonstrated that they already were, sep
arately but in concert, fulfilling the outlines of a disruptive sttategy.
AU that remained, we argued was for organizers to enlarge and
sustain the disruptive behavior in which masses of the poor werc
unmistakably beginning to engage.
But organizers in the 1960s took a different view. They had in
spected the American political landscape and observed that other
groups were weI! represented by organizations that asserted their
special interests. Homeowners formed associations to resist govern
ment actions which might lower property values, workers joined
unions to advance labor legislation, and industtialists joined associ
ations that pressed for favorable treatment of corporations by a host
of government agencies. While homeowner associations were hardly
as powerful as the American Petroleum Institute, that seemed less
important at the time than the fact that other groups were organized
and the poor were not. Accordingly it was argued that if the poor
organized they too could advance their interests.
Of course, everyone recognized that organizations of the poor
lacked the substantial resources possessed by other organizations
which could be brought to bear on the political process--the control
of wealth, of key economic activities, of the media, and the like.
Still, the organizers said, this lack of resources could be compensaced
for by the sheer numbers which the poor represented. If large num·
bers could be organized, political influence would result. It was
this perspective which tended to prevail in these early discussions.
,

GOVERNMENT RESPONSES TO A WELFARE CRISIS
A second and related area of disagreement had to do with the prob

lem of controlling government responses to a welfare crisis. There
were two points of difference. One concerned the possibility that
government might respond with repressive measures. Everyone fore
saw that rising welfare costs would arouse large sectors of the public
to demand that mayors, county officials, and governors slash the rolls
and cut grant levels. For our part, we did not think most public

that rioting might worsen. Blacks had also become a modest ele<:·
toral force in the northern cities; deep slashes in either the rolls
or grant levels could be expected to engender considerable antag
onism among those voters.

But mainly we argued that even if the welfare rolls were cut,
poor people as a group would not be worse off than they had been
before the rolls expanded, when large numbers of families had been

denied relief in any case. If many now succeeded in getting on the
rolls only to be cut off again, they would at least have made a tem
porary gain.
For their part, organizers in these early discussions agreed that

impulses toward repression would probably be tempered and that
a temporary gain was better than no gain at all. But they also felt
they had an obligation to protect the poor against any possibility of
repression. The way to do this, as they saw it, was to create an
organized body of welfare recipients who could bring pressure di
rectly to bear on public officials, thus counteracting the pressures of
groups who would call for restrictive welfare policies.
Organizers also thought that a large-scale poor people's organiza
tion would be required to win a national minimum income from the
Congress This brings us to the second point in our disagr�ment
.

over the question of how government would respond. We maintained
that the way to bring pressure on government was through the dis
ruption of the welfare system itself and through the electoral crisis
that would probably follow. We thought that the role of crisis as
a political resource for the poor had not been understood, either by
political analysts or by organizers. What we meant by a political
crisis was electoral dissensus-the extreme polarization of rnaJOT elec
toral constituencies. When acute conflicts of this kind occur, politi
cal leaders try to promulgate policies that wi.ll moderate the polariza
tion, in order to maintain voting majorities.
Since we all agreed that extreme repression was not a likely re
sponse, what then would mayors and governors do in order to manage
the political divisions created by welfare disruptions? We thought
they would try to deal with their problem by calling upon the federal
government with increasing insistence to take over the welfare pro
gram thus solving their fiscal and political problems. In other words,
we said, a disruption in welfare could be expected to activate lobby
ing by other and far more powerful groups for a goal which the poor
,
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could not possibly hope to achieve were they simply to lobby them

We could only agree that our proposal entailed risks. But we

selves. (This is not very different from what did in fact happen;

also thought there were no gains for the poor without risks. In this

by the late 1960s political leaders in the major northern states be

connection. the one case we invoked in suppOrt of a disruptive

With what new policies would national Democratic leadc=rs re

argument. Some of the people in these early discussions had been

came articulate spokesmen for federal action in the welfare area.IT)

strategy-the civil rights movement-actually served to weaken our

spond? There was no certain way of knowing. but there was some

involved in Ihe southern phase of the civil rights movement and

basis for speculation. Already faced with deepening cleavages among

were disenchanted with mass-mobilization and mass-confrontation

large blocs in the urban strongholds of the party-cleavages that

tactics. They believed that these tactics-mass defiance of caste rules,

would be rapidly worsened by a welfare crisis-Democratic leaders

followed by arrests and police violence-were wrong because they had

might be prompted to press for a national minimum income program

failed to build black organizations in local southern communities,

to relieve urban confl.icts (and to slow the migration that was fuel

When an SCLC campaign ended, for example, and SCLC moved

ing those confiicts):

on to another city to mobilize further confrontations, the local peo

Deep tensions have developed among groups comprising the polit

ical coalitions of the large cities-the historic stronghold of the
Democratic Party As a consequence, urban politicians no longer
.

turn in the vOle to national Democratic candidates with unfailing

regularity. The marked defections revealed in the elections of the
1950's and which continued until the Johnson landslide of 1964
are a matter of great concern to the national party. Precisely be
cause of this concern, a strategy to exacerbate still further tlle

strains in the urban coalition [by driving up the welfare rolls] can
be expected to evoke a response from national leaders. If Ihis

stralegy for crisis would intensify group cleavages, a federal income
solution would not further exacerbate them.

But this perspective was deeply troubling to organizers. We were
saying that the poor can create crises but cannot control the response
to them. They can only hope that the balance of political forces
provoked in response to a disruption will favor concessions rather
than repression. To organizers. this amounted to asking the poor to
"create a crisis and pray." It seemed speculative and ve.ry risky. Con
sequently they felt that the strategy had to be modified to assure
greater control by the poor over the outcome of a welfare crisis. The
way to develop that control was by building a national mass-based
organization. Then, as political leaders weighed alternative ways of
dealing with the crisis, they would have to contend with a powerful
pressure group that had its own remedies to put forward.

ple were left unorganized and vulnerable to retaliation by whites.
The infl.uence this criticism of the civil rights movement had upon
the thinking of those who subsequently became welfare rights or
ganizers has been noted by Whitaker:
Wishing to avoid what they perceived as the most debilitating

mistakes of the civil rights movement-failure to create a strong,
organized constituency and failure to develop internal sources of
funds-the [NWRO] promoters concentrated their first three years'

efforts upon the creation of a national organizational structure and
therecruitmemo( membership (120-121).

It could not be denied that from a conventional political perspective

SCLC's strategy was manipulative. SCLC did not build local organi
zations to obtain local victories; it clearly attempted to create a
series of disruptions to which the federal government would have
to respond. And that strategy succeeded. We did not think that
local organizations of the southern black poor (even if they could
have been developed on a mass scale) would have ever gained the
political infl.uence necessary to secure a Civil Rights Act of 1964
or a Voting Rights Act of 1965, and they probably would not have
won significant local victories, either. It had taken a major political
crisis-the literal fragmenting of the regional foundation of the
national Democratic Party-to finally force those legislative conces
sions to southern blacks. Similarly. we argued that while building
a network of welfare rights groups might result in some victories in
contests with local welfare administrators. these local groups could

iT

In thil

regard the

parallel with the Great Dcpre$Sion if striking. As we noted in
chapler thrct. lhe United Slateft Conference of Mayors formed in the 1930. for the expn:ss
purpose or lobbying for fed.,..a! fiscal aid to relieve localitil:S of burgeoning welfare

�".

not possibly build the political pressure from which a national in
come standard (or all of the

poor might result. Any. hope for such

a large outcome depended on mobilizing a major political crisis;
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it depended on producing a divisive welfare explosion that would
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staff, subordinating themselves to policymaking bodies composed

threaten to fragment the Democratic coalition in the big northern

exclusively of the poor. As staff, they would contribute their technical

cities. Our views, however, were not persuasive.

skills to the work. of the organization. They would, for example,
provide information on the technical aspects of various issues with
which the organization was dealing-in this case, the extremely com
plex rules and regulations of the welfare system. They would also
run training programs in methods for dealing with the welfare

MOBILIZING VERSUS ORGANIZING

bureaucracy-how

to negotiate with welfare officials, or how to

organize demonstrations. Second, they would cultivate those with
Finally, we maintained that political influence by the poor is mobi

leadership potential, tutoring them in techniques of leadership in

lized, not organized. A disruptive strategy does not require that

the expectation that the role of the organizer would wither away.

people affiliate with an organization and participate regularly.

This is the model that NWRO and most of the local WRQs sub

Rather, it requires that masses of people be mobilized to engage in

sequently came

disruptive action. To mobilize for a welfare disruption, families

so far that at national conventions they were barred from attending

would be encouraged to demand relid. Just by engaging in that

meetings where the elected recipient leaders from the various states

defiant act, they could contribute to a fiscal and political crisis. On

convened to establish overall policy for the organization.)

to espouse. (The subordination of organizers went

the other hand, if they were asked to contribute to an organization
on a continuing basis, we did not think. most would, for organizers
had no continuing incentives to offer.
To mobilize a crisis, we thought it would be necessary to develop
a national network of cadre organizations rather than a national
federation of welfare recipient groups.

This organization of orga

THE PROBLEM OF INCENTIVES

nizers-composed of students, churchmen, civil rights activists, anti

Our approach, then, conflicted at several points with the perspec

poverty workers, and militant AFDC recipients-would in turn

tive of organizers. They were more sanguine than we about the

seek to energize a broad, loosely coordinated movement of variegated

capacity of the poor to exert influence through the regular channels

groups to arouse hundreds of thousands of poor people to demand

of the political system, for they felt that the poor could be influential

aid, Rather than build organizational membership rolls, the purpose

if they were brought together in a mass-based national organization.

to build the welfare rolls. The main tactics should in

Furthermore they felt that a mobilizing strategy, as distinct from an

clude large-scale "welfare rights" information campaigns; the en

organizing strategy, would give the poor insufficient control over

would be

listing of influential people in the slums and ghettos, especially

resolution of the crisis that a welfare movement might succeed in

clergymen, to exhort potential welfare recipients to seek the aid that

creating. Finally, they were antagonistic to the idea of building

was rightfully theirs; and the mobilization of marches and demonstra

"organizations of organizers" on the ground that it was a manipula

tions to build indignation and militancy among the poor.

tive approach to the poor.

Our emphasis on mass mobilization with cadre organizations as

But they were left with a problem of substantial importance. How

the vehicle struck. organizers as exceedingly manipulative. Their per

could the poor be induced to affiliate and to participate on a con

spective on organizing was imbued with values which they consid

tinuing basis in a welfare rights organization? What incentives could

ered democratic. The poor had a right to run their own organiza

be offered? Despite all of the differences in perspective which we

tions, and to determine their own policies and strategies. Given this

have noted, the paper we had been circulating held enormous inter

perspective, organizers defined two roles appropriate for themselves

est for the participants in these early discussions and subsequently

as outsiders in a poor people's organization. First, they should act as

for organizers throughout the country who became involved in the
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welfare rights movement, because it appeared to provide an answer
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settling the question of the strategy which the movement would

to that question. The answer was in one of the two types of data we

follow. It was a strategy that could produce groups and groups would

had presented on benefit deprivation. Our main interest was in the

be the foundation of a national organization.

e5timates we had reached that only half of the eligible poor were

George Wiley also had the immediate and practical problem of

on the rolls. But we had also shown that most of those already on

dealing with the few welfare recipient groups that had already devel·

the rolls did not receive all of the benefits to which they were en
tilled under existing regulations. Regarding this second point. we

oped. If he were to lead a movement, he felt that he had to negotiate
the right to lead existing groups. That pragmatic problem also

said:

helped to detennine the course which weUare agitation would fol

Public assistance recipients in New York [and in many other states]
are also entitled to receive "nonrecurring" grants for clothing. house·

hold equipment and furniture-including washing machines, reo
frigerators, beds and bedding, tables and chairs. It hardly needs to

low, for these groups were made up of existing recipients who were
focused on specia l grants.
As it thus turned out, the strategy which NWRO, once formed,
would pursue was dictated by the belief of organizers in the political

be noted that most impoverished families have grossly inadequate

efficacy of organizations of the poor. These beliefs were buttressed

clothing and household furnishings . . . (but] almost nothing is

by evidence that a few recipient groups were already forming for

spent on special grants in New York. In October 1965, a typical
month, the Depanment of Welfare spent only

$2.50

per

recipient

for heavy clothing and $1.80 for household furnishings. . . . Con·
sidering the real needs of families, the successful demand for full
entitlements could multiply these expenditures tenfold or more
and that would involve the disbursement of many millions of dol·

lars indeed.

the purpose of obtaining special grants, and by the promise that
additional groups could be similarly organized. And if these groups
were brought together in a "national union of welfare recipients,"
George and othe!'s felt that the resulting poor people's organization
would be able to wield sufficient influence to compel a national
income concession from Congress.
The decision was thus made to undertake the formation of a

Here, organizers thought, were the concrete incentives that might

national organization, with benefit campaigns for existing recipients

be employed to induce poor people to form groups and to affiliate

as the inducement to organization building. It was a fateful de·

in a national organization. If welfare departments, under the pres·

cision. Benefit campaigns for existing recipientS became NWRO's

sure of militant tactics by groups of redpients, could be forced to

exclusive strategy. As events would soon show, however, a strategy

yield these "special grants" to large numbers of people, then the

of organi.zing existing recipients into a national network based on

problem of how to attract the poor to a national organization ap

inducements such as special grants could not be sustained. For a

peared to have been solved.

few years, campaigns to obtain special grants spread like brush fires

This conclusion, it must be said, received clear support from

across the country; hundreds of groups did form and many hundreds

events which were already occurring. As stated previously, a modest

of millions of dollars in benefits were obtained from local welfare

number of welfare groups had begun to form in the mid·1960s,

departments. But just as suddenly the groups diminished-first in

mainly under the sponsorship of antipoverty programs. These groups

size, then in number-until none were left. "Why this happened is

consisted of existing recipients. What seemed to be making group

clear enough. For one thing, once people received a special grant,

formation possible was the availability of special grants, for protests

many saw no further purpose in affiliating with the organization;

at welfare departments were succeeding in producing cash grants

moreOver a number of state legislatures eventually abolished special

for the protesters. Moreover, the amounts of money received some

grant programs, thus undermining the orgariizing strategy by shut·

times ran as high as $1,000 per family; some families had been on the

ting off the flow of incentives. In other words, the central dilemma of

rolls for a number of years without ever having received special

mass·based, permanent organizing theory-how to sustain continu

grants so that it took relatively large sums to bring them "up to

ing participation in the absence of continuing inducements to par

standard." The success of these special grant protests was decisive in

ticipation-had not been solved. It was not a new di\.e.mma.
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But this would all become clear only later. At the time our dif
ferences did not seem so large. While George and others were
oriented toward developing a national union of welfare recipients,
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JUlie 1966; the months between then and the founding convention
in August 1967 were filled with a variety of activities oriented
toward constructing and financing an intricate national structure.

George did not reject the "crisis strategy": mobilizing drives to
double and treble the rolls could be mounted, he argued, once an
organizational base of existing recipients had been created.
'Ve agreed that drives among existing recipients to insure that
they received all of the benefits to which they were entitled were

THE FORMATION OF THE NATIONAL
WELFARE RIGHTS ORGANIZATION

worth undertaking. In fact, even as these discussions were taking
place, we were already involved in organizing such drives in New

Of the problems entailed in the formation of NWRO, the most

York City. While other organizers envisaged these benefit cam

difficult was developing support and resources. To raise money for

paigns as a way of inducing people to form groups, we were focus

staff and a national office required that the idea of a "welfare rights

ing on the hundreds of millions of dollars that could be extracted

organization" gain some degree of legitimacy among potential fund

from the welfare system, thus contributing to a welfare crisis. But

ing sources and among prominent people who could influence

whatever the motive, all of us could agree on that particular tactic

funding sources.

as a starting point. Most important of all, our discussions were ani

At first, George attempted to interest the Citizens' Crusade Against

mated by a belief that agitation among the poor around welfare

Poverty (CCAP) in becoming the sponsor. Initiated by Walter

issues had great potential for success, so that differences in strategy

Reuther of the United Automobile Workers, CCAP brought to

seemed less important than the imperative of action itself. In a

gether northern leaders-mainly unionists and officials in northern

word, the omens were good; everyone was eager to begin.

religious denominations-to counteract conservative groups who

And so we took the first steps toward creating a national organi

were seeking to limit the range and forcefulness of federal programs

zation. As George was so fond of saying, "First you make a plan, and

to ameliorate poverty. When George resigned as associate national

then you make it happen."

director of CORE in February 1966, he took a job with CCAP. His
first assignment was to build a coalition in support of minimum
wage legislation in Congress. During the next few months, as he
established contact with a variety of groups across the country, it
became evident to him that groups were emerging in the northern

A Poor People'S Organization Is Formed

ghettos and focusing on such issues as health care, education, the

The plan, briefly, consisted of three steps: to raise money for several

system. Since it appeared to him that these grassroots groups were

control of antipoverty programs, and, of course, the public welfare

staff members and an office in ·Washington, D.C.; to announce that a

dispersed, uncoordinated, and without an effective means of com

"National Welfare Rights Organization" was being formed: and to

municating with one another, he proposed that the CCAP sponsor

initiate the process of building the local, state, and national structure

and fund the formation of a national agency devoted to performing

of that organization.

these functions, with a special emphasis on welfare rights organizing.

Al! things considered, these steps were taken with remarkable

When this proposal was turned down, George made the decision

ease and rapidity. On May 23, 1966, George and a staff of four

to establish an independent office to perform the same functions,
with welfare rights as its initial focus.Is

opened an office in Washington, D.C., called the Poverty/Rights
Action Center. Some fifteen months later, in August 1967, a found
ing convention was held, and NWRO was officially formed, with
George as its chief executive. In point of fact, however, NWRO
existed almost from the day George announced its formation, in

18 A

detailed and accurate account of these events in the spring of 1966 can be found in

Martin

(1972, 75-85).
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By late May there was about $15,000 in hand. We had obtained
$5,000 from a small family foundation; George had received $5,000
from a wealthy contributor to the civil rights movement whom he
had known from his CORE days, and he used his own savings of
$5,000. With those funds, George and Edwin Day moved with their
£ami! ies to Washington and opened the PIRAC. making this an
nouncement to the press:
Many activists have left major organizations and are scattered in
a myriad of local programs across the country. The tenuous lines
of communications which once connected them have been disrupted.
We see ourselves as trying to service and help them develop a move·
ment of the poor (Bailis. 15).
At the outset, George still intended P/RAC to act as the national
coordinating agency for a wide range of poor people's organizations
seeking to influence federal departments and Congress. The stated
objectives were these:
I. To develop nationwide support for major anti.poverty and civil

rights measures (e.g to press for "maximum feasible participa
tion" of the poor in the anti·poverty program. and to generate
support for a guaranteed annual income).
.•

2. To develop nationwide support for significant local anti·poverty
and civil rights movements.
3. To provide surveillance and pressures on federal agencies han
dling programs designed to help the poor (e.g to monitor activi
ties and policies of the OEO. the Department. of Agriculture. the
Department of Labor. HUD. HEW. etc.).
.•

4. To provide advice and assistance to local groups coming to

Washington to lobby for support of their programs before federal
agencies Uackson and Johnson. 57).

However broadly its objectives may have been defined, PtRAC
soon focused on welfare rights. partly because of our series of dis
cussions, but much more importantly because welfare client groups
were springing up by the summer of 1966 and thus George was
prompted to move to weld them into a national body.
The first major opportunity to advance the formation of a national
welfare rights organization was provided by groups in Ohio who had
joined together in the Ohio Committee for Adequate Welfare. In
February 1966 organizers from Ohio decided they would stage a
I55-mile "Walk for Adequate Welfare" from Cleveland to the steps
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of the state capitol in Columbus, hoping thereby to generate support
for higher welfare payment levels in Ohio. George and a few others
worked feverishly in the weeks before the march to spread word of
it among welfare groups around the country and to stimulate these
groups to hold supporting demonstrations. A meeting was called in
Chicago on May 21 of organizers known to be working with welfare
recipients, most of them from Detroit, Ann Arbor, Columbus,
Cleveland, Syracuse, and especially New York City (where a city
wide organization of WROs had already formed). The results were
encouraging and George announced to the press that demonstrations
would occur across the country on June 30, the final day of the walk.
On June 20 Reverend Paul Younger and Edith Doering, paid by
the Cleveland Council of Churches to organize around welfare issues.
led about forty welfare recipients and sympathizers out of Cleveland
on the first lap of the I55-mile march to Columbus, there to present
complaints about public welfare to Governor Rhodes. As the
marchers passed through cities and towns on the route, local re
cipients, ministers, social workers, and other sympathetic citizens,
sometimes hundreds of them. fell in line for a short distance. On
the morning of June 30, when they finally reached Columbus, the
forty marchers were joined by busloads of recipients from all over
Ohio, and some 2,000 protesters led by George paraded down Broad
Street to the capitol to argue the case against Ohio's welfare system.
Simultaneous demonstrations occurred elsewhere. In New York
2,000 picketers, most of them recipients, marched in the hot sun
while their children played in City Hall Park. And in fifteen other
cities, including Baltimore, Washington, Los Angeles, Boston, Louis
ville, Chicago, Trenton, and San Francisco, some 2,500 people in
groups of 25 to 250 demonstrated against "the welfare."
The demonstrations received encouraging coverage in the press,
including a statement issued by George announcing "the birth of a
movement." Shortly afterwards George called for a national meeting
of organizers and recipient leaders to lay the basis for a national
organization of welfare rights groups. The meeting convened in
Chicago on August 6 and 7; some one hundred people attended, both
recipients and organizers. The recipients were from groups that had
already formed, ranging from the Mothers for Adequate Welfare in
Boston to the Mothers of Watts; from Chicago's Welfare Union of
the West Side Organization composed of unemployed black men,
to the Committee to Save the Unemployed Fathers of eastern
Kentucky. The organizers were members of Students for a Demo-
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cratic Society, church people, and, most prominently, VISTA and
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of the midwestern and northeastern cities. The civil rights struggle

other antipoverty program workers. The conferees voted to estab

in the North provided a context that encouraged group formation,

lish a National Coordinating Committee of Welfare Rights Groups

as this personal account reveals:19

composed of one welfare recipient from each of the eleven states

where welfare organizing had already led to the establishment of
groups. This body was mandated to determine policy for the organi
zation, to make recommendations for the further development of
a national structure, and to promote and coordinate a series of
nationwide welfare campaigns in the fall of

1966. These campaigns

were intended to

taught us to be ashamed . . . you are taught it from childhood.

We were taught that welfare was begging, charity . . . so I hid it.
I heard about the Milwaukee Welfare Rights Organization through
a cousin of mine. She kept trying to get me to go to these meetings

with her and I said, "No, I'd never go to anything like that. . . ."

In the meantime, Milwaukee was having civil rights marches . . .

. . . feature demands for the right [of welfare groups] to represent

recipients before welfare administrations and at hearings; the right
to organize and bargain collectively on behalf of recipients, and
. . . demand benefits now being illegally denied recipients. The drive

will include tactics such as pickets, sit-ins, school boycotts, and the

pressing of demands for hearings and court actions. Violations of
the law practiced by welfare administrations in denying benefits

to recipients, invading the privacy of recipients, and failing to

grant fair hearings will be exposed in the campaign (Jackson and
Johnson, 59).

From the perspective of national organization building, this meet
ing was a huge success. George's leadership was acknowledged; his
proposal for a national coordinating body composed of recipient
leaders was widely and enthusiastically accepted by the representa
tives of disparate groups of recipients and organizers; and local
organizations agreed to join in nationally sponsored campaigns.
A national poor people's organization was clearly in the making.
This meeting, like others to follow in the first three years, was
characterized by spirit, militancy, anger, and hope, which bordered
on pandemonium. The chairpersons of the various sessions could
not hold to the agendas

When I first came on welfare, I was ashamed, because society has

or

maintain parliamentary order. People

just rose up from their seats-organizers and recipients alike-and
lined up at the microphones, as many as twenty or thirty at a time.
One after another they condemned "the welfare" for its abuses: for
grant levels so low that nothing was left after the rent was paid, for

and my kids were growing up . . . so they told me that they were
going on the marches for civil rights. Well, I was afraid of those

kinds of things . . . but when the kids decided that they were
. . . I had to go with them. . . . I noticed that when we

going

went on the marches, we were the ones being fired upon with

rocks and bricks and sticks, but it was as if we were doing the
provoking when they put it on the news. So I started reading the
black papers. I started reading things in a different light. . . . Then
I joined this [welfare rights] organization . . . (Milwaukee Welfare
Rights Organization, 25-26).

NWRO stimulated this development all the more by producing and
distributing thousands of brochures entitled "Build OrganizationI"
The workers in antipoverty programs were especially responsive to
the call to organize. Perhaps three-quarters of all welfare rights
organizers were antipoverty workers, many of them VISTAs.
As client insurgency spread, further steps were taken to consolidate
a national structure. In December

1966 the National Coordinating

Committee met in Chicago and designated P;RAC as the head
quarters of the National 'Velfare Rights Organization, thus further
buttressing George's claim to leadership of the mushrooming wel

fare rights phenomenon. In addition a conference was called for the
following February in Washington, D.C. More than

350 recipients

and organizers were attracted to this meeting, representing some

200 WROs in seventy cities and twenty-six states. A national legisla

tive program was developed to be presented to HEW and to Con-

capricious and punitive rejections and terminations, for invasions
of homes, for insults to dignity. The early meetings were like rallies,
full of indignation and full of joy that the occasion had finally come
for the people to rise up against the source of their indignation.
New groups formed rapidly, mainly in the densely packed ghettos

U This account of the

process by which civil rights demonmations helped inRuence an
to be<;ome a NWRO participant actually rekrs to a slightly later po:riod
in the 19605. The dight time difieren<;<'! is irrelevant, for if accounts were available
from an earlier period, they would also �eal the important'role of the civil rights
struggle in the formation of NWRO.

AFDC mother
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gress. Workshops on a variety of subjects were held: "How to Fono

During the off years, a National Conference would be held to

a Group"; "Staging a Demonstration"; "Raising Money"; "Tech

[onnulate policy. Between meetings of these bodies, the National

niques of Lobbying"; and the like. Plans were laid for a nationwide

Coordinating Committee, which consisted of one delegate and one

series of "special needs" campaigns (Le., campaigns to obtain grants

alternate from each state affiliated with NWRO. together with the

of money for clothing and household furnishings) to be conducted

members of the Executive Committee, would meet to establish policy.

throughout the country during the spring. and to culminate in
simultaneous local demonstrations once again on June

SO.

Generally speaking, the Executive Committee was to meet about
eight times annually and the National Coordinating Committee

Special grant campaigns followed throughout the spring and

about four times. NWRO rules required that all groups in each

millions oE dollars were obtained by recipients. As planned, simul

state'convene to create a roughly parallel state structure and to vote

taneous demonstrations once again occurred on June 30 and it fairly

for a state delegate and alternate to the National Coordinating Com

could be said that a national organization had come into being. Tim

mittee. In large cities such as New York similar coordinating and

Sampson. who su�quently became NWRO's as.sociate director, as

delegate bodies were also created. In a very short time. in other

sumed the major role in promoting these nationwide organizing

words. NWRO had developed a nationwide, statewide, and some

campaigns.

times citywide system of structures.

Meanwhile the National Coordinating Committee had recon

As the membership data in the accompanying table reveal. how

vened in April to adopt the membership and delegate rules that

ever, this intricate national structure was created before a national

would lay the basis for a formal national structure. (Any group. it

mass base had emerged. In 1967, when the details of the structure

was decided, of at least twenty-five recipients that forwarded annual

were being completed. NWRO had 5,000 dues-paying families. In

dues of $1 per person to the national office was entitled to elect a

1969 when the membership base reached its peak. about 22,000

delegate to future national conventions.)20 The official founding

persons paid dues:

convention took place in August 1967 in Washington, D.C. It is
a measure of the extent to which local groups already confonned
to the membership. dues-paying. and delegate-designating rules laid
down by the National Coordinating Committee that 178 delegates
and alternates representing approximately seventy·five WROs in
forty-five cities and twenty-one states attended to adopt a constitu
tion, elect national officers. and endorse a set of goals. all to form
the National Welfare Rights Organization-the first :tational relief
organization since the Great Depression. Many other welfare rights

The states with the largest membership were, in descending order.
New York. Cali(ornia, Pennsylvania, Michigan. Virginia, Massa
chusetts. Ohio, New Jersey. and Illinois. When broken down by
cities. New York City had by far the largest membership; there
were more membe� in Brook.lyn than in any other city in the
country. Boston groups had the second largest total membership,
while Detroit. Los Angeles. and Chicago completed the Jist of the
five top cities (Bailis. II).

groups existed and some of them sent representatives to the con

But. distribution of members aside. the point is that NWRO's dues

ference as well, But they had yet to conform with national rules

paying membership never exceeded the level of 22,000 reached in

(electing officers. paying dues, etc.) and thus were barred from

1969; thereafter the membership rolls declined rapidly.

official participation. In time most would conlono and affiliate.

NWRO's inability to enlarge its base. or to sustain the modest

BrieRy, the overall structure consisted of a National Convention

base it had succeeded in developing, was first and most dramatically

which was to convene every two years; it was to establish broad policy

"revealed in New York. In 1967. 51 percent of NWRO's membership

and dect nine officers who would compose an Executive Committee.

was located in New York; when the national membership doubled
in the next year. the proportion of the total membership contributed.
by New York dropped to 17 percent, which meant that the absolute

U For

eve..." 25 to 49 members, one delegate and one altem,lte; for 50 to 99 members.
thue delegates aDd three alternates; for eadl additional 100 memben, one additional

delegate and. alternate.

number of members dropped as well. By the spring of 1969 the
New York organization had collapsed. That was an ominous sign.
to say the least. What it revealed is that NWRO's organizing strategy
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could not overcome problems of organizational maintenance. More·

these problems eventually destroyed the organization. In the interim

over precisely the same problems of maintenance beset the Massa

before that happened, however, the organization was slowly trans

chusetts organization shortly after the New York organization de

formed: political beliefs became more conventional, militancy dimin

dined; by

ished, and the membership base dwindled.

1970

the Massachusetts organization had also collapsed.

Since New York City and Boston were by far the most important
urban strongholds of the movement and since their organizing
strategy was being emulated throughout the country, we turn to the
question of why these organizations did not survive (and why dozens
of other WROs which adopted a similar strategy also eventually
failed).
Approximate Membersbip of Nadonal Welfare
Rigbu Organizalion (Number of Family Heads
Paying Due.)
PLACE

1967

1968

1969n

BUILDING ORGAN1ZATION BY SOLVING
INDlV1DUAL GR1EVANCES
Wel£are rights organizing throughout the country relied primarily
on solving the grievances of existing recipients as an organizing
technique. This approach usually worked to build groups, Eor griev
ances were legion. Families were often capriciously denied access
to benefits. or failed to receive checks. or received less than they
were entitled to, or were arbitrarily terminated. or were abused and

U.S.

5,000

10,000

22,500

N.Y_ City

2,550

5,870

4,030

I,S50

!,S70

2,440

'SO

Grievances were dealt with in a variety of ways. In the beginning

100

'50

organizers often performed the grievance work, thereby demonstrat

1,070

1,400

500

ing that the complexities of welfare regulations could be mastered

SO

720

760

and that welfare personnel could be made to give in.t2 Gradually

BrooUyn
Queens
Manhattan
Bronx

demeaned by welfare workers. The promise that such grievances
could be solved brought recipients together.

some welfare recipients were schooled in the regulations and in
techniques of representing other recipients. Some groups placed
tables in welfare waiting rooms or on the streets outside with signs

The Problem ofMaintaining a
Mass Membership
Our analysis of NWRO's demise has been undertaken in four parts.
In the present section. the problem of maintaining a mass member
ship is considered. Then we examine, in turn, the problems created
by the elaborate intemal leadership structure on which the organiza
tion came to rely; the problems resulting from external leadership
incentives; and. finally. the problems flowing from the ebbing of
mass unrest in American society toward the late 19605. Together

11 An

internal NWRO document prepared to calculate delegate strength for the con
vention in 1969 reveJled that theTe w� 523 local groups throughout the United StatQ,
of which "76 had the required twenty·five duel·paylng members Oackson and Johnson,
116)_ Whitaker also confirm, these figures (ISO).

announcing the offer of assistance to people who were experiencing
difficulty in the centers. Some of the more structured groups estab
lished "grievance committees" to which families with problems were
referred.
The most effective tactic was to stage group actions on grievances.
A group of recipients descended on the welfare center to hold a
demonstration. demanding that all grievances be settled before the
group left, with the threat that a sit-in would follow if the demand
were not met. These actions generally succeeded, for with the
ghettos of the cities seething, welfare officials feared confrontations.
Organizers and recipients understood this vulnerability and capital-

U

An Interesting discus$ion on the role of organ!urs in demonstrulng that welfare
pcnonnd could be made to yield is contained in the aa;ountl of·welfare rights in
Missinlppi (Kunman).
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ized on it. If welfare officials tried to cope with demonstrators by
saying that some of the grievances would be dealt with immediately
but that others would have to wait. the demonstrators often refused
to leave. They sensed the importance of standing together and they
were alert to the dangers of being dealt with one by one in back
offices removed from the tumult of the waiting rooms. Organizers
and leaders usually tried to reinforce this intuition by reaching
agreements in advance that no one would leave until everyone's
problems had been solved; during the demonstration, group pressure
reinforced that agreement. This principle heightened solidarity,23
helping to engender the feeling that the welfare of each depended
upon the welfare of all. It encouraged people to act altruistically. to
act at the expense of their immediate self-interest. And. of course,
this emphasis on the group acting together heightened the feeling
that group struggle was effective. These general observations are
corroborated by studies in various locales. as in the following ex
ample from Massachusetts:
When Massachusetts WRO grievance workers came across cases in
which the prospects of success were particularly dim. they invited
the member to accompany them to the next demonstration at her
welfare office. In the heat of welfare office confrontations. many
members proved to be more willing to help their fellow members
than one would have guessed. . . . In part, they may have realized
that they too might be involved in a similar situation in the future
and would like others to pitch in and help them. But for the most
part, the decision to stay and fight for others after one's own
demands were met appeared to represent a feeling of community
emerging in demonstrations. In the heat of the confrontation situa·
tion, a high proportion of recipients appeared to derive satisfaction
from declaring their solidarity with others involved in heated strug·
gle with "the common enemy" and from seeing caseworkers back·
ing down regardless of whether they personally gained tangible
benefits or not (Bailis. 64).
"

"

The objective of these activities for most organizers and recipient
leaders, as well as for the national staff, was to expand membership
affiliation. In effect this meant insisting that recipients join a group.

2. It also produced outraged respon� from welfare directors, often in the form of
p"'ss releases or internal memoranda to welfare staff members declaring that "ow:
clients" are being "coer�ed" or "used" or "manipulated" or "exploited."
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pay dues, and accept a membership card before their grievances
would be attended to. The reasoning was that by conditioning assist
ance on affiliation. stable group membership would result. For the
most part organizers and local leaders followed this dictum:
People who come in to the city·wide offices and want help are
DMWRO (Detroit Metropolitan Welfare Rights
Organization). They join up on a group basis according to where
they live. They are required to pay two dollars on the spot and
their name is forwarded to the local group which is located in
their area. One dollar goes to the local group for N"WRO dues
and the other dollar goes to DMWRO. They are also told when
the next meeting is scheduled and where it is to be held. Then we
see what we can do about their welfare problem jf they have one
(Martin, 158).
first asked to join

However. WROs did not become permanent. Nor is there any
evidence that groups which strictly followed the procedure of con
ditioning help on affiliation, as against those which did not. lasted
any longer; most lasted a year or two at best, whatever the organiz
ing techniques. There are a number of reasons why this turned out
to be the case.
First, most families who benefitted from a grievance action then
dropped out of the group simply because they no longer needed
assistance. To be sure. recipients returned from time to time as
new grievances arose, but most did not participate in any con
tinuous way in the life of the organization. "The basic problem with
grievance work was that a settled grievance, like other fulfilled
needs, left no further incentive to contribute to the group" (Bailis,
65). Moreover, as the welfare rights organizations created a body of
recipients who were experienced in dealing with the welfare system,
many of these individuals found that they no longer required the
aid of the group in solving their individual problems or those of
their friends and neighbors. They simply acted on their own. a
circumstance that continually depleted the ranks of organized groups.
Second. grievance work required an enormous investment of time
and staff or recipient effort:
A recipient called the office (in Chicago) and said her caseworker
had cut her welfare off. I called the caseworker and told her what
she did was illegal and asked if she had heard of the December 1969
law that recipients could not be em off without notification. This
was the Golliday decision. The caseworker said she would talk to her
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supervisor. I went by the recipient's house and we went to the
welfare office to file an appeal and talk. to the caseworker. The
caseworker was sorry but she couldn't do anything. She said she
cut the aid because the woman's rent receipts had different signa
tures. The next day I got a VISTA lawyer to tell the caseworker
about the new law, The caseworker still didn't do anything and
the lawyer told her he would go to court. Then the caseworker
asked him to talk. to the district office supervisor. The lawyer did
and the supervisorreleased the woman's check (Martin, 156).
Such work was also extremely tedious. There were satisfactions, to
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who had a large investment in the maintenance of their privileged
relationship to the welfare system. and to diminish efforts to organize
new members.
In summary, individual grievance strategies produced a rapid
proliferation of WROs across the country in the period between
1966 and 1970. But these groups rarely exceeded one hundred memo
bers. Moreover the membership of these core groups showed high
turnover. Thus individual grievance work failed to build a mass
membership.

be SUre, especially those deriving from the sense that one has ren
dered a service to another human being, and there were recipients
who gained deep gratification from the effort. But on the whole
the recipients who enjoyed this work were not numerous, and as

BUILDING ORGANIZATION BY SOLVING

the months and years dragged by it became increasingly difficult to

COLLECTIVE GRIEVANCES

sustain grievance activities except by continually training new cadres
to replace those who wearied and dropped out.
Grievance activities were perhaps less tedious when the entire
group was involved. But this method literally absorbed the whole
of the group's energies and resources. However useful this strategy
may have b�n in maintaining solidarity and in securing favorable
responses from the welfare system, it nevertheless severely limited
the scale of grievance work and thus the success of organizing itself.
Consequently groups showed little expansion of membership once
a level of fifty to one hundred had been reached.
]t might also be noted that grievance work was a natural avenue
to po.!Iitions of leadership, for serving others provided a way of build
ing a constituency. But once the grievance worker had succeeded in
being elected to office. she usually came to be preoccupied with the
responsibilities and satisfactions of that office. And since the leader·
ship of these groups tended to be stable, new grievance workers
could not similarly entertain the hope of winning office through
service to others. This circumstance made the drudgery of grievance
work all the Jess attractive.
Finally, one consequence of the grievance strategy was the gradual
evolution of formal arrangements with welfare departments for the
solving of these problems. Just how this came about will be taken

If individual grievance work did not appear to have the potential
for building a mass membership, action on collective grievances
did appear to, at least fOr a while. These actions were based on the
regulations of some welfare departments which provided special
grants, in addition to regular food and rent grants, for clothing
and household furnishings as needed. Few people knew about these
provisions. even fewer applied for them, and still fewer received
them. Since these were forms of assistance for which large numbers
of recipients were ostensibly eligible, they presented the possibility
that collective actions could be mounted to solve hundreds and per
haps thousands of grievances at one time, thus bringing large num
bers of families into local WROs with a minimum of organizing
investment.
Experiments with this form of collective grievance action were
first conducted in 1965 by a few organizers affiliated with Mobiliza
tion for Youth on New York's Lower East Side.24 They were ex·
tremely successful: when confronted with fifty Or one hundred reo
cipients demanding special grants, the district welfare offices in
New York City conceded and checks were issued. By the spring of
1967 the tactic had spread to most of the antipoverty agencies in
the city and to some settlement houses and churches as well. Literally

up in a subsequent section. It is sufficient to say here that once such
arrangements developed, groups needed to rely less and less upon
collective action in order to secure responses from the welfare system.
The consequence was to subdue militancy, to create recipient leaders

a4 See Rabligliali and Birnbaum, and Birnbaum and Gilman, 101" a description of

Mobilization 101" Youth's campaigns.
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thousands of people joined in special grant demonstrations.

As these

actions multiplied, a central office was created to stimulate the growth
of more demonstrations throughout the city and the New York
City·wide Coordinating Committee of Welfare Groups was formed.2�
For organizers the main purpose of these campaigns was to build
a pennanent organization of welfare recipients. Thus the campaigns
were intended to "enable local groups

to establish their organiza

tional validity among their constituents, and to establish their role
as the representative of individual clients at the local welfare center
. . ... (Birnbaum and Gilman,l). This way of thinking partly reflected
a concern with controlling the outcome of a welfare crisis. As one
organizer put it, "Without 'client power,' when the system is bank
rupt, we are still dependent on those in power to establish a new
system" (quoted in Sardell, 47).
The special grant campaigns and the formation of the City-wide
organization generated enonnous excitement among activists and
AFDC recipients. Weekly meetings called by City-wide were at
tended by larger and larger numbers of recipients, antipoverty orga
nizers, and antipoverty attorneys. At these sessions the spirit of a move
ment began to develop; training sessions in the details of conducting
special grant campaigns were conducted, and plans for demonstra
tions-either simultaneously in dozens of district offices or jointly at
the central welfare offices-were agreed upon. In addition tens of
thousands of kits of special grant campaign literature were distrib
uted-the main piece being a mimeographed checklist of the items
of clothing and household furnishings people were supposed to have
(according to welfare regulations). These checklists were distributed
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meetings where "welfare rights" and special grants would be dis
cussed. Special grant forms would be filled out and the group would
return to the welfare center with the forms and hold demonstra
tions for immediate action on the grants (Sardell, 55).

Recipients were also encouraged in this period to file a "fair hearing"
request fonn with their special grant form. This put the welfare
department on notice that if the special grant request were denied,
justification for that decision would have to be made at a hearing
held before a state official. In 1964 there had been fourteen fair hear
ings throughout the entire state; sixteen in 1965 and twenty in 1966.
However, under the impact of City-wide's fair hearing strategy in

1967, 4,233 fair hearing forms were filed:
In 1967 there was a virtual explosion in fair hearings requests. This
explosion resulted primarily from the activities of the organized
client movement. Almost all new requests were from New York
City. . . . This increase in requests led to the appointment of four
additional hearings officers and, in December 1967, the opening
of the New York City Office of Fair Hearings. Clients were repre
sented at the hearings by lawyers, volunteer law students, and some
trained lay advocates. . . . Over 3,000 hearings were scheduled
between September and January. However, 90 percent of these
hearings never occurrcd. Oftentimes, local centers contacted clients
before the dates s.-:hedulcd for their fair hearings and granted their
requests for special grants. In one-half of the cases in which hearings
were actually held, clients received substamially all of their requests.
while most of the remaining cliems received at least partial grants
(Jackson and Johnson,

114).

by local organizers, people filled them out and returned them, and

By the late fall of 1967 this organizing formula bad produced a

they were then bundled up and presented to district welfare office

mass movement among welfare recipients in New York's ghettos

directors in the course of countless demonstrations.

and barrios.

As new individuals or groups heard about the campaigns and

The militancy in this period was high. AFDC mothers (often

made inquiries of City-wide, they were generally advised to proceed

with their children in tow) staged hundreds of sit-ins and confronta

in the same way:

tions at the district welfare offices in Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens,

City-wide strategists developed a formula for local groups to use
in their organizing efforts. Groups' members were to leaflet outside
welfare centers and to talk to clients about welfare entitlements.
Recipients would be encouraged to join local groups and to attend

and the Bronx. These local demonstrations ranged from 25 to 500
persons. When demonstrations at the central welfare offices were
called, from 500 to 2,000 appeared. Social workers, welfare workers,
and other sympathizers sometimes joined in. Sit-ins, which often
accompanied the demonstrations, sometimes lasted for several days.
Scores of arrests occurred, although generally city officials were loath

2, See Jackson and Johnson, and Sardell. In these sources
campaigns aTC described in dctail.

the

City-wide special grant

to arrest recipients in those turbulent times; iQstea.d, they issued
checks. By the spring and summer of 1968, when the special grant
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campaigns r�ach�d th�ir z�nith, th� welfare department had found
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were instructed to walk-out under police escort; forty social workers

it necessary to establish a "war room" in its central offices filled with

left immediately for the State Welfare Headquarters to protest their

telephones and staff members whose job it was to keep abreast of the

harassment; and the police escorted the director out of the center

constant demonstrations taking place in the city's several dozen
district offices.
George was so impressed with th� organization-building potential
of these campaigns that the national organization began to push
this strategy across the country. In the spring of

1967 the national

at

12:30 p.m. Thus another office closed early for the day (Fiske. 56).

The demonstrations throughout Massachus�tts were the most consistently militant of any in the country. One demonstration in
Springfield led to a rioL Fiske again quotes an organizer:

office prepared special kits of colorfully printed materials to be used

When the director announced that people would be arrested if

by local groups ("DEFEND YOUR FAMILY!"; "MORE MONEY Nowl"), and

they didn't leave the Center, the protesting recipients asked the
students to go outside. Once outside. there were no bullhorns and

worked vigorously to promote campaigns. Soon there were national
campaigns in th� lat� summer for school clothing, in the fall for
winter clothing, in the spring for Easter clothing or school gradua
tion clothing. Household furnishing campaigns also proliferated,
spurred in part because so few recipients had adequate bedding and
other items.
However, Massachusetts was the only state, other than New York,

no one directing the masscs. When the paddy wagon arrived, the
protestors outside thought the recipients inside were being ar
rested and, consequently, started rocking the paddy wagon. The
police started shoving people inside and then drove through the
crowds at a dangerous speed. The crowd became enraged and
started throwing rock!; and bottles at the wagon

(89),

where genuinely large-scal� campaigns resulted.�6 Millions of dollars

At that moment, the Springfield riot began, and Bill Pastreich,

resulted from th� campaigns in Massachusetts beginning in the

MWRO's chief organizer, was arrested for the twelfth time, with

summer of

bail set at

1968. "Welfare Department figures indicated in the
Boston area alone, $250,000 was disbursed in July, $600,000 in
August, and $3,000,000 in September" (Fiske, 37, 96). When the

$3,000,

Massachusetts commissioner of welfare was called before a legisla
tive committee in mid-August to justify this enlarging outflow of
wdfare monies, he replied:

"If anyone had been at Roxbury

THE ABOLITION OF SPECIAL GRANTS

1967, when a riot occurred, he would have noticed
30, 1968"
(quoted in Fiske, 34). StilJ, there was considerable difficulty getting

grant'· systems. It

checks issued. One welfare center issued checks and then voided

device (he rising costs of special grant disbursemenlS were curbed

Crossing in June

As special grants campaigns mushroomed throughout the country,

some ofthe same elements here at the welfare office on July

local and state governments began to respond by instituting "Rat

was an inevitable development. By this simple

them; another placed police blockades before its doors, allowing only

and the welfare rights organizations were severely crippled. New

ten recipients to enter at a time; other offices simply shut down in

York State was first to institute this "reform," for a vast reservoir

response to dient turbulence. The militancy of the demonstrations

of potential claimants still existed to be tapped, posing what the

also intensified:

New York Times editorially called a "threat to [New York City's]

Thus . . . when fifty recipients returned to Roxbury Crossing Cen
ter (in November) twelve telephones were ripped out, eight offices
were "ransacked," social workers were "verbally abused," and one
was shoved against the wall. The nonprofessional union members

treasury." To keep the lid on welfare costs welfare officials in New
York City began to redesign the special grant system, proposing to
"reform" it by substituting an "automatic grant" of

$100 per year

payable in quarterly installments of $25 to each recipient.

In June the State Board of Social Welfare approved the plan,
allowing it to go into effect on September
26The most detailed descriptions
contained in Fiske and in BaUl5-

of the �pedal grant campaigns in MaS$3.chU$etts are

1. The reasons were

candidly given when Hugh R. Jones, chainnan of the State Board of
Social Welfare, announced that the automatic grant refonn would
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both "stabilize outgoing expenditures" and "very seriously handi
cap" the welfare recipients' organization. Throughout the summer
and fall discussions were held among City-wide WRO leaders and
advisors to develop a strategy to counter these developments. Three
options were considered at one time or another. One was to con
tinue to mount militant demonstrations in the local centm to keep
the welfare system in chaos and to threaten the possibility of wider
chaos in the ghettos if the plan were implemented. This strategy was
attempted, but half-heartedly. A second option-one which we pro·
posed-was to mount a "spend-the-rent" campaign. By spending
their rent welfare recipients could circumvent the income reduction
represented by the automatic grant; what the city and state saved,
the clients would more than recoup. In the heat of the moment this
option was approved. but the recipient leadership did nothing to
implement it. For a few weeks the threat of a rent strike campaign
served certain rhetorical purposes.
Instead, the recipient leadership opted for a lobbying campaign
in Albany. the state capital. In large part this decision evolved
because of promises of support by various middle-class groups in the
city: some church confederations, several upper-middle-class women's
civic groups, women's peace groups, a confederation of settlement
houses. and the like. Throughout the fall of 1968 City-wide mobilized
for the lobbying campaign which culminated in a "bus caravan" to
Albany where political leaders generally avoided meeting with re
cipient delegations. The lobbying campaign was put together at
great expense of time and money and totally consumed the resources
of the City-wide organization. The response by the legislature was to
cut grant levels about 10 percent.
The last major protest demonstration occurred on April 15, 1969.
About 5,000 persons. most of them welfare workers. antipoverty
staff, students, and other sympathizers. assembled in Central Park for
a rally and then marched down Fifth Avenue. On 42nd Street be
tween Fifth and Madison Avenues, the demonstraton sat down. dog
ging traffic for several hours. and Hulbert James. New York's chief
welfare rights organizer, was pulled down from a lamp post from
which he was addressing the crowd and charged with inciting to riot.
That demonstration was the end of the resistance campaign in New
York. By then local WROs were already weakened and the relief
centers had been largely abandoned. The course of events was no
different in Massachusetts:
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The relationship between the institution of the Bitt grant and
welfare rights organizing was treated fairly candidly in Massachu
setts. The MWRO activities received considerable coverage in the
newspapers and on radio and television. . . . Many people in
Massachusetts apparently associated welfare rights demonstrations
with rising welfare costs and assumed the former caused the latter,
all of which served to make welfare an increasingly controversial
public issue. A number of state legislators gained publicity by in
vestigating alleged welfare fraud and by introducing bills to cut
welfare costs. The governor made his ability to resist welfare demon
strators and his institution of the flat grant a major issue in his
re-election campaign in 1970. TIt.ree of his radio advertisements
mentioned welfare demonstrators and one of them was entirely
devoted to an explanation of the Rat grant (Bailis, 142).
As in New York, the Massachusetts welrare rights group joined to
gether with sympathetic liberal groups in the Massachusetts Welfare
Coalition. This coalition was composed mainly of religious and social
welfare groups and lacked sufficient influence to block the flat grant
decision. The welfare rights organization in Massachusetts soon fell
into disarray. Other states also instituted flat grants in this period; it
was a simple and succesfs ul way to simultaneously undennine
organizing among the poor and curb welfare costs.

MOBILIZING VERSUS ORGANIZING
There was one major difference in the approach to building welfare
rights groups in New York and Massachusetts, a difference about
which much was made by organizers throughout the country in this
period. In New York, little stress was placed on creating dues·paying
groups (except in Brooklyn under the leadership of organizer Rhoda
Linton); the opposite was the case in Massachusetts. George strongly
favored the latter procedure. The issue first arose in 1967 after
NWRO was officially formed and a program of nationwide special
grant campaigns had been announced. George's view was that wel
fare recipients should not be afforded access to special grant infor
mation. forms, and assistance unless they first joined a group and
paid dues. A number of us in New York opposed this requirement,
believing that the impact on the welfare system wopld be much
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greater if information about the availability of the special grants was
disseminated as widely as possible through antipoverty agencies,
settlement houses, churches, and civil rights groups. In New York,
our view prevailed, and the subsequent campaigns were much looser
affairs than occurred in most other places.
In Massachusetts, however, a different model of organizing de
veloped. It became known widely in welfare rights circles as the
"Boston Model," and it was just as widely emulated throughout the
country. Strict emphasis was placed on formal group affiliation as a
prerequisite to receiving any form of assistance. Sometimes, for
example, special grant applications were not distributed to re
cipients until they were actually on the welfare premises as part of
a demonstration. It was assumed that stable, enduring groups evolved
from this approach. However, the detailed inquiry by Bailis of
events in Massachusetts reveals that stable groups did not in fact
develop. Often they did not survive from one special grant cam
paign to another:
The

Boston Model organizing drives almost invariably produced

successful first meetings and first confrontations. But few of the local
groups created in those drives were able to maintain their momen
tum-or their membership-for very long. Despite a spectacular
birth

and

and a

vigorous youth consisting of well-attended meetings

militant demonstrations, the typical

MWRO affiliate soon
a lingering death.

moved into a period of doldrums, marked by

The life cycle was a relatively short one. . . . For most of its history,
the MWRO was able to disguise its inability to maintain local group
strength by concentrating its efforts upon repeated Boston Model
organizing drives and thus constantly created new groups to replace

those that

were falling by the wayside. These new groups helped

to maintain the

MWRO

membership rolls, to provide

of the participants n
i
statewide demonstrations, and to

the bulk
keep the

welfare rights movement in the headlines (55).

Moreover, Bailis asserts that "most MWRO affiliates were moribund
long before the institution of the flat grant" in Massachusetts (60).
The "Boston Model" required a much greater investment of
organizing resources than was true of the "mobilizing model" fol
lowed in New York. MWRO successfully attracted a large number
of students to perform organizing tasks; it also had a VISTA training
contract, and the VISTAs were trained in welfare organizing. In
New York, there were relatively fewer organizers But no matter:
WROs did not persist in either state, and that is the main point.
.
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The Consequences of Internal
Leadership Structures
The collapse of welfare rights organizing in New York and Massa
chusetts was deeply troubling, both because some of the nation's
most liberal political leaders held office in those states, and because
the organized recipient bases in both states were NWRO's largest.
If a strategy of building a mass membership by extracting special
grants from the welfare system failed under these conditions, what
then of the fate that awaited organizing efforts in places with more
conservative political leaders and fewer recipients?27 The groups
that remained were widely scattered throughout the United States;
few contained as many as fifty members. In fact by 1970 these groups
had also begun to falter. One reason was the development of an
elaborate organizational structure, and the constraining influence
of this structure on NWRO's leadership.
The development of an organizational structure had immediate
consequences for welfare rights groups. The ease and rapidity with
which the organization came into being validated the belief in mass
based organization doctrine, in the potential for political influence
through organization. Although most WROs had only a small dues
paying membership-ranging from twenty-five to seventy-five mem
bers-there were upwards of 500 groups throughout the country
toward the late 1960s, each of which was permitted to send at least
one delegate and alternate to national conferences and conventions.
Consequently, these national meetings were populated by hundreds
of recipient delegates and alternates, and by equally large numbers
of organizers, all of which conveyed the impression that the welfare
rights struggle was being conducted by grassroots forces of massive
proportions. (Welfare rights demonstrations throughout the country
also received a fair amount of press coverage and this, too, helped
buttress convictions regarding the viability of traditional organizing
doctrine.) Thus it was generally thought that the welfare rights

2f The success of the campaigns in New York and Massachwetu was not duplicated in
mOOt other places. In Detroit demonstrations for school clothing grants led political
officiab to shut down the welfare department temporarily. In Chicago the geographical
bound;nies of the district offices were changed to isolate and confine the area where
welfare rights agitation was greatest, thus making it easier to cope with demonstratiOns

(Martin, 126. 161-163).
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struggle was burgeoning, was vital, was. making gains, despite the

curred; the MWRO staff refused to help recruit new members
under these conditions.
Opposition to staff plans for major new organizing drives in
those �ctions of Boston's black ghetto that had not yet been
organized was opposed by the predominantly black MWRO leader
ship who. in part, feared the aeation of new centers o£ power in the
organization. In one case. such a drive took place only because the
MWRO Exerotive Board members felt sure that those who would
be elected leaders of the new group would respect their seniority.
In another, the worst fears o( the Executive Board were realized
when the chainnan of a newer black group in Roxbury challenged
and defeated the incumbent MWRO statewide chairman at the

demise of mass benefit campaigns. But the truth is that the develop
ment of a complex organizational structure at the neighborhood.
city, state, and national levels was an inhibiting force hom the
outset_ In particular, it inhibited the expansion of membership.
The elaboration of organization meant the elaboration of leader
ship positions on the neighborhood. city. and state levels. Once
groups had fonned and affiliated with NWRO and leaders had
been duly ekcted. these leadership positions became a source of
intense preoccupation and competition. Considering the hard and
dreary lives which most welfare recipients had previously led, the
rewards of prestige and organizational inHuence which accrued to

1970 MWRO convention (Bailis, 72-73).

those who could win and hold office were enonnous. An equally
enormous investment in the politics of leadership naturally followed.
These circumstances constrained the expansion of membership, for
the leaders came to have an investment in membership stasis.
Recipient leaders at all levels of the organization had to be period
ically reelected; new members represented a threat. Struggles for
leadership succession might ensue; existing leaders might be toppled.
Once a group had formed and developed an acknowledged leadership
stratum, therefore, the leaders tended to focus on cultivating and
strengthening their ties within the group. City and state representa
tives were similarly preoccupied; they concentrated on cultivat
ing and strengthening their ties with local leaders in their city or
state. Consequently leaders resisted new membership organizing
ventures, as this example reveals:
The Massachusetts WeHare Rights staff pressed (or a provISIon
in the state-wide organization'S by-laws that voting strength (or
each local group at the annual conventions would be proportional
to the number of dues·paying memben it had in the hope that
this would give all redpient leaders seeking higher office an ineen·
tive to build their membership. Unfortunately. once that higher
office had been attained. and until just before the next convention,
there was little reason [or most recipient leaders to pay much atten
tion to maintaining or expanding their groups. Some lay leaders
opposed staff efforts to revitalize their groups partly because of their
fear that the new membership faction might hold potential chal
lengers to the incumbent's chainnanship. At times, leaders of a
dwindling group agreed to new organizing drives but stipulated
that no new local elections be held. In such cases, stalemates oc-

Problems of leadership maintenance were also the chief cause of
resistance among WROs to organizing recipients from other relief
categorie�uch as the aged and working poor. In 19G8 we had pub
lished an article entitled "Workers and Welfare" in which we esti
mated that hundreds of thousands of working poor families were
eligible for relief supplements from "general assistance" programs
in the welfare systems of the northern states. In some of these states,
such as New York, a large family with a minimum wage income
could obtain a wage supplement that would have doubled its income_
We thus advocated campaigns to swell the general assistance rolls,:!!
In conversations with both George and other leaders, however, it
became dear that there was no longer any interest in producing a
welfare disruption. The earlier idea that a welfare recipients organi
'

zation would also become the vehicle for mobilizing drives to recruit
potential recipients to the relief rolls was all but forgotten. Instead
exclusive priority was placed on building the existing organization,
for by this time George and others were convinced that a mass-based
national union of welfare recipients was in fact coming into being
He thus chose "to play down disruptive tactics, at least for the time
.

being. and [to put] a first emphasis on building up a dues paying
-

organization

_

_

_

(Steiner.

290).211

IS Thll article Is reprinted in Cloward and Fiven,
21

1974.

top leadership frequently complained that the main reason they did not
mount enrollment campaigns is that no one knew how to do It. E<:holng this crltlci5m,
Steiner says: "The real difficulty is that Cloward and Piven do not explain how 10
get all the eligible poor people on the rolls . . . they leave unanswered the crucial
question: how to find, motivate: and 5ustain thlX people while they are getting on

NWRO's
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But George was excited about the possibility of organizing among
people in other relief categories, such as the working-poof and aged
recipients_ He was beginning to believe that NWRO's membership
base was too narrow, that an organization consisting exclusively of
AFDe recipients would inevitably fail to attract substantial support
from groups with influence and money and other resources. And it
would inevitably be hampered in its efforts to exert political influ
ence by the stigma associated with AFDC mothers. The broader base
he envisioned would not only consist of other categories of relief
recipients, but of the unemployed as well. He also wanted to expand
from the focus on welfare issues to include agitation around other
governmental programs that affected the poor (such as publicly
assisted health programs). Moreover, George had developed a net
work of contacts and goodwill which led him to think that many
groups (for example, existing organizations of the aged, of tenants,
and of the unemployed) could be brought together in a single
national structure under his general direction. It was a vision of
mass-based, multi·constituency, multi·issue, permanent organization
writ large. But that is not OUf point. The point is that he wanted
NWRO's recipient leadership and central office staff to endorse
the concept of incorporating new groups.
Largely at his urging, therefore, the recipient delegates at NWRO's
convention in 1969 voted to extend formal membership eligibility

The Welfare Rights Movement
all Americans, whether they're on weiCare or not, and we're serving
notice that we expect to escalate that strategy. We're going to have
even more people in our movement, and we're going to auack.
more of the real problems in this country, like the lack of adequate
health care, We have got to get it together on health rights and
medical care and with the people who don't male an adequate
income but don't get welfare either. and with the aged, and with
the disabled-all those people who don't know their rights yet
(Martin, 130).

While it is true that the national recipient leadership and much
of the organizing staff acquiesced to the changes in constitution and
rhetoric, it was also true that they had no incentive to act on them.

It took little organizational acumen to anticipate that a diversified
constituency would lead ineluctably to struggles for leadership. Per
sons from other relief categories, for example. differed by age or by
sex from AFDC recipients, and they were oriented to different prob
lems involving different relief programs. Had they been brought
into the organization, they would surely have pressed for the nomi
nation of leaders with characteristics similar to their own, and with
interests similar to their own. Organizing drives among these cate
gories would have enlarged and diversified the membership base, to
be sure, but the very existence of an elaborate formal leadership
structure precluded that possibility. Consequently, resistance to the

to all people with incomes below NWRO's adequate income stand

implementation of proposals for new organizing drives was mounted

ard, which was then $5,500 for a four person family; previously, only
AFDC recipients had been eligible for membership. George was

note of during an interview in 1970:

elated: "The big thing is . . . that membership is going to be based
on income from now on. Any Eamily that gets less than $5.500 a year
can join. I think these people will join. We want to reacH all poor
people; we've got to grow . . ." (Martin, 129). This theme was re
iterated in his opening address one yt:ar later at the convention in
Pittsburgh:
Our political strt:ngth hasn't really been felt yet. We've been or
ganizing, building, and demonstrating for an adequate inoome for

at all levels of the organization, a circumstance which George took
We are trying to branch out beyond ADC mothers but we've had
little success so Car. .
The ADC mothers, naturally enough. are
interested in ADC issues and they control the organization right
now. They are not going to make a real effort to go out and
organize the working poor. It's not in their immediate self·interest,
though it is in their long-run imerest. All people, poor people
included, do not willingly give up power that they have worked for
and still have. Especially for poor people, when it is probably the
only power they have and it isn't much (Martin. S2).
.

.

One approach to this dilemma was to have staff organizers begin
the rolh� (297). On the contrary, "these people" did not hlVe to be "fol.lnd" Or
"motivated": they were flooding the welfare centera with millions of applications, and
many were being tl.lrned a\\'ay. To llave located and aIded them in fighting throl.lgh the
ellglbiUty process, one had only to go to the welfare centers across the nation. But
SteIner aUn says (without recognizing the contradiction) that NWRO'. J.eadenhip had
Uttle time for the wdfare centen because they were prffiC(upied ....Ith "bureaucrats,
acholau, and lobbyiJts n
i all-day confel'C'D[Q 10 plan _l£::ire c:bangn . . ." (235).

developing new groups without the cooperation of NWRO's re
cipient leadership, and then to precipitate power confrontations.
George spoke of this possibility in the same interview:
Issues develop around a constituency. Welfare issues developed
around a welfare constituency. We'll have to organize people like
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the aged and the working poor and bring them in 50 they will be
making demands on the organization just like the ADC mothers
are doing now. We really have to subsidize this ourselves. The staff
will have to organize groups like the working poor without much
help from the mothers, and then bring the organized groups into
NWRO to challenge the mothers. Through a challenge like this,
some kind of accommodat
ion will be worked out (Martin, 152).
At the time, however, George took no such drastic action, and
restricted his efforts to cultivating relationships with other organiza
tions. Then in 1972 he attempted to capitalize on these relationships
by calling for a "Children's March for Survival." This event was
designed to bring together a broad coalition of child-oriented groups
to lobby in Washington, as his appeal for support of the impending

march revealed:

crowd. The recipient leadership, in other words, did not view this
demonstration as their own; nor did many organizers, with the result
that little support was received from those WRQs that were still
functioning at the local level.
In the end George baded away from the effort to expand the
membership base by diversifying it, concluding that the fight could
nm be won without destroying NWRQ itself in a factional stTUggle.
Instead he resigned from NWRQ in December 1972 and announced
that he and Bert DeLeeuw (a longtime aide) were going to under
take the formation of a multi-constituency organization to be called
the Movement for Economic Justice. His resignation was a direct
outgrowth of this conflict with NWRO's established leadership.!U
As a matter of (act. the concept of membership itself had by the
1970s lost much of its meaning. In organizing doctrine, membership
means something more than merely formal affiliation through the

Children suffer from poverty, and because of poverty, from hunger.
Children suffer from racism. Children suffer from war, from an
exploited environment, from poor schools, and from poor health.
We will gather to condemn policies and programs of the Nixon
Administration and the Congress which perpetuate these condi
tions and in many ways worsen them.

ostensibly the functional equivalent of the political resources (such

We condemn:

people.

- the veto of the Child Care Bill
- cuts and restrictions in child feeding programs
- delays in health, housing, and education programs
- and most of all-the proposal of the so-called
Family Assistance Plan instead of real welfare reform

payment of dues. It alsO means active participation in the life of the
organization-in demonstrations, for example. Mass participation is
as wealth) which interest groups elsewhere in the social structure

possess. As organizers sometimes put it, poor people have numbers.
Membership, in short, means regular participation by masses of
But NWRQ's history reveals that membership eventually came to
mean little more: than formal affiliation through the payment of dues,
and in the end there was not much emphasis placed even on the:
maintenance of the dues system. What mattered. was winning and
holding office. An illustration will make the point. In the summer

We call today (or a Children's March for Survival to focus national
auemion on the problems of children and to begin an action plan
to save our nation's children.

of )970, a recipient leader in New York City, who was then an

The march occurred on March 25; about 40,000 people gathered

York City-wide Coordinating Committee of Welfare Rights Groups

at the Washington Monument. The composition of the march re
flected the internal struggle taking place in NWRO. About 80 per
cent of the participants were children rrom the Washington, D.C.,
schools. They had been encouraged to attend by militant black
Washington school board officials who had gained office on the crest
of black unrest in the late 19605. Another 10 percent were children
bussed into 'Washington by workers from child-care centers in sur

officer of the national organization, undertook a "school clothing
campaign." It was, from every perspective. a sad affair. The New
had for some time been nothing more than a shell, consisting mainly
of an executive committee composed of a few recipient leaders from
the various boroughs who were still hanging on to their positions
although most of the members of the groups which had originally
yielded them these positions were gone. This group met irregularly,
and its meetings consisted mainly of bickering over the distribution
of such funds as the organization was still able to raise.

rounding states. Another 10 percent were middle-class sympathizers
from groups involved in children's rights, hunger, and peace issues.
It is doubtful tbat welfare recipients comprised one percent of the

'1(1 When Gcorp: died .orne eight month. ilter, Ocl.ceuw auu.m(d the executive!hip of
the Movement fot Economic Juukc.
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[n the fall of 1970 word was passed through what little welfare

Nevertheless NWRO's organizational apparatus expanded in the

rights infrastructure remained in New York City that it would be

period between 1969 and 1972. The national budget rose, the

possible for poor people to obtain a grant of money for school cloth
ing from funds available to the Board of Education under the federal

this could be 'so was a consequence of a swelling tide of suppon

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Some 14,000

from outside sources. Within a year or two after NWRO formed in

national staff grew, and NWRO's national reputation enlarged. That

people signed forms requesting a grant, having been required in

1967. various groups-churchmen, public officials. social welfare

advance to sign a NWRO dues card and to pay the annual fee of
$1 .00. Little effort was then made to integrate these thousands of

organizations, unions. civil rights groups, foundations, media repre
sentatives-began either to initiate relationships with NWRO or to

people into the few welfare rights groups that remained, or to

respond to overtures for relationships. In this way organizational

organize them into new groups. However 14,000 dues cards resulted

resources were obtained-public legitimation, money, the appear·

from the campaign, and permitted this particular recipient leader

ance of influence.
But this enlarging flow of resources did not lead to enlarged

to win still higher national office at the NWRO convention in the
summer of 1971, since the fractional weight of ballots cast by Nee

organizing; it undermined organizing. As NWRO gradually })e.

members in eJecting national officers was determined by the number

came enmeshed in a web of relationships with governmental officials

of dues-paying members in their re5pective states. This was one

and private groups, it was transformed from a prote5t organization

example of the extent to which the goal of a mass membership had
been subordinated to leadership strivings. [n these different ways,

to a negotiating and lobbying organization. This transformation was

then, the proliferation of organizational leadership positions con

everywhere. In the end it produced a leadership deeply involved in

strained the expansion of organizational membership. Simply put,
organization prevented organizing.

organized in name only.

The Consequences of External
Leadership Incentives
By the late 1960s, it was clear that NWRO was in grave difficulty.
Mass-benefit campaigns were faltering; the leadership was also in

total; it occurred at the national level and among local groups
negotiating and lobbying. but on behalf of a constituency that was

THE SOURCES AND FORMS OF SUPPORT
The success with which NWRO developed relationships with a variety
of groups was due mainly to twO forces. The more important was
the larger black movement and the responsiveness being shown it.

hibiting the expansion of membership. Consequently the national
staff was virtually paralyzed; it simply did not know what to do in

NWRO could easily capitalize on this. It was a national organization

order to resuscitate iu constituency. The only plan available was to

national conventions. so that NWRO could present itself as the

expand to new groups, such as the working poor and the aged, but
we have already described the intense resistance by established
leaders to this course of action. For all practical purposes, NWRO
was becalmed.It

and large numbers of representatives from local groups attended
representative of the welfare poor. Moreover, the vast majority of

NWRO's membership was black; this, too, helped to identify NWRO
as an expression of the larger black movement and enabled NWRO's
leadership to seek aid from supporters of the black movement.lI2
The growth of support for NWRO was also aided by the emer

It Some mention mould. be made of the effort by NWRO and its local affiliates to

lu5taln membership by promoting other hlues: Attempts were made to obtain eredit
card agreements with Sean Ie: Roebuck. and Montgomery Ward, and with local depart
ment stores in a number of cities. Day care iSlUes, education, health care, housing,
lurplus foods, school lunches, and the like were aho promoted. It Willi hoped that by
developing a brooder multi·Wlle program NWRO'I flagging membenbip base could be
revived. Thesl: dlOI" nC'l'er caught on. howeva.

gence toward the late 1960s of a "welfare crisis," One form which

II All o�lVer.

�gue that NWRO', membenhip was almost entirely bbck.. Martin, for
eumple. ntimatn that M percent of the membership was black, 10 percent white. and
5 peremt Latin (2. fn.l, and Appendix C, Table ��) .
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raise more revenues to pay the entire cost of the increased caseloads.

had taken was to allow the welfare rolls to expand, and the expan

(However, after Congress enacted the freeze, state and local officials

sion was rapid after 1965_ In our terms this meant that defiance of

protested vigorously, with the result that the Johnson Administration

the prohibition against the dole was escalating, partly as a result

postponed the effective date of the freeze, and the Nixon Adminis

of the activities of the antipoverty program. Tens of thousands of

tration did the same, until it was forgotten.)

welfare rights brochures were being distributed from storefront

A variety of more comprehensive proposals to deal with the wel

offices; thousands of VISTA and other antipoverty staff members

fare crisis were also put forward in this petiod. President Johnson,

were helping people to establish their eligibility; scores of legal

in his Economic Message of January 1967, promised to establish a

services attorneys were initiating litigation against the welfare sys
tem. It also seems reasonable to believe that the many who were

Commission on Income Maintenance Programs (which he later did,

successful in getting on the rolls encouraged others to make the
attempt. The very density of the welfare populations which had by

and when the commission reported in the fall of 1969, it called for
a national minimum income standard of $2,400 for a family of four).
In March 1967, on the occasion of the one-hundredth anniversary of

this time built up in the cities suggested the likelihood of such a

the New York State Board of Social Welfare, the cream of America's

cumulative effect. A survey of Slum families in ten central city

corporate leadership was summoned to an Arden House conference

neighborhoods in late 1966 revealed that almost half-47 percent

by Governor Rockefeller to consider remedies for the welfare crisis.

of the surveyed families reported income in the previous year from

The participants debated various income reforms-such as children's

welfare or other non-job sources. ss In the words of a report prepared

allowances, uniform national standards in AFDC payments, and a

by the Urban Coalition in 1969, "The welfare system continues to

negative income tax-finding merit in them all.

be the major growth industry of the slums and ghettos

.

.

•

•"

Professionals in greater number and with greater vigor also began

In late 1967 Congress enacted a series of amendments to the Social

to advocate income maintenance reforms. As Congress debated a

Security Act intended to slow the rise in the rolls. The states were

variety of restrictive measures and enacted some in 1967, OEO

required to establish work training and referral programs for re·

funded a negative income tax experiment among a sample of poor
people in New Jersey, and not many months later, the Social and

cipients defined as employable. Participation in these programs was
made compulsory, a condition of receiving assistance. (However,

Rehabilitation Service of HEW allocated funds for similar experi·

local welfare administrators did not enforce these new measures;

ments. In the spring of 1968 some 1,200 prominent economists signed

they feared the political repercussions in the ghettos of large-scale

a joint statement calling on Congress "to adopt this year a national

efforts to force mothers and children off the rolls.) To insure that

system of income guarantees and supplements." 'When the report of

the states would exert themselves to cut the rolls, Congress also en·

the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders appeared in

acted a "freeze" on AFDC reimbursements. Under the freeze each

March 1968 it too called for a "National System of Income Supple

state was to receive future federal reimbursements only in an amount

mentation" which would provide a minimum income for all families

calculated by a formula fixed at the ratio of AFDC children to the

on welfare as well as for the working poor.

total population of children in the state as of January 1967. In other

Moreover, the issue of income maintenance found its way into

words a state with a rising ratio of children in impoverished female·

the presidential campaign of 1968. The Democratic platform stated

headed families would, whatever the causes, nevertheless in future

that: "To support family incomes of the working poor a number of

years be obliged either to reject new applicants, to lower grant levels

new program proposals have recently been developed. A thorough

and spread the same money among a larger number of cases, or to

evaluation of the relative advantages of such proposals deserves the
highest priority attention by the next administration. This we pledge
to do." Eugene McCarthy, in the course of the Democratic primary

n Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report, No. 86, September 8, 1961 (Washington,
D.C., Cotlgre.'lsional Quarterly Service),p. 1729.

contests, argued that the federal government had a responsibility to
"determine a minimum income which it will assure f<;lr all Ameri·
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cans." And only days before his election, Richard Nixon, noting the
great disparities in welfare payment levels from one state to another,
which ostensibly encouraged migration from South to North, advo·
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ideals; the welfare rights movement was widely denounced as a force
weakening the American character by undermining the most cher
ished value of self·reliance. Such legitimacy as it enjoyed-and it

cated the adoption of "national standards." The rising welfare rolls.

was meager at best-was due less to recognition of the injustices

in short, inexorably forced the question of welfare reform ontO the
national political agenda.

perpetrated by economic arrangements and by the welfare system

NWRO could capitalize on this development because many people

had aroused in American society during the 19605. Still, as the wei·

-from members of the press to public officials-had reached the in·
correct conclusion that "NWRO was largely responsible for raising

than to the widespread sympathy which "the black cause" in general
fare crisis ballooned, NWRO did receive a measure of recognition
and that was important in sustaining the organization for a brief

the number of people on welfare in six years from less than [l million
families to over S million], and in quadrupling appropriations made

time."

to Aid to Dependent Children families. Friends and enemies alike

rights groups, religious institutions.a� social welfare organizations,

credited NWRO with a major role in this explosion of welfare

and various foundations began to make money available to NWRO

aid" (Meier and Rudwick, x). Consequently three kinds of resources
became available to NWRO.

A second fonn of support was financial. In this later period civil

in larger amounts. For the first two years NWRO had struggled to
find funds to sustain its operations; deficits ran into the tens of
thousands of dollars; the payment of salaries in the national office

First, legitimacy came to be conferred upon the welfare rights
struggle itself. The rise of a black movement (especially rioting) in

often lagged behind by several months. By 1968, however, funds

the North had helped to focus attention on the economic plight of

became available; the national operating budget rose to more than

the black masses. Given the persistence of black unemployment and
underemployment, some modestly influential groups began to reach
the conclusion that government had a responsibility to provide in·
come to the poor. One result of this shift in attitudes was increasing
approval by these groups of the idea that people had a "-right" to
welfare. To the extent that NWRO was publicly defined as lead
ing the light to make this right a reality, it gradually came to enjoy
the support of these groups-notably, small foundations which gen
erally supported the civil rights struggle, the leadership of several
national religious denominations, segments of the social welfare
community, some civil rights leaders, political leaders identified with
the "struggle against hunger," and a small number of wealthy
individuals.
To say that the welfare rights struggle enjoyed some legitimacy is
not to say that it enjoyed much. Welfare rights never became en·
nobled by the honor of its cause. With a few exceptions. powerful
and prestigious figures, whether black or white, did not flock to its
demonstrations (as they had to those of the civil rights movement in
the South), nor did they contribute money to finance organizing.
nor lend their inHuence to further welfare rights demands. This was
to remain a movement of paupers, of a pariah class. The civil rights
movement was widely extolled as a force strengthening the American
character and American values by furthering the highest democratic

.. In the fint yeu or two after NWRO formed, little support came from ellabli5hed
black leaders and organiza.tions. In part thi. merely reflected eompetitive strains for
tonstituendr:s and rHOUrccs. But it abo reflected. deep ambivalence about welfare.
�nerally speaking. black leaders felt that welfare was JOmethlng blaw ought to get
off of. oot on to). The enlarging number of blacb on the ...'elfare rolls ....as a source of
acute emWirrassment to them. When ....e approached one prominent blatk lader for
help in gaining access to fundi. he probably ell:prcwxI. the $efllimenu of most ....hen he
....ardess ....as more important
uld that getting one black fcrruo.k a job as an airline n
e
lIlan te'ling fifty impoverished femaJe·hc:aded families on lIle welfare rolb. Al a
nalional debate over poverty, unemployment, and the rising welfare rolls broke OUI.
ho....ner, a number of blad leaders became wore: Iymp"th�jc. Among other lIlinga they
began to condemn cu�nl welfare practices and to call for the establishment of some
kind of nalional minimum oco
i
me program.

II The private illltilulion that probably provided the most asmtance to NWRO Wli

the church. Some churchmen, having � deeply Involved in and affected by the
southern civil rights movement, wm: likely to have an understanding of the deptM of
race and claS! OppIcWOIl to wbich blacks had been lubj«ted. These churchmen some·
limes turned OUt to be th< most ardent advocates and OTganiters of welfare rights groups.
AI th<: local level churches el<prtssed their support by providing some money, office
space. telephones, and access to equipment for the reproduetion of welfare rights
literature and fiiers. Many clergymen throughout the country joined demonstrations. iI
number organized wdf..re rights groups, and some local confederatiorl& of (hUTChes
sponsored a clergyman to organize on a fulltime basis. At the national level several
major denominations funnelled hundreds of thousands of dollara to NWRO or its
affiliates over the years, they provided forums for the diseUSllon of welfare rights goals
and policies, and denominational leaders joined in coalitional efforts to influence
political leaders regarding welfare issues. The participation of clergymen was an im
portant $Ource of reassurance to welfare redpients. It helped them to d�al with their
,
IICnse of shame by giving them the feeling that what they were demandillg-in effect.
dependency with dignity-found some justification in moral and religious principle&.
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$250,000 annually in 1969. These monies made possible frequent

The Welfare Rights Movement
the welfare poor to win concessions by lobbying had finally pre

regional and national meetings of recipient leaders and organizers,

sented itself. And there was certain evidence that this was so. The

and the hiring of a large national staff.

welfare crisis led to the proliferation of hearings, forums, confer

Some money, it should be noted, came directly from government.
The occasion for the largest grant arose from the enactment in

1967

ences, and meetings devoted to the subject of relief giving. Some were
convened by private groups, others by public and political figures,

of the amendmenLS to the Social Security Act which required the

but all were devoted to debate over wel£are reform. Each of these

states to establish vocational training and placement programs for

occasions appeared to be an opportunity for the welfare recipient's

to b e heard. Although NWRO frequently crashed

AFDC mothers in the hope of reducing welfare costs. Suspecting that

point of view

HEW would not implement this program as fervently

meetings to which it had not been formally invited, the late 1960s

as

its sponsors

wished, Congye5s assigned the task to the Department of Labor. That

brought an increasing volume of formal invitations for the leader

department, in turn, anticipated the possibility that considerable

ship to appear. Public officials faced with the problem of holding

trouble might be provoked in the urban ghettos if the state employ

back angry taxpayers nevertheless also tended to try to be responsive

ment agencies began fordng women off the relief rolls and into the

to NWRO, for they had the problem of restoring civil order in the

labor market on a large scale. When NWRO proposed that it be

cities. Consequently they too reached out to recipient groups to

commissioned and funded to hire a staff to monitor local employ

establish relationships and to initiate dialogue. As a matter of fact

ment programs, the better to ensure the willing participation in the

NWRO's recipient leadership found itself being invited to inter

program by AFDC mothers, the Labor Department quickly agreed.

national conferences:

NWRQ leaders publicly justified the arrangement as a way of ensur
ing that the rights of AFDC mothers would be respected, but pri
vately they viewed it as a way of greatly expanding the national staff.
A larger staff, they felt, even one tied to the federal agencies, would
support and stimulate the growth of local affiliates. And so a grant
of more than $400,000 was accepted from the outgoing Johnson
Administration. Robert Michels would have found Gilbert Steiner's
defense of this arrangement rather nai've:

If the government can buy the support and the outreach efforts of
the organized welfare leadership elite for half a million dollars,
it will be a great bargain. If Wiley can sustain his organization with
a great bloc of federal money, he can live to fight another fight. . . .
There is no reason why Wiley should have rejected the federal gold.
Claims of the Philadelphia WRO chapter that the contract involved
selling out to the Establishment have more emotional than rational
appeal. . . . The money means more to [Wiley} than to the Depart
ment of Labor, and the high-level recognition of NWRO's impor
tance facilitates organizing (294).
The third resource which various groups provided NWRO was
political status-the appearance of possessing conventional political
influence. As the welfare crisis mushroomed, organizations of various
kinds became responsive to NWRO, with the result that NWRO's
leaders and organizers became confident that the opportunity for

Leaders are im'olved in conferences and meetings to the point
where they have been known to find themselves with conflicting
conference dates. Mrs. Tillmon, the national chairman, was unable

to make NWRO's 1968. National conference held in Lake Forest,
Illinois, because she was a delegate representing poor people to
the International Conference of Social Welfare in Helsinki, Finland,
meeting at the same time. In a "memorandum to all affiHated
groups," which sounded bureaucratic enough to have come out
of HEW itself, Mrs. Tillmon delegated authority and announced
appointments to committees of the conference (Steiner. 289).
Attendance at these foreign meetings was even justiJied to the
NWRO membership on the grounds that a "new international wel·
fare rights organization" was being talked about:
I've been out of the country [to attend peace conferences] three
times-in 1967 to Paris, in 1968 to Stockholm, in 1970 to Bogota. I
just got back from Bogota. . . . These things I

go to are important

and they are for N'VRO-for you, all of you, not me. In Bogota,
they talked about setting up a new internalional welfare rights
organization. This would mean NWRO would be in all kinds

o[ different countries and would have a lot more power. This is
the kind of thing I'm doing, working for you and trying to make
your organization something (Martin, 109).
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Superficially, these symbols of recognition suggested that NWRO
had become something of a political force. Gilbert Steiner, for ex
ample, read the signs that way:
Objectively, it can be noted that the welfare clients' organization
has weathered its theoretical and practical problems to the point
where its director is known, recognized, and consulted by the
secretary of health, education, and welfare and resented at other
high levels in that department; its chairman, an AFDC mother,
sits with bureaucrats, scholars, and lobbyists in all.day conferences
to plan welfare changes . . . (285).
But the truth was quite different. As NWRO's integration with other
groups progressed, the political beliefs of those in the leadership
stratum became more conventional, the militancy of the tactics they
advocated weakened, and the professed goal of membership expan
sion receded. We will first describe these effects at the national level,
and then at the local level, for the way in which external incentives
shaped the orientation and direction of the national and local organ·
izations varied somewhat.

THE IMPACT OF EXTERNAL INCENTIVES
ON THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

NWRO was rapidly transformed as relationships with political fig·
ures and various private groups developed. Its efforts to influence
administrators, legislators, political leaders, and private groups soon
overwhelmed investments in all other areas. For all practical pur
poses NWRO became a lobbying organization.
The emphasis on lobbying progressed in stages. NWRO first
entered state and national legislative arenas; it then began to build
a "welfare coalition" cons.isting of a variety of national organizations
that shared its perspectives on welfare reform; finally, it entered the
arena of Democratic Party politics. The process began in 1967 with
the welfare amendments then before the Congress as the major
target. A modest demonstration was called in Washington in Septem
ber and NWRO's top leadership testified before Congress and
staged a sit-in in the chambers of a congressional committee (the
first in history, it is said). This was the much·publicized occasion
on which Senator Long (Democrat, Louisiana), chairman of the
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powerful Senate Finance Committee, denounced AFDC mothers
as "brood mares."
From this beginning NWRO began to seek relationships with a
variety of organizations in the _hope of developing support for its
legislative efforts. One of the early occasions for coalition was pro·
vided by SCLC's "Poor People's Campaign" in the spring and sum
mer of 1968. NWRO launched the first demonstration-a Mother's
March on May 12 (Mother'S Day)-during which George and Coretta
King led some 5,000 demonstrators through the still·charred ruins
of that section of Washington where rioting and burning had broken
out following the assassination of Martin Luther King. During the
ensuing months, until SCLC's poor people's campaign finally be
came mired in the mud and in the complexities of the federal
bureaucracies, NWRO coordinated many of its lobbying activities
with those of SCLC.
Another highly visible occasion to broaden its external support
presented itself in the fall of 1968 when the president convened a
White House Conference on Hunger and Malnutrition. The NWRO
leadership was so successful in presenting its case to the participants
that a resolution was passed calling for a guaranteed annual mini
mum income of $5,500 for a family of four, much to the embarrass
ment of the president.
The antiwar movement was a logical locus for coalition·building.
NWRO quickly became a prominent constituent of the antiwar
movement, not because it could muster many demonstrators for
national or local rallies, but because NWRO's presence enabled
antiwar groups to link the issues of imperialism and war abroad with
the government's failure to deal with poverty and injustices at home.
Most major antiwar demonstrations featured one or more NWRO
leaders on the �peaker's platform and some local WROs sent a few
delegates.
Militancy, as might have been expected, declined as a result of
this heavy investment in coalition-building and lobbying. By 1970
recipient leaders who had begun their careers storming relief centers
could hardly keep pace with their speaking schedules in one local,
state, or national forum after another. They had become celebrities
and they behaved accordingly. Here is a striking but not atypical
example:
The Massachusetts Conference on Social Welfare, a private social
work·oriented organization, made it a practice to select the chair-
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man of the MWRO to serve on the Board of Directon. When the
governor of Massachusetts decided to institute a "fiat grant" welfare
system, he chose a meeting of the Massachusetts Conference on Social
Welfare to make his announcement. The chairman of the MWRO
chose to sit on stage near the podium from which the governor
spoke rather than lead a group of her members to that podium
to disrupt the speech (Hailis. 711).
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ment, then welfare officials sometimes formed independent recipient
organizations to which they tried to attract the leadership of the
WROs. The most elaborate development of this kind occurred in
New York City. The department of welfare established a division
of "Community Relations" staffed by "community coordinators" or
"community organizers" (who were usually young black or Latin
graduates of schools of social work). These staff members then went
into the slums, ghettos, and barrios to organize "client advisory com·
mittees" which met monthly to discuss grievances and advise welfare

THE IMPACT OF EXTERNAL INCENTIVES
ON LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS
The forces that shaped the orientation and dire(tion of the national
leadership were also at work at the local level. Local WROs also
received resources that shaped their beliefs and tactics. Sympathetic
individuals and organizations publicly identified themselves with
the welfare rights struggle, yielding a measure of legitimacy. Anti
poverty agencies, churches, settlement houses and other organiza
tions, including a few unions,Sf provided meeting rooms, organizers.
access to printing supplies and machines. and money.
However, the most important integrative relationships at the loca1
level were those formed with tbe welfare system itself. These rela
tionships were a powerful force in transforming WROs from protest
to lobbying and service organizations. Welfare officials reached out
to protesters in the hope of restoring calm, and protest leaders
reached out to government officials in the hope of achieving re
forms. Thus as groups of recipients caused repeated disruptions of
welfare procedures by picketing, and by sit-ins and demonstrations.
welfare officials began to search out organizers and recipient leaders
to initiate "dialogue" and, as often as not, organizers or recipient
leaders demanded dialogue. The result, everywhere in the country,
was the development of procedures for the negotiation of grievances.
Many welfare depanments established advisory councils composed
of recipients; sometimes recipients were appointed to policymaking
boards.
If some local WROs were wary of these arrangements (at least at
first) and therefore chose to maintain a certain distance from govern-

Ie In New York City. fw exalIlplt, Disuict Counci
l " wat extrmltly helpful.

officials on policy changes. The welfare department organizers also
assiduously cultivated the leaders of existing WROs throughout the
city, hoping to get them to join as well, and over time they succeeded
in winning over a number of recipient leaders. The kinds of political
attitudes which were acquired or reinforced through this process are
exemplified in the following excerpts from the remarks of a client
advisory committee member as quoted in a monthly newsletter:

] feel there are obviously two ways to work-either to be adamantly
demanding. issuing ultimatums, making use of opportunism and
perhaps exaggeration in order to press a point-or the slower,
admittedly, but perhaps more effective eventually, way o( using the
techniques of gathering together, speaking frankly, continuing to
ask, to question, to discuss. to learn, bringing faith and belief in
each other and high hopes in our hearts that we will be fairly
heard-and our recommendations and proposals, when found to be
valid, acted upon.
The dawning of this new era of mutuality and exchange was
signaled by the appearance of articles in leading professional jour·
nals extolling the beginning of free and open communication be
tween giver and receiver. And just as it had done in the 1930s. the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania negotiated a IIl:odel agreement with
welfare recipients as a result of a hearing in October 1968. It stipu
lated that:Sl

The Executive Director- of each county shall instruct the supervisor
of each District Office to make available upon request by the County
Welfare Righu Organization:

"Stipulation betweeo the ComlIlonwealth of Ptnn!yivania, DepiJrtmtnt 0/ Public
Wtl/dre v. Phi/ddelpMa Welfare Righu Orpniution. Wat Disui(t, October 17. 1968.

issued by Elias S. Cohen. CommiuioneT.
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a. Space when available in the reception or waiting area and a
table and several chairs to accommodate members of the
WeHare Rights Organi2ation in reasonable number.
b. A pay telephone in the reception
to the

use

or

waiting area convenient

or Public Assistance applicants and recipients and

members of the Welfare Rights Organization, and designated
by a clearly visible sign for their specific use.
e.

One complete current copy

of the Pennsylvania

tance Manual for lhe specific usc

Public Assi5-

of Public Assistance appli

cants and recipients and members of the Welrare Rights
Organization.
d. Members of the Welfare Rights Organization of the County
are entitled to access in reasonable numbers to the District
Office to occupy the table,

to maintain on and near the table

signs identifying them and announcing their availability to
assist applicants and recipients, to pass out in the reception

gence of a new period of justice for the welfare poor. To be listened
to by the powerful conveyed a sense that they were at last wielding
a measure of influence, that progress was being made, that reforms
would follow.
Another consequence of these

arrangements

was

a

decline

in

militancy. GO\lernment officials agreed to deal with the WROs but

they exacted a price.

Sometimes

the price was SO subtle as

to

e

mak

.

it appear that none was being asked. It may merely have consisted

in an implicit understanding, all too readily acknowledged by re
cipient leaders and organizers, that the proper path to welfare
refonn was through negotiation by leaders and not protest by un
ruly mobs. Sometimes the terms were more explicit and included
the understanding that the welfare rights organization would desist
from abrasive actions. The agreement reached in Pennsylvania,
which was mentioned earlier, provides a good Case in point. Groups

or waiting area literature and leaflets announcing their availa·

were not simply given open access to the welfare offices and to welfare

bility and function, and to accompany any applicant or

officials; they were expected in exchange to do nothing to disrupt

recipient who requests assistance in any dealings with Public
Assistance personnel.

alone:

e. No Public Assistance personnel shall refuse or delay inter
views or otherwise differently treat any applicant or recipient
who is assisted by a member of the Welfare Rights Organiza.
tion, but rather, all Public Assistance personnel shall cooperate
with memben of the Welfare Rights Organization and shall
recognize them as representatives of the client whenever the
client so wishes.
Such agreements, whether fonnalized in writing
nigh
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uni\lersal.

or

not, �ame wen·

The de\lelopment of these grievance procedures had a large influ·
ence on the political belie£s that dominated. the local WROs, for
these arrangements went far toward reaffirming [or leaders and
organizers the con\liction that they represented a powerful organiza·
tion. It was not remarkable that welfare officials, confronted by
turbulent interference with tlie operation of their programs, moved
to grant the disrupters a symbolic role in the system, for it was a
time·honored method of restoring calm. What was remarkable was
the ease with which the method worked. Each such "victory" was the
occasion for self-congratulations among recipient leaders who, upon

office routines or to interfere with the "rights" of clients to be left

Courtesy and Behavior
It is suggested that agreements with the welfare rights organizations
recognize that there are obligations with reference to behavior
incumbent upon public assistance personnel and welfare rights
organiution representatives. Welfare rights organization representa.
tives are expected to take no steps designed to intimidate, harass,
. As representa·
tives of clients, they are being provided with certain prerogatives,

�mbarrass or threaten public assistance personnel. .

.

but these are Dot unbounded..

Solicitation o{ Applicants and Recipients
It is appropriate for county boards to reach agreements about the
limits of welfare rights organization representati\les accosting, inter·
rupting, or importuning applicants or clients.

Settlement Of Disputes
It is suggested that county executives may wish to reach agreement
with welfare rights organization groups on the immediate settle
ment of a dispute which threatens or which has disrupted work
to the point where staff cannot reasonably continue to work."

reading in the press of their appointments to advisory committees
or upon receiving written invitations to negotiating sessions or upon
being invited to testify at legislative hearings, envisaged the emer-

" Commonwealth of Penn$yivania, Department of Publk: Welfare; Harrl.!butg, Pa.,
Public AI!.i5tance Memorandum No. 968. Supplement No. I, March 11, 1969.
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As WROs became enmeshed in arrangements of this kind, the

crisis over welfare, I'!nabled NWRO to present itself to elites as the

demonstrations, picketing, and sit-ins which had dominated the

representative of a large segment of the black poor and thus to ob·

birth of WROs were gradually abandoned. Even the militancy of

tain the legitimation and monl'!Y required for the maintenance of

the rhetoric deescalated. Association with government officials who
were "sympathetic" and "reasonable" and "oriented toward the

its organizational structure. In effect, external resources became a'

problems of recipients" produced a large number of r«ipient leaders

substitute for a mass base.a�
But the availability of external resources upon which the organi·

and organizers who came to affinn the efficacy of persuasion and

zation depended was not a response to organization; i.t was a

negotiation. In early J970, for example, a group of organizers and

sponse to widespread black unrest. Once unrest began to subside.

recipient leaders decided to attempt to revive direct action in New

these extl'!rnal resources were withdrawn. The result was organiza

York, and began one morning in the crowded waiting room of a

tional collapse, as we shall now see.

re

Harlem welfare center. The best·known figure in the group was a
recipient who held a national office in NWRO. Upon learning that
she was present, the director of the center offered to conduct her on
a personal tour of the entire operation. It is a measure of the extent
to which leaders had come to be controlled by such gestures that
she accepted and was not seen again for several hours.

The Ehhingof Black Unrest
If the developments already described had not caused the decline of

Integrative relationships of this kind not only blunted militancy,

NWRO, the decline of black unrl'!st would havl'!. As it was, the ebbing

they also interfered with the expansion of membership and even

of black unrest dealt the death blow to an organization that was

weakened the ties of existing members to thl'! group. Negotiations

already greatly wl'!akened.

absorbed the energy and time of leadl'!rs and organiurs. The more

Toward thl'! latl'! 1960s the black movement which bl'!gan in the

the investment in thl'!Se procedures, the less the investment in en

South in the mid·fifties subsided, and the movement organizations

listing new members. Moreover formal relationships with welfare

it had spawned were dying if not already dead. For one thing much of

officials had the effect of making membership superfluous. Before
such relationships became the rule it was not unusual for fifty or one

the leadership of the black movement (as we notl'!d in chapter four)
was being absorbed into electoral politics, into governml'!nt bureauc

hundred recipients to burst into a welfare center and demand that

racies, into the universities, and into business and industry; cOITl'!la

their grievances be settll'!d on the spot. This tactic often worked
and when it did, it was the group that had proved its strength; every·

lively the idl'!oiogy of protest was repudiated and the efficacy of
electoral politics was affirmed. As a result the cadres of organizers

one depended upon everyone else. But once grievances came to be

dwindled, their ranks diminished by the concessions won.

dealt with through negotiations between welfare rights leadl'!rs and

While there is no way of marking the exact time when the tide

welfare officials, group action no longer seemed necessary, and group

of unrest turnl'!d, the year 1968 might be considered such a point. It

consciousness disintegratl'!d. The sense of participation in something

was thl'! last year of major urban rioting (in the wake of Martin

larger than oneself, the sense of belonging to a movement, was

Luther King's assassination); it was also the year that the presidency

gradually lost.

passed from a liberal to a conservative leadership. With Nixon's

And now a final but crucial point. As NWRO and its local affili·
ates moved into the maze of legislative and bureaucratic politics, the
failurI'! to sustain, much less to expand, the membership base among
the poor was obscurl'!d. For as the membership base dwindled and
became less militant, thl'! resources which NWRO secured cOtltinued
to I'!nlarge. In effect it became possible for NWRO to function with
out a mass base, without a broad constituency. The sympathy and
fear generated by the black movement, together with the emerging

.. Bailis' dexrlptlon of the Mall$1.chusetu WelflUe Rights Organizatlon perfectly fits our
general obso:rvatlon: "PerhaPll the final phase in the developing rifts between lay
leaders and staff came when some local lay leaders began to reallze that they did not
need strong group, to play an important role in MWRO statewide politics, and the
MWRO Ex«utlve Board began to reach the parallel conclwiou that the honors and
re�pect they were receiving from politician., weltare adminiauaton, a.nd leaders of the
toCial welfare community did not ..eally nquire a functioning lUte wide gTU8roOU
organization at aU- Os)'
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accession to power the class and racial injustices that had figured so

Political leaders at other levels of government joined in, either

prominently in the rhetoric and action of earlier administrations,

because new officials had come to power with a social philosophy

and that had encouraged protest among the black poor, gave way to

which resonated with the new mood of the times or because con

rhetoric and action emphasizing law·and-order and self·reliance, with

tinued incumbency by existing leaders demanded. accommodation

the effect of rekindling shame and fear among the black masses. A

to that mood. Governor Rockefeller had already perhaps outdone

white backlash against black gains had developed and conservative

them all with his bizarre proposals to refuse welfare benefits to any

leaders acted to stimulate it all the more as a means of building

newcomer to New York State who could not find decent housing or

support. By the election of 1972 this rhetoric reached a crescendo,

health care, followed by highly publicized investigations of "welfare

much of it focused specifically on the last vestige of black defiance

fraud" conducted by a newly created office of Inspector General

the still rising welfare rol1s. In the presidential campaign of 1972

(headed by a millionaire of inherited wealth who despised the wel

Republican-sponsored television advertisements warned the Ameri

fare poor). In California Governor Reagan garnered a national
reputation by mounting similar anti-welfare campaigns. (New York

can people that if McGovern won the election he would put half of
the population on welfare. Nixon exhorted Americans in his in

and California, it should be noted, contained more than half of the

augural address not to ask what government could do for them,

nation's welfare recipients.) One of the most celebrated anti-welfare

hut what they could do for themselves, and then he rapidly popu

events of the period occurred in Nevada, where the Department of

larized the slogan "Workfare not Welfare." A mobilization against

Welfare launched a major campaign against "welfare cheaters." On

I,

1972, 21 percent of Nevada's welfare population did not

the black poor was occurring, with the welfare poor a particular

January

target.

receive their welfare checks and 28 percent more received reduced
checks. This came about because the welfare department decided
to deal with the "welfare crisis" by conducting an "audit," consist
ing of mobilizing virtually the entire work force of the department

THE END OF WELFARE LIBERALISM
Not all was simply rhetoric. Acting through its various executive
departments the Nixon Administration also cut the flow of resources
to ghetto organizations and reversed earlier policies which had

to interview employers and neighbors of the poor and to study the
records of the social security and unemployment compensation
agencies for any evidence of unreported income in the preceding
five or more years. For most recipients the first notice of the audit
was the failure oE their checks to arrive. or the arrival of checks for

yielded concessions to the poor. The Office of Economic Opportun·

smaller amounts. The reason given, in subsequent notices to re

ity came under siege from the administration. Within a year or two

cipients, was simply "overpayment" or " ineligibility."4o Many other

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare began to issue
more restrictive policies and regulations in an effort to squash the
substantive and procedural rights which welfare recipients had won
through protest or that antipoverty attorneys had won through liti
gation. One of the most significant steps it subsequently took-a step
unmistakably signaling the end of an era of welfare liberalism
was to introduce a system of substantial financial penalties to be
imposed upon states when "quality control" studies showed that
more than .!I percent of those receiving welfare were "ineligible."
As those familiar with the welfare system maze know, low ineligibil.
ity levels can be achieved only at the price of keeping much larger
proportions of eligible families off the rolls.

.0

NWRO quickly decided to try to make an "exampJ<:" of Nevada, hoping thereby to
deter other .tates from instituting similH "rdorml-" George also hoped that I. maM
mobilization in Nevada would bolster NWRO'I Hagging fund·ral$ing efforts lnd other
wite boost morale in the organization.
Within weeki NWRO had "Operation Nevada" under way. A "lawyer's Brigade,"
consisting of some forty lawyer< and �venty law lIudentl led by Edward Sparer
(NWRO'I chief (aunsel), stormed the courts of Nevada, while NWRO·s national staff
as well as organizers from various parts of the country flew In to moblllze marches and
demonstI1ltions on the famous Las Vegas "Strip." Notables also joined the demomtra
tiom, including Ralph Abemathy, David Dellinger, Jane Fonda, and Sammy Davb, Jr.
The mQ.lt effective remedies were achieved through the courts. On March 20 the
Federal District Court issued an order reinstating everyone who had been terminated or
who had received reduced grants, and retroactive paymen� 'W�rc: ordered. The court
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states cut welfare payment levels or introduced eligibility restrictions
between 1970 and 1972, although not on such a large scale.
One immediate consequence of this changing political climate
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their own problems and even in obtaining special grants. In a rapidly
changing political climate, especially with public welfare expendi
tures becoming a target of public ire, these remaining members be

was to dry up many of the resources---s-e pecially government re

came fearful and drew inward, trying to protect their privileged

sources-upon which local WROs had drawn. As funds for the

access. The narrowest possible self-interest and the ideological jus

Great Society programs were cut (and dive
r
ted
'
into "revenue shar
ing:' for example), the ranks of organizers were decimated. The

tification for it thus came to dominate the few hagmented groups
that survived.

welfare rights organizers who remained found that local adminis

Under these circumstances, it would have taken a strenuous, de

trators of the·Creat Society programs had become fearful and would

VOted, and resourceful program by.the national leadership to try to

no longer support organizing efforts.

buttress failing morale at the local level. In truth there is no reason

Under these influences the militancy of the welfare poor all but

to believe that the effort could have succeeded. The fires of protest

vanished. As we noted earlier, most local groups across the United

had died out and organizers probably could not have rekindled

States had been formed by grievance work. But by the early seventies
the few organizers who remained found that welfare administrations
were stiffening their resistance to demands by organized recipient
groups. The new national rhetoric diminished their responsiveness
to the poor and the passing of rioting and other forms of mass pro
test diminished their fear of the poor. If once welfare officials had
been oriented toward the great turbulence in the streets beyond their
office doors, now they were oriented to the growing signs of restric
tiveness contained in regulations being issued from Washington and
from their respective state capitals. Civen both of these conditions
local recipient groups won less and less, and the fewer the victories
the more difficult it became to sustain participation by even the
more committed and loyal recipients. Month by month the belief
grew that the fight was being lost--even, perhaps, that it was no

them. The endless debates over the best means of building a mass
based permanent organization no longer mattered: whether by
single- versus multi-issue organizing, or by single- versus multi
constituency organizing, or by decentralized versus centralized staff
ing patterns, or by placing less emphasis on material incentives in

attracting members versus placing more emphasis on "educating"
and "radicalizing" the membership. The fact is that an era of pro
test had inexorably come to a close.
But it was not an analysis of the forces making for the probable
futility of local organizing by 1970 that turned the national leader
ship away from the membership base. It was the promise of "welfare
reform" and of the organizational and leadership rewards which
would become available in the cour�e of a struggle for reform.

longer worth being fought. Consequently more organizers and re
cipients drifted away.
It was also true that many local WRO members themselves had
lost whatever inclination they might once have had to help other
poor people. Their special relationship to the welfare s�tem still
sometimes served their individual needs, aiding them in solving

Welfare Backlash and Welfare Reform
In a nationwide radio and television address on August 8, 1969,
President Nixon announced a series of proposals for welfare re
organization. The Nixon proposals-known as the Family Assistance

found that "at a result of the precjpitou� action described, the Adminiurator and hts
staff ran roughshod over the constitutional rights of eligible and ineligible recipients
alike." The DcparLmem of Welfare, in short. had acted too flagrantly. too blatantly.
There were more subtle ways of curbing welfare growth and of inducing terminations;
other nates were slowly developing them.
Op"ration Nevada was a victory for N1.VRO, but it was the last. Indeed it was
probably the last national demonstration of black peopte employing m3l!$ marches and
dvil disobedience coupled with supporting litigation in the courts. It was the end of
the era that had begun almOilt twO decades earlier in Momgomery. Alabama.

Plan (FAP)--called for the elimination of the AFDC program and
its replacement with a program that would have guaranteed every
family an annual minimum income at the level of $1,600 for a
family of four, to be paid for by the federal government. Moreover,
the proposed program included the working poor (Le., two-parent
families) who would be made eligible for wage supplementation
by a formula that disregarded the first $720 of ell10ed income for
purposes of determining eligibility, and imposed a lax rate there-
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after of 50 percent, until the family of four bad a total income from
wages and welfare of $3,920, at which point supplementation would
be discontinued.u
Th� proposals created a considerable stir. The main features ap
peared liberal, and in some ways were. The proposal for a federal
minimum income standard and for wage supplementation would
have mitigated some of the worst poverty in the South. The pro
posal would also have relieved states and localities of at least some
of the fiscal burden of the rising rolIs.f2 These were the aspects of
the overall plan which tended to be featured in the press, and it
was these aspects which attracted liberal support for FAP.
In other major respects the plan was not liberal but regressive,
and the longer-term implications of the more regressive provisions
were less apparent to most observers. The plan would have wiped
out the procedural rights which recipients had won through protest
and litigation in the 1960s-for example, the right to a hearing if
terminated from the rolls. It also contained provisions to enforce
work among those deemed "suitable" for employment and would
have required these "employable" recipients to take jobs at less than
the minimum wage.
The most urgent and the most straightforward political problem
with which Nixon was trying to deal in proposing relief reform was
the damor among local officials for fiscal relief, a clamor generated
by rising budgets in the states, counties, and cities. Pressure for
reform was a direct consequence of the fact that the American poor
had made a modest income gain through the welfare system in the
19605. Enormous political pressure had built up at the state and
local levels in response to the resulting fiscal strains; in his televised
address, the president acknowledged that the rising rolls were
"bringing states and cities to the brink of financial disaster."
Two broad constituencies had developed around this issue: those

41 Detailed di�ussions �f the FAP proposal and of the ensuing congre&'lionaJ struggle
can be found In Moymh:an; Burke :and Burke; and Bowler. Bowler's study contains

exceptionally lucid explanations of the complex details of both the existing and pro.
posed welfare programs.
.2 Since most states prm'ided welfare grants at levels far higher than $1,600 for a family
of four, states would still have had to supplement the federal payment, and more
liberal states would have had to bear heavier COsts than U'lltrictive states, an arrange.
ment not very different from that which existed under the old grant-in·aid formula.
Nevertheless all states were aSllure<! of realizing at least some savings under the Nixon
plan.
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who simply wanted to cut back the gains made by the poor by slash
ing both the rolls and grant levels, and those who wanted to see the
burden of paying for relief costs shifted to the federal government.
The latter constituency was by far the more powerful; it contained
the bulk of the nation's mayors, county officials. and governors. They
wished to be spared the politically onerous and potentially dangerous
necessity of cutting back welfare. Thus "the explosion in family
benefit recipients put welfare. a subject typically shunned by the
White House, on the agenda of President-elect Nixon," according to
two journalists, Burke and Burke, who covered these events. "Re
publican governors wanted relief from Washington and from their
party's president-to-be" (41). Referring to the long congressional
struggle which then ensued over the proposals, these same authors
go on to note:
The only strong and unqualified pressure for H.R. I came from
those who wanted welfare change not for reasons of philosophy, but
rather for the promise of fiscal relief. These were many of the
nation's governors and county officials. To these men. frustrated by
ever-rising welfare budgets, the structural reforms of H.R. 1 were
relatively unimportant. What they wanted was money, and H.R. I's
federal floor for current welfare recipients would supply it (179).
But while FAP would have provided some fiscal relief for states
and localities, that objective, taken by itself, could have been
achieved in any number of ways. The federal government might
simply have arranged to pay relief costs, for example, while leaving
the system otherwise intact. As it turned out, something like that
happened. When relief refanD failed, Congress enacted instead a
multibillion dollar program of general "revenue sharing." In other
words the clamor of state and local officials dearly dictated a federal
response to the fiscal crisis, but it did not dictate the specific changes
in the welfare system proposed under FAP.
In point of fact the FAP proposals were not designed mainly to
ease fiscal strains. They were mainly designed to halt the growth
of the AFDe rolls. Internal memoranda prepared for the president
predicted a continuing steep climb in the rolls unless the system was
redesigned. Stated another way. the growing dependency of the
American undercIass was defined as having its roots in the welfare
system. There were two ways in which welfare practices were thought
to produce this condition.
First, it was argued that existing relief policies provided a dis-
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incentive for self-reliance since recipients who worked were required
to report their earnings which were then deducted from monthly
grants. The conventional wisdom held that this "100% tax" dis
couraged recipients from working their way off the rolls, generating
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also, is violence. (It is a stirring, if generally unrecognized, demon·
stration of the power of our welfare machine.) (Moynihan, 76;
emphasis added.)

perpetual dependency. Second, the rising rolls were considered to

As for this "stirring . . . demonstration of the power of our welfare

be a problem nOt only because they discouraged work. but because

machine" going "unrecognized," that was, of course, far from being

the ready availability of benefits presumably undennined the family

true. Everyone believed that relief-giving destroys the poor. Consen'a·

system of the poor. Fathers were believed to be deserting in order

lives said it; middle-of-the-roaders said it; and liberals said it. The

to make mothers and children eligible for relief. "Fiscal abandon

well-off said it and the bulk of the poor would have said it had

ment," some called it, and the president was advised that this circum

they been asked. On this point there was unanimity.

stance generated a continuous stream of new relief applicants.

Armed with this analysis, relief reformers set out to rehabilitate

Various "pathologies" among the poor-mainly crime and civil

the culture of the poor. The key to reducing "parasitism" was to

disorder-were also attributed to welfare. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,

redesign relief arrangements so as to enforce work. Moreover, by

a presidential advisor. played a large role in promulgating this diag·

restoring the discipline of work, family stability would also be rein

nosis to the larger public and apparently he persuaded the president

forced and various social pathologies curbed. This was the overarcb

as well. The family assistance plan, he said, "was made . . . as part of

ing objective of FAP and, given the analysis on which it was based,

an over-riding short·term strategy to bring down the level of internal

one can understand why a deeply conservative president confronted

violence"

(12). The chain of reasoning was that crime, civil dis

order, and other social pathologies exhibited by the poor had their

by extraordinary manifestations of social and civil disorder as he
assumed office might have been led to embrace welfare reform.

roots in worklessness and family instability which, in turn, had their

In fact the objectives underlying this effort at relief reform bore

roots in welfare permissiveness. This chain of reasoning is vividly

a striking resemblance to the objectives underlying earlier periods

revealed in a summary of the views expressed by a group of "admin

oE relief reform. The fundamental conditions that gave rise to the re

istrators, academicians and intellectuals" with whom Moynihan met

form impulse were also historically familiar. The periodic expansion

to discuss the welfare crisis in the big cities, New York City being the

of relief-giving in western industrial countries has frequently been
associated with agricultural transformations that uprooted the peas

particular focus of attention:

antry and drove them into the cities and towns where many Ian·
guished without work. With people loosened from traditional con

The social fabric of New York City is coming to pieces. It isn't
just "strained" and it isn't just "frayed"; but like a sheet of rotten

trols and not enmeshed in new institutional patterns, social disorder

canvas, it is beginning to rip, and it won't be too long until even

worsened and took fonn finally in the widespread civil disorder that

a moderate force will be capable of leaving it in shreds and tatters.
. . . Among a large and growing lower class, self-reliance, sel£
discipline, and industry

are

waning; a radical disproportion is

arising between reality and expet:tations concerning job, living
standard, and so on: unemployment is high but a lively demand
for unskilled labor remains unmet; illegitimacy is increasing;
families are more and more matrifocal and atomized; crime and
disorder are sharply on the rise. There is, in short, a progressive
disorganization of SOciety, a growing pattern of frustration and
mistrust. . . . This general pathology, moreover, appears to be infect·
ing the Puerto Rican community as well as the Negro. A large
segment of the population is becoming incompetent and destruc·
tive. Growing parasitism, both legal and illegal, is the result; so,

forced elites to create relief arrangements or to allow an existing
system to expand. Then, with quiescence restored, the "social pathol
ogies" of the poor were redefined as having their cause in overly
pennissive relief arrangements, not in defe<::tive

socioeconomic

arrangements.
As often as not this social theory has led to the poor being expelled
from the relief rolls on the ground that by no other means can
they be forced to overcome the habit of idleness, Nixon would ostensi
bly have done it differently. FAP provided a variety of measures
intended to buttress work motivation. On one side, as we said
earlier, there were incentives-a modest income disregard of $720
'
annually, coupled with a tax rate allowing half of additional earned
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income to be retained to a maximum of $3,920 for a family of four.
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form. With the passage of time he abandoned his proposed method

On the other side, there were sanctions--the denial of benefits to

of reducing the rolls in favor of a much more politically popular

those who declined to work. Moreover, to insure the absorption of

method, namely, to inflame public opposition to the welfare system

the poor into the labor force, the bill provided that recipients could

and to let otbers (governon, county officials, and mayors) respond to

be compelled to work. at jobs significantly below the minimum wage.

the uproar by slashing the rolls. As he shifted from the one method

Through these measures the state would have intervened in the

to the other he withdrew support for his own plan even though
victory in Congress was at hand.

secondary labor market, subsidizing low-wage employers and insur

To be sure, there was considerable congressional opposition to

ing a disciplined supply of workers.
Over tim.e these arrangements might well have come to be used

FAP. not because the plan was restrictive but because it was not

to force the poor to take any work at sub-minimum wages, one way

restrictive enough, particularly as it would have applied to the South.

of stemming the projected rise in the rolls which so troubled Nixon

Support for the plan came largely from the industrial states in the

and his advisors. And that brings us to a crucial question: How

North which had suffered the brunt of the rising rolls. Southern

harshly would the work requirements be administered once the

representatives tended to prefer to see the relief rolls slashed. for the

turbulence of the 1960s had passed and with it the fear of the poor?

South still relied on the lowest paid labor supply in the nation.

On this question there was ample reason to be concerned, pardcularly

despite the out·migration of many of its displaced poor. Even an
income standard as low as $1 .600 for a family of four would have

after Nixon's first year or twO in office.
There was, first, the evidence of Nixon's orientation toward the

undermined the southern wage structure. Accordingly southerners

existing wei£are system. Even as the congressional struggle over wel

played the leading role in defeating the plan. using their consider

fare reform was beginning, Nixon's appointees in HEW proceeded

able power in the congressional committee structure to work for

without fanfare to institute a host of new rules and regulations de

.."
its defeat

signed to make relief benefits more difficult to obtain and to keep.

However, the opposition or the South could have been overcome

As time passed these regulations became increasingly restrictive, and

had the president persevered, but he did not, Publicly Nixon ap

the preoccupation was unmistakably one of reducing the rolls.

peared to give continued support; in the day-to--day dealings be

There was, further, the evidence of the Nixon Administration's

tween his administration and Congress, however, it progressively

economic policies. An administration concerned about the condition

became dear that his commitment to the plan was weakening. At

of the poor would not have initiated the policy of allowing unem

critical junctures, when compromises between liberals (led by Abra

ployment to rise as a counter to inflation. By the end of 1970, the

ham Ribkotf, the Democratic senator from Connecticut) and con-

first year of debate over welfare reform, the nation had been plunged
into the worst recession since World War
deepened, Moynihan wrote:

"It

II.

And while the recession

cannot be too often stated that

the issue of welfare reform is not what it costs those who provide it,
but what it costs those who receive it" (18). It was a curious point
to make during a period of rapidly rising unemployment; one might
rather have called for an easing of relief restrictiveness in order to
enable the poor to survive the impact of Nixon's anti-inAation policies.
This general callousness toward unemployment, coupled with re
strictive relief policies, suggests strongly that Nixon asked for welfarc
reform in the belief that a system of government coerdon could
succeed in driving the rolls down.
Finally, there was the gradually evolving evidence of Nixon's own
conduct during the prolonged debate in Congress over welfare rc-

nWhen we WIllie "A SI"Tategy to £rid Poverty." we biled to � the full elI:lt:I"ll 0(
lOuthern opposition to a national minimum income 'yalml. an opposition rO()(ed in a

(:()Man fOf" preserving the octremely low wage& which "II] prevail in partl of the South.
One le$wn from the debate over weltare reorganiutlon is that a national minimum
Income �tandard, if It is enacted. will be very low in deference to the variatiOns in wage
level! associated with the different «-glonal economics in the United States..
One large tcform that did rault from the gteat rile in the relid 1'011$ was the
federalizing of the lO-t:illJed adult cuegoriC$-thO$C for the disabled, blind. and aged.
The5e categories were taken over by the federal government and absorbed into a new
,ystem called Supplemental Security Income (SSI). As a result there il now a nuional
minimum �tandard for these gtoups. and that i� an advance for these poor in many
states. Furthermore, many more people applied for benefitl than had previously been
the case, for SSI il admini�tered by the SOcial Security l)'Stem and is not therefore fdt
to � as stigmatiling as the older telid programs. This ,ubnantiai advance wouk! not
have occurred occept for the fiscal erisls and the resulting poli�cal nn1ns g.wm by
the welfare aplosion. The "!>lntcgy of crisit' had been partly righl. bUl not quilt in
we way � had ap«\.ed.
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servatives seemed possible-compromises that would have raised the
annual minimum income by a few hundred dollars and softened the
work provisions-the president refused to sanction them,
The last and the most illuminating of these events occurred in
June 1972, An option paper had been prepared for the president
by the Office of Management and Budget. the Departments of Labor
and of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the staff of the Domestic
Council. "Three choices were analyzed: (A) stand pat with H,R. I;
(B) compromise with Long; and (C) compromise with Ribicoff"
(Burke and Burke, 184). The option paper went on to note that
option (C) is "the only possible strategy which can get us a bill." At
this juncture most observers agree that the president could have won
the day had he compromised with Ribicoff and the liberals. How
ever he chose not to win. "President Nixon announced his decision
on June 22, 1972, five days after the Watergate break-in. Nixon told
a news conference that he would stay by his 'middle position' in
support of the House-passed H.R.l," for which the option paper
said only twenty Senate votes could be won (Burke and Burke, 185).
Through a parliamentary maneuver, the Ribicoff compromise plan
did come before the full Senate on October 4, 1972, but without
presidential support it was defeated 52 to 34.
By this juncture the president had discovered that there was p0litical capital in the welfare issue, and probably more capital in the
issue itself than in the legislation he had introduced. By the un
relenting emphasis on the "pathology-generating" features of relief
giving, Nixon and Moynihan had played to the growing climate of
relief-restrictiveness, if they had not done much to create it. As
he previewed his 1972 presidential election campaign Nixon thus
decided "that it would be wiser to have an issue than an enacted
plan" (Burke and Burke, 185).
The lack of genuine support by the White House for a compromise
welfare reform bill, together with the president's exploitation of
the welfare issue to garner votes in the presidential campaign, angered
and dismayed many liberals who had supported welfare reform.
They, too. came to distrust Nixon's motives. One of them was Hyman
Bookbinder. Washington Representative of the American Jewish
Committee, who wrote Moynihan on November 14, 1972:
HR-} was dead about six months ago. It was clear
that the Administration felt it could not be saddled with a welfare
program during an election year . . . but my continuing participa-
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tion in the support effort persuaded me that the bill never had the
hearty backing it required from Pennsylvania Avenue. The several
generalized Presidential pronouncements were welcome but they
were made less than credible because of administrative inflexibility
and intransigence on modest improvements that were being pro
posed. . .
But now, Pat, I come to the real purpose of this letter. While
I do not approve of the catering to anti-welfare prejudices that are
engaged in for political advantage, I can at least understand them.
There are subtle considerations of timing and emphasis in any
legislative effort. But what concerns me is that these anti-welfare
prejudices have become so ingrained and so widespread that no
real progress may be possible. And, above all, my reading [of the
President's remarks] persuades me that he is himself the victim of
some of the harshest prejudices and misinformation . . . (emphasis
in original)."
.

Given all of these factors, there was reason to believe that FAP,
had it been enacted, would have been administered in keeping with
other Nixon policies, all of which were antagonistic to the poor.
Stated in simplest terms, it was the relief explosion of the 1960s
that had precipitated official efforts at reform. As a result of that
expansion millions of people had come to receive benefits. Poverty
in the United States had been substantially reduced and a step
toward something like a national minimum income had in fact
been taken. It was these gains that were the object of "reform."

NWRO Lobbies Against Welfare "Reform"
In the interim between the introduction of FAP in 1970 and its
final defeat in 1972 the issue of welfare reorganization was high on
the national political agenda. Despite the furor we advised George
that NWRO should not plunge into the congressional maelstrom. We
thought NWRO continually overestimated its effectiveness in the
lobbying process. At the time NWRO had virtually no grassroots
base left; far from remedying that circumstance (if it could have been
remedied), the congressional struggle over the president's proposals
would surely be a long and exhausting one, and just as surely it

I knew that

U

Quoted with permission of Hyman Bookbinder.
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would divert the whole of NWRO's resources away from its base.

Finally, the interest of many groups and of the press in the issue

Instead we thought that NWRO should turn back to the streets and

of welfare reorganization promised to give extraordinary visibility

welfare centers, with the aged and the working poor as new targets.

to the representatives of a relief recipients' organization who joined

The barrage of publicity over Nixon's proposals to supplement low

in the lobbying process. The opportunity to achieve a large measure

wages might give a new legitimacy to campaigns to mobilize the

of national recognition for NWRO's top leadership

working poor to obtain supplements through general assistance pro

and that was a powerful incentive. The decision, then, was to lobby.

grams in the northern states.

As before, we argued our view by pointing

was

at hand

One measure of the lure of recognition and of organizational
to the continued de

rewards which the pending debate over welfare reorganization held

fiance among the unorganized poor themselves. While the black

for NWRQ is the fact that there was, at the outset, considerable un

movement as a whole was ebbing in this period, applications for

certainty among the leadership as to whether the family assistance

public assistance remained high, and approval levels were still high

proposals should be supported or opposed. However, that did not

as well. Although organized recipient groups were beginning to en

matter as much as the chance to lobby mattered. The NWRO

counter resistance from welfare administrators in the changed politi

intended to seize the opportunity to enhance its waning visibility;

cal climate following Nixon's election, the eligibility process still

the substance of its position could be developed over time.

remained relatively open. The impact of years of protest on policies

A somewhat uncertain decision was first reached to support the

and practices would take time to be reversed. Significant cases deal

bill. The objective was to improve it: to raise the minimum payment

NIXON PLAN]"),

ing with eligibility restrictions were reaching the Supreme Court

level ("up

in this period and the decisions being handed down were still fav

to introduce various substantive and procedural tights. By the sum

orable. HEW could not implement restrictive policies all at once.

mer of 1970, however, NWRO turned against FAP and tried to defeat

In fact, under the impact of the Nixon recession, the rolls were rising

it

even more rapidly than before.

analyses of the veritable melange of alternative bills and amendments

("ZAP

THE

to eliminate workfare penalties, and

FAPI").45 Thereafter it worked assiduously to produce

But George decided otherwise. In reaching this decision he was

that were placed before Congress, and it distributed these analyses

constrained by a number of organizational problems. He was not,

widely through its newsletter and other mailings; it lobbied inces

to begin with. unaware of the diminishing membership base and

santly with individual congressmen; it helped organize anti-FAP

of the weakening militancy of local groups. It was therefore far

caucuses within Congress; and. finally, it tried to rally local WROs

from clear that an infrastructure existed that could develop orga

across the country to devote themselves to lobbying activities. such

nizing campaigns among new groups; it was also not clear that a

as buttonholing their local congressmen and participating in various

sufficient grassroots base remained to mount resistance campaigns

demonstrations in the nation's capital. From the fall of 1969 onward,

against the rising tide of welfare restrictiveness. To have announced

in short, NWRO devoted a substantial part of its resources to try

either kind of campaign, only to have it fail, would have revealed

ing to shape the course of welfare legislation in Congress.

NWRO's weakness at its base. In any case he could not turn the

How effective was NWRO's campaign against welfare reform? The

organization toward multi-constituency organizing (e.g., toward the

answer to this question is obviously central to the argument of this

aged or the working poor}-not, that is, without the killing internal
struggle with the established recipient leadership that had prevented

book. NWRO itself took generous, if not full, credit for the defeat

sudl a turn at earlier points.

fluence was negligible.

of the bill. But the facts lead to the opposite conclusion; its in

On the other hand, there were strong inducements to join the

The only point at which NWRO had some, but hardly critical, in

fray over welfare reform. NWRO had a large national office staff

fluence on an important outcome occurred in the vote of the Senate

by this time. The operation was expensive to maintain, especially
in a political climate that made fund-raising increasingly difficult.
The congressional struggle over welfare reform promised to give
NWRO high visibility, thus enhancing its ability to raise funds.

i' For

165).

a discuSliion of NWRO's shifting position on FAP, see Burke and Burke (159-
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Finance Committee in November 1970, after the House had first

reach the floor of the Senate. In the judgment of various persons

passed the bill. The Senate Finance Committee defeated the plan

close to the congressional struggle, such as Mitchell I. Ginsberg, it

1 0 to 6, and the majority included three liberal Democrats who
might have been expected to support the bill (Eugene McCarthy.

even if one grants the extremely remote assumption that cloture

Minnesota; Fred Harris. Oklahoma; and Albert Gore, Tennessee).

might have been invoked, the opponents of the bill would have had

NWRO lobbyists claim that they inRuenced the votes of both Harris

many other chances to destroy it through repeal, or to emasculate it

would have been impossible to find the votes to invoke cloture. And

and McCarthy, and judging from other fonns of support which these

by crippling amendments. The point is that the test of a lobbying

particular senators gave NWRO over the years, this claim is reason

strategy is not merely momentary success, if even that can be achieved;

able. However, Gore's vote was not inRuenced by NWRO. He had

the test is the capacity to sustain inAuence year after year in the

just been defeated after thirty-two years in the Senate, in part because

face of a continuing and determined opposition.

he had been a special target of Republican midterm campaign strat·

NWRO's ineffectiveness in the Congress is further illustrated by

egists; his vote was retaliation against the Nixon Administration.'o

another incident. During the course of the welfare debate Congress

mittee vote might have been 8 to 8. Under the rules of the com

Act. It will be recalled that congressional concern over the welfare

Therefore, were it not for NWRO, that early and important com

enacted an extremely restrictive amendment to the Social Security

mittee, however, a tie vote is a losing vote, and thus the bill would

rises had begun to be expressed some years earlier, as marked by the

not have been reported out, whether NWRO had lobbied or not.n

enactment of training and employment programs in 1967. Under

In June 1971 the House (by a smaller margin) again enacted a

the original "Work Incentives Now" program, welfare files were

version of the bill. Once more the crucial struggle was played out

presumably to be combed for people eligible for training and work,

in the Senate where Long's committee bottled up the bill. NWRO's

who were then to be registered as "ready for employment." In the

role during this period was chieRy to weaken liberal proponents of

late 1960s welfare administratOrs implemented this program laxly

the bill by dividing and confusing them. If blacks were seemingly

for fear of the possible repercussions in the ghettos. But in late

opposed to the bill, it became more difficult for some white liberals

1971 Congress acted to put t�th into the program with an amend

to support it. Nevertheless a liberal coalition formed under the

ment specifying that any state which failed to refer to employment

leadership of Abraham Ribicoff, whom NWRO denounced. At

at least 15 percent of the average number of individuals registered

several junctures this coalition managed to negotiate compromises

during the year as "ready for employment" would be penalized by

with conservatives and with administration representatives. By this

the subtraction of one percentage point from its matching funds for

time, however, the president was backing away from his own bill

each percent by which referrals fell below 15 percent. The amend·

and would not sanction the compromises.
Moreover these particular events were of no great significance,

despite the fact that NWRO's lobbying presence was at its peak

taken by themselves. Chainnan Long and others had made it abun
dantly clear that they would organize a filibuster should the bill ever

ment was passed in the Senate without a single dissenting vote
during this period (Burke and Burke, 164).
But NWRO did not lobby simply to be effective in the legislative
process. NWRO and its leadership obtained enormous visibility and
substantial resources in the course of the struggle over welfare re

., Moynihan eLaims that. another negative "'te-Andenon (N.M.)-Wll. influenced by
Hanll, and thus indirectly by NWRO (555). Burke and Burke do nOI confirm thi.
daim; nor does Mitchell 1. Ginlberg. the New York City Human Re.:Iurt'ti Administra·
tor and the most active lobbyist for FAP.
U One member of the committee, Hartke from Indiana, was absent from thl. CTudal
VOte. A liberal, Hartke had ju!t barely survived the midterm election. Burke and Burke
ate silent on the question of how he might have voted h;l.d he been present. Moynihan
also gives no clue, and Ginsberg also finds it difficult to say what his vote would have
been. In any rvent there � no evidencc: that he was in.ll.uena:d by NWRO, nOI did
NWRO·.lobbyisu mate such a claim.

organization, thus reinforcing the illusion of its inRuence. Consistent
with this illusion NWRO's leadership determined to make its
presence felt as the Democratic and Republican parties formulated
their campaign platforms in the spring and summer of 1972. These
events indicate just how invested NWRO had become in electoral
politics and in an image of itself as being influential in electoral poli_
tics. This turn had been signaled by George at the convention in 1970

wben he announced: ''We've got to get into lobbying, political
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organization, and ward and precinct politics" (Martin, l!H). With

that rallying cry a welfare recipients' organization which no longer
had a constituency capable of storming a welfare center anywhere in
the country issued a call through its newsletter in November 1971
to storm the American electoral system. This statement by Beulah
Sanders, who was elected chainnan of the National Coordinating
Committee in 1971. deserves to be quoted completely if only to
convey the full measure of the unreality which had come to dominate
the organization:
At the last NWRO Convention, there was a clear mandate from the
membership that NWRO take a major role in the various political
arenas all across this country. In keeping with that mandate your
chairman consented to testify both in &$ton and New York before
the New Democratic Coalition's regional platform hearings.
NWRD also has played a significant role in the building of the
National Women's Political Caucus and we are helping to build
similar caucuses in several states. The upcoming year is going to
be most active politically for the entire country and a very significant
one (politically) for WRD's across the country. So with the slogan
of Bread, Justice and Dignity, let's unite al1 our brothers and sis
ters in the struggle and hard fight ahead.
For it is our intent to develop a large welfare rights caucus at
the Democratic convention. We must begin on local levels to make
sure that our members are registered to vote, and that we begin
u early as possible to vote for the various delegate seats by demand
ing that there be equal representation for our members. We must
begin to link up with other organizations and run candidates for
the various local, state, and national offices. Politics has in the put
been a very dirty and dosed. business in this country.
We must be about changing that. For we have seen in the past
what has happened to candidates who have gotten the support of
the people but decide that the old line party powers are who they
need to be beholden to. So the burden is going to be on us to
pick and support candidates for office whom we can trust.
It is going to be very important for us to know what is happen
ing in your local areas $0 that we can work from a national level
to d�velop our plans for the coming year. So begin now: get together
with other groups, especially women's groups, to discuss your strate
gies. As welfare recipients who represent a major portion of the
poor in this country, the burden s
i ours to keep the goal of
"adequate income" in the forefront as the most vital issue in any
and all of our campaigns. "Welfare. Reform" will be a vital issue
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in '72. but we must not get caught up in that trap, as so many
of the liberal candidates and organizations have. for we are about
more than just "Welfare Reform." We are about a "Guaranteed
Adequate Income" for all Americans; and that means a true re
distribution of this country's resources in such a way as to guarantee
the right to a decent life to all Americans, be they man, woman,
child. black. white or red, working or non-working.

In June 1972 the NWRO leadership announced to its member·
ship: "We will go to the Democratic National Convention in the
same manner we have always dealt with an unjust system-with
representation on the inside, but our real strength on the outside,
in the streets." A major demonstration was planned, and at a huge
financial cost to the organization and its affiliates about 500 leaders,
members. and organizers actually attended. Given the extraordinary
delegate composition of that particular Democratic convention.

NWRO obtained 1.000 votes (about 1,600 were needed) supporting
a plank calling for a guaranteed income of $6,500 for a family of
four. It was heady stuff. "We lost," NWRO announced in a- post·
convention newsletter. "but in a spiritual sense, we had won." Owt
how great a spiritual victory had been won was to be revealed in
November when in part �cause of McGovern's advocacy. at least
in the early months of the campaign, of a guaranteed income of

$4,000 for a family of four. he was obliterated by the voters.) N. for
t�e Republican conven tion, there was no spiritual victory; it was.
NWRO proclaimed, "No place for the poor."

The Demise of the National Welfare
Rights Organization
A good number of local organizers had come in this period to think.
that there was "no place for the poor" in NWRO's national office,
either. NWRO's national convention in

1971 was the setting for a

revolt led by some of the senior organizers who objected to the fact
that they were being provided with

so

little assistance from the

national office at a time when local organizing was foundering. Local
organizers were intent on expanding their membership so they
could lobby at the state and local level against welfare cuts of
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various kinds, and they wanted resources hom the national office
to aid in that process. From their perspective the national office, be

cause of its emphasis on national lobbying, had come to give the
bunding of local membership a low priority. They were also con
cerned about the adverse effect on local organizing of NWRO's re
peated calls for demonstrations in the nation's capital (and later at
the presidential nominating conventions). These demorutrations
drew local recipient leaden away from local organizing activities and
the travel costs depleted local treasuries, already nearly empty.
The character of the 1971 convention itself helped to trigger dis
contents among organizers. It was staged to dramatize NWRO's
lobbying and coalitional role. The featured speaker was Senator
George McGovern, who was then preparing to run for the Demo.
cratic presidential nomination but who had not yet been ave....
whelmed with speaking invitations. McGovern had agreed to intro.
duce (but not to endorse) a guaranteed income bill which had been
drafted by NWRO, and the leadership hoped by his presence at
the conference to give their bill national prominence. Ocher notables,
such as Shirley Chisholm and Gloria Steinem. also graced the
speaker's platform. The organizers pointed out that no one was talk.
ing about organizing and that was very troubling to them.

The Welfare Rights Movement
And they were bewildered and bored by the hours devoted to pass·
ing amendments to NWRO's intricate constitution and debating
. seemed remote from
ch
resolutions regarding legislative programs whi
the everyday realities of their existence. The anger was gone, the
spontaneity was gone, and the sense of community, solidarity, and
militancy were gone. All had given way to the preoccupation with
the maintenance of organizational structure and lobbying activities.
The organizers' complaints, however. met with little response from
either the national staff or the National Coordinating Committee. In
the continuing contest over resources and priorities the national
leadership consistently won. mainly because of their superior capacity
to attract money and their superior capacity to attract publicity, even
when the publicity was generated by the activities of local welfare
rights groups. Consequently many organizers, especially the more
experienced ones, turned away from NWRO following the conven
tion in 1971. Until that time they had shown great loyalty, and
could be depended upon to abide by the decisions of the national
leadership. But no longer. NWRO had first lost its membership
base; it then lost the allegiance of many of its senior organizers.
One measure of how little importance, in practice, was assigned
to the grassroots in these years is revealed by the distribution of

M�reover th� structure of NWRQ and of the conventions had by
.
thl� t�me effectIVely separated organizers and recipient leaders. The

NWRO's national budget. In the early years a modest proportion

staff, presumably to set policy; organizers were not consulted. ]n

whose main function at that time was to provide services to local

reoplent leaders met separately with a few members of the national

this sense, it was truly a poor people's organization, and organizers

� � a certain resentment about their exclusion

had devel pe

(although

the orgamzatlOnal S[TUcture was one which they had themselves
created). As a practical matter most of the recipient delegates from

�

�

�

ad litt e more than the most formalistic role in policy
makmg; the mfluentlals were the state representatives who comprised

loca groups

the National Coordinating Committee and the Executive Committee.
These women had become so famous and so intimidating to the
typical local recipient leader that they dominated the convention plat

�

f?rms and t e policymaking process. It was left for the delegates
s �mply to ratify what their leadership recommended.. For all prac.

heal purposes. tbe conventions in the 19705 were arranged to benefit

�

had gone to support the salaries and other expenses of some local
organizers, and another part of the budget paid for national staff
groups. But in the 1970s virtually all of the. funds raised went to
support national office operations. NWRO had a rather sizable budget
in those years. usually well in excess of $250,000 per year. But
precious little of it found its way to the local level. A large bureauc
racy, as these things go. had developed in Washington; the staff on
payroll ranged from thirty to fifty persons. The periodic meetings
of the Executive Committee and of the National Coordinating Com
mittee were expensive. The research. writing. and publication activi
ties associated with lobbying were expensive. National demonstra·
tions were extremely costly; the planning and execution of the Chil
dren', March for Survival, for example, is estimated to have cost
more than one hundred thousand dollars alone. In other words,

the nation l leaders. Organizers and most delegates felt left out,

local groups, despite their much inferior fund-raising capabilities,

�hunted aside by the sweep of NWRO's large legislative objectives,
us visiting dignitaries, its press conferences. its prearranged agendas.

Many more complaints were voiced by the remaining local or-

were largely left to fend for themselves.
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ganizers and recipients at the convention of 197.3. Faith Evans, who

years, then collapsed. Jusc as certainly, it did not attract a mass

was then acting executive director of NWRO, told a reporter for

base: at its peak, the national membership count did not exceed

the Washinglon Post after the convention that
NWRQ spent ils $300,000 budget (in 1972) fighting President
Nixon's welfare reform plan in Washington and fighting for more

political representation for the poor at the Democratic and Repub
lican Presidential conventions. At the NWRO convention, folks kept
telling me for the past twO years National has sort of withdrawn and
drained resources from us and we've been struggling out here and
we didn't get nothing back. If we get $100,000 in the next six
months, I anticipate spending 80 percent in the field.
And in a postconvention newsletter, the NWRO leadership an
nounced:
There was a mandate put on the National Office by the de1egates
at the Convention for us to reorient our priorities and begin reo
developing our field operation, so that we can provide continuing
build-up and support to local organizing groups. It has been our
intention in the National Office for some time now since the end
of the FAP fight to begin that process. The National Office has now
committed itself to providing most of its resources to help local
people organize in their communities.
But it was too late. The chance to organize the grassroots had passed,

25,000 adults. And it is our opinion that it had relatively little in
fluence in the lobbying process to which it progressively devoted
most of its resources.
But in the final analysis we do not judge NWRO a failure for
these reasons. We ourselves did not expect that NWRO would en
dure or that it would attract a mass base or become influential in
the lobbying process. Rather, we judge it by another criterion:
whether it exploited the momentary unrest among the poor to obtain
the maximum concessions possible in return for the restoration of
quiescence. It is by that criterion that it failed,
NWRO had a slogan-"Bread and Justice"-and NWRO under
stood that for the people at the bottom a little bread is a little justice.
Had it pursued a mobilizing strategy, encouraging more and more
of the poor to demand wei£are, NWRO could perhaps have left a
legacy of another million families on the rolls. Millions of potentially
eligible families had still not applied for aid, especially among the
aged and working poor, and hundreds of thousands of potential
AFDC recipients were still being denied relief in local centers. To
have mobilized these poor, however, NWRO's leaders would have
had to evacuate the legislative halls and presidential delegate cau
cuses, and reoccupy the relief centers; they would have bad to

not least because black unrest had passed. And with the demise of

relinquish testifying and lobbying, and resume agitating. They did

the black movement, there were no resources to be had for organizing.

not and an opportunity to obtain "bread and justice" for more of

Private elites, like government before them, had begun to with

the poor was forfeited.

draw support for organizing among the urban black poor. As one

The parallel with the relief movement in the Great Depression is

funding sour� after another put it, "We are no longer emphasizing

striking. Poor people exerted influence just as long as they mobilized

poverty." Consequently NWRO rapidly fell deeply into debt. In the

to disr.upt local welfare practices and to demand relief, at once forc

fall of 1974 Johnnie Tillmon (NWRO's first national chairman), who

ing concessions from welfare departments and generating pressure

had succeeded George as permanent executive director after his

for federal concessions as well. Except for widespread disorder and

resignation in December 1972, issued a "Master Plan for Fund

deepening local fiscal strains, the Roosevelt Administration would

Raising for the National Welfare Rights Organization." The fund

hardly have ventured into the emergency relief business. Organizers,

raising goal was $1 million annually for six years and it called mainly

however, soon turned to developing intricate national, state, and local

upon the poor to send in contributions. But there was no response

structures as well as to cultivating regular relationships with public

not from the poor nor from anyone else. Several months later NWRO

officials. Its leaders were soon converted from agitators to lobbyists,

went bankrupt and the national office was closed.

its followers became progressively inert, and the capacity to capi
talize on instability to secure economic concessions for the poor was

NWRO failed to achieve its own objective-to build an enduring

lost. Finally, with the passing of mass unrest, the Workers' Alliance

mass organization tbrough which tbe poor could exert inHuence.

collapsed. The relief organization of the 1960s met the same fate,

Certainly NWRO did not endure; it survived a mere six or seven

and by the same processes.
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nomic trends of the 1970s was even more severe and where the effects

A Closing Note on the Postwar Black Movement

of inflation and recession were exacerbated by related political devel
opments. The so-called "urban fiscal crisis" of the 1970s signaled a

By the dose of the 19605, the black movement which began in the

concerted effort by political and economic elites to reduce the real

postwar period had. made some modest economic gains. A large

income of the bottom stratum of the American working class, largely

proportion of the unemployed and impoverished masses in the cities

by slashing the benefits they had won from the public Sf!i:tor.

were receiving welfare grants. Others had benefitted from the ex

The processes underlying the fiscal crisis of the cities had been

pansion of municipal payrolls. an expansion stimulated in part by

under way for at least two decades. In the years after World War II,

the federal programs inaugurated during the Great Society years.

the manufacturing base of many older cities weakened. The decline

The economic boom in the late 1960s also enabled more blacks to

in central<ity manufacturing had a number of causes. In part. it

gain employment in the private sector. Taken together. enlarged

resulted from the movement of both older plants and new capital

public and private employment had somewhat diminished the overall

to the South and abroad in search of cheaper labor. In part, it was

rate of nonwhite unemployment.

the result of the movement of plants to the suburban ring. where

By the mid-1970s. all of these gains had been substantially eroded.

labor costs were not nf!i:essarily cheaper but where federal invest

There were several reasons. For one, as black protest subsided, federal

ments in highways, housing, and other SC!rvice systems reduced the

concessions were withdrawn. With the ascent to the presidency of

costs of doing business in various other ways. In part, it was the

Richard Nixon, the administration of welfare by states and localities

result of the pattern of federal investments in defense and space

became more restrictive, partly in response to threatening rhetoric

exploration which bypassed the older manufacturing cities for the

and restrictive regulations promulgated by the federal government.

new cities of the South and West. These trends in manufacturing

At the same time. the Great Society programs that had provided

were intertwined with the flight of commerce and of the more affiuent

resources and justification for black protest were stiRed. their activi

classes from the older central cities to the suburban rings and to the

ties curbed, and their funds curtailed or eliminated in favor of new

"southern rim" of the nation. (Meanwhile, with the aid of federal

revenue-sharing or block grant programs. Whatever else the new

urban-renewal subsidies, the downtown areas of many of these cities

revenue-sharing formulas meant, they slowly redirected monies away

were redeveloped with huge office towers and luxury apartment

from the older cities to richer cities, suburbs, and towns. while within

complexes to house the increasingly complex administrative apparatus

each locality some of the monies which had previously provided jobs

and the managerial personnel of national and international corpora
tions whose plants had come to be located elsewhere.)

and services in the ghettos were spent to fund police departments and
to reduce taxes.
Meanwhile. as federal policies curtailed the public programs which

It was, of course, during this same period that large numbers of
black and Hispanic people migrated to the cities. By the mid-1960s.

had given aid to the urban poor, the persisting recession and rampant

these displaced and chronically impoverished people had become

inDation that characterized the 19705 caused a sharp reduction in the

rebellious. In turn. their demands helped to trigger greater demands

standard of living of already depressed groups. Unemployment rates

by other groups, such as municipal employees. As mayors struggled

were, as usual, much higher among blacks; and inDation rapidly

to appease these insurgent urban groups with jobs, benefits, and

destroyed the purchasing power of welfare grants, which, in the

services. municipal budgets rose precipitately. But so long as the

hostile political climate of the seventies. were rarely increased, and

cities were in turmoil the political price exacted. by the insurgents

were surely not increased to keep pace with the rising cost of living.

had to � paid in order to restore order. Accordingly. municipalities
raised tax rates despite their weakening economies, and state gov

By the mid-I 970s, the real income of welfare recipients in many
states had been cut by as much as half.

ernments and the federal government increased grants-in·aid to

These were national trends. Most of the minority poor were

municipalities. By these means, the cities stayed aRoat fiscally, and

located in the older northern cities, where the impact of the eco-

they stayed aftoat politically as well. Over all, �e share of the
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American national product channeled into the public sector rose
dramatically in the 1960s, and the largest part of that rise was due to
mounting municipal and state budgets.
By the early 19705, urban strife had subsided; a degree of political
stability had been restored, in no small part as a result of the
concessions granted in the 19605. At the same time, however, the
disparity between expenditures and revenues in the older cities
widened dramatically, for the long-term economic trends that were
undercutting the manufacturing base of these cities worsened rapidly
under the impact of the recessionary policies of the Nixon-Ford
administrations. As unemployment ratt! rose in the central cities,
municipal rn>enues declined, for much of tbese revenues was earned
through sales and income taxes. Moreover, once the turmoil of the
19605 ebbed, the federal and state governments could and did reduce
grants-in-aid to the older central cities, thereby widening the dis
parities in the city budgets even more. The situation thus became
ripe for a mobilization of national and local business interests to
bring expenditures into line with revenues by cutting the COSt of the
populist politics in the cities.
The trigger for this mobilization was the threat of a default by
New York City in 1975. Banks with large holdings of New York City
securities became unnerved over the rapid increase in short·term
borrowing, and refused to float loans until the city "put its hOuse
in order." Whatever the bankers intended, their action precipitated
the theatrical spectacular of a New York City default. The city did
not default, but the drama made it possible to impose entirely new
definitions of the urban fiscal situation upon the populations of the
cities across the nation. There simply was no money, it was said;
municipal budgets had to be balanced. In the face of that definition,
urban pressure groups became frightened, confused, and helpless,
and were transformed into passive witnesses to a municipal politics
in which they had been active participants only a short time earlier.
With the threat of default as the justification, locally based business
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while New York City's plight captured the headlines, it was only the
exemplary case, the means that was used to instruct poor and
working-class groups in other cities not to resist similar and even
more drastic cost-cutting campaigns by local elites.
Nor, apptarances aside, did fhe federal government remain aloof
from these urban fiscal troubles. The crisis provided legitimation
for the imposition of a national economic policy to reduce public
sector expenditures in the United States, a policy much in accord
with national corporate interests, which claimed that American in
dustry was suffering from a severe shortage of capital. The gradual
reduction of federal grants-in-aid to the older central cities, com
bined with the federal government's refusal to aid cities on the verge
of bankruptcy, combined to bring about a shift in the balance be
tween public and private sectors in the United States. Since state

and local budgets accounted for two-thirds of total government ex
penditures, they bore the brunt of the cuts. Whatever position one
takes on the seriousness of the capital crisis in the United States,
there is not much question that this method of solving the problem
of capital formation places the heaviest burden on the lowest income
stratum of the population (the very groups that are also least
likely to �nefit if the position of American capital subsequently
strengthens and a period of prosperity ensues). Under the guise of
the urban fiscal crisis, in short, local and national business interests

joined to reassert control over the municipal level of the state
apparatus, for it was on the municipal level that popular struggles
by working-class groups had forced some concessions in the 1960s.

The impact of these political developments on urban minorities
was clear from the outset. Services to neighborhoods were reduced,
and much more so in impoverished neighborhoods than in better-olf
ones. Municipal workers were laid off in large numbers, and the
overwhelming impact of these layoffs was felt by the minority people

who were hired during and aher the tunooil of the 1960s. In New

York City, for example, two-fifths of the blacks on the city's work

interestll (who historica1ly have often operated under the aegis of

force (and half of the Hispanics) were fired at the same time as

the one hand, they insisted upon slashes in payrolls, wages, and

many of the unemployed, welfare eventually became the only possible

municipal reform groups) moved to restructure urban policies, On

recession-induced unemployment reached near-depression levels. For

benefits and in services to neighborhoods. On the other hand, they

recourse, a fact that lent the growing welfare restrictiveness of the

argued that to bolster declining city revenues, states and munici

period a special cruelty. The urban crisis, in short, had become the

palities would have to make new and larger concessions to business:

rationale for a mobilization against the urban working class, and

of public regulation in matters such as environmental pollution. And

Finally, and much to the point of this book, blacks were assaulted

reduced taxes, improved services, enlarged subsidies, and a relaxation

especially against its enlarging minority segment.
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in another way as well. The events of the urban fiscal crisis deprived.

protest were possible. They may fail. The time may not be right.

them even of the limited influence in urban politics ordinarily

But then, they may sometimes succeed.

wielded by the vote. As the fiscal crisis deepened, with the result that
financial and business leaders effectively took control of municipal
budget decisions, the elected political stratum of the older northern
cities was supplanted. Such gains in city and state electoral repre·
sentation as blacks had made during the sixties were dearly of little
consequence in resisting the slashing of municipal budgets when
bankers and businessmen were, for all practical purposes, making the
budget decisions.
The possibilities for reversing this campaign against the urban
poor through ordinary political processes would not have been bright
under any circumstances. As financial and business leaders took con·
trol, however, efforts by groups to lobby with city and state elected
officials to save their services or their jobs became fatuous, simply
because the events of the crisis deprived these officials of whatever
authority they had once had. City and state governments have always
been in large measure dependent for their revenues on locally raised
taxes, which in tum hinge on business prosperity. They have also
been dependent for debt financing on private credit markets. These
arrangements meant that state and local officials were always uld·
mately vulnerable to those who made investment and lending deci·
sions. Enlarging fiscal discrepancies in the municipal and state
budgets made this vulnerability acute and the dependency of elected
officials blatant. (Indeed, in New York City, businessmen and bankers
used the crisis to formally restructure municipal political authority,
depriving elected officials of even their customary fonnal budgetary
powers.)
Still, the new black leaders, including the black city politicians
who were caught in the fiscal crisis, continued to rely upon electoral
politics to moderate the impact of the cutbacks on the ghettos. But
this strategy was bound to fail.
This is not to say that mass protest was clearly possible in the mid19705. One can never predict with certainty when the "heavings and
rumblings of the social foundations" will force up large·scale de
fiance, although changes of great magnitude were at work. Who,
after all, could have predicted the extraordinary mobilization of
black people beginning in 1955? Nor can one calculate with certainty
the responses of elites to mass disruption. There are no blueprints to
guide movements of the poor. But if organizers and leaders want

to help those movements emerge, they must always proceed as if
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